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ELECTRICITY
experts know

as

"Your spare

time is
capi

yom m

it

do not have
YOU
hundred

to take time off from work and spend severa
dollars in tuition in order to master the practical side
The whole subject is now covered in a low-priced
of electricity.
set of books, flexibly-bound and handy pocket-sized.
Just a few minutes of your spare time spent with

the Croft Library of Practical Electricity each day will give you a knowledge which could otberwise be gained
only in years of practice.

Earn a big salary
The

salaries of electrical workers are high
And the demand for properly tra
up.
more insistent than ever before in the history of electricity.

and constantly going
is

NOT ONE CENT
IN ADVANCE

Don't be content with $38 to $50
per week

Merely
us

Don't be content with just a fair knowledge of electricity. Don't be
with the average electrical worker's salary of $3S to $50 per
week. Know electricity as experts know it.
Terrell Croft will tell
you how.

the

satisfied

The only

library of

There never has been a set of books or a course on electricity
that adhered so closely to actual electrical practice.
The author,
Terrell Croft, procured his knowledge, with his sleeves rolled up.
He was trouble shooter, draftsman, wireman, central station
operator then electrical engineer for the Westinghouse Company.
He is a practical man and knows the exact wants of

—

his fellow workers.

of the
today.

why and how

out the coupon below and return to
days' absolutely free examination of

fill

He

tells of the short cuts to bigger pay,
of everything in electrical practice of

8 Volumes
Flexibly bound
Pocket Size
3000 pages

2100
illustrations

Everything

you must know
about

A

letter that

means something

to

YOU

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY,
Inc., 239 W. 39th St., New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
myself

press

—aboutan CROFT'S
attempt
In

LIBRARY" OF

to

EXAMINATION C0UPONL

ex-

NEW

!

PRACTICAL ELEC-

have never seen, and do
I
not believe there was ever printed in
the English language, a more comprehensive set of books. It is a library
that is just as valuable to the novice
as to the expert, because it is all prac-

TRICITY,

tice.

Respectfully,

GUY

electricity at
the finger's end

Chief,

Doplan

Co., Inc.
New York

West 39th Street

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.
239 W. 39th St., New York

—

Gentlemen: Please send me the Library of Practical Electricity (shipTf satisfactory
ping charges prepaid), for 10 days' free examination.
I will send $2 in ten days and $3 per month until $20 has been paid.
shipping
you
for
return
instructions.
If not wanted. I will write

H. PEIFER,

Silk Corporation,

Hazelton, Pa.

McGraw-Hill Book
239

ten

TRICITY. Use the books in connection with your
work for ten full days. See how the hundreds of
problems in electrical practice are cleared up in simple
convinced
language and illustration.
If thoroughly
that the books will enable you to know electricity as
experts know it, send us only $2 in ten days, and $3
per month for six months.
You pay only $20 for a comReturn the books at our explete electrical education.
pense if not entirely pleased.

kind—

its

for

CROFT LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL ELEC-

Name

Home

Address

City and State

Where Employed
Occupation
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we

discust

the

Goddard Moon Rocket minutely, presenting the "entire problem as laid down by the
inventor.
Right here it should again be
pointed out, as already mentioned in the
original account, that Dr. Goddard did not
primarily invent his rocket to travel from the earth to
the moon.
This was only a secondary consideration.
Once a rocket has gone up for 400 or 500 miles into
the atmosphere, it would be impossible to prove by
any means that it had actually reached this great
heighth.
minute's reflection will show that no barograph or other recording instrument would be of any
value because at this heighth there is no air.
While we know that the temperature in free space
459° Fahrenheit, we could of course employ some
is
sort of a recording instrument which would show that
the rocket had actually past into free space. This could
459°.
be verified if the temperature recorded was
However, the trouble is that the rocket could go on
for a thousand miles higher and still the temperature
459°.
would remain just exactly the same, viz.
Dr. Goddard conceived the idea to make the rocket
big enough so that it would actually propel itself on to
the dark side of the moon and there explode a magnesium flash charge
the proof of its landing upon
the moon would be conclusive if our astronomers
actually saw the flash upon the dark side of the moon.
Theoretically the scheme of firing a rocket to the
moon is feasible practically, we are much afraid it is
not.
do not deny the possibility of building an
enormous gun .a la Jules Verne and fire a projectile
which could reach the moon. It would only be a consideration of making the gun large enough and using
enough high explosive. If the gun were trained at the
correct point in the heavens, there is little doubt that
such a missile would, after some hours flight, alight
on the moon. But in the case of a rocket this becomes a
vastly different problem.

A

—

—

—

;

;
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In the first place, it should be borne in mind that at
the time when a rocket or even a shell is fired, it is
of course not fired at the moon at all. The reason is
that it takes many hours or even days for the projectile
to land upon our satellite.
For that reason when we
fire the gun or the rocket, it becomes evident that it
is fired direct into space with no moon anywhere in
sight.
In other words, the gun is trained on a certain
point in space, accurately calculated by astronomers,
the calculation being such that we will know the length
of time it will take the projectile to traverse the space
between the earth and the moon. The latter during
this period will have moved to the point where it will
intercept the flight of the projectile. As to the Goddard
Rocket, it has been calculated that it would take about
100 hours to traverse this space of 220,000 miles.
Granted that we had fired the Rocket on a very calm
day when there was no breath of air stirring, so as
not to deviate the path of the rocket even an inch
(and this condition alone is almost impossible), we
rocket which
now come to the next consideration.
propels itself in a vacuum will not move in an absoThe reason is that the explosions
lute straight line.
acting upon the body of the rocket will not project
the rocket exactly along its axis.
It should be remembered that it has to traverse 220,000 miles to hit an object 2,164 miles in diameter. Consequently, it can be readily seen that a deflection of
a small fraction of an inch to either side at the start
would prevent the rocket from making a successful
landing upon the moon.
Even if meteorites never actually hit the rocket,
many, however, would certainly come near enough to
the rocket to draw it slightly out of its path, due to
gravitational attraction.
If a rocket is ever used, it would be necessary to
have it carry with it some human beings, who could
correct these influences along the wav.
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What

a Master Key ?

Is

A key which will unlock any one of a series of locks.
What Is the Master Key System ?
A System of Philosophy which will assist in the solution
What Is

in

a

scientific

EE laws that underlie and explain

What

of

any problem.

Philosophy ?

Knowledge,

=

all

system, of the ultimate principles, elements, causes and

knowledge and

existence.

a System ?

Is

EE
An orderly arrangement and combination of knowledge according
EE principle or organic idea, giving it unity and completeness.

=
EE
EE
EE
==
==
EE

|1
EE

=

OFF

to

some

rational

What

Is Science ?
Knowledge gained and verified by exact observation and correct thinking. The
Master Key System is therefore "Knowledge of the ultimate principles, elements, causes
and laws that underlie and explain all knowledge and existence, arranged according to
some rational principle or organic idea, giving it unity and completeness, and verified by
exact observation and correct thinking."

Of what
It is

Why

value

is

a system of this kind ?

the solvent for every physical, political, social, or economic

ill

in existence.

this so ?
Because it explains the principles, causes and laws by which conditions are created.

is

that the individual may consciously change apparently
fixed conditions and environment in his life ?

Do you mean

EE
EE
Most assuredly; there is not the slightest doubt concerning this. It is being accomEE plished every day by thousands who are coming into an understanding of the creative
EE principle of the Universe.

^ Is this Creative Principle subject to the control of the individual?
All natural laws are definite, fixed, eternal.
No.
They never change.
EE
The
EE individual may, however, come into an understanding of these laws and make use of them
EE to his advantage exactly as he makes use of the laws governing electricity, gravitation or
EE any other Natural law. He does not change them, but he operates in harmony with them,
EE and thereby secures the result which he desires and anticipates.

EE

=

EE
EE
SS.

=

The Master Key System is the only definite, clear, concise, conclusive and scientific
presentation of the Creative Principle which has ever been formulated by anyone at any
time, and the results accruing from the operation of this Principle are so startling as to
appear incredible to the uninitiated.

A

Master Key

will

CHARLES

be sent to any address without
F.

HAANEL,

cost or obligation of

203 Howard Building,

St.

Louis,
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Radio Telegraphy and
Telephony Can Now Be
Mastered At Home By
Marvelous New Method

Wgm

Through our famous Home Study Course
and with the help of our specially designed
Home Practice Apparatus (the Natrometer) you can now learn both Wireless
Telegraphy and Telephony in a few short
weeks, in your spare time and at home
without inconvenience or loss of time from

This Fine Natrometer Outfit Given
co

Students of the National Radio Institute.

wonderful set, specially made for us
and comes in neat, strong carrying case.
Comprises Standard Automatic Transmitcmg and Receiving Set for use throughout
These fine instruments are
che course.
yours to keep when you finish the course.
It

is

a

Special Privileges to N. R.

Students

I.

Students of the National Radio Institute receive the
following

Complete combined course in Wireless Telegraphy
ind Telephony;
Special Post Graduate Course
Five text books one hand book 46 Special Lessons and 18 Personal Examinations

—

—

Complete Natrometer

Home

Practice

Membership in the N. R. I. Relay League and
handsome blue and gold membership pin
Large Diploma suitable for framing
Personal Help in securing a wireless position, and
endorsement of Institute Officials.
;

Send This Coupon For Free Book

We

have prepared a book telling all you want to
(mow about wireless and the future it offers you.
Startling facts

ambitious Sien

you

you are interested

It tells

in are freely dis-

how we have helped hundreds of
and women and how we will help

Send the coupon

TODAY

or write to

14th and

U Sts., N. W., Washington, D. C.
You

qualify.

Salaries Up To $4,800 a Year
The pay of Wireless Operators, Radio Inspectors,
Mechanics, Electricians and Wireless Engineers
varies from $225 to $400 a month or more, and
salaries have been advancing steadily the past two

The demand

years.

for

licensed

operators and

workers in all branches of wireless is enormous and
positions have been guaranteed to all the graduates
we can furnish.
-

Travel and See the World
or locate at one of the many Land Radio Offices in America.
Radio presents a broad field of opportunity and
activity.
If you like travel you can visit foreign countries
if life on the sea or lakes appeals to you there are
positions in Coastwise and Lake Shipping Service if you
are best fitted for indoor work and prefer to be located
nearer home there are the Land Stations, Manufacturing Plants and Railroads and for real adventure Aerial

benefit by

—

Mail and Commerce.

THE NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Dept. 175, 14th and U Sts., N. W., Washington,

D. C.

Send me your Free Book "Wireless the Opportunity of ToTell me about your famous Home Study Course in
day."
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony your Post Graduate
Course the N. R. I. Relay League and your Special Free

—

—

Instruments Offer.

Name

THE NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Dept. 175

First Grade License Guaranteed
Our complete course is so thorough and our method
of instruction so practical that we are able to guarantee that, after enrolling with us, you will be able
to pass the examinations and secure a First Grade
Government Operator's License as soon as you can

—

Set;

cussed.

work. Students of this institution have finished the
course and secured their official license after approximately only three months study.

Address
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How I Improved My
Memory in a Half Hour
And Performed A Remarkable Memory Feat
That Same Evening
The True Experience of RALPH GORDON, Cartoonist and Writer

—

transposition of two words not a mistake
of memory.
It was 12:30 o'clock before my amazed
and fascinated friends would let me go.
I went to the home of one of the officers
of the Lodge the following evening and
The next
continued the test still further.
surprise came when, upon arriving at my
friend's home, I wrote down, without a moment's hesitation, all the words that had
been given me at the banquet, and called
them off in precisely the order given.

He was

astounded, but

I

These are the things

I hold divine;
trusting child's hand laid in mine.
Rich red earth and wind tossed trees,
The taste of grapes and the hum of bees,
A rhythmic gallop, and bright June days,
A rose-hedged lane and lovers' lays,
The welcome smile on neighbors' faces,
Gool, wild heights, and open places,
Breeze-tossed fields of silver rye,
The wild, sweet note of the plover's cry,
Summer showers, the scent of lox,
The soft pale tint of the garden phlox,
Blooming lilacs, a lazy noon,

A

flight of geese and an autumn moor..
Rolling meadows and storm-washed heights,
fountain's muwuur on summer nights
dappled fawn in the forest hush,
Simple words and the song of the thrush,
Rose red dawns and a mate to share
With comrade soul my gypsy fare,
A waiting fire when the twilight ends,
A gallant heart and the voice of friends

The

A
A

was more than

realized that suddenly and almost
miraculously I had discovered the secret of
that, for

I

an infallible memory. Its possibilities loomed

me then in enormous proportions.
would not have believed this experience
myself.
I
if it l.ud not happened to me
would lave doubted the truthfulness of even
my most trusted friend, had he claimed to
do what I did so easily and simply on that
momentous evening of the banquet.
Lest you doubt me, I will quote here two
letters from those who can vouch for my
sudden acquisition of an improved memory.
Harry R. Reid, Worshipful Master, Doric
Lodge Number 316, Toronto, Canada, affirms
up

to

I

my

THIS
Amazing?
is

Out

of the ordinary?
Emphatically so but ab-

story.

—

solutely true.
I put off sending for the Roth Memory
Course until I could not resist the temptaMy deep conviction after
tion any longer.
reading the publishers' announcements told
me that here was something I could not af-

ford to miss.

And how

literally

understand when
almost unbelievable, but to

was you

will

true that

I tell

you

this

me

perfectly
simple and natural, personal experience.

On October 16, 1919, I brought home with
me the Roth Memory Course. I still pinch
myself to see if all the wonderful results
obtained that first evening are really true.
I had always been discouraged at my poor
memory. In some respects it was remarkably good and stood me in good stead in
my business of cartooning; but in many
other respects it was shockingly feeble and
caused me constant embarrassment, self-re-

—

proach, and vexation.
Well, this is what happened when I made
the glorious discovery that set me right.
On that memorable evening I had an engagement at a Masonic banquet of the Doric
Lodge in Toronto, where I was scheduled to
do one of my cartoon sketching acts.
My appearance at the banquet was scheduled for 10 o'clock.
I also had to meet a

—

man

at 8 o'clock, from
home at 8:30.

which appointment

I

return

With a half-hour to spare, I opened my
Roth Memory Course just received that day.
And, presto! I was deep in it from the first

—

introduction to the absorbing pages
that followed.
I read only 24* pages.
Please mark, I read
them only didn't give them any study for
there was no time for that.
But in this quick reading, I fixed in my
mind Mr. Roth's first 50 code words, and 20
words of my own selection without the
slightest mental effort.
It was impossible
to "stick" me. I could repeat them any way
I was asked.
Then I went to the banquet. While I was
awaiting my turn on the program, I conceived the wild idea of putting on a memory demonstration after my cartooning act.
It scared me, but I went through with it.
I asked one of the guests to call off 20
words, which I immediately repeated forward and backward without a mistake.
A second list of 20 words I handled just
as easily, making in all 110 words I had
crisp

—

—

—

in part:

"This certifies that Ralph Gordon appeared on
the program last evening at our lodge banquet.
After the banquet he gave a memory test before
the officers present in which we gave him 20
words that he did not know.
Then, after looking at the list for a few minutes, he turned his back to the easel and repeated the list forward and backward, making
only one mistake, which was a slip of the
tongue and not of memory. This is the more
remarkable because he had given the subject
only a half hour's reading before coming to
the banquet
A wonderful feat I"

—

J.

A. Montgomery, Vy.

of the

same Lodge

W.

Past Master

also affirms:

"I was present when Mr. Gordon gave a memory test.
Next evening he called upon me,
asking to continue the test.
He asked me to
take a pencil and paper, and write down a
list
of words.
'Now,' said Mr. Gordon, 'I
shall repeat for you, backward and forward,
the words you have called off.'
This he did
without a mistake.
I was simply astonished.
I consider
this test an extraordinary exhibition 1"

Just one more amazing result of my reading of Mr. Roth's course, and I leave the
idea to you for what it is worth (which I
claim is a great deal), with the earnest advice that you do not waste a single instant
in getting this wonderful secret from the
"Master of Memory Masters."
The following poem, just as given here, I
wrote down from memory immediately after
reading Lesson 4 of Mr. Roth's course as
far as this poem.
I
read it only twice.
Think of it
You will not believe this until
!

you have secured Mr. Roth's course
vou will.

— then

Ralph Gordom
November 4, 1919
Toronto, Ontario
The publishers of the Roth Memory Course
The Independent Corporation are so confident that it will also show you how to de-

—

—

velop a remarkable memory that they wiJi
gladly send the Course to you on approval
You need not pay a single penny until
you have examined the Course and found
that it fully lives up to all the claims made
for it.
Send no money. Merely mail the
coupon, or write a letter, and the compiele
Course will be sent to you instantly, all
charges prepaid. If after examination you
decide that you do not want to keep the
Course, then return it and you will ow(
nothing. On the other hand, if you find, as
thousands of others have found, that the
Roth Memory Course will do wonders fer
you, then merely send five dollars in full
payment.
You have always wanted a good memory.
Now you can have it. Remember, you pay
no money until you have proved that the
Course will benefit you. You have everything
to gain and nothing to lose by taking immediate action. So mail the coupon
before this liberal offer is withdrawn.

NOW

Independent Corporation
119

West 40th

Street,

New

York

Independent Corporation
Publishers of the Independent Weekly

Within five days after receipt I will either remail them
send you $5 for each in full payment.
Roth Memory Course, By David M. Roth
[ ]

—

for study
After the banquet I gave the list again,
without a single error except the careless
benefit by

"summer show-

Deot. R-1103, 119 West 40th Street, New York
You may send me the Course of Courses checked below

you, all this with only a half-hour's
reading of Mr. Roth's course and no chance

You

only mistakes were

Dept. R-1103,

memorized.

Mind

My

ers" for "fresh spring flowers", "breeze
tossed" for "breeze blown", the article "the"
for "a" in a few places, and one or two
other slips that did not change the meaning
or rhythm of the original.
Mr. Roth's publisher tells me that a half
million people already are using Mr. Roth t
memory system. I am not surprised, as you
may imagine from the foregoing. There is
not a man or woman in this United State*
who cannot get every real benefit, and astonishing results in memory improvement
from Mr. Roth's wonderful and fascinating
course.
Don't fail to look into it.

[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

How to Read Character at Sight
By Dr. K. M. H. Blackford
Mastery of Speech, By Frederick Houk Law
Super-Salesmanship, By Arthur Newoomb
Purinton Course in Personal Efficiency
By Edward Earle Purinton
Ferrin Home-Account System ($3)
By Wesley W. Ferrin

01

($7)
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.The World's Greatest

BOOKS

ELECTRICAL
T'S no

longer necessary to serve an apprenticeship or go to school to learn

library of PRACTICAL APPLIED ELECTRICITY
your spare time without interfering with your present work.
You can pick out any good, paying job that requires a trained man and fit yourself to fill it in a
very short time by spending an hour or two a day with these books. There's no tiresome lessons
and a lot of higher mathematics for you to wade through. No theory and historical data that you
will never use. Nothing but plain English and common everyday figures anybody can understand.
It's a home study course for the beginner and a handy reference guide for the expert combined.

I

new

electricity.
With this
you learn right at home in

—

Here

Is

What you

Learn

at random from the
eight big volumes. This is just a small part of the total number
of things explained. Several thousand propositions are treated.

Here are 100 different subjects selected

Elements of Electricity:
Tests — Commercial Types— A. C. to D. C.
Fixture Wiring — Theatres — Moving Pic— Static Electricity— Current Current — Converters — Switchboards — ure Machines— Materials. Underwriter*
Electricity — Battery Circuits — ElectroRequirements
National Electric CodeSynchronizers.
magnets — Principles of Dynamos and MoOutside Wiring: High-tension Lines
VOLUME
Design:
D. C. Dynamo
Ground Circuits— Controlling and Protecttors — Induction Coils — Telephone PrinEfficiency — General Principles. Armature
ciples. Principles of D. C. Dynamos Field
ing Devices.
Winding: Calculations. Design of Small
Magnets — Armatures — Voltage RegulaMotors: D. C. Design — A. C. Design — InVOLUME
VI. Electric Lighting: Plantion. Principles of D.C. Motors: Com-

VOLUME

I.

Magnetism

:

III.

:

—

—

parison with Generator
Operation
Design. Storage Batteries: Mainten-

ance

—Commercial Applications.

VOLUME

II.

Alternating Current

— Armature
— Output —

Machinery: Instruments
Windings - Regulation

Transformers:
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Trouble.
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Cost—
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VII.
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—
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Electricity ^Tomorrow

Very

Latest Methods!

edition — new from cover to cover— every one of the eight big volumes
THISchuckthe 1920
of the
fascinating
methods and discoveries
27 of the
is

in this

latest

full

is

field.

greatest electrical engineers and experts in the business wrote these books just to help
you who are interested in electricity realize your ambitions. To make you successful. It's not
one man's ideas and experience, but the combined knowledge of the world's greatest electrical
master minds. The eight volumes bound in genuine, flexible American Morocco, contain 3800
pages and more than 3000 pictures, diagrams, etc., illustrating everything known to electricity. See
the list of things the books teach you— the list of big jobs that are open to men with the"know how"
and our FREE offer that puts the whole set in your home for a week without costing you a cent.

Big

Pay

Nen

for Trained

Jobs paying from $1500.00 to $5000.00 yearly are waiting for men
who can qualify as Electrical Engineers — Substation Operators
Trouble Men - Switchboard Operators— Dynamo Tenders Electricians

Practical

Always

Knowledge
in

Demand

Electricity is the greatest

force in the world and
is

it

growing bigger and

bigger every day. The
multitude of uses it is now put to and the marvelous things it does
for us is as nothing compared to what it will be in a few years from
now. Just think what it means to us in our simple daily life. It runs
our street cars and automobiles. It makes the telephone and tele
graph possible. It lights our homes and gives us the "movies" too.
Thousands of men highly paid men are needed to handle this
Why don't you get into this big paying
wonderful force.

—

—

field

—
—
G°od Jobs Waiting

now?

Men Who Know

for

eiectricityyouwiii
never have to look
for a job. The job and the big pay that goes with it will be
looking for you.
You can't dodge a good job if you have
the "know how" under your hat. Don't go along year after
year depending on a small raise now and then. It takes a
lifetime to get you anywhere that way. Learn electricity
and
ahead. Let these 27 great engineers help you
on your way with their books. Sending the coupon below is your first jump on the road to real success.

JUMP

FREE Examination— No Risk
You can have this wonderful library to use in your own home or shop for a whole week FREE. It won't cost you one
cent.
DON'T SEND ANY MONEY. Just fill out and mail the coupon today and the entire set of eight volumes
will come to you by express collect.
You be the judge and find out for yourself what the books will do for YOU
Use them as you please. Go into every volume thoroughly. Show them to your friends and get their opinion
Then, if you have any doubt about their value, send them back at our expense; you won't owe us anything.
If

you

like the

books after a week's examination, you pay us only $2.80 and send only $2.00 every
month until $29.80 is paid. This is only 50 cents a week or'7 cents
a day. Most of us waste more than this every day of our
lives. Can you afford to pass up a better job and higher
wages when it costs only 7 cents a day for a short
time to get it? Of course you can't.
Mail
the Coupon Now— TODAY.

Special Offer !

A

membership in this Society
costs $12.00 a year, but we will
give a one year membership
FREE to everyone who buys a set of
these books. This gives you the right

*

to consult the engineers the Society retains on any electrical subject at any time.
Write as often as you please. Ask as
many questions as you please.
^riOHl
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American Technical
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Society

NoMoney
Coupon
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The World's Greatest
[T'S no longer necessary to serve an apprenticeship or go to school to learn

PRACTICAL APPLIED ELECTRICITY

'

With this new library of
electricity.
you learn right at home— in your spare time without interfering

with your present work.

You can pick out any good, paying job that requires a trained man and fit yourself to fill it in a
very short time by spending an hour or two a day with these books. There's no tiresome lessons
and a lot of higher mathematics for you to wade through. No theory and historical data that you
will never use. Nothing but plain English and common everyday figures anybody can understand.
It's a home study course for the beginner and a handy reference guide for the expert combined.

Here

Is

What You

is

is

Magnetism —

Elements of Electricity
Static Electricity— Currem

— Battery Circuits — Electro
— Principles of Dynamos and Mo

Electricity

magnets
tors

— Induction

Coils

Ciples. Principles

—Telephone

of D. C. Dynamos:

Magnets— Armatures— Voltage

PrinField

Reguli

Principles of D.C. Motors: Com
parison with Generator
Operation
Design. Storage Batteries: Maintenance Commercial Applications.
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—

—

—

VOLUME

II.

Alternating

Current

Machinery: Instruments— Armature
Windings - Regulation - Output

—

Tests—Commercial Types— A.
Current

— Converters —

D.C.
Switchboards
C. to

—

Synchronizers.

VOLUME

D. C. Dynamo Design:
Efficiency— General Principles, Armature
Winding: Calculations. Design of Small
Motors: D. C. Design— A. C. Design— Induction Motor Design.
Transformers:
Operation Efficiency— Construction.
in.

—

Learn

Big

VOLUME

IV. Electrical Measurements
and Meter Reading: Instruments— Methods— Voltage— Current— Testing— WattHour Meters. Electromagnets and Induction Coils:

Controllers:

Design —Types.

Industrial

Troubles— Automatic-Hand.

Electric Elevators:
Motor Design
Control
Transmission.

—

—

Railway Signaling: Types.

VOLUME
Wiring:

Tube

V.

and

Work— Wood Molding-

Metal Molding— ConduitCable— Estimating
Fixture

Electric Lighting:

Plan-

— Cost — Estimating. InteOffices — Stores— Windows

— Factories—Residences.

Exterior Light-

Railway Car Lighting: MaterialMaintenance. Applied Electrochemistry:
Electric Furnaces— Metal Refining.

ing:

VOLUME

Stations: CostEquipment— Location. Switchboards: WiringDia-

Power

VII.

grams— Connections.
and Molom:
Trouble.

Mnnntfement of Dynamos

C minTtion

!

'lugrams— Operation-

Electric Welding.

VOLUME

Interior Electric

Exposed — Knob

VI.

rior Lighting:

Lines:

VIII.
Electric Transmission
Line Calculni inns- Voltnce Regulations—
Conductors Construction Inflation. Distribution Systems:
k-siKn of Cirvuits- LayingOut
Sv^u-ms
City and Country

—

—

1

—

Distribution.

I

Hen

for Trained
—

—

—

ning Systems

Pay

Jobs paying from $1500.00 to $5000.00 yearly are waiting for men
who can qualify as Electrical Engineers — Substation Operators
Trouble Men Switchboard Operators— Dynamo Tenders Electricians

—

—

Fixture Wiring Theatres Moving Picure Machines Materials. Underwriters
Requirements: National Electric Code
Outside Wiring : High-tension Lines
Ground Circuits— Controlling and Protecting Devices.

VOLUME

field.

greatest electrical engineers and experts in the business wrote these books just to help
you who are interested in electricity realize your ambitions. To make you successful. It's not
one man's ideas and experience, but the combined knowledge of the world's greatest electrical
master minds. The eight volumes bound in genuine, flexible American Morocco, contain 3800
pages and more than 3000 pictures, diagrams, etc., illustrating everything known to electricity. See
the list of things the books teach you— the list of big jobs that are open to men with the"know how"
and our FREE offer that puts the whole set in your home for a week without costing you a cent.

different subjects selected at random from the
eight big volumes. This is just a small part of the total number
of things explained. Several thousand propositions are treated.
I.
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Electric Rail-

ways: Motors — TrolleysCar Wiring Systems— Mechanics.

Power

Knowledge

ictricity is the greatest
force in the world and it
d
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bigger every day. The
multitude of uses it is now put to and the marvelous things it does
for us is as nothing compared to what it will be in a few years from
now. Just think what it means to us in our simple daily life. It runs
our street cars and automobiles.
It makes the telephone and tele
graph possible.
It lights our homes and gives us the "movies" too.
Thousands of men— highly paid men— are needed to handle this
wonderful force.
Why don't you get into this big paying

Practical

Always in

field

Demand

™

now?

If

you are

train'

in some branch of
electricitjryouwill

Good Jobs Waiting
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Kelt

WHO KnOW

never haveto look
for a job. The job and the big pay that goes with it will be
looking for you.
You can't dodge a good job if you have
the "know how" under your hat. Don't go along year after
year depending on a small raise now and then. It takes a
lifetime to get you anywhere that way. Leam electricity
and JUMP ahead. Let these 27 great engineers help you
on your way with their books. Sending the coupon below is your first jump on the road to real success.

FREE Examination— No Risk
It won't cost you one
in your own home or shop for a whole week FREE.
DON'T SEND ANY MONEY. Just fill out and mail the coupon today and the entire set of eight volumes
come to you by express collect. You be the judge and find out for yourself what the books will do for YOU.
Use them as you please. Go into every volume thoroughly. Show them to your friends and get their opini
Then, if you have any doubt about their value, send them back at our expense; you won't owe us anything.
W you like the books after a week's examination, you pay us only $2.80 and send only $2.00 every
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How I Became

A Super

"Collins

By Preston

Collins

lERHAPS you do not al-

p

Salesman

the office is the place for you,

me

a long time.
frankly

you ore nv

sules

Said he, quite

together like the proposition my firm has offered you?" I asked weakly of
Mr. Farrelly, the General Manager of the Warren Stone Com-

"Collins, the office is the place
for you. You are no salesman.
You just don't know how to
talk.
For one thing you are too
timid.
You have no confidence
in yourself."

pany for whom I had prepared
what seemed to me a wonder-

Farrelly

—

convincing selling talk.
He took me at my word. He
agreed with me, and snapped
hack
prospect
"No, I do not!"
abruptly
aside
to other
turned
fumstood
there
as
matters,
I
fully

My

bling

my

hat,

and wondering

what under Heaven

I could say

next, if anything.
I was beaten, completely. Mr.
Farrelly was preparing to answer his mail. He had forgotten
me completely. The incident

was

closed.

My

second month as salesman
for the Driscoll Casting Comfailure
another
and
pany,
discredit!
chalked up to

my

The reason should have been

—

as plain as day to me
yet I was
just blind enough not to see it at
all.
But when I went back to

our

Sales

enough food

Manager,

I

got

for thought to last
You

benefit by

"Imagine suggesting to Mr.
that there was the

slightest chance of his not

ing at your proposition.
that is just what you did."

jumpYet

NOW

let me tell you something about selling goods.
I won't tell you where I learned
it till

later."

first place, do you
that it is instinct that
makes a man accept your offer
as well as careful reasoning. If
he thinks you expect* him to buy
that you look upon this as a
foregone conclusion, he is far
more likely to sign on the dotted
line.
If he has the least suspicion that you doubt your ability
especially if
to make the sale
anything you say gives him that
impression you might just as
well say goodbye right then to
the order you have dreamed so

"In the

realize

—

—

—

fondly of taking away with you."

"The word

of

important.
sential,

command

is all
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It

is

absolutely es-

and the one thing above

others that brings home the
bacon.
When the trolley conductor announces 'all out, take
the car ahead' everybody gets
out and nobody asks why. They
just do it.
So, when you say
'Sign here' Mr. Prospect is more
than likely to do as you say without further discussion, provided
of course you have made it clear
to him that your goods are what
he can use."
"But these are only a few
small points in the One Great
Fact of Salesmanship which
gave me the secret of making
people buy what I wanted to sell
all

them."

HAVING

plugged

.

along

for years with only indifferent success as a salesman, I
suddenly ran into a big idea

which I assure you has meant

me in my selling career
the other business things
I ever learned put together."
And with that the Sales Manager pulled out a set of wellthumbed pamphlets, which I saw
bore the title 'The Newcomb
more

to

than

all

f

Course in Super Salesmanship."
"If you will study these a few
to

advertisers.

—
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evenings," said Mr. Beardsley,
"you will make me take back
what I said about your being a
poor salesman unless you have

—

got different stuff in you from
what I have been led to believe."

"Here you will find Arthur
Newcomb's secrets .of selling,
which he has formulated as a successful salesman, and as a man
who has taught thousands how to
be masters of this paramount acquirement in business."

BEARDSLEY
course

that

:

or

"

?

words. I told you once you
were a selling-failure. I'll takeit back.
As a salesman you're

unconsciously they use the

One Great Rule of Successful
Selling. Even though these men
express

themselves

certainly all there."

Today I am holding down the job
Mr. Beardsley did when he gave me
that talk about the Newcomb course.
He is now Vice-President of our company.
But for what I have done
claim no special ability.
I had only a
grade school education, and never was
considered anything out of the ordinary

differently

and are entirely different types
of men, they all use The One
Great Rule. And the men who
fail to sell do not use this rule.
Then came the interest in the
course that no novel can give.

With

I

I say this frankly, as I
have no desire to pin roses on myself.

intellectually.

the swiftness of lightning

The

point I want to make is this:
If I, with these handicaps, could so

quickly

revelation to me. I'll say they
were! It took me less than
one hour to discover in them
things that upset completely
earlier

notions of sales-

"Super Salesmanship."

It

of the lessons.
I had soon found out that

salesmen can be

classified

"Blight

all

into

three types:
First, and in the
large majority, are the incompetents.
They generally go away
empty - handed.
Occasionally,
one of them gets a little order.
But all men of this type ever get
from coldly efficient buyers is a
quick application of high-bred
freezing process.
They have
nothing but contempt for inefficiency.

The second class consists of the
medium-grade salesman. These
men are turned down, however,
oftener than they get orders.
Out of all salesmen there are
only a small percentage who
nearly always make a sale. They

the start I sold goods insubstantial quantities"

would make me,

that I was, a super-salesman.
Though I may have a thousand future lives to live, I believe
that I can never forget those
wonderful moments when I first
read of The One Great Rule of
Successful Selling and Its Hundred Devices.
It was mighty
knowledge to have and use.
To make my story short, I
soon proved to Mr. Beardsley
that it would pay him to put me
on the road.
Right from the start I sold
goods in substantial quantities.
In nine short weeks my sales
topped the list of our entire selling force. You can well imagine
my joy. I had actually out-dis-

tanced "Old Timers" and had
become the firm's Super- Sales-

On my
trip,

I

return from my first
remember that Mr.

shoulder

class

—the

"Collins, you've
Yon

benefit by

That

is

why

it

not take anyone else's word
what the One Great Rule of Selling

do for you.
yourself.
Send
will

You can be the judge
no money.
Mail the

coupon.

This will bring the complete
Course to you on five days' approval.
Examine it thoroughly test it out in
;

actual experience.
Then if you feel
that you can get along without it, send
it back and you will owe nothing.
But
if you want to make it yours, as you
surely will, remit only seven dollars in

full

payment.

As this special free trial offer may be
withdrawn at any time, it is suggested
that you take prompt action and mail
the coupon now.

Independent Corporation
Dept. S-1103

119

W. 40th

St.,

New York

Independent Corporation
Publishers of The Independent Weekly

Dept. S-1103, 119 West 40th Street,

New York

You may send me

the Course or Courses
checked below. Within five days after receipt I will either remail them or send you
$5 for each in full payment.
I

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

f

1

man.

make up

third

selling.

You need
for

failure at selling

Beardsley called me into his office, gave me a cigar, and said
cordially, with his hand on my

the

in

understood devices that will speedily
get you under, over, around and
through the obstacles to triumphant selling achievement.

I was well nigh paralyzed with
Revelation. I possessed the one,
the
all-embracing Rule that

seldom go away empty-handed.
Nor do they talk much, nor work
at all hard to make a sale. They

Master Salesmen.

ment

sales-

theorizing, no tricks, no stunts. But
the one hundred clean-cut, easily

from

is

a pretty big word, but absolutely right if my experience is
any criterion. Judge for yourself by what I was enabled to do.
I studied the Newcomb course,
and I studied it hard. Then I
started out again and never lost
a chance to apply what I got out

it is

stands out from the legion of books
and courses on selling.
No preaching, no teaching, no

manship.
I had thought the title of
the course pretty ambitious

become a top-notch

man,

only reasonable to suppose
that others can, too. The thing that
so quickly made me a Master Salesman was a knowledge of The One
Great Rule in Selling and Its Hundred Devices, told by Arthur Newcomb in his astounding 7-Lesson
Course in Super-Salesmanship.
Every word of this great course
is written out of practical achieve-

and
you

there, and I hesitate to tell
what the result was, because it
was so unbelievable.
Those seven lessons were a

my

105

my

From the

found that consciously

lessons I

me

lent

then

How do they do it

1

Super-Salesmanship ($7)
By Arthur Newcomb
Roth Memory Course
By David M. Roth
How to Read Character at Sight
By Dr. K. M. H. Blackford
Mastery of Speech

By Frederick Houk Law
Purinton Course in Personal Efficiency
By Bdward Earle Purinton
Ferrin Home-Account System ($3)
By Wesley W. Ferrin

Xante

made me

eat
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20 Cents

MARCH

NEWS
"The

March, 1920

1920
Over

00

1

Illustrations
Edited by
H.

CERNSBACK

100% Wireless Magazine"

HIS

NEW ENEMY!

FOR SALE

ARTISTIC

AT ALL NEWS
STANDS

TWO COLOR
COVER

THE 100% WIRELESS MAGAZINE
With

What "Radio Amateur News" Is:
RADIO AMATEUR NEWS holds the field undisputedly
In point of circulation, number of
illustrations, RADIO AMATEUR NEWS now leads all other wireless

ninth issue
as the greatest radio magazine in print today.

Partial

articles,

magazines. Take for instance the February issue with its sixty-four pages there
are fifty-three separate purely radio articles and 124 illustrations. Over thirtyfive thousand copies were printed and circulated.

CONTENTS OF

MARCH

its

;

ISSUE:

AMATEUR NEWS

of the RADIO
now contains 64 pages (or more) and an
cover in two colors. The illustrations average 120 every month and there are from 40
to 50 up-to-date articles, some by our greatest radio scientists, in every issue.

Each issue

artistic

The Armstrong
Amplifier

—Part

Super-Autodyne
II

By H. W. Houck

The

Radio
France

Station

Lyons,

at

By Henry de

New

Gallaix

Radio Apparatus

RADIO AMATEUR NEWS
RADIO AMATEUR NEWS

and biggest radio magazine in print today.
monthly wireless magazine in
existence.
It caters to no commercial interests
it has no boss save its readers.
It is "different" it has the latest radio news.
It is a scientific magazine but it caters largely to the
RADIO AMATEUR it is by and for the Amateur. It is published by the publishers of the
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER, but there is no duplication of articles in the two magazines.
Both are entirely different but both together will give you ALL the radio news of all the
world. Whether you are a professor or an Amateur, get a sample copy or order it from your
Newsdealer today.

—

A

Short

E.

M. Sargent

INDEPENDENT

—

—

$100.00

RADIOPHONE PRIZE CONTEST

With the
of Radio lies in the Radio telephone, there is no doubt about that.
is practically no interference; you need learn no code; a radiophone message
message.
takes but a fraction of the time of a radiotelegraph
The future

Radiophone there

Wave

Regenerative Re-

ceiver

By

J.

Stanley

Brown

Radiophone Experiments
By
Construction

the greatest

the only

—

Variometers
By

is

is

of

Forest R.

a

Kingman

Honey-comb

Winding Machine

AMATEUR NEWS

is so enthusiastic about the Radiophone, and he
The Editor of RADIO
such a staunch believer in its great future, that he has offered $100.00 IN GOLD for the best
Here is your chance for some
photographs and description of a good amateur Radiophone.
easy money.

is

For

full particulars see this

20c
The Copy

By Martin Walter,

Jr.

$2.00
Junior Section

A Year
Canada and

EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO

Foreign

$2.50 A Year
231 Fulton St..

RADIO AMATEUR NEWS.

month's issue of

64 PAGES
124 ILLUSTRATIONS

SEND
20c FOR
SAMPLE
copy

•
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.
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Please enter my subscription tor RADIO AMATEUR (
for the term of one year for which I enclose _
For this you will send to me also
herewith $2.00.
™ your great Wireless Course containing 160 pages, 350
I illustrations, size 6% x 10" with fine, flexible cloth |
(I have
1 have added 5c extra for postage.
cover.
p n'ritten my name and address in margin below. )
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LEARN
WIRING
Week
$75.00
Earn $50.00
a

to

lOOn COMPLETELY
REVISED
"STANDARD WIRING"
T

E

HE NEW
DITION

Will

1

Make You An Expert Wireman

GENERATORS— How

to install them, care for them and
troubles and how to prevent and cure
them all diagrams showing connections for compound, series
and shunt wound machines. How to operate them in parallel
or in series. How to protect them and wire them in accordance
with the underwriters' requirements.

operate them;

all their

;

MOTORS — How

to install them, how to protect and operate
required amperes, volts or horse power when any
two factors are known. How to take care of hot boxes, sparking commutators and other troubles.
How to change the
direction of rotation when desired. How to start and stop any
kind of motor in any class of service. All diagrams of motor
wiring.
to find the proper size of wire for any motor for
direct current or for A. C. single, two or three-phase.

The

them.

How

POCKET SIZE
LEATHER COVER
GILT EDGES

OUTSIDE WIRING— Pole

Mazda and gas

wires, service

wattage.

construction, line
line
roof structures, poles and their
dimensions and weights, and how to erect and proInsulators, guard
tect them and wires they carry.
arms, guy anchors. Tree wiring, splicing, service and
entrance wiring. How to install Lightning arresters.
wires,

Transformers with diagrams and instructions.
to use rubber
covered, slow burning and weatherproof wire.
to find the proper size of wire to use for lamps, motors
or heating devices for any current, voltage and drop,
either by formula or by the many tables that are given
in this section of the book.
to wire for two-wire
or three-wire systems. Direct current, two-phase and

How

How

three-phase with formulae and tables, with examples
worked out for each system and in a simple manner
How to run
that anyone can understand and use.
wires on walls, ceilings, floors, through partitions and
walls and in concealed places, damp places and where
dangerous surroundings exist. When and where to install Switches, Cut-outs and Circuit Breakers and just
how to do it. How to wire for high and low voltage
systems and the precautions to be taken. The proper
way to install Knife and Snap Switches, Cabinets and
Cut-out Boxes, Outlet, Junction and Switch Boxes,
Panel Boards, Wooden and Metal Raceways. How to
install complete interior conduit jobs either for rigid
metal, flexible metal or flexible non-metallic conduit.
Concealed knob and tube work or armored cable. How
and where to install and wire electric and combination
lighting fixtures. How and where to use flexible cord
and where not to use it. How to install arc lamps
and gas filled lamps and the fixtures and rules required.

proper and

efficient

illumination,

the

is

meant by

latest

tion and

where each should be used.
Illumination
required for various classes of service from show window lighting to public halls and from factories to
small residences.

SPECIAL SECTIONS— House

INSIDE WIRING— When and where

LIGHT AND ILLUMINATION— What

lamps of every candle power and
and semi-indirect illumina-

filled

Direct, indirect

on

data

and residence wiring

how

to wire garages; how to wire
theatres and moving picture houses; electric organs;
marine wiring for ships and vessels; how to install
and care for watt-hour meters; electric ranges, etc.

with diagrams;

STORAGE BATTERIES — Both
types and
for

them

lead

how

and

to install, charge, discharge
to get the best results.

Edison
and care

ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL TERMS
AND UNITS — Giving their definition, values and what
250

they mean in your work together with the complete
metric system of weights and measures.

TABLES — Fifty-two

tables giving every dimension,
carrying capacity, resistance, weight and strength of
every size of -wire and cable of copper, steel and iron.
All the necessary dimensions, capacities, weights, and
other data on conduits, fuses, insulators, lamps sockets,
motor efficiencies, current per horse power of motors.
Proper size of wire for all classes of power, light and
heating installations. The proper symbols to use to
indicate on plans just what is wanted from a motor
to a small snap switch with all necessary diagrams.

APPARATUS AND SUPPLIES— A

classified list of
the leading manufacturers of officially approved wires
devices.
Engines,
and wiring
generators, motors,
appliances, fixtures and all supplies necessary for any
complete installation from a Central Station to a small
cottage.

The only complete and accurate Book on Wiring and Construction published.
Over twice the useful information ever contained in any previous edition.
440

PAGES

-

LEATHER COVER
Sent Postpaid

H. C.

CUSHING,

to

-

GILT EDGES

Any Address on Receipt

Jr.,

-

POCKET

SIZE, $3.00

of Price by

8 West 40th

Street,

New York

Every Electrical Inspector in the United States will approve your work
if done in accordance with the simple rules given in "Standard Wiring"
You

benefit by
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CHEMISTRY

mm
9

~~irrL

It contains the follow-

ing 44 chemicals:
Alum Al 2 (S0 3f (NH 4 2 S0
Antimony (powdered) (Sb)
Ammonium Aqua
(NH 3 +H 20)
4 )

.

)

Ammonium Carbonate
(NH 2 C03
Ammonium Chloride NH
Ammonium Sulphate
(NH 2 S0
4

1

)

(

4)

4

"The Joy of Father and Boy.

C1

4

Barium Chloride (BaCL)
Boric Acid (H 3 BO a )

Chemical Laboratory

Brimstone (Sulphur) (S)
Calcium Chloride (CaCl.)
Calcium Oxide (CaO)
Calcium Sulphate

(CaS0 4 2H 20)

We

Charcoal (Carbon) (C)
Chloride of Zinc (ZnCI-)
Copper Sulphate (CuS6 4 )
Ferrous Sulphate (FeS0 4 )
Ferrous Sulphide (FeS)
Glycerol (Glycerine)

present herewith to our friends our new E. I. Co. Chemical Laboratory which contains real chemicals and apparata to perform real chemical
experiments.
This outfit is not a toy, put up merely to amuse, but a
practical laboratory set, with all the chemicals, apparata and reagents
necessary to perform real work and to teach the beginner all the secrets
of inorganic chemistry. With this outfit we give free a book containing
a Treatise in Elementary Chemistry, useful data and recipes^ and 100
instructive and amusing experiments.

Cs H 5 (OH) 3

Hydrochloric Acid (HC1)
Iodine (I)
Iron Chloride (FeCL)
Iron Oxide (Fe»0 3 )

Lead Acetate Pb (C 2 H 3 O l )^
Litmus Paper
Magnesium Carbonate

(MgC03

DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTFIT:

)

Manganese Dioxide (MnO.)
Mercury (Quicksilver) (Hg)
The

Nickel Chloride (NiClo)
Oxalic Acid (H 2 C 2 4 )

Sodium Bicarbonate

(NaHC03

)

Sodium Borate (NaBO«)
Sodium Carbonate Na~CO a
Sodium Chloride (NaCl)
Sodium Nitrate (NaNO a )
Sodium Phosphate
(Na 2 HP0 4 )
Sodium Sulphate (Na-S0 )
Sodium Sulphite (Na 2S03 )
Stannous Chloride (SnCl.)
<

)

See

dozens of experiments with each.

list

of Chemi-

cals herewith.

The apparata furnished are all of the best obtainable
make and of standard laboratory size and shape. A
•

of the 17 pieces of apparata furnished with this

list

4

following apparata

are furnished:
One Standard Washbottle

Alcohol Lamp
Conical Glass Measure
Erlenmeyer Flask
Glass Funnel
Delivery Tube
Six Assorted Test-Tubes

One Test-Tube Holder
Ten Sheets of Filter Paper
One Glass Dropper
One Spoon Measure
Glass Tubing
One book containing Trea-

Chemistry Course

for the Beginner.
Some of the Contents are: Division of Matter: This is a Treatise on Elementary
Chemistry and deals with the theory of the Ele-

ments, Molecules and Atoms, etc. Chemical Nomenclature: This explains in simple language the derivation of the chemical names of the Elements and
their compounds. There is a chapter on Laboratory
Operations; Glass Working; First Aid; Fire Extinguishers; Experimenters' Aphorisms, etc.

The

One
One
One
One
One

price is

TRADE MARK

still

$5.00.

A

good part of the book is- devoted to Weights and
Measures.
The Metric System, the English system

and the U.

System are fully explained.

Symbols and
tables are furnished:
Atomic weights of the Elements; Measures of Weights,
Volume, Capacity and Length; Per Cent solutions;
Conversion of Measure expressed in parts; Poisons
and their antidotes; Technical and common name of
chemical substances; Formulas for Cleaning various
etc., etc.

;

of interesting hints

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., Mfrs.
NEW YORK CITY
231 FULTON STREET

big, new electrical cyclopedia No. 21 is waiting for
you. Positively the most complete Wireless and electrical
catalog in print today.
176 Big Pages, 400 illustrations.
300 instruments and apparatus, etc.
Big "Treatise on
Wireless Telegraphy." 21 FREE coupons for our 160-page
FBEE Wireless Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia
No. 21 measures 7x5%".
Weight
Beautiful stiff
lb.

%

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231

Fulton

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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St.,

New York

TRADE MARK

:

.

City

I enclose herewith 6 cents in stamps or coin, to'
postage, for which please send me your latest

cover

Cyclopedia Catalog No. 21

as described.

i|

ADDRESS

STATE
to advertisers.

:
]

NAME

covers.

benefit by

and formulas.

(Can be shipped by Express only.)

Shipping Weight 10 lbs.

Our

You

•

Among the 100 Experiments are:
How to make chemical tricks; How to make invisible
and magic inks; How to test flour; How to test soil;
How to Make Chlorine Gas and smoke (German War
Gas) How to bleach cloth and flowers. How to produce Oxygen and Hydrogen; How to make chemical
colors; How to test Acids and Alkalies and hundreds

"THE LIVIEST CATALOG IN AMERICA"

on Elementary Chemistry and 100 Chemical Experiments to be performed
with this outfit.
tise

S.

The following

substances,

outfit is printed also herewith.
The Instruction book is a real

Sulphate of Nickel (NiSO.,)
Sulphate of Zinc (ZnSO,)
Sulphuric Acid (H 2 S0 4 )
Tin (Granulated) (Sn)
Zinc (Metal) (Zn)
Zinc Carbonate (ZnC0 3 )

The

outfit consists of forty-four (44) Chemicals all
C. P. (chemical pure) put up in appropriate wooden
boxes, glass bottles, and hermetically closed jars.
The
acids are put up in glass bottles, with ground-in glass
stoppers and there is a sufficient quantity of chemicals
supplied (mostly one to two ounces) enough to make

|

E.E. 3-20
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Get Anything

You Want By
Talking Convincingly
by Roger Matthews
do wonders for any man or

woman. Most people areafraid
to express their

thoughts they
know the humiliation of being
ignored with casual nod or a
"yes" or "no". But when you
can talk convincingly, it's different. People listen and listen
eagerly.
You can get people
to do almost anything you
want them to do, and they
think they are doing it of
their

NEVER

Mr.
felt so elated in my life.
had granted me an interview,
and had promised to tell me his secret of
success. That meant something, coming from
this giant in the great world of finance.

I Hughes
I will

admit that

I half

expected to hear

same old story about "honesty, hard
work and sticking to the big job." But I was
elated just the same, and eager to hear how
the boy with no college education had risen
so swiftly and steadily to the millionaire
the

class.

You may imagine my surprise when Mr.
said, "My success is due to One

Hughes
Thing.

mastered the art of talking con-

I

vincingly.

"All success in the great world of business, in the last analysis, is getting other
people to think as you want them to think
in getting the conscious, willing and hearty
co-operation, the loyal support, enthusiasm
and esteem of the men you meet in business."
"You must see," continued the financier,
"that there is only one way to bring that
about, namely to be able to talk convincingly.
"Mastery of words that is the thing
How can you expect to get ahead if you lack
the power to say what you want to say, convincingly and effectively at the instant you
want to say it?"
"You may have wonderful ability, great
mental power and keen instinct for business but if you cannot put your ideas into

—

;

clean-cut, convincing words, you will never
realize fully your greatest ambitions."
I knew he was right.
And his words
thrilled me with a new courage and ambition.

This interview with the

man who had

talked himself to the top was the beginning
of great things for me. And the best of it
is that he told me how to learn the secret

and make

He

it

my

own.

me

about a wonderful new
method of learning the principles of convincing speech.
When I returned home, I sent for the
told

method Mr. Hughes told me about. I began
to apply the method to my daily work, and
soon I was able to wield some of the same
remarkable power over men that Mr.
Hughes had.
When you have acquired the knack of
talking convincingly,
to

it's

easy to get people

do anything you want them to do.
This knack of talking convincingly will
You

benefit by

own

;

free will.

In committee meetings, or
in a crowd of any sort you
can rivet the attention of all
when you talk. You can force
them to accept your ideas.
Talk convincingly and no man no matter
who he is will ever treat you with cold,
unresponsive indifference.
Instead you'll
instantly get under his skin, make his heart
glow and set fire to his enthusiasms. Talk
convincingly and any man even a stranger
will literally take the shirt off his back to
please you.

—

—

—

—

You can
know how

get anything you want if you
to talk convincingly.
You've
noticed that in business ability alone won't
get you much. Many a man of real ability,
who cannot express himself well, is often
outdistanced by a man of mediocre ability
who knows how to talk convincingly.
Now, I can say, as Mr. Hughes did, in
that memorable interview that started me
toward success, that I too have become a

convincing talker, and while I have by no
means reached the position of my millionaire adviser, I have made the most astonishing strides in business, as a result of my

new-found acquirement.

my

point of view as
hope before.
see

I
I

can make others
never dared to

am getting ahead so fast, that
sometimes makes my head swim. My last
promotion, to General Manager, carries me
to the $10,000 mark.
It seems, as I look back to my old stuttering stumbling way of speech, as if I must
be someone else instead of the same Roger
Matthews.

me now to choose the
exact words for anything I want to say to
adopt instantly the most effective way of
saying it; to make a good impression on my

just second nature for

;

hearers.

But

understand

I

that

am just one
risen to greater

I

among thousands who have

success through the use of Dr. Law's wonderful course.
There was Mr. Ralph L. Leonard of 89 Bridge
Street, Beverly, Massachusetts.
I can sympathize
with him my knees used to knock together every
time I had to speak to my boss. Mr. Leonard says.
".
The very day after examining Mastery
of Speech I had the confidence to go up and ask
my superintendent for a transfer on the planers
And, to my surprise, he gave it to me. I
had for months been wanting that change, but
didn't have the confidence until your
Course
pointed out the easy way to talk to your 'Superior.'
That is only one incident where your Course was
of value."
Again and again I could have truthfully repeated
on Saturday night the statement that Mr. H. R.
Blackman, of 26 Stevens Street, Danbury, Connecticut, makes in the first sentence following:
"I have just completed the Dusiest and most
successful week in my business career, due to a
very large extent to the help I have received from
reading the invaluable little books. I consider this
course the best investment I ever made."
Many more experiences of those who have found
the "Mastery of Speech" lessons to be strong
rungs in their ladders of success have come to my
attention. I am naturally an enthusiastic missionary
for Dr. Law's course myself and some of my best
friends have duplicated my rapid climb in business
by taking my advice to send for this remarkable
;

.

.

.

....

course.

advise you earnestly to send for "Mastery of
You have nothing to lose for the pubyou the entire course on five days'
free trial.
Just mail the coupon as I did, and see
what a wonderful experience is in store for you.
Act now, and you will thank me some day not
very far distant for doing you a great favor.
You needn't send any money not a cent. Merely mail the coupon, or write a letter, and the complete Course, "Mastery of Speech," will be sent
mail, all charges prepaid.
If you
3 ou by return
are not entirely satisfied with it, send it back any
time within five days after you receive it and you
will owe nothing.
I

—

Speech".

lishers will send

—

.

r

In short, I

it

remember how scared I used to be
whenever I had to talk to the chief. I remember how confused I used to be every
time I met new people.

Independent Corporation
Dept. L-1103

simple.

All I did was to secure a wonderful
course of seven lessons called "Mastery of
Speech".
This was the method that Mr.
Hughes advised me to send for. The course
was written by a man named Frederick

Houk Law,

a

good speaker himself and an

authority on speech, but best of all, a man
who knows how to make others convincing
speakers.
Now I never stand fumbling with my hat
and my words when I call on a man. It is
mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing

www.americanradiohistory.com

W. 40th

St.,

New York

Independent Corporation

I

Now it is all so different that I hardly
recognize myself.
My success seems miraculous; even to me, but it was really very

119

Publishers

.of

The Independent Weekly

Dept. L-1103, 119 West 40th Street,

New York

You may send me

the Course or Courses checked
below. Within five days after receipt I will either
remail them or send you $5 for each in full pay-

ment.

—

[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

Mastery of Speech By Frederick Houk Law.
Roth Memory Course By David M. Roth
How to Read Character at Sight By Dr.
K. M. H. Blackford.
Super-Salesmanship By
Arthur
Newcomb

[

]

Purinton

]

Edward Earle Purinton.
Ferrin Home-Account System

—

—

—

($7).

[

Ferrin

Course

in

Personal

Efficiency

— By

— By Wesley W.

($3).

Name
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advertisers.
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SPECIAL TO YOU!
Bead. \kis RemaxkahleOffer!
Here Are 3 Books You Should Have
For a limited time we

will send all three for only 50c
a one-year subscription for the
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER. This offer is limited
it may be withdrawn at any time.
Don't wait, get
these books
and guarantee yourself twelve wonderful
numbers of the ELECTRICAL EXPERI-

when included with

DESIGN- CONSTRUCTION
AUD10N AMPLIFYING

—

TRANSFORMERS

RADIO AND AUDIO FREQUENCY TYPE

NOW

MENTER.

Design and Construction of Audion
Amplifying Transformers

Radio and Audio Frequency Type
by

E.

T.

Associate

late

Jones,

Editor

of

RADIO AMATEUR

PUBLISHED

NEWS,

ay

THE EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO. INC.
113 FULTON ST.
NEW YORK CITY

book

—

a wonderful
the only one of

its kind in p r i n t
should be on the shelf within easy reach of every amateur.
Every line of this book is written so that you can understand
it.

Every

detail in the

manufacture and construction of Au-

dion Amplifying Transformers

is

described at great length.

The book contains many illustrations and diagrams that
make it a simple matter to build the Transformers described.
Never before have these instruments been described

They have always been considered

How To Make

strictly a

in print.

"trade secret."

How To Make

Wireless Receiving

Apparatus

A

wonderful book

for

man who

the

Size
his own apparatus.
Containing 100 pages
5'/^x7j/2 inches.
Compiled of the
and 90 illustrations.

would construct

writings

of

Radio

twenty-five

Every amateur should have
wireless room.

this

experts.

book

in his

in

Wireless Sending
Apparatus
every detail equal to "How To Make

Wireless Receiving Apparatus." Size 5'/^
x 7 J/2 inches.
Containing 100 pages and
Dealing at length on
88 illustrations.

Quenched Spark Gaps, Rotary Gaps
and Oscillation Transformers.

Any amateur

in the "wireless game" can easily construct a complete sending and
receiving station, and will have his choice of many varieties after reading these

wonderful books.

Remember, all three will be sent you postpaid just as soon as we receive
You
your subscription and 50 cents toward the cost of the books.
really get the books free, because the magazine alone would cost
you $3.00 if you bought the single copies each month.

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING
233 Fulton Street, New york

CO..

Experimenter
Publishing Co.,
Fulton St.,
New York, N. Y.

233

Gentlemen:

Inc.
t

MENTER MAGAZINE

City, N. Y.

enclose $3.00.

Name
Address

You

benefit by
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l^My^ 3Q000 Income Tax
and What Made
Possible

It

by Vernon

Howe

Howe

is one of the most sucof his age in Forth Worth,
Texas, and from all I can learn of
him, few others in that city are better
liked by their business associates and
friends in general.
Mr. Howe attributes his success and his surprisingly
big income largely to his recently dis-

Mr.

cessful

men

covered ability to read and understand
the character of the people he meets
and does business with.
This story
wrote it.

AM

rated

as

an excellent judge

of

nature by those who know me.
I human
have
year (1917)
During

I
the past
built up an organization of more than 250
salesmen. All of these men show an enthusiasm for their work, a loyalty to their
organization, and an ability to sell our securities in large quantities which has attracted
quite unusual attention and which has meant
a great deal to me and my business house

income and prestige.
I began my business career I little
dreamed of the success that would come to
me at the age of thirty years. But it did
come and I want to tell you for your own
good perhaps what it is to which I give
the credit for my having "found myself"
in

When

—

—

so early.
I

should explain right here that

I

paid the

Government last year an income tax of
more than $30,000. From this you can easily
figure how large my actual income was to
justify a tax of that magnitude.

My previous annual income had never
before reached $10,000, but from the day
that I discovered a simple and scientific system of reading character from outward
signs, and of reading my own character
and discovering my greatest powers, I knew
what the result would be. At least I never
felt so confident of anything in my life as
that I would turn this new found knowledge
into dollars.

look back on it now it is a revelation
and quite unbelievable to anyone not "in"
on the secret.
People have always tried to read their
fellows, attempting to correspond certain
physical characteristics, such as the high,
narrow forehead of the specialist, the bulging brow of the scientist, the narrow, low
brow of the tramp or idler.
This science of reading character at sight,
which has meant so much to me, has been
reduced to simple, everyday rules of work
by Dr. K. M. H. Blackford. In my opinion
it deserves a high place in any educational
system it is far more important than any
other science yet formulated.
This is a
strong assertion, yet I leave it to you. Do
you know anything that is more important
in life than knowing how to size up other
people?
Than knowing how to analyze
your own character and make the most of
it? Than knowing how to make other people

—

As

I

You

benefit by

like

you?

Than knowing how

make

to

for you and do your bidding?
Honestly I don't know anything more important, or more likely to make us seize our
great opportunities. Do you?
You know as well as I do, from your
actual experience, that the men and women
who have wasted their lives have usually
done this because they were not fitted by
nature to do the work attempted. Do you
know any sadder tragedies of life? I don't.
Is it any wonder that the statistics show
more than 70 per cent of the business ventures of today abject failures?

people

I

work

—

am

convinced from

my own

experience

that Dr. Blackford's marvelous system of
Reading Character at Sight will decrease
the percentage of such failures and therefore increase the percentage of human happiness.

—

At least I can say, positively, that Dr.
Blackford's system has increased my income
beyond the point of my fondest dreams.
Just as nature intended that the normal condition
of our bodies is perfect health, so the normal condition of everyone is perfect success.
are all
meant to be a success at something.
all have
the capacity within us to achieve big things in
the right line.
If we are not a big success, it is
merely because we are in the wrong occupation.
Napoleon was a failure at authorship.
Florence
Nightingale failed as a social favorite. Grant was
a failure at everything until he became a soldier.
These were their wrong occupations.
all have
the germ of success within us
the capacity to
do big work in some one line. The thing to do is
find out what your line of work is.
Dr. K. M. H. Blackford has helped thousands of
men find out the work for which they were best
fitted to achieve big success.
This famous character analyst has been retained at record fees by such
corporations as the Westinghouse Electric and

We
We

—

Manufacturing

Company,

The Laurentide

Co., Ltd.

cerns, to

We

Scott Paper Company,
and many other big conpick and place rightly the men they em-

And

98 per cent of Dr. Blackford's selections
of their previous experience
made
good at the jobs in which they were placed.
Dr. Blackford has helped thousand of others and
is now ready to help you.
A good many of us are
just plugging day in and day out at work we are
not naturally fitted to do, work we do not like,
ploy.

—regardless

work we can never

—

We

fully succeed at.
swim
against the tide, trying to fit our given set of
talents to the wrong job.
But thru Dr. Blackford,
we can now all judge in just what line our biggest
success lies.
And we can learn the worthwhile
secret of knowing, in one quick survey of their
features, physique, gestures, and habit of conversation, unerringly the character of every person we
meet of looking into people and thru them, instead of at them.
Thru the little course of lessons in "Reading
Character at Sight" now being distributed by Dr.
Blackford, we can know, the minute we lay eyes

—
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is

his

own, just as he

on people, how to make them our friends, in either
a business or social way
how to talk to them, how

—

them to the best advantage. Thru the
secrets given by Dr. Blackford, we can get a better
line on the folks we meet than the friends who
have known them for years.
Thousands have already benefited thru the
Some have decided thru it just what their
course.
life-work really is.
Others have saved themselves
from business disaster and unscrupulous partners.

to influence

Many

others have avoided hiring men whom they
a glance to be dishonest and unreliable.
salesmen use the knowledge they have gained
to judge and approach their prospects.
Executives
use it to deal with and judge their employes.
Doctor's use it in dealing with their patients.
Lawyers find it of great help in their court work
and in their actions, toward clients. Public speakers employ it in judging their audience, and in

knew

at

Many

debate.

Entire Course on Free Examination
This ability to analyze character immediately and
without error can easily be yours. It is not a gift.
There is not trick or second sight about it. It is
not a supernatural or mysterious power.
It is
merely the immutable rules of science, practically
applied.
You can do it as infallibly as Dr. Blackford.
This new course in "Reading Character at
Sight" in seven simple and fascinating lessons will
be sent to you without cost, for examination. You
can judge for yourself just what the course will
mean to you before you decide whether or not you
want it. If you do not believe that it can be of
tremendous value to you return it and forget the
matter.
Otherwise mail its reasonable cost of $5.
The coupon printed below will bring you the entire
course for free examination without obligation

Use

it.

Independent Corporation
Dept. B-1103

119

W. 40th

St.,

New York

Free Examination Coupon

Independent Corporation
Publishers of The Independent Weekly
St.,
York

Dept. B-1103, 119 W. 40th

New

You may send me the Course or Courses
checked below. Within five days after receipt
I will either remail them or send you $5 for
each in full payment.
How to Read Character at Sight
[ ]
By Dr. K. M. H. Blackford
Roth Memory Course
[ ]
By David M. Roth
Mastery of Speech
[ ]
By Frederick Houk Law
Super-Salesmanship
[ ]
[

]

By Arthur Newcomb ($7)
Purinton Course in Personal Efficiency
By Edward Earle Purinton

[

]

Ferrin

Home- Account System
By Wesley W. Ferrin

($3)
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Master Electricity By
Actual Practice
The only way you can become an expert is by doing the
work under competent instructors, which you will be

very

called

That

upon

is

the

do

to

In other words, learn by doing.

later on.

method

of the

New

York

Electrical School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is worth
Indeed,
to a man than years and years of book study.
Actual Practice is the only training of value, and graduates
of New York Electrical School have proved themselves to
be the only men that are fully qualified to satisfy

more

EVERY

demand

of the Electrical Profession.

The Only
At

this

Institution of the Kind
in America
"Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the art

of Electrical Drafting; the best business method and experience in Electrical Contracting, together with the skill
to install, operate and maintain all systems for producing,
transmitting and using electricity.
school for Old and
Young. Individual instruction.

A

Over 6,200 Graduates are Successful
in the Electrical World

Men

No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or mathematics is
necessary to take this electrical course. You can begin the course now
and by steady application prepare yourself in a short time. You will
be taught by practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under
actual conditions.

The N. Y. E. S. gives a special Automobile Ignition Course as an
advanced training for Auto Mechanics, Garage Men and Car Owners.
The course covers completely all Systems of Ignition, Starters, Lighting
and other electrical equipment on automobiles, motor boats, airplanes,
etc.

Let us explain our complete courses to you in person. If you
it's FREE to you.
can't call, send now for 64-page book

—

New York

Electrical School

29 W. 17th

St.,

New

York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation to
64-page book.

me your

..

NAME

STREET
.CITY

.

.STATE

New York
Electrical School
29 West 17th
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©morrow
By

WE

are gradually becoming accusto the sight of rapidly increasing sizes of aircraft, especially those of the lighter than air
or Zeppelin type, and those who
had the good fortune to see the R-34, the
gigantic "gas bag" which successfully flew

tomed

All the Pleasures of City Life

across the Atlantic Ocean

WAILIL

that will prove a distinct surprise to those
who have not been following the progress
of aviation in the past few months.

Already in England and France they
have developed and built beautiful airplanes which have a capacity of from thirty
to fifty passengers, that almost outrival

our

—

on the floor and curtains

at the windows,
with panelled ceilings and electric lights.

The accompanying illustration shows
what engineering refinement has done in
the perfecting of living conditions for passengers on the latest dirigible or Zeppelin
type of aircraft. These gigantic "gas bags"

Copyright, 1920. by E. P. Co.

Are to Be Found in the Latest Giant Dirigible Aircraft Even to an Electric Elevator.
Are Arranged in Circular Fashion, Which Has Many Commendable Features.

from England
America and back, will perhaps expect
most anything in the airship of tomorrow.
However, there are many developments in
a number of these huge aircraft now proposed and being built in various countries
to

GEORGE

railroad train appointments in their
luxurious furnishings, parlor-car chairs and
even to a wash room such as one finds
on the giant Caudron passenger-carrying
plane, recently exhibited at the great aviation salon in Paris.
Here we find carpet
finest

1113
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The Staterooms

are far larger than one would first imagine,
as the picture clearly shows, their height
easily accommodating Mine stories, equivalent to a nine-story hotel, and they propose to fit the one or more passenger com(Continued on page 1168)
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1) Cleaving the Rough Diamond
(2) First cutting of

Diamond

£9

•9

^

Close-up of Diamond
Cutting Machine

c

§

©

',0

8

^*

*v

ilk

\\U/C

Finished Diamonds

vrv
«»
•

(f)
)zl

Rough Diamonds

tv« actual size) from the De Beers Mines
weighing Z5oo carats. Value $500,000
r
>

@

Grinding Round JEd£e on

Diamond

r®"
*'

"

©

Grinding facets and
final polishing
Copyright, 1919.
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of the most fascinating and
popular scientific subjects is that
of

"diamond

very

little is

The

public.

of which
the general
procedure and the
cutting,"

known by

labor, skill, and remarkable accuracy are only a few of the
small items absolutely essential for maintaining the standard of the present diamond
trade. The beauty of these stones depends
not alone on the stones themselves, but also

amount of

the

technical

method of presentation.

The

writer

has attempted to present here a brief
discussion as to what the diamond is and
what makes it so valuable, as well as a general description of the interesting procedure
followed in cutting a diamond.
A diamond in the pure state is colorless
and transparent, but stones of this nature
are extremely rare, altho many of the commercial stones of today are purported to be
pure white or blue white, when in reality

1

HOW TO TELL A
Mark

(1)

I

num

the

pencil-

If

REAL DIAMOND.

diamond with an alumiit is a real diamond and

I

not a glass imitation the mark may be
easily removed by rubbing it briskly with
a moistened cloth; if glass, however, the
mark cannot be removed, resisting even
the action of acids. The surface of the
stone for this test must be very clean,
which is accomplisht by rubbing with a
moistened cloth dipt in whiting.
(2) A nail file if drawn along the edge
of a stone will not cut the diamond,
while it will cut spurious glass imita-

|

tions.

I

§
|
1

|
I
I
|

|

(3)
|

The

facets

sharp

edges,

I

much

|
|
I

small globule of water placed
upon the table or flat top of a diamond
globular form even if
its
will retain
moved about by a pin. It spreads on

|

glass.

|
I
I
I
1
|
I
I

I
i
|

|
1
I
|
=

I
|

|
|

|
f

duller edges.

—

Which

Is

Illustrated Below.

|
|

|
|
|
|

f
|
f

|

Shades in which the various stones appear
are those varying between the following
Red, apple green, violet blue, rather pale
saffire blue, absinthe green, golden brown,
orange and canary yellow. As has been
said before, a pure snow white diamond is
very rare and a buyer must be prepared to
pay a good price for it if he desires to ob-

|

tain one.

I

In order to test for color the diamond is
covered by a thin layer of mist caused by
giving the same a quick puff of breath. It
is then examined with a lens of about one
inch focal length, the same being corrected
for spherical and chromatic aberration. If
held up to the light of an electric incan-

A

|
|
f

|
|

(5) By looking at a point on a sheet
of paper thru a diamond and a good triplex magnifying glass (i. e., a glass which
has been corrected for spherical and chromatic aberration) only one point will be
seen if viewed thru a diamond, whereas a
number of points or blurred points will
be visible if an imitation.
(6) If a doublet or triplet (that is, a
false bottom with a genuine top cemented
together or a stone made up of three
parts), it is detected if placed in oil and
viewed from the side.
(7) The finest test of all perhaps is
This is 3.52
the specific gravity test.
The procedure is defor the diamond.
scribed in detail in the article.
No ONE of these tests should be taken
as positive proofs, but the entire number
may be taken as a fairly good indication
of the genuineness of the stone.

Here We See the Various Types and Shapes of Diamonds and Other Precious Stones Aside
from the Full Cut "Brilliant" the Standard Shape for a Perfect Diamond Invariably, and

|

|

have

whereas those of glass imitations have
(4)

|

|
|
|
|
|
|

§
|
f
|

f
|
|

|
f
|
|
|

descent bulb, the stone which allows the
filament to be seen the most clearly and
which allows the greatest light thru it, is
the better stone.
Stones are classified according to color and are in order
( 1
Rivers, (2) Jagers, (3) Blue Wesseltons,
(4) Wesseltons, (5) Top Crystals, (6)
Crystals, (7) Very Light Browns, (8) Top
Silver Capes, (9) Silver Capes, (10) Capes,
(11) Yellow, (12) Brown.
Rivers these are the rarest, most beautiful Indian and Brazilian stones, altho a
:

—

few African stones are clast among them.
They are pure snowy white or blue white,
and are the ones which command the highest price.

Next on

the

steely blue

thruout

the

list

body

are the Jagers, of a pale

color, which is ,the
stone.
Then come the

same

Blue
Wesseltons and Wesseltons, both of which
are of a very slight yellowish tint scarcely
noticeable and together with the Jagers
make up the stones of a very high class.
Crystals, however, are poor in comparison with the other stones.
If compared
with rock crystal or a synthetic white
saffire, they appear yellow.
Of course, the
stone should be dimmed by breathing on it
to make this test. Very Light Browns come
next.
Brown is an undesirable color in
stones of this nature, as it absorbs too much
light, and so for this reason the stone cannot command as great attention as a stone
of a different class.
The Capes are next in order. They are
yellow enough to be undesirable and are
generally called commercial white stones.
They are not yellow enough, however, to be
pretty and hence, are not so much sought
{Continued on page 1172)

|

§
§

objectionable color exists in them which is
quickly discernible by the experienced diamond expert. This color is caused by
oxids which are present in the crystalline
form, and from the chemical viewpoint are
supposed to be held in colloidal suspension,
altho invisible, even under a microscope.
The presence of iron oxid will cause a
yellow or brown or sometimes even a red
coloration.
For examining diamonds it is
•necessary that a good North light be present and for the inexperienced, the examination of two stones at the same time will
clearly differentiate between the good and
the inferior.
clear day should be chosen
and an hour between 10 A. M. and 2 P. M.

A

COLOR

IN STONES.

Fancy diamonds are colored stones with
well marked shades.
Diamonds of this
character bring very high prices, for colors
are often sought for but what is very undesirable is the slight tint found in some diamonds which are supposed to be colorless.

Stages

mond.

to 6— Successive Steps Followed in Cutting a "Brilliant," or Full Shaped DiaFig. 7 Shows Reflection Rays in "Brilliant" and Fig. 8 Formation of a "Doublet."

1
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FEW

Aas

people realize the enormous
amount of energy locked up in the
earth's atmosphere.
The amount of
latent

not the greatest, source of energy of
uriharnest power available to man.
may say that we have reached the
point today where the exploitation of coal
est, if

We

no longer very economic.

prohibitive.

—

itself, but we block railway traffic with our
long coal trains and prevent other more
profitable business from taking its due

it,

simple

reason

inhabitants of a
city employing such a plant would never

have power

we have to do it now, coal
being a necessity, and we are willing to pay
the price because we must have power

to
or not.

day whether they would

course

well.

For

\
|

Electrical Experi-

I

man who

the

did

it

—

1

Prof. Louis Derr, Department of
Physics, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
Physiological
Music
How the
deaf may "feci" music, by H. Gems-

I

back.

1
I
I

—

Radium

f

|
1

|

98 or 99 per cent having been wasted. As
man power gets scarcer and scarcer and
costs rise, there will finally come a time
when we must turn to other sources for
our power.
The writer has in past articles mentioned
many other methods upon which man will
ultimately fall in his battle against Nature,
but in this article we are concerned only
in the exploitation of wind power.
This is not a mere dream' or a visionary
scheme, but there is sound engineering behind it.
Wind power has been used for
centuries, and the old Egyptians had their
crude windmills and propelled their ships
In this country air
by means of wind.
motors or air turbines have reached a high
perfection, but they are small affairs, and
are only used for local purposes, such as
supplying power for private houses, farms,

I

can readily be imagined what a battery of such monsters would accomplish.
Even large cities would only need a few
of these giants to keep the entire city supplied with heat, light and power, and the
advantage is that it makes no difference
geographically where the city is located.
Right here the writer wishes to propose a
somewhat novel idea which does away with
the greatest objection heretofore considered in such "windmill power plants."
In some localities if the energy was to
be derived solely from the wind power, of
course no power would be had when there
was no wind. Take for instance cities located in Arizona, New Mexico, etc., or in
other localities where there is no wind for
days at a time. Here such a plant, on the

I

es-

menter by

in shipping coal
to the great centers is criminal, if we stop to figure out that at the
end only one or two per cent of the energy
contained in the original coal is converted
either into power or into heat, the other

windmill.

'

pccially for the

from the mine

today from an engineering standpoint to build huge windmills
or air turbines which in size would rank
with the Woolworth building or the Eiffel
tower.
Such 1,000-foot monsters, while
they may appear somewhat fantastic, are
quite within the bounds of reality and it is
calculated that they can easily furnish
25,000 horse-power for each individual

April
Earth— Written
9

|

theless, the cost incurred

It is quite practical

68

Weighing the

Never-

etc.

How
culty

then are

we

to

overcome

this diffi-

?

The writer proposes a novel plan to use
the windmills or air turbines, not to furnish electrical power direct, but indirect,
and the underlying idea is as follows:
will build each air turbine or windmill so large that they will deliver approximately 20% more power than we require.
Instead of driving our electrical dynamos
or generators direct, the windmills are not
at all employed in this way. They are used
to pump water /rom a lower level to a
higher one, and for no other purpose. In
other words, we first raise the water from
a lake, river or other source of water supply, then impound this water into a reservoir.
This then constitutes our supply of
power. From the reservoir large pipes lead
to each hydro-electric power station as
shown in our illustration herewith, and this
water drives the generators of the power
stations and from it we take our power.

We

1

It

the

that

know from day

course.

and must heat our houses as

would appear ridiculous for the

face of

The reasons

for this are manifold.
What we are doing now is to mine the
coal at enormous expense, tying up an enormous amount of man power to bring the
coal to the surface of the earth. Then we
!oad this coal into trains at great expense,
move the trains to far-away points the
average distance being over 1,000 miles for
every car of coal.
In this we not only
consume more coal for moving the coal

Of

only this, but the up-keep of such a large
storage battery coupled with the great expense of renewing the plates every few
years would make the project absolutely

Tw,irh>nm<BS <C©H2«

3

horse-power available thru the

moving air currents in our atmosphere amounts to billions of horse-power
annually, and constitutes one of the great-

is
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— The

—

a clever and very clearly written as
zvcll as illustrated article.

Detecting the Human Body at 600
Feet How the military engineers
developed an instrument which mcasurcd the heat radiated by the hitman

—

1

body

I

parties in the dark.

spotted

enemy

raiding

—

1

ness A substitute for radium in
Therapeutics, by Dr. Alfred Graden-

I

wits.

1
I

|

|

—

1

|

1
1
1
1

|

|

I

\
|

\
[
1

Now
|
\
\

§
§

|
|
i
|

Talking
Over a Sunbeam By
Prof. A. O. Rankine—the Bell Photophone brought up to date. Specially
written for the Electrical Experimenter.
The Secret of the Magnet Poles
By Walter E. Kecvcr.
Floating Safe for Ship Mail.
Storage Battery Repairing
By
Henry Klaus.
How New York Gets OzonLcd
Drinking Water.
Electrifying
Canal
Boats
and
Barges By Robert G. Skcrrett.
Watching Plants Grow with Scicntitic Instruments
As Well as Mcaswring and Indicating the Effects of
Electric Shocks and Chemicals Apto
Plants.
The remarkable
plied
work of Sir Jagadis Bose.
Electro-Medical Frauds By Joseph
H. Kraus.
The Dark Searchlight By Louis
Ycagcr.

—

—

I

|

I

X-Rays of Unprecedented Hard-

I

I

|

Mother of lonizaHon, by Harold F. Richards, M.A.

and

1

—

—

—
—

i
I
I
1
I
I
I

{
|
\

§
|
I
\
1
I
I
\
I
1

I
f

\

§

Of course in most localities this would
not hold, but speaking generally, there is
a time period in almost any locality during
the year when there would be not enough
wind to supply the power to the respective
cities.

Of course, the idea comes to mind immediately that a solution would be found
in the use of storage batteries whereby the
electrical power could be stored for emAs a matter of fact,
ergency purposes.
most large power houses in the country
work on precisely this principle, but if it
became a matter of storing enough power
in storage batteries to keep a large city
going for days at a time, the cost of such a
storage battery plant would run up into
many millions of dollars. Hence such a
scheme at once becomes impractical. Not

www.americanradiohistory.com

made

it

the

become apparent why we have
wind turbines larger than actually

will

needed.
The
pump up more

reason is that we wish to
than enough water and keep
a sufficient supply on hand that, even if
there should not be any wind for days at
a time, we still would have enough water
impounded to assure us of a continuous
supply of power even tho not one windmill or air turbine was moving.
By making the air turbines larger than
necessary (or by using more of them), we
accomplish the purpose of impounding an
immense reserve of water upon which we
do not draw except in an emergency. It
is
the old story of the honey-bee laying
in honey during the summer, which is used
during the winter. In other words, while
our windmills and air turbines work overtime when there is plenty of wind, we will
still have enough water in our reservoir
to draw upon when there is no wind.
Basically this scheme is sound from an
engineering standpoint.
It is simply an
engineering proposition, and there is only
the first cost of the moderately expensive
machinery and apparatus to be considered.
Such a plant should particularly recom-

mend itself to localities far removed from
natural water power, also cities along the
coast where no water power exists and
where the power that could be derived
from tidal waves is not available as yet.
It is calculated that any company who
would make it a business to furnish power
from such a windmill hydraulic plant could
easily compete with coal even if the latter
were selling at a considerably lower figure
than it is today.
In our illustration we have shown two
types of machines that would lend themselves for the purpose of deriving power
from the atmosphere, viz.
Huge air turbines of from 200 to 400
feet high, each of which can readily furnish 25,000 horse-power while running in
a medium wind. The large windmills shown
in the insert are not quite as efficient as
the turbines, but are much less costly and
perhaps easier in maintaining.

We

are certain that once such a windmill or wind turbine is built and one locality begins using these huge air machines,

would no doubt follow
very promptly when the economy of
these machines has demonstrated itself.
Remember you get the energy for nothing
the whole country
suit

—

March, 1920
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.HIGHLY rONIZED AIR
(CONDUCTOR OF RADIO

ULTRA-VIOLET

BEAM

ENERGY WAVESJ

AIRCRAFT PROPELLED
BY WIRELESS POWCP

™

_

lllfD ...
nl
-VlgLTT

TO EARTH.

METAL SCREEN
ME6H "B"

^OR

RECEIVING STATION

FOR RADIO

POWER

OCEAN SHIP RECEIVING
RADIO POWER FOR

POWERFUL ULTRA-VIOLET

RAY GENERATOR "A"

PROPULSION

Powerful Tesla Currents
Showing the Wireless Transmission of Power by Means of Ionized Searchlight Beams.
Frequency Are Imprest on the Ionized Beams and Received from Similar Beams as Shown.

By

RECENT developments
dream of power
tend

the old, old

to

fulfill

trans-

For years
mission without wires.
men have labored in vain to transmit power without wires and thus
solve a myriad of transportation problems,
such as propelling vehicles, ships, trains,
aircraft, etc., without having to include a source of
power in their con-

•

transmitting radio waves without material
aerials, Mr. Hettinger hit upon the idea of
using ionized light beams as elevated conductors. Obviously simple when one thinks
of it.
It is a well-known fact that an ionized
gas is a conductor in fact, the conductivity
;

a gas is a -measure of its ionization.
Furthermore, it is possible to ionize a gas
by means of a stream of ultra violet rays.
Working with these facts, Mr. Hettinger
devised means to utilize them for radio
transmission in the following manner.
As shown in Fig. 1, a source of ultra
violet rays, an arc
or mercury vapor
lamp, A, is arranged to throw a
of

beam of ionizing
rays vertically.
These rays result in an ionized
stream of air that
acts as a conductor, the surrounding un-ionized air
being practically a
perfect
insulator.

possibilities in such

achievement

and now the dream
promises to come
true.

By one bold
stroke an English
genius, Mr. John
Hettinger, has unthinkingly opened
up the way for its
realization.

By making connection

to this conducting beam with
a metallic screen
or mesh at B, it
can be utilized as
an aerial for radio
communication.
are perfect-

Like

numerous other inventions, the way
lay before our very
eyes, but we were
'all
too blind to
see it.

We

ly

While working
a means for

aware

that this

ionized beam

;

jon

High Potential and

THOMAS W. BEHSOM

struction. It makes
one's head almost
reel to think of the

an

of

Diagram

Scheme for the Wireless Transmission of Power Thru
Beams and the Upper Ionized Strata of the Atmosphere.

of the Author's

Light
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Ionized

rapidly

loses

its

conducting power
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as the distance from the source increases,
therefore the effective height of such an
arrangement is determined by the intensity
of the ray generator. So much for the idea
as applied to radio communication.
But let us consider further. In studying
the spectrum we find that the sunlight on
reaching the earth contains few ultra violet
rays of shorter wavelengths than 3,000
Angstrom units, yet we are able to generate much shorter rays with an arc light.
It is unreasonable to assume that shorter
waves do not leave the sun, and in view
of the fact that it has been determined that
the upper stratum of our atmosphere is
ionized, it is accepted that the shorter rays
are absorbed to cause this ionization.
It will now be apparent that a very good
condition exists for the transmission of
energy without wires. As shown in Fig. 2,
we have the earth, a good conductor, surrounded with a blanket of insulating air
about ten miles thick, beyond which, up to
about a hundred miles, the air is highly
rarefied and kept in a state of ionization by
light from the sun and stars.
Hence, we have two good conductors separated by several miles of atmosphere,
practically a perfect insulator, an ideal
have
arrangement for our purposes.
but to connect a source of current to the
earth and to the ionized strata of air and
energy can be transmitted entirely around
the earth without wires. The energy could
be utilized in any part of the earth by
merely connecting to the pair of conductors.

1

I

19

We

This condition has been recognized for
time, but the difficulty lies in making
connections to the upper layer of conductIt is hardly practical to
ing atmosphere.
construct towers six or seven miles high
for the purpose, then again the energy
could not be utilized without using a similar structure at the point of reception,
which makes this scheme hardly feasible
for aircraft or moving vehicles.
Return then to the ionized stream for
can easily construct
radio aerials.
arcs that will throw a beam ten or twenty
miles.
Then why not make connection to
that upper stratum with an ionized stream
of air? Wonderful in its simplicity.
In Fig. 2 the writer attempts to portray
a generating station embodying these principles.
In the main building will be housed
the generating units for supplying the current to the arc and the primary of the high
voltage
apparatus
for
transmission
of
energy.
Supported on the roof of this
structure will be a monstrous arc lamp

some

We

throwing

stream

of ultra
In this
beam is supported a conducting screen to
make connection to the conducting stream
The insulation of these
of ionized air.
parts present no great difficulties to modern
engineering.
The building will also house a huge stepup transformer, a set of high voltage condensers, a spark gap either of the rotary or
quenched type and a huge oscillation transformer or Tesla coil. These instruments
are connected in the usual manner and
tuned so that the inductance in the circuit
and the capacity formed by the earth and
ionized upper strata will have a well defined oscillation period.
By these means the whole earth will become an electrified body, energy to be
drawn at any point by simply making metallic connection to the earth and pointing
a beam of light vertically, a screen being
•used to take the energy that will flow down
the beam. An inductance coil being necessary in the circuit to insure resonance with
the transmitter at the receiving set.
After

capable

of

a

violet rays for at least ten miles.

once started, the receiving energy can be
used to keep the arc going.
Ships will have an arc and reflector
mounted on the masts, aeroplanes have two
arcs, one on top, the other below, and so on.
This scheme will not interfere with present short range transmission, it being
hardly practical for each home to have an
arc on the roof when one arc would serve

town and

for a

Rather
tion

its

water

of

several for a large city.

benefit will lie in the utilizafalls

now unused on

far

from

account of

civilization,
in

difficulties

transmitting the power hundreds or thousands of miles.
Aside from the transmission of power
other advantages may accrue. Will such a
stress between the earth and upper air
strata reduce the presence of dust particles
in the atmosphere?
Or, again, cause the
immediate condensation of fogs and moisture in the air to give us perfectly cloudless days?
Perhaps it will become simply
a matter of changing the frequency or voltage of the current to cause rain or to prevent it.
Then the question of effect on radio communication will it make our present sets
obsolete, a transmitter of the future being
connected directly to the power set and
acting by
superimposing different frequencies on the power frequency? Or will
radio-telephony work hand in hand with
the power system, the voice currents being
imprest on the power circuit and filtered
out at the receiver?
There are a thousand and one things
Will
such an arrangement might effect.
trees and vegetation increase in growth as
experiments in electrical culture would indicate?
What effect would such stresses
:

I

k

II,

have on germs and bacilli ? Their numbers
will be decreased by the destructive effects
of the ultra-violet light. Will man grow to
an unsuspected height and become uniformly healthier due to the electrical treatment he would be constantly undergoing?
And so on conjecture is without boun<fl%
but the scheme is practical to all appear-

—

requires but some financial genius
a trial.
And to think it all was within reach
such a short time ago
Had Tesla but put
a gigantic arc on top of the tower of his
experimental station in Long Island accurate data would be at hand now were it
but even a promise it would mean another
step towards the final mastery of all matter

ances
to give
;

it

it

!

—

by man.
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DURING
tries,

the

as

is

in different perspectives from one to the
other.
In Fig. 1 in the small insert, the different
positions of the rings as they appear to airNo. 1 shows that the
planes is shown.
aviator is too much to the left and elevated
too high for correct landing.
In No. 2 it
will be seen that the aviator is too much
to the left; No. 3 shows that he is too
much to right, and No. 4 shows that he is
in perfect alignment with the luminous
circles and will make a perfect landing.
This position would be considered ideal.

War, the various counwell known, have de-

veloped a great many apparatus
which have been found very useful in the pursuit of the enemy.
Most of these ideas have been kept secret,
and only of late is the veil being lifted degree by degree.
We take pleasure to present our readers
today with four ideas little known before.
Fig. 1 shows a device that was very popuIt was used to
lar with French airmen.
facilitate landing of the fliers, particularly

Fig.

1.

to

March, 1920

Clever System of Electrically Illuminated Loops or Rings
Guide Airmen in Making a Safe Landing at Night.

noted that in the large periscope shown
the light rays do not come thru the skeleton tube but pass thru the open air, as
indicated by the dotted lines.
This was
found to be quite possible, and while the
picture obtained in this manner is not absolutely perfect, still it was good enough to
observe the enemy and his doings.
Fig. 3 shows an aerial signaling apparatus
used a good deal by the French during the
war. By means of an air blast and soot
chamber it became possible for the pilot
or his assistant to send Morse code signals

Fig. 2. Giant Land Periscope for Making Observations Over
Long Distances. The Image Is Projected Between Lenses Thru

the Air.

WIRE GRIDS WHICH
ARE OPEN-CIRCUITED

BY PASSING PROJECTILft!.
;

-

"—

FIG-3A

DOT DASH DOT

DETAIL OF FRENCH SMOKE SIGNAL
DEVICE FOR AIRPLANES

fig. 3.
Fig.

3.

A War

FIG. A.

—

Device Aerial Signaling by Smoke Puffs Between
Airplanes or Airplanes and Earth.

during the night time, when landing, as
well known, is particularly hazardous.
Several months before the war a German
by the name of Konig invented an apparatus which was later improved on by
the French, and which works as follows
Two iron or wooden circles are placed vertically one behind the other on the flying
field, one circle being slightly smaller than

No.

5

shows that the aviator

— in other words,

—

Fig. 4. How the Velocity of Bullets and Shells Is Measured the
Projectile Breaks Two Grids Consecutively, the Chronometer

Accurately Registering the Intervening Time.

is

away

too

in the position shown
airplane in our illustration.*

is

high

other.
The two circles are parallel to
each other, and are separated about 15 feet.
The circles themselves are about 10 feet
above the ground. Fig. 1 shows this scheme.
The circles during the night are illuminated by means of electric lamps around
the perifery.
Consequently, from a distance we see nothing but two luminous
circles, and it becomes apparent when the
aviator is at different heights or different
levels, or in a position either to the right
or to the left he will see the two circles

of the second
The first airplane will make a perfect landing. The third airplane would be too much
to the left as well as too high. By studying
the figures in our illustration the result will
become apparent.
Fig. 2 shows what has been termed the
"Tele-Periscope." By means of this apparatus, first used by the Germans, it is possible to see at a great distance, inasmuch
as the slender metal skeleton which is
painted gray merges into the sky, and at
a little distance the enemy has great difficulty in seeing the periscope.
Furthermore, the entire contrivance is mounted on
a sort of carriage which can be attached
to an automobile moving from place to
place, so there is little danger of an enemy
It will be
shell reaching and destroying it.

flfee

—
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This_ is
in smoke to the observers below.
clearly shown in our illustration, which
also shows this apparatus in procedure
better than words can.
The great trouble with this arrangement
is that unless the aviator is well behind
friendly lines the enemy, by means of powerful field glasses, can read the dots and
dashes as well. Of course cipher messages
it made but
enemy saw the sig-

were used mostly, and thus
little

difference

if

the

nals or not.
Fig. 4 shows the well

known Le Bou-

lange chronograph to measure the speeds
of shells and bullets. The principle of this
apparatus is to measure the time which
elapses between the rupture of two metal
wires stretched between frames, which
latter are in the line of a projectile as
shown in our illustration. The frames are
(Continued on page 1168)
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time to time, some budding
genius comes out before the world
with a startling invention with which
he proclaims that he intends to harness the power of the ocean waves
or thg power of the tides, whether these
be created by ocean, river or lake action,
primarily.
Most of these schemes die a
natural death while reposing in the vaults
of the U. S. Patent Office, even tho the
patents may eventfully be issued on the
more or less successful looking inventions.
One of the most ingenious ideas that has
been proposed recently in the realm of
tidal power plants is the one illustrated
herewith, and which has been invented and
patented by Mr. Charles Herbert Talmage
of New Bedford, Mass. The inventor cer-

1121

©uuft ©If

jResesr^oas^,

Fowe? Either

^Ws^y

ocean tide rises, for example, that the
water within the large reservoir or tidal
basin will be at a lower level.
As the
ocean tide proceeds to slowly rise, the sea
dam is raised by hydrostatic pressure or
water pumped into it by suitable means,
while the turbine float with its two or more
'attached siphoning pipes rises correspondingly. All the while water is flowing from
the sea up thru the siphons and out thru

A

vacuum is created in
action aforementioned,
and the water is caused to flow from the
tidal basin, into the right hand siphon, down
thru the turbine and into the sea again.
The pontoon containing the turbines and
dynamos falls with the sea tide, and the
basin or right hand dam is slowly collapsed
by emptying the water out of it. In this
way power is developt practically all the
time, while the sea tide is rising and while
it is ebbing, and useful energy is thus realized from the tidal power itself, without
any expenditure of money for coal or other
source of energy, the only actual expense
being that for the operating personnel and
the initial cost of the installation of the
detail illustration.
this siphon by the

machinery and dams.

—

Remarkable New Tidal Power Scheme Utilizing the "Siphon" Principle the Water Is First Siphoned from the Sea Into the Impounding
Reservoir and Afterward, on Falling Tide, Siphoned Back Into the Sea.
Either Way the Turbines and Dynamos Extract Their Quota
of Energy from the Flowing Water.

tainly deserves a great deal of credit
the way in which he worked out the
rious details of this tidal power plant
the means for applying it in practise,
pecially in the clever construction of
collapsible dams, which are caused to

and

for
va-

and
es-

the
rise

by water pressure.
The accompanying illustration shows
clearly just how Mr. Talmage proposes to
reap useful power from the gigantic tidal
actions occurring along our great sea
coasts and other locations such as along
fall

rivers.
In brief, the
the operation of this
as follows
By referring to the
tions herewith, it will
_

principle
tidal

underlying

power plant

is

small detail illustrabe seen that as the

the turbines into the tidal basin as shown
by the arrows.
In the first place, the siphon action is
created by exhausting the air from the left
hand siphon, thru the small pipe connecting the tops of the two siphons, and which
exhausting appais joined to a suitable
ratus or machine, not shown. This action
keeps up until the sea tide has risen to its
highest level and shortly after which period
the level of the water in the tidal basin
will have risen to a similar height.
As soon as the sea tide begins to fall or
ebb, then the reverse action is set up by
opening the valve at the basin siphon just
above the turbine, and closing off the left
hand siphon, as clearly shown in the second

www.americanradiohistory.com

As the large perspective view shows, a
substantial and adequately strong wall has
to be erected along the sea front, to withstand the pounding of the waves and also
to serve as a restraining wall for the impounding reservoir and the millions of
cubic feet of water which would be siphoned into it from the sea. The inventor's
designs call for siphon, turbine and generating units mounted in groups of five,
which is a very good idea, and several of
these units can be grouped along the sea
wall in the manner illustrated.
At the present time, engineers and others
are rather wont to scoff at what to them
appear to be radical and impractical tidal
(Continued on page 1178)
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TAILOR MIDDLETOM

much whether

a small animal or bird would
have the strength to operate it.
What we needed was a piece of mechanism with a hair-trigger at one end and a
strong pull at the other, and we have found
Clampt in
this in a 5-cent mouse trap
position directly beneath the Graflex, with
thread running from wire loop of trap to
camera shutter trip, and from pedal of trap
to bait, the apparatus is ready for action.
!

We will not venture far afield to try out
our mouse trap camera. There are barn
rats down in the granary
we ask you to
accompany us in an endeavor to induce one
of the furry tribe to present us with his
portrait.
We set up our camera outfit just
outside the granary wall, place the mouse
trap in position, connect the thread, at the
end of which we hang a tender morsel of
meat, and depart for an hour or so. Upon
our return, we find the thread broken and
;

—

A Snapshot of Br'er 'Coon One of the
Hardest Animals to Photograph. It's Easy
With the "Mouse - Trap" Scheme Here
Described.

FOR

a long time Mrs. Middleton and
had induced birds and animals to
photograph themselves thru the medium of a bit of thread stretched
from camera shutter to bait, and,
while we had obtained numerous successful pictures, we often failed to get a good
portrait, due to the blurring of the subject
caused by movement. We used a Premo
camera with rapid rectilinear lens, maxiI

gone.
Development of the negative
brings up the image of Mr. B. Rat, Esq., in
the act of partaking of our hospitality. He
is a thieving rascal, no doubt, but he is a
gentleman as well in so far as his table
manners are concerned. (See illustration.)
bait

We

know

of a snug nest beneath a windbreak in the deep woods where Br'er 'Coon
snoozes the daylight hours away. Let us
set up our mouse trap camera along his
trail.
Then as he emerges from his den,
stepping daintly forth to greet the golden
rays of the westering sun, his hand-like
fore-paw touches the thread. Thud-snap

Mr. Barn Rat, Esq., Photographed in a
Thoughtful Pose by the "Mouse - Trap"

Camera.

goes the mouse trap camera, and with a
whoof of surprise a fluffy gray ball of fur
!

away thru the
autumn leaves
shower from beneath

flashes

the

was not
make
to

fast

enough

a sharp
image certain under
all conditions.
In order to overcome this
difficulty, we realized

camera which
would shoot as fast
if

However,

we met with,
what seemed at first,
unsurmountable
an

here

obstacle

:

The

we doubted

At an

early

running to overhead
and the
third to bait.
(See
sketch herewith.)

By

method, if his
wing should touch
the thread before he
this

TO CAMERA

By Rigging Up the Mouse-Trap With

3 Strings the Graflex
Attracted by Bait.

very

date

satisfied.

branches

focal

plane shutter of the
Graflex does not release
with a hairtrigger pull like the
Premo shutter, but
with a steady downward pressure, and

however, and

Birds as well as
animals can be trapt
photographically as
described above. That
brigand of the air, the
hawk will gladly pose
for you if you will
place a mouse or an
English sparrow upon a limb for his beneIn this case, use
fit
three threads instead
of one, two

TO BRANCH
TO BRANCH
TO BAIT

we must use our Grasecond

us,

are

we

flex

as 1/1000
desired.

forest glade, flinging
multi-colored
in
a
his flying feet.
He

has left his portrait with

mum

shutter
speed
1/100 second, and this

Lifelike, Isn't it?

France

will

pos-

sess a wireless station capable of sending
messages everywhere on the world's sur-

This station, now nearing compleface.
tion at Bordeaux, will have sufficient power
to reach, all stations within a radius of approximately 13,000 miles.

The Eiffel tower station and the immense government station at Lyons have
been France's important stations thruout
The Eiffel tower was able to
the war.
send messages up to a distance of 3,500
miles, while the new station at Lyons had
an average range of about 7,000 miles.
An average of 10,000 words per day have

teen sent out from Lyons thruout the war.
It was from this station that many parts
of the world were kept informed of the
war's progress, even the Far East getting

Is

western front news from this station's
messages which were picked up in Shanghai, and there given to the local papers.
its

The Bordeaux station has been jointly
constructed by Americans and French.
When General Pershing arrived in France
he requested a station which would enable
him to keep in touch with the United States
at all times regardless of bad atmospheric
conditions.
The Bordeaux site was immediately suggested by the French govern-

ment and work begun under the direction
of General Ferrie, of the French telegraphic service.
Nearly 1,000 French and
American soldiers were assigned to the task
of constructing the immense station.
In actual electrical power supplied the
antenna the capacity of the Bordeaux equipment will be five times as great as the

www.americanradiohistory.com

Bird

Easily

Eiffel

Lyons

reaches the bait, you
will catch him in the
air a unique portrait,
indeed.

—

tower and three times as great as the

Fully 500 kilowatts will be
for transmitting the messages.
This will be far the greatest electrical force
ever devoted to the radiation of wireless
news.
station.

available

The famous German

station at

Nauen,

heretofore the most powerful in Europe,
will be greatly outdistanced, both in sendThe
ing distance and in daily capacity.
Bordeaux station will be able to send 50
words per minute, or a total of 72,000 per
The great capacity will be made
day.
possible by the employment of special
equipment heretofore confined to wire
telegraphy.

Sixty men will be needed to maintain
and operate the station. They will work in
four shifts, keeping open a continuous
twentv-four hour service.

March, 1920
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MAJDRAMA

TRANSLATED FROM THE ITALIAN BY ARTHUR BENINGTON

THE

new theories and new facts set
forth here were brought out by considerations in the field of cosmogony
as well as in that of physics, propIn the field of coserly so-called.
mogony it is possible to observe quite
closely.
It is well known that examination of the light emitted by celestial bodies
enables us to classify these into white, yellow and red stars, in addition to double
stars, stellar masses, nebulae, spiral nebulae,

etc.

Now we

know, from observation

that the white (with very high temperature) are about 60 per cent of all the stars
the yellow (about 6,000 degrees, like our
sun), 35 per cent and the reddish only 5
per cent. The temperature of the stars is

deduced from spectroscopic observations
experiments with the various types of spectra, i. e., the continuous spectra and the
bright line spectrum.
The result is that
the red stars are very few in number. On

earth or, at most, like Jupiter (respectively
1/1,000 and 1/333,000 of the solar mass).
If the origin of the several solar systems
of the universe had been accidental and had
taken place at very different epochs, it
would be logical to suppose that a number of stars much greater than 5 per cent
would present themselves with the lowtemperature of the red color, and besides
that many others would be completely extinct.
To explain this state of things one
willingly recurs to the idea of God
that
is, to a
supernatural hand which created
the universe with all its worlds contemporaneously.
But evidently this idea is
exiled from the field of positive science
would constitute only a
its introduction
simple criterion and, altho I do not say
that the naturalist must be an atheist, it
is certain that he should not abuse this too
convenient idea, for he would not further
the progress of experimental science or of

Some

silver bo/I
inclosed in lead

jacket

\

;

-

The Laager Experiment -

Ho difference In granfanonoiputt on silyerbo/l

Laager Experiment, the Lead Jacket
Placed Around the Silver Ball Did Not Cause
In the

Any Decrease

—

in
Its
Weight Due to the
Scale Not Being Sufficiently Accurate, Prof.

Majorana Believes.
are indications offered to us by the geologists and biologists which give us reason
to believe that the earth may have an age
notably greater than the 50,000,000 years
deduced from Helmholtz's theory. These
indications are based upon a study of the
numerous sedimentary strata of the earth,
of the corrosion of chains of mountains

which once were like our Alps and now
have disappeared, of the saltiness of the
sea and, in another field, of the time required for the evolution of animal and
vegetable species.
Thus some have succeeded in establishing that the earth cannot be less than a billion years old.
So
Helmholtz's theory, the only acceptable one
up to the present, is defective.
The considerations made by me in the
field of physics are of an entirely different
order of ideas.

They refer to the law of universal gravifamous law of Newton. This
law teaches us that two material masses
tation, the

attract

each other in direct ratio to their

mass and inversely as the square of their
distance. This law governs the movements
of the stars
to this law is due the fact
of the weights of bodies.
Cavendish, an
English physicist, proved in the laboratory, after Newton, the phenomenon of the
attraction between two masses. The Caven;

View of Prof. Majorana's Vacuum Scale and Mercury Container for Weighing a
Lead Ball, First Without Mercury Surrounding It Full Gravitational Pull and Second, With
Mercury Surrounding, but not Touching Ball; the Mercury Absorbing Some of the

Simplified

—

—

Gravitational Force.

dish balance enables us to see that two
bodies, one of about one kilogram, the
other of about one gram, attract each other
with a force of about 3/1,000,000 of a milligram the force that the earth exerts upon
this same gram is 300,000,000 times greater.
;

what theory can this be explained? The
idea most generally accepted by astronomers is as follows: The several suns of
the universe had origins similar to that of
our solar system

this is defined according
to the hypothesis of Laplace
therefore, it
;

;

a matter of nebulae that, gradually condensing, give place to the formation of a
central sun with its own planets and satellites.
Now as these systems, with the passing of millions of years, go on progressively cooling, they should present themselves to us to-day with widely differing
temperatures.
So, according to this hypothesis, it seems strange that only 5 per
cent are made up of red stars
that is to
say, stars that are relatively cold or approaching the phase of extinction.
Besides, according to certain theories of
thermo-dynamics that would compare the
universe to a mass of worlds like the molecules of a gas. it seems we can exclude the
possibility that dark celestial bodies, that
is stars without light, exist in the heavens.
This, be it understood, if we ignore certain small bodies in size about like our
is

;

observation. Therefore, I say that we must
seek another explanation of the constitution of the heavens.
Without leaving the field of cosmogony,
let us turn our attention to the origin of
solar heat. The controversy is well known
neither the theory of chemical origin nor
that of the fall of meteorites at 616 kilometers a second can explain the enormous
quantity of heat constantly emitted by the
sun.
It was Helmholtz who advanced the
most generally accepted theory of solar
heat: He supposes that the sun is gradually
contracting, that this considerably slows
down its cooling and creates a new source
of heat. Unfortunately, physicists are able
to calculate the extreme limits that the
sun's life may have if such contraction be
admitted.
Poincare has made the calculation and finds that the sun could not be
more than fifty million years old. Now,
according to Laplace's hypothesis the earth,
having been detached from the central
mass of the nebula which was the sun,
must have an age certainly no greater than
that of the sun. On the other hand, there

(Continued on page 1188)
Gradually decreasini
moss(densitg)

apd^

/east mass
and gravita-

;
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gravitotionoi/li/f/

tional flux

Greatest gra/itat/nn
flux

and moss

at center.

The Author Believes that the Highest Density
and Gravitational Flux is at the Center of the
Mass as Here Shown.

;

!
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'©derm Sclhi©©llr©©m Sclemice
years ago we studied Science
TWENTYschoolroom
and

the
college, to a
great degree at least, from the textbooks. To-day the embryo scientists play
around with such simple little things as
"liquid air," "radio telegraphy," "electrochemistry,"
The photos herewith
etc.
sbow two interesting laboratory scenes
taken at one of America's leading engineering schools.
in

The liquefaction of air on a commercial
scale came with the invention of the modern high pressure air compressor.
The
compressor shown on the right in one of
is compressing
pounds per square inch which

the photographs

air to 3,000

is roughly
200 times ordinary atmospheric pressure.
The air then cools by expansion in tubes
immersed in cooling agents seen in the center of the photograph.
The air is forced
thru this process again until its temperature has been lowered to 310° F. below

zero,

and

at
is

which point

drawn from

The use

it

becomes a

liquid

the cylinder at the

left.

of the liquid air in scientific re-

By placing
search is as a cooling agent.
the substance to be experimented on in a
tube and immersing the whole in the liquid
different substances
air the behavior of
under various conditions at extremely low
temperatures can be determined. A study
of the properties of different substances at
temperatures in the region of the absolute
zero, i. e., the temperature at which gases
cease to exert pressure, has been a fruitful
source of information in developing modern theories of matter.
In industry liquid air is used as a source
of pure oxygen, which is obtained by a
process of fractional distillation in taking
advantage of the different boiling points
of liquid oxygen and liquid nitrogen which
are the two principal constituents of

air.

Liquid air and liquefied helium have done
their bit toward helping to solve some of
the world's greatest scientific mysteries.
Onnes, by placing an electric circuit in
liquefied helium, reduced its resistance to
approximately absolute zero, and a current, once started in the circuit, kept on

flowing, almost like perpetual motion, for
over twenty hours. Liquid air freezes or
solidifies mercury and is used extensively
in exhausting X-ray and audion bulbs to
the highest degree.

Our second photo shows
search with an
great
industry

Niagara

power

Falls,

industrial

re-

furnace.

A

tube

electric

grown up around
where enormous waterhas

available for transfer into elecenergy, in which application is made
of the chemical effects of electricity. It is
the so-called electrochemical industry and
in it the electric furnace stands supreme
as a magic crucible in which chemical wonders are performed.
In the photograph
students are shown operating an electric
furnace of the "tube type" which they have
is

trical

The man seated
themselves constructed.
is determining the temperature within the
furnace

by an optical

on

measurement

the

method, depending
of

the

light-giving

power of an incandescent body under

cer-

tain standard conditions.

One

machines

The accompanying photograph shows a new type of

was started on

phonograph
designed by Dexter W. Allis,
This
of Whitman, Mass.
invention was the outcome
of numerous experiments

ous-running test November
16, 1916, and ran continuously for eighteen months.
At the end of this time it
was operating quietly and
perfectly in every way.

an attempt to construct
machine, simple, noiseless,
and durable. It will be seen

turn-table made over 64,000,000 revolutions, or

electric-driven

gears

are

this

continu-

a

time

the

enough to roll more than
around the earth. The electric motor made over 1,475,000,000 revolutions. Allowing that the average phonograph is run on? hour per

eliminated

the drive being transmitted
from the electric motor at
the left by endless belt to the
governor and friction rolls.
Provision is made for ad-

justing the belt, for keeping
the
friction-wheels
automatically in contact, and for
supplying the bearings with
oil from saturated cushions.

these

During

in

a

that

of

week,

this

machine,

at

that

would (bar iccident)
have lasted its owner and
rate,

This Electrically Driven Phonograph, on Actual Test, Ran Long Enough to
Last the Average Man 2,500 Years, at the Rate of One Hour's Run Per Week.
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his descendants
vears

over 2,500
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Not One Person In a Million Perhaps, If Indeed That Many, Ever Dreamed That During the War Invisible Searchlight Signals Were Shot
Over Their Heads From Sandy Hook to the Tower of the Woolworth Building, New York City, a Distance of 18 Miles. Such Signals
Were Actually Sent, However, by Invisible Infra- Red Rays From a Large Searchlight Like That Shown on the Left of the Illustration,
A Selenium Cell or Other Suitable Device Indicates the Reception of These Signals.

not one person in 1,000,000
PROBABLY
residing
or near New York City
in

are or were aware that during the
course of the World War the government carried on some very successful and extremely interesting experiments in telegraphing by means of invisible or non-luminous searchlight beams
and these were not small searchlights or
short-range beams, either

The

accompanying

illustration

depicts

one of the successful experiments conducted by the government experts, in connection with one of the leading American
searchlight manufacturers, in which case
signals were successfully transmitted from
Sand)' Hook, 18 miles distant, to a receiving station located atop the Woolworth
building tower, in New York City.
Not
the least sign or flicker of a searchlight
beam was visible while this transmission
was taking place a very paradoxical and
puzzling phenomena to be sure
And yet
the answer is simple when once the principle on which it operates is known.
The answer is, "Infra-red rays." These
rays, which are produced in abundance by
many sources of light and particularly by
high-power arc lamps such as those used
in searchlights are invisible to the human
eye. Thus, once we have the source of invisible rays, all that we require to transmit

—

!

invisible Opttie
INVISIBLE

or

optic telegraphy has been
the object of long researches on account of the great advantages it possesses over the ordinary optic or radiant light telegraphy.
Ordinary optic
light beam telegraphy has the incon-

by telegraphy or otherwise is a
instrument which will
be affected each time the infra-red rays
are thrown on to it.
Happily, there are

a housing similar to a searchlight...
one end of which is a parabolic reflector.
The incoming infra-red rays pass
thru a plain glass window, strike the reflector, which in turn brings them to a

signals

utilize

sufficiently sensitive

in

several such instruments known to science.
The infra-red rays which are below the
ordinary visible spectrum, as before mentioned, are invisible to the naked eye they
are moreover very penetrating and are subject to the same optical laws as ordinary
light.
The searchlight or other source of
illumination used at the transmitting station is shielded or covered with a deep red
glass, containing manganese
as stated by
Mr. de Gallaix in his experimental article
on this most interesting invention published
below or some other suitable material
which will practically eliminate all trace
of visible or radiant light, but which will
readily pass the infra-red radiations.
Several substances which cut off visible
light rays entirely, but which will let the
infra-red rays pass almost perfectly, are
vulcanite, iodin and bromin.
In the experiments above cited, in which
telegraph signals were transmitted between
Sandy Hook and the Woolworth tower in
New York City, a distance of approximately eighteen miles, a specially treated
selenium cell was used at the receiving
station.
The usual practice in designing
a receptor for the infra-red rays is to
;

—

—

focus at a point just in front of the reand at this focal point is mounted
a responsive instrument such as a selenium
flector,

cell,

etc.

As Mr. de

Gallaix points out, zinc sulmay be used or also the
Edison tasimeter, which will measure heat
accurately down to the 1/10,000 part of one
degree, and also the bolometer. If a selenium cell is used, it should be sensitized by
the Abney process to render it particularly
The boloresponsive to infra-red rays.
meter is recommended by several experts
as probably the best means adapted for
such purposes in interpreting telegraph
signals, et cetera, where rapid changes in
the resistance or other characteristics of
the receiving element are necessitated.
The Edison tasimeter and the selenium:
cell are liable to prove too sluggish if very
high speed is required in transmitting the
signals.
As the diagram shows, a suitable
interpreting apparatus such as a loud speaking telephone receiver or a suitable relay
and other indicating apparatus is connected
with a battery in series with the selenium
The Editors.
cell, or bolometer.
fate treated tape

Telegraphy by Infra-red Rays
HENRY de GAIL1LA1X
venience of allowing itself to be intercepted
with extreme ease by anyone who cares to.
As for wireless telegraphy, the use of a
secret code is only a semi-efficient remedy.
Therefore, the invisible telegraphy by infra-red rays is a remarkable improvement
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systems invented and used before.
solve the problem of invisible optic
telegraphy, three methods could be applied.
First:
By some sort of mechanical contrivance, make the rays, sent forth by the
light source, invisible to human eyes.

on

To

all
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Create a source of rays invisieye (infra-red rays, for instance) and transmit them directly.
Obtain the invisibility by the
Thirdly
physical nature of the rays coming from a

Second

ble

:

one's

to

:

light source, visible to one's eye.
Such were the lines on which the question of invisible optic telegraphy had to be

studied.

The first method gave no results, attempts
were uselessly made to apply to the rays
the theories of synchronism, the application of which to the electric current allowed
Baudot to create his famous Multiplex
telegraph system, which is called after his

name.

The second method seems at first sight
to be the simplest, and it would indeed be
the solution giving the best results, if the
emission of infra-red rays could be done
as that of ultra-violet rays by a Crookes
Pursuing the retube,
for instance.
searches made by Roentgen and Crookes
on the extreme rays of the solar spectrum,
a number of investigators tried to solve
the problem in that way. I have no doubt
they will succeed, but up to the present
time only the third method has realized

A

invisible
optic transmission.
tailed account of that method makes

the

dethe

subject of the present article.

THE

INVISIBLE

The apparatus

is

RAY TRANSMITTER.
composed of a

trans-

the light
electric

scribed

the

to

in-

transmisThe opaque,
is a
red glass
chemical glass in
the composition of
which enter sev-

visible
sion.

H

eral metallic salts,
especially manga-

A

nese salts.
hemisphere of blackened metal I, covers
half the globe of
the electric bulb,
being a screen be-

tween

light

the

source

and the

During

mirror.
transmission the
lamp is kept burning steadily, that
portion of infrared rays coming
directly from the
lamp thru the

manganese

glass,

without

the re-

on

the

mitter sending forth the invisible signals,

and of a receiver taking in the messages
sent forth by the transmitter, which is but
a powerful electric incandescent lamp, or
else an electric searchlight to which some
If there is a
alterations have been made.
need of transmitting at long distances,
powerful searchlights are always used, but

mirror being too

confine myself to the description of

the Invisible Optic TeleReceiving Apparatus Deby Mr. de Gallaix in the
Present Article.
The Infra-Red
Rays Record Themselves on a SenFrom Which
sitive Paper Tape,
They Are Obliterated Immediately
After Being Translated.

little for the limited sensitiveness of the receiver.
The hemisphere,
at rest, between two Morse signals prevents the rays reaching and being reflected
by the mirror and thence thru the man-

ganese glass. Either electrically, by means
of a Morse key acting on an electro magnet,
or more simply by a wire thread, the hemi-

One Form

of

In-

fra-red Telegraph
Transmitter
described by Mr. de
Gallaix, Using Instead of an Arc
Lamp to Generate the Necessary
Rays, a Concen-

Filament
Tungsten Lamp.
A Red Manganese

trated

Glass,
or
Else
Ebonite, Is Used
In Front of tha

Searchlight to Cut
Off the Radiant
Light Rays.

standard transmitter,
diameter of one foot.

the

which

has

a

It is made of a metallic cylinder C, covered inside with black paint, light-tight,
tho ventilated by the top and by the botis
tom J.
parabolic crystal mirror
placed at one end of the housing. In the
center is placed a special electric lamp E
with a tungsten filament emitting the least
possible blue light and a lighting power of
200 candles. The voltage of this lamp does
not matter and is in connection with the
voltage at our disposal. The lamp is placed
in such a way that its maximum center of
light is in the central longitudinal axis of
the mirror and a contrivance slider and
dead-end screw F and G permits of moving the lamp forwards and backwards, so
as to obtain the proper focus.
The forward end of the housing is closed
by a dark red colored glass, opaque enough
to be penetrated by no other rays than the
So, that looking from the
infra-red ones.
outside the red glass of the transmitter
which stops all rays visible to our eyes,

D

A

—

of

graph

;

fraction

I will

View

from the
lamp can-

its
not be seen
unique object is to
produce by its
white light the infra-red rays, nec-

essary

1127

is made to fall down in the bottom
of the cylinder, thus unmasking the lamp
and allowing the rays to be reflected by
the parabolic mirror, and sent back to the

sphere

manganese glass, which by its composition
makes way but to the infra-red rays, inSuch is the way in
visible to our eye.

Diagram

This

shows the complete
TeleInfra-Red
graph System. The
Transmitting Lamp
on the Left, and
the Receiving Instrument Containing a
Strip

Moving Paper*
Sensitive

to

These Rays, On the
Right.

No radiant

Are
Light
Rays
Transmitted or Can

Be Seen, Which
Would Expose the
Position of the In-

struments.
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which luminous signals are sent with the
telegraphic code.
The transmitter of one
foot in diameter, which we have just described, has a transmission power of onehalf of a mile. When longer distances are
to be covered, large searchlights are used.
They have a voltaic arc, a diameter of
three to five feet, and a manganese red
glass is added either before or behind the
shutter, according to their construction.
The signaling process consists then in
opening or shutting more or less quickly
the above-mentioned shutter.

THE INFRA RED RAY "RECEIVER."
The apparatus receiving the infra-red
rays sent out by the transmitter, however
great the distance may be, has always the
same diameter and is, roughly speaking, of
the shape and dimensions of the standard
transmitting apparatus above described. It
is composed of a metallic cylinder A, blackened inside and of a diameter of one foot.
As is the case with the transmitter, a parabolic mirror B, of crystal, is placed at one
end of the cylinder and at -the" other end
there is a colorless and transparent glass,
which has no other object than to close
the apparatus and protect the internal
mechanism against dust and inclemency.
Under the receptor is placed a box of
rectangular shape L, containing the mechanism M, destined to give a forward movement to the tape or endless ribbon N, made
of special paper on which are to be printed
signals.
The
received telegraphic
the
mechanism
setting the ribbon in motion
is either a clock movement or a very small
The band of paper passes
electric motor.
over a roller O situated exactly at the focus
(Continued on page 1214)
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Over 70,000 of These
Steam Turbine Driven

You Have Traveled on
Steam Railroads Very
Much of Late, You Will
Have Taken Note of the
Fact That Locomotives
Are Now Carrying ExIf

Electric Generating Sets
Locomotive Headfor

try.

Mounting the Turbine
Generator as Well as a
Close-up View of the
Turbine and the Dynamo, with Its End Housing Open to Expose the

Strong

Distance

of

Mile or More.

One-half

At First

You Would Think It Was
Some New-fangled Form
of Oil or

Commutator and

Gas Light, But

Shown Below. The Tungsten Filament Lamp Is Rated at
250 Watts and Gives 290
Candle-power. The Voltbrushes, Are

When You Come to Investigate, You Will Find
That It Is a New Elec-

trical Headlight, Developed in the Past Few
Years, Especially for

Dynamo

age of the
Varies from 32 to 110

Locomotive Service.
These Headlights Provide
Approximately
1,000,000 Beam Candlepower.

have

you
IFrailroads

traveled very
the past two

Volts

Types.

much

on

or

it
was "too good." That is, it was too
powerful and it blinded the enginemen and
yardmen. This has been overcome, however, by the use of a special dimmer, and
whenever the locomotive is passing thru
railroad yards or when passing another
train, the dimmer is used and the candlepower of the electric headlight is reduced
to approximately that of the oil-burning

headlight.

shows how

the electric headlight equipment is installed
on the locomotive as well as the remarkable illumination obtained from its 250

—290

I

Dynamo
Running

Marker

candlepower tungsten filament.

for the extra lights about
the engine, including the electric light for
the firemen, as well as the marker and
classification lights on the front of the engine, the steam-driven dynamo mounted on

made instantly accessible for inspection.
The dynamo and small steam turbine
are driven and mounted on the same shaft,
the turbine taking steam from the locomo-

just as desired.
As the illustrations

thru an automatic regulator
which compensates every variation
in boiler pressures between 125 and 250
pounds, superheated steam, so as to keep
tive

show,

the

The February and present issues

electric

of the

increased by eight pages of pure reading
matter.
The magazine now consists of
128 pages and contains over 200 illustraPerhaps it is superfluous to mentions.
tion that over ninety per cent, of the text

To provide

I

Different

are

electric headlight was at first someespecially
in railroad
yards, for like many other new appliances

The

what troublesome,

watt

The

the engine is rated at 500 watts. The engineer also enjoys the electric light nowadays, and by means of the switches and
dimmer he can control the lights instantly

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER have been

illustration

the

Lights.

power.

The accompanying

in

Supplies A
Lights and

three
years, you will have undoubtedly noticed that many of the country's leading
railroads are rapidly relegating to the scrap
pile the one-time indispensable oil-burning
illuminative headlight, and in its place
there has come to stay a new electric
headlight with its 1,000,000 beam candlein

Have Been
in This CounOne Method of

lights,

Adopted

tra Powerful Headlights
Which Are Capable of
Throwing a
Beam of Light for a

matter
matter

is

original in all respects.

Such

not found in other magazines
In this the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER has become a
dominant factor in its great field.
is

or publications.

Nikola Tesla, the world's greatest inventor, has said many times:
"I have
never seen a copy of the ELECTRICAL
EXPERIMENTER which did not contain

something

of interest to

me."

generating equipment is very compact and
takes up but slight space on the locomoThe dynamo is thoroly enclosed to
tive.
guard against the elements, but is so designed that the electrician can swing open
the cover and the brushes and commutator
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boiler

valve

the dynamo revolving at nearly constant
speed.
The dynamos are supplied in different voltages, from 32 to 110, for the
requirements of different railroads. These
outfits are very efficient, only sufficient
steam to perform the actual work required
being admitted to the turbine nozzle. The
filament in the
special rugged tungsten
headlight bulb is enclosed in a nitrogen
gas envelope, so as to give the highest
efficiency possible.
With regard to

illumination in general,
the 250 watt lamp, properly focust in the
standard reflector supplied with the headlamp, under normal conditions, illuminates
the track sufficiently for all headlighting
purposes for a distance of from 1,000 to
1,500 feet.
For switching illuminative service about
yards, et cetera, a 60 or 100 watt lamp in
either a 14 or 18-inch reflector gives ample
headlighting service. Over 70,000 of these
locomotive electric headlights have been
put into successful service at the present
time.

:
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>etecttiimE Ice!
Probably

Will

It

Sea

ami

>Silt

Come as a Surprise
to Many That It Has
Now Become PossiDetect
the
to
Presence of Icebergs
by
Measuring
the
ble

Amount

Salt

of

In

Currents
of
Sea
Water.
The Photo
on the Left Shows

Apparatus

the
for

The

This
Sea

Pumped
Passes

a

Used

Purpose.

Water Is
Into
"A,"
Resistance

Thermometer ln"B,"
Into the Bath "C."
and from There Into
the

Electrolytic

Cell

"D." and Then Out
of

the

Apparatus.

Illllllllllllll

The Photo on the Right Shows
a Method of Mounting the ElecBeneath the Lid
Cells
trolytic
PracWhich Covers the Bath.
Is
tically All of the Apparatus
Constructed of Glass, and It Is
It
More Sturdy Than
Really
Looks

at

First

Temperature compensating

jomple

Glance.

II
at the Right Shows
How the Electrolytic Cells for
Containing the Samples of Sea
Water Are Placed In Each of Two
Arms of a Wheatstone Bridge.
Devised for Use with an AlterAn A. C. Galnating Current.

The Diagram

Wam/vvv

This Apvanometer Is Used.
paratus Has Been Developed by
Bureau of
United
States
the
the
Measures
Standards,
and
Ocean
Electrical
Resistance of
Water by the Aid of Alternating
Current.

THE

saltiness of the ocean varies from
point to point, according to circumstances which are of great importance
to navigators.
The most popular interest
in this is probably the fact that the amount
of salt in sea water is used to detect and
identify ocean currents which determine the
paths of icebergs.
In the work of the
Government in connection with the study
of fogs, icebergs, et cetera, it is necessary
to obtain accurately the temperature of
the ocean, and among other things the
amount of salt present in the water. The

work has been tremendously expedited by
the development of proper instruments.

The determination
in

salt

of the quantity of
a given volume of water is now

n.c.

determined very rapidly by a device developed at the Bureau of Standards by Mr.
A. L. Thuras and the late Captain Weibel.
This apparatus is arranged to measure the
salinity (saltiness) of the ocean by measuring the electrical resistance with the aid

Supply

Description

The

of

electrolytic

samples of
of two

connections

electrical
cells

for

containing

water are placed

salt

arms of

a

in

the

each

Wheatstone bridge de-

of

with alternating currents.
The alternating current supply passes thru

providing a sample of a salt water of a

the field coil of the alternating current gal-

known

vanometer and then thru a non-inductive

of an alternating- current.

By means

forming a part of the
electrical system, and which is placed in
one receptacle immersed in a bath of the
sea water similar to that being tested, the
effects of temperature are automatically
compensated for.
Great speed of operation and accuracy
salt content,

are claimed for this device.

vised

for

use

The resistance furnishes at its
terminals a potential which is in phase with
the supply current passing thru the field
From this
of the galvanometer.
coils
source of potential is derived the current
used for exciting the bridge, by means of
the connections as shown.
resistance.

ater
iON EASTERL1MG
To

and

filling the tank with
gas and climbing into the
machine, that the operator
could go to see his "will
be" in a truly romantic
fashion
-like Sir Lochinvar, ford the river, creek
or slough, as it may be, not
wind around the traffic and
follow the trodden paths
of commerce and travel.

younger

the rest of the

generation, Electro-mechanical Bugs, via The
El e c t r i c al Experi-

menter
Dear Sirs, Mesdames,

—

:

We
Silas

all

(or

Etc.

have heard about
Green,
Syrus)

Wright Brothers, who
had the right idea Simon
Lake, The Ancient Mariner
well,
and Bob Fulton
here's a new one on us.
Byron Fry, of Vancouver,
Washington, is the "guilty

the

—
—

He figured out that
guy."
a "Hod" motorcycle could
be dissected, and with the
addition of a specially built
boat body, a special form
of propeller he says that
the propeller has to do with
the success of the invention
greatly in extent
as you
can see, it is peculiar and
by fitting out two out-riggers in the form of air
are*
compartments
(these
set behind the rear wheels)

The

—

—

bridge

and

Beach

on

River.

We

to

the
sure

Columbia
Columbia

made

time,

and he was not letting the
you know what we call
it
out.
Byron has let her

—
—
— the

—

;

writer had the pleas-

ure of riding in the
we
will call
it
a hydro-terra
from Vanfirmamobile
couver over the inter-state

—

The "Hydro-Terra Firmamobile" is the Latest Device for Carrying Passengers Over Land and Water Out Vancouver Way. The Motorcycle Engine
and Propeller Push the Outfit Over Land To the Tune of 70 Miles an Hour.

www.americanradiohistory.com

—

hydro, etc. out to
the extent of seventy miles
per hour on land.
She
makes twenty-five or six on
water.
The wheels can be
removed for extensive trips

{Continued on page 1219)
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Taking

Left:

E lectric

Massage
Electric

an

Back

the
Roller

in

Chair Devised by
a Chicago InvenGiving
for
Body Treatments

tor,

and

Particularly
Applications
of
This Nature to

the

back,

Shoulders
and
Rear Portions of
Arms of the

the

Patient.

jiiiiuiimaiiiiiiiuuiii

Right: Miss
Katherine NichOperator at

ols.

the Cooper-Carlton Hotel In Chicago Has Invented

This
of

New Type
Combination

Telephone, Which
ExHas Been

amined by Tele-

phone

Experts

and Declared To
Radical
Be
a
Improvement. As
Will
Be Seen
You " H ear'
Thru Both Ears
Instead of Thru
Only One.
Photo I.F.S.

THE

electrically driven massage machine here illustrated is intended by
inventor, Mr. Glenn S. Noble of
its
Chicago, 111., for giving body treatments
and particularly for giving such treatments
to the back, shoulders and rear portions of
the arms of the patient.

Among other purposes of this machine,
as pointed out by its inventor, are the
following
To provide an exceedingly simple and efficient machine for giving a rolling
and massaging treatment.
To provide
means whereby the machine may be readily
adjusted for different persons, and may be
adapted to regulate the pressure, for the
comfort or convenience of the person to
:

be treated.

A

small electric motor drives the wooden
rollers at a more or less rapid rate, and
this produces the desired massage applications to the back muscles of the patient in
a manner readily apparent. If it is desired
to increase the pressure, this may be done

by the person pressing against the cross-bar
which is supported in arms extending out
from the side brackets on the machine.
Likewise, the

more or

foot-rest

may

be

moved up

alignment with the seat so
that the patient can push against the movless in

ing rollers.

While the chains may be reciprocated or
driven in either direction, as the inventor
points out, they are preferably driven, so
that the engaging rollers will be descending or driven in a downward direction.

The accompanying
one of the latest
most important
velopments in
manufacture of
c r a

f t,

—

Sperry

t

he

at

Chicago, is the inventor of this
Experts
latest type combination telephone.
declare that it will revolutionize the modern type of phone. It has a double receiver
device which excludes all outside noises.
It can be picked up and talked into as the
ordinary desk telephone can. Because of
the double type its efficiency in hearing is
increased 50 per cent. The European type
telephone contains both the receiver and
mouth-piece in one combination. This is
an improvement over the European phone.
Practical demonstrations on wires by telephone experts results in reports that this
telephone
gives
first-class
transmission.
The phone is perfectly suited to both the
automatic and the future wireless phone.
tel in

permit

signed to

shows

illustration

KATHERINE NICHOLS, an
MISS
operator
the Cooper-Carlton Ho-

alighting either on
sea or land, a marked
innovation of great
importance in the
development of sea-

and
dethe
air-

new

manufacture.

plane

Seaplane,

As will be seen, the
new Sperry SeaThe

New Sperry

plane

Which Is
To Alight
on Land and

Seaplane

with

Adapted
Both

making

Great Importance

it

a triplane,

and the fuselage of
the body is made in
the form of a float

Sea, an Innovation of

the Development
the Manufacture
Seaplanes.

provided
wings,

is

three

In
of
of

or pontoon.

model

In the
a

shown,

llliilllllfllllHIIIIIlilll'

single high

which is being tested
by the United States
Navy Department
with a view to its
adoption by the
Government.
The

airplane engine is
used to propel the
craft.
The end carriage and wheels are
built
extra strong
and the outer ends
of the lower wings
are provided with
small pontoons.

m a chine
•with

a

landing

is

fitted

collapsible

gear,

de-
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mm.
CHAELES

By
not a scientist.

"Cans"

is

my

line.

Safes, you know, "soup," nitro-glycerI'Mine,
that kind of thing, get me? "Shoe-

maker

stick

to

your

Them

last."

is

my

sentiments, and I stick to my own
trade.
But now that they got me tied up
in this confounded jail, and I ain't got
much to do with my spare time I got a
notion to jot down what I know about that
Proctor affair that you maybe read about
in the papers.
Reporters was after me
was the
thick when it happened, but
I

silent

kid.

It

pays to keep your mouth

shut in the circles

I

move

in.

Proctor's in the bug house. Three alienor whatever you call those ginks that
admit they're sane and prove you're not,
pronounced him hopelessly insane. I ain't
disputing no jury of my peers.
If they
say he's a nut, he's a nut, that's all. But
I didn't get introduced to Proctor in the
regular way.
didn't have no mutual
acquaintances to slip us the knock-down.
It all came about thru me droppin' in one
night, casual like, to blow his safe.
You
might wonder what a yegg would want out.
of a laboratory safe. Maybe you'll wise up
when I tip you it was a contract job. Not
on my own, see? I'm namin' no names, but
there was a gang of big guys that wanted
old Proctor's formula for Chero, and
thought it would be cheaper to buy it off
of me than him. Anyway, I'm after the
paper with the makeup of this explosive
when I jimmied the laboratory window.
I'm sayin' this right here: Proctor may
be a nut, but he's no boob. I was expecting burglar alarms, scientific thief traps,
ists,

We

.

that kind of

all

for an

stuff.

WOILFE

S.
And

]

was

all

cretp yet. "It's not loaded," he says,
very calm, and he walks a few steps toward me. I don't shoot. You can't, you
know, with an empty gun, and I see that
flesh

fixt

Proctor put one
over on me just the same. And if he didn't
do it with the mind machine, how in Hell
else do you account for it?
I was workin' on the old can.
She was
a fairly respectable affair, and 1 make up
electrified

box.

he's

to blow her.
1 was drillin' away
click goes a switch and the sudden
flare of light dazzled me.
Were you ever
caught working on a guy's safe, brother?
No? Well, take it from Oscar, it's like

when

I

to
planet."

mind's

workin' overtime hunting for a way out.
then I can see again, and there stands
Proctor, a long cord trailin' behind him
and 'phones over his ears like the wireless
men. And I notice with joy that he ain't
got a gat not that I can see.
Anyway, I risk it. Just as quick as I
can draw I flashes my automatic. I point
it right at his head, and makin' my voice
as hard as I can I says, tense-like, "You
speak one word and vou'll eat vour break-

—

fast in Hell."

And
my gat

Proctor smiles.
Get that?
With
at his head he smiles.
And, fellow, when Proctor smiles it gives you the
creeps.
And then he says s" help me
I'm not bullin' you "Put your gun away,

my

man,

—

not loaded."
beat that ? It wasn't, either, but
how did he know it? Bluffing? That's
what I thought, and I sees his bet and
raises him.
"You move," I growls, "and
you'll discover you're a bad guesser."
He smiles again. Say, I can feel my
its

Can you
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bluff.

"It ain't.

says.

I

But

I

can

it at your feet, you'll never atsteal a formula again on this

Does he win?

And

—

just toss

tempt

my

my

win,"

beat the life out of you with it."
That smile again. His hand goes to his
pocket.
He pulls out a little bottle, just
about the size they sell you pills in. "That,
my friend," he says, "is full of Chero. If

my mind

nothing you ever felt before.
Even before I can see right

called

"You

Call the officer,"

the floor.

"I'll

go

He owns
and

I

the

building.

chucks the gun on

quietly."

"Sensible," he remarks; "very sensible.
You possess judgment, even if you do lack
courage.
sent you here?"

Who

"Call in the bulls,"
squealing."

He

I

"I'm not

growls.

"I know who sent
knew you were coming."
"Look here," I blurts, "if that gang
framed me, I'll talk. They sent for me,

you.

I

takes no notice.

I

didn't go to them.

"

I

"No one informed me,

if

that's

what you

mean." he says, coldly. "It is not necessary for any one to inform me of anything.
The world is as an open book
to me."
(That's just what he told that gang of
saw-bones afterwards, and they said he
was looney. But if they had seen him as I
seen him

)

(Continued on page 1208)
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HAVING
operator

been

Thomas

A.

America's

grand

man
"73"

good
which

telegraph

a

his

pass out into interstellar space and
reach the distant planets, the signals being carried by the etheric
waves.]
"I expect to do as much work
when I'm eighty-five as today. It
will all depend upon the condition
of the container," and he tapt his

youth,

Edison,
"young"

knows
code number for
of science,

the
wishes."

is

in

On February

that
"all

11th,

marked his seventy-third
birthday, messages from all parts
of the country arrived at the Edi-

chest.

"Men are more efficient than they
were fifty years ago. We have more
machinery now and some day all
our work will be done by machinery.
Then we'll be more effi-

son laboratory in West Orange, expressing sentiments identical but
less laconic than dash-dash-dot-dot,
dot-dot-dot-dash-dot.
A little thing like a seventy-third
birthday didn't keep the "Old Man"
from getting up at 6 o'clock in the
morning and, without thought of
shaving, hastening down the hill to
his laboratory to spend five hours
intent upon a chemical and metal-

still.
The men will be paid
high wages and will simply direct
the machines. We'll even have automatic machinery make the machines. We're working on some of
those things here now.
"No, I don't believe in a six-hour

cient

problem that needed solvEdison's former
associates, gray-haired men, now
successful engineers and inventors

day

lurgical
ing.

March, 1920

Thomas Alva

if

a

work.

If

man is interested in his
a man is interested in

what he's doing, he won't keep his
eye on the clock, but he'll see the

themselves, who worked with him
day and night in those lean days
back in the late seventies and early
eighties at Menlo Park, when no
one knew where next week's payroll was coming from, waited patiently and let the "Old Man" putter
around his laboratory at West
Orange until noon, when they kidnapped him to make sure he would
•not forget his own birthday party.

Hard work won't

thing thru.

anybody who

likes

hurt

it.

"A man to be efficient must take
care of what he eats.
Americans
eat too much, anyway.
Anybody
who is clogged with food and gives
his stomach too much work can't
do good work himself."
"What do you think is your
greatest invention?" he was asked.
"The phonograph or moving pictures I don't know which."
At noon the employes of the

—

The accompanying illustration
shows an excellent marble bust of
Edison, by Onorio Ruotolo, the

West Orange Edison plants, led by
Italian-American sculptor of New
their band, marched past Mr. EdiThis crystallizes in
York City.
son and pelted him with flowers.
marble the spirit and energy of
Then the Edison Pioneers, men who
Thomas Alva Edison.
were associated with the inventor
Remarkable Marble Bust of Thomas A. Edison Just ComRuotolo recently completed this pleted by Onorio Ruotolo, the Italian- American Sculptor of
at Menlo Park before 1885, took
Mr. and Mrs. Edison and members
study which he calls "The Brother New York City. It Characterizes Wonderfully the Spirit and
Energy of the Great Inventor.
of their family to luncheon in one
He is the sculpof Prometheus."
of the Edison work's buildings.
tor whose recent "Red Cross group"
"We don't need that stuff," he said of
President Wilson wrote the following to
and "Prince of Sorrows" bust of Cardinal
liquor.
"The Irish mind is very complex,"
Mercier brought him international fame.
T. Comerford Martin, Vice-President of
and he dismissed Home Rule. As to reachthe Edison Pioneers
It wouldn't be Edison's birthday if he
ing Mars by wireless, he said
"It may
"I canont deny myself the pleasure of
didn't spend a few hours at work and then
be done, but how are we going to know
sending a message to be read at the celego to the laboratory library to be surwhether a man or a chimpanzee receives
bration
Mr. Edison's seventy-third
of
rounded by a dozen reporters who shouted
our message?" And all he had to say as
birthday.
I
am proud to count myself
questions in his ear ranging from prohito the existence of spirits and making them
among the friends and admirers of Mr.
bition and the Irish question to communitalk was "fifty-fifty."
Edison, and I beg that you will convey
cation with Mars and Sir Oliver Lodge's
[Editor's Note. In a later interview,
to him my warmest congratulations and
spirits.
He had some difficulty hearing the
however, Mr. Edison stated that he bemy hope that he will see many very happy
questions, but once he understood them his
lieved it possible and evident that powerreturns of the anniversary, marked by an
clear, blue eyes fairly snapt and he shot
ful radio signals radiated from the earth
increasing number of scientific triumphs."
his answers back without hesitation.
:

—

ew Inventor
The National Laboratory Foundation was
organized at a convention of inventors held
recently in New York for the purpose of
It
developing American inventive genius.
is the purpose of the founders to establish
a laboratory wherein promising inventions
can be experimentally developed, protected
and then marketed.
At the sessions held the frame-work of
the foundation was laid, and the board of
governors who will direct its development
Immediately after the election the
elected.
board adopted the following resolution announcing the purposes of the organization
"To secure and establish the ultimate
right of the public to its heritage of intellectual property. Therefore, be it resolved.
The object of the National Laboratory

>©eiety

Foundation is to assist in the just and
development of American inventions and industry by selecting, developing,
testing and advancing the use of meritori-

proper

ous inventions to benefit the public, the
inventor and the manufacturer and safeguard the interests of all."
The board of governors includes the following
Thomas Howard, executive chairman, an automobile and motion picture engineer
Professor W. H. Burr, former
member of the Isthmian Canal Commission
Professor Charles F. Chandler, Columbia University; Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz, General Electric Company; Simon
Lake, submarine inventor
John Hays
Hammond, Jr., and Dr. Lee de Forest, wire:

;

;

;

less inventor.

During a banquet held at the Hotel Astor,
Simon Lake delivered a speech outlining

www.americanradiohistory.com

F@wi€<
the progress of invention from the earliest
historical period, 'in which he said
"The pirating of American inventions and
designs as practised by certain countries for
years is also something for the serious consideration of this convention, and American
manufacturers should not enter into a league
of nations treaty without a clause affording
protection to American creative thought and
inventions equal to that which we afford
foreigners."

Major William

who had charge

J.

Hammer, U.

S.

A.,

ideas submitted to
the government during the war said that
out of the vast number that poured into his
department only ISO inventions were found
sufficiently practical to warrant further consideration.
He said the foundation could
well carry on this work of selection and
assistance in peace time.

of

all
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N

example of the engi-

interesting

neering service which a central station can render an industrial plant

f\

y%-A-is

that of a large macaroni plant at
Libertyvillc,
Illinois.
When this plant

-<*-

the pan of the kneading machine. As this
pan turns under large toothed wheels, the
dough is kneaded until all lumps have been
broken up and the mass is of uniform consistency.
The two newer units have 15
horsepower, squir-

The accompanying photo shows

a

newly

sound detector for discovering
the nearby presence of submarines, which
is being used by United States Navy destroyers.
The device is a delicately seninvented

rel cage, a.c. motors for the mixers

and

similar

10

horsepower motors for the kneading machines.

Left:
and

—

Macaroni
by

Spaghetti

Being

Yard

the

Made by
ally

Electric-

Ma-

Operated

chinery. Dies Form
the Holes.

Right:

— Here's

the

Sound

Submarine

Detector Used by
Uncle Sam During
the War. The Mi-

Were

crophones

When

Submerged

the
Propel-

for

Listening
U-boats's

Photo

lers.

I.

After

F.

(c)
S.

by

kneading,

the dough is cut into blocks and taken
to the presses. Each
of these has two
cylinders, one to be
charged while the

was acquired, the electrical service company had the opportunity to make a study
of the possibilities, and as a result a complete electric drive was installed, nearly all
the apparatus being individually driven by
motors.

The process of making macaroni and
other alimentary pastes is essentially one
of
manufacturing rather than baking.
Flour is received in barrels and taken up
a motor-driven conveyor to the sifting and
storage rooms. Hence, it is run thru chutes
in appropriate quantities to the mixers on
the floor below.
Each mixer has two
curved knives which, revolving, cut and fold
the flour as water is added by the operator.

When

finished, the

dough

is

dumped

Tiniest
Herewith

into

6<s

other one is under
the press. In the
bottom of each cylinder is
a die-plate with appropriate
holes, thru which the dough
is forced under a pressure
of 3,400 pounds per square
inch. See photograph here
reproduced. Oil under pressure is used in
the press cylinders it is actuated by a battery of heavy-duty pumps driven by a 30
;

horsepower

is

yet been built. Your readers may remember that I built the smallest working electric motor and the smallest steam engine
in the world
these were on exhibition at
the P. P. I. E., San Francisco, also at the
University of North Dakota.
The turbine I have just completed is several times smaller than any of these.
The
;

&

if

'iiinliminiiunii

revolving part is made of steel
and has six slots or pockets; the diameter
of rotor is .032 inch, the shaft is .007 inch
diameter, the weight of rotor and shaft is
The diameter of complete
2 milligrams.
turbine is .048 inch, or about half the diam-

stantly

by Uncle

Sam's

electrical

experts.

©vel PeirfmBim© Vaporiser

eter of an ordinary pin head.
It weighs
complete 12 milligrams.
The turbine will not run with steam, as
that is too heavy for it it is mounted on a
hollow pedestal so an air hose can be attached at the bottom, and runs at a very
high speed when comprest air is applied.
;

Photo at

and especially submarines, is inThe
detected by this instrument.
comprises
three
microphones
device
mounted at the three corners of the triangular frame-work.
These pick up the
sounds
of
the
submarine's
propellers.
Many a U-boat met its Waterloo on account of this ingenious detector devised
vicinity,

the long strings of dough come out
of the orifices, they are cut off and hung
on wheeled racks, which are run into drying chambers. The' drying operation is one
requiring very close control of the humidity of the air; it is secured by passing the
air thru a carrier air conditioner.
Photo
Courtesy Westinghouse E.
M. Co.

Many perfumes which have an alcoholic
base and many antiseptic solutions such as
for instance those containing eucalyptol,
menthol, etc. can easily be vaporized between 40° and 60° Centigrade. The new
French perfume diffuser shown in our
illustration heats the solution by means
of an electrical current using nothing but
an ordinary carbon lamp to supply the

Shows the World's Tiniest
Operates on Comprest Air and
Favorably
Gold.
It Compares
with a Pin-head.

Left

Turbine.

It

Made

of

Is

Oi.

motor.

As

YmTh>im<& 99

a photo of a turbine I have
just completed, that, so far as I have been
able to ascertain, is the smallest that has

rotor or

electric

apparatus, one part of which is
drawn along beneath the surface of the
water.
The presence of any, ship in the
sitized

At the Right is Seen the Latest Electric
Vaporizer From France.
The Lamp Also
Lights Up the Transparent Container.

The casing of the turbine is made of
The complete machine is built up of
The tiny turbine is kept in a
parts.

gold.
eight
glass
covered case so that no moisture can get
to it, as this will affect the running quali-

ties.

IVAN

T.

MEDLAND.

www.americanradiohistory.com

heat.

These French perfume diffusers are
artistically in the form of urns

made very

or otherwise of art glass or transparent
porcelain thru which the light shines.
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When a narrow beam of Xrays passes thru a fine powder
of any crystalline material, it
produces on a photographic plate
placed just behind the powder
a pattern of concentric circles.
These circles are produced by the
reflection of the X-rays from the
planes of atoms in the crystal,
and their diameters are a measure of the distances between
these planes of atoms. By measuring the diameters of the circles the exact positions of the
atoms can be determined

the

that

made

is

its

weight

see

its

in

splash

We
We know
We can

of.

grams.

when

it

impinges

on a plate of fluorescent mate-

We

know

kind of atom differs from another is the magnitude of the
positive charge of the nucleus,
which determines how many
electrons it can hold in its planetary system, and hence all its
physical and chemical properties.
Finally came the discovery, by
the Braggs, of the method of
determining the positions of the
atoms in solid bodies. The beautiful
"point
lattices"
of the
crystallographers
were
hypothetical.

Shows the Typical Effect of Aluminum Filings Taken by
X-Ray Tube and Diafram, Illustrated at Fig. 2. The
Distance Between the Lines or Circles on the Photo Enable the
Scientist to Compute the Distance Between the Planes of Atoms
Fig.

3

the Aid of the

In

came

the

discovery

The

Heat

the

They enumerated posbut could not point out

reality.

urements

The Bragg meas-

atomic distances
the actual arrangements.
They are as accurate and reliable as those of the surveyor
The only asor astronomer.
sumption made is that the arrangement of atoms is a regular
one which repeats itself, and
of

assumption can be checked
experiment.
The method
consists simply in the measurement, by means of a special
"measuring rod" which will be
described, of the distance between atoms in three or more
this

by

f.titt

m

of

had

substance.
"Kinetic Theory of Gases"

sibilities

give

Various Materials.

ciety.

First

also contains a positively

;

its

dancing molecules.
been considered a

it

became a concrete
thing that can be visualized
a
tiny (but large enough to be
studied)
solar
system,
with
nucleus sun and electron planets.
The only respect in which one

exact speed
when it flies about as gas. And.
lastly, we know its exact position when it forms part of a
solid body.
So spoke the author
of this extremely interesting
paper recently presented before
a joint meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers
and the American Physical Sorial.

Thomson had

atom thus

determination of the
exact positions of atoms
in solid bodies is the next
to last of a series of discoveries that have made
atoms as real as the bricks of
which houses are built.
The
atom of twenty years ago was
the "hypothetical smallest subdivision of matter."
The atom
of today is a real object of definite shape and size.
know
it

J.

J.

charged kernel or nucleus, very
small compared to the whole
atom, but so dense that it contributes nearly the whole weight
of the atom.
The hypothetical

THE

what

atom.

proved that every atom contains
electrons.
Rutherford proved

different directions.
Fig. 4

proved

that it is a condition,
the motion of the molecules, which fly
about like frenzied bees, bumping against
each other and the walls of their enclosure.
Thru this discovery all the store of facts
and laws about gases can be correlated by
the single picture of these dancing molecules.
believe in these dancing molecules as firmly as in the law of gravitation.
Whenever we think of gas we see dancing
viz.,

We

molecules!

From

these

measurements a model can be
constructed, which can then be
The
checked by further measurements.
model must also agree with known physical

Shows An X-Ray Spectrum Obtained From Tungsten.

The next discovery was J. J. Thomson's
streaming electrons. Our text-books taught,
and some still do, that electricity is not a
fluid, tho it behaves in many ways like one.
Thomson proved that electricity is a fluid,
that its atoms are the electrons which constitute the atoms of matter, and that it flows
thru wires just as water flows thru pipes.
Next came the weighing of the atoms.
Faraday showed long ago how to determine
the weight of an atom in terms of the
charge it carries in electrolysis. There remained, therefore, only the measurement

properties of the substance, such as density, atomic weight, and crystal habit.
model which contains but one kind of
atoms and satisfies all these tests may be

A

regarded as very

reliable.

The

reliability

further increased by the fact that
all the models investigated thus far have
turned out to be very simple. In cases where
there is more than one kind of atom, i. e.,
is

still

of this "unit charge," viz., the charge of a
single electron, by Millikan, to give the
exact weight in grams of any atom that
can be deposited electrolytically. As soon
as the weight of any one atom is known,
the weights of all the others can at once
be calculated from the known relative
atomic weights.

Then came

counting of individual
with Sir William
Crookes' "spinthariscope," and culminated
in the beautiful experiments of Rutherford
and Geiger, in which they counted one by
one the helium atoms (the so-called "a
particles") as they emerged from the surface of disintegrating radium; and then
allowed them to pass, one b3" one, into a
thin-walled glass tube, until enough had
accumulated to form a gas whose pressure
could be measured and spectrum analyzed.

atoms

The Most Common Arrangement of the
Atoms In Metals Is That Corresponding To
the Face-Centered Cubic Scheme, Shown at
Fig.

1,

portant,

Above.
Since

This Is Also the Most ImMost of the Useful Metals
of Atoms,

Have This Arrangement

This

the

began

These counting experiments
to the

led directly

determination of the composition of

www.americanradiohistory.com

Fig. 5 Shows the Arrangement of Atoms Irt
a Magnetic Structure Such As That Found
In

Iron.

compounds or alloys, an additional factor,
viz., the size and shape of the atoms, must
be taken account of. There is one type of
(Continued on page 1193)
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A SELF CLEANING SPARK PLUG.

Here Is the Newest Way
Car the Electrical Way.
Through Stenciled

—

of Identifying the
Electric Lights

This
Little Metal Device. Two Small Red Lenses
Are at Either End of the Device Which
Serve as a Standing Lamp for the Car.
(On Use on New Fiat Car)

Shine

Initials

in

FORD MAGNETO TESTER.
this device you can test Ford magnetos without removing them from the engine. You can check them exactly and ascertain whether or not there is anything

With

Anyone who has had anything to do with
spark plugs knows that most trouble is
caused by short-circuits on the inside of the
plug. The accompanying sectional view of
a new self-cleaning spark plug invented
will show how the cleaning is accomphsht.
The plug is made with a special size inner
chamber, in which a number of little porcelain balls are placed.
With each impulse
of the engine, either compression or explosion, these little balls are forced up and
down in the inner chamber with the result
that their rough surface completely cuts
away the soot, oil and carbon and keeps the
insulator and inside walls entirely clean of
This, of course, insures a
any deposit.
perfectly operating spark plug so long as
the necessary charge of current comes from
magneto or battery in the usual way.
The practicability and efficiency of this
self-cleaning spark plug has been fully
proven by many thoro tests it is claimed.
One of these plugs was in constant use on
a car for 78,000 miles more than 3 times

—

the distance

around the world

— and

the

plug worked perfectly all that time. Not
once was it necessary to remove it for
repairs or cleaning. Other tests have been
made on passenger cars, service cars, heavy
service trucks, and even on cement mixer
engines, all with the same perfee$ results.
One test was made on a truck on which

The

principle of its operation

problem

in the

is

WITH.

recent device exhibited at the automobile show in New York City was a clever
turbine drive affair which threatens to revolutionize the automobile industry.
With this new transmission, the power
is communicated to the driving axle, by
means of a turbine which pumps a liquid
to a hydraulic motor, the liquid being returned to the turbine chamber and pumped
over and over again.

a neat

phenomenon of

alter-

The

voltage supplied by the
Ford magneto is alternating and increases
directly as the speed of the engine increases. Now if a resistance and ammeter
are connected in series across the magneto
terminal, the current which would flow
would vary directly with the speed and
unless the speed of the engine can be accurately determined, this method could not
be used to determine the strength of the
magneto. Now if a reactance coil be used
in place of the above resistance, the ammeter will indicate a constant current at
all engine speeds.
The strength of the current depends directly upon the strength of
the magneto. The reason that a reactance
coil in series with an ammeter will give
constant current is due to the fact that as
the engine speed increases, both the voltage
and the frequency of the magneto increase
directly.
But the opposition of the reactance coil also varies directly as the frequency.
But as the current which flows
depends on both the voltage and on the
opposition of the reactance coil, which increase and decrease at the same rate with
the speed of the engine, therefore, the current which flows is independent of the

nating current.

engine speed.

The Magneto Tester here shown is built
on the above principle and consists of a
properly designed reactance coil and
an alternating
current ammeter, mounted in a neat

had previously been necessary to change
spark plugs every day for cleaning. One of
these self-cleaning spark plugs was installed
and has now been in use four months without need of change for cleaning or repair.
it

THE STEINMETZ ELECTRIC
VEHICLE.

grades.

After 15 years of experimentation, Dr.
Steinmetz has perfected an industrial truck
and a delivery car with these long-sought
advantages

also 1914 and
Ford
earlier

Magneto

Self-Cleaning Spark Plug.
The
Porcelain Balls Are Constantly Movand Thus Keep the Plug Clean.

magnetos,

to

the

proper

Ford

New
ing

later Ford

show

Tester.

RACK.

magnetos.

of a small slate panel arranged
for wall mounting and carrying a support
for the iron which acts on the principle of
When the
the telephone receiver hook.
iron rests on the cradle or hook the weight
bears it down, and resistance which is
mounted on the back is cut into circuit with
the iron. The current is reduced and the
temperature held at a safe value, but ready
for service just as soon as the iron is lifted
from the hook. This operation automatically disconnects the resistance from the
soldering iron circuit and allows full current to again be applied to the heater coil
in the iron until the iron is again placed in
the cradle hook.
Below, on the same panel, there is a pushbutton snap switch and a standard receptacle, to which the plug of soldering iron
cord is connected.
This automatic rack, therefore, is a complete switchboard which may be mounted
on the wall or back of bench.
It consists

strength
of
the 1915 and

calibrated

Useful

AUTOMATIC SOLDERING IRON

Dr. Steinmetz's latest accomplishment has
startled the automotive industry.
In a
word, he has produced
An electric vehicle that requires 30 per cent, less battery
than any other of like capacity, is manufactured for one-third less, is 25 per cent,
lighter in weight, runs 45 miles on one
charge, costs but 35 cents a day to operate
and recharges its own battery on down

wooden case.
The scale is

GEAR SHIFTING DONE AWAY
A

wrong.
little

According to Hoyle Does
Not Need an Expensive Equipment. Water
May Be Put Into the Battery Safely Without
Spilling Over the Cells by Pouring Water
From a Glass or Cup Down a Screw Driver,
Whose Tip Is Placed in the Cell to Be Filled.
Filling the Battery

:
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Handy

for

the

Autoist— an Automatic Sol-

c!:ring

Iron

Rack.

I
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THE

opinion is quite generally held
that astronomy is an abstract and
theoretical science far removed from
practical everyday affairs.
Yet a knowledge of astronomy is
absolutely essential in navigation, explora-

the U. S.

March, 1920

I .A.

Naval Observatory

The interval between two successive
"transits" of the same star, or of some
fixt point over the same meridian is called
a sidereal day, and it is the fundamental
unit in measuring time. This sidereal day is
divided into twenty-four sidereal hours and

there are clocks

known

as sidereal clocks
time.
The driving clocks
of equatorial telescopes are always sidereal
clocks.
By means of such a clock it is
possible to impart to a telescope a motion
equal to that of the earth on its axis and
in the opposite direction, thus nullifying
the effect of the earth's diurnal motion and

which keep sidereal

keeping the object observed always immovable in the

field.

The zero

point for the sidereal day is
or the point in the
heavens where the ecliptic and the celestial
equator intersect.
When the vernal equinox is on the meridian it is sidereal noon,
the

vernal

equinox

and when

it has moved one hour past the
meridian it is one hour, sidereal time. The
angular distance of the vernal equinox
from the meridian measured along the
celestial equator toward the west thru 360°,
or, when exprest in time, thru 24 hours,'
is called the "Hour Angle" of the
vernal
equinox and it gives the sidereal time at
any moment. (See Fig. 1.)
It is not practicable to run our clocks on
sidereal time for the reason that sidereal
noon falls at all hours of the day and night
in the course of a year, and we prefer
to
have our noon agree as closely as possible
with the true solar noon which occurs when
the sun is on the meridian.
To run our

clocks by true solar time is impossible, for
the interval between successive
transits of the true sun over the
meridian is not invariable in
length.
This is due partly to the
fact that the motion of the earth
in its orbit is not uniform and
partly to the fact that the earth's
path around the sun is inclined
to the equator along which the
time intervals are measured. The
range of the variation in the
length of the true solar day in
the course of a year from these
combined causes is over half an
hour.
No clock could be regulated, therefore, to keep this true
solar time, or sun-dial time, as
we may call it, since it is the kind
of time indicated by a sun-dial.
To obviate the difficulties presented, both by sidereal and true
solar time, recourse has been had
to a fictitious body known as the

U. S. Naval Observatory, Washington D. C. Main Building from
Time Signals Are Sent
Forth to All Points East of the
Rockies.

Which

Torpedo Boat Watches and Ships'
Chronometers Sent to the U. S.
Naval Observatory To Be Tested
and Rated. The Clock Mounted
on a Stone Pier in the Glass Case
to the Left Is a Standard Mean

Time

mean

sun.
This body is assumed
to travel at a uniform rate in the
celestial equator, instead of in the

Riefler Clock.

ecliptic,

completing a circuit

A

tion and surveying.
Even in our civil life
the settlement of some legal questions may
hinge upon the knowledge of an astronomical happening and in the regulation of our
clocks astronomy touches the daily life of
everyone, for it is from observations of
the stars alone that our time is deter-

mined.

The

rotation of the earth upon its axis
the nearest approach to invariable motion known, and is for that reason employed as the basis for all determinations
of time.
As a result of the earth's daily rotation
upon its axis from west to east there is an
apparent daily rotation of the heavens
from east to west, and so we speak of the
sun, moon, stars and planets "transiting
the meridian when it is really the meridian
that is passing by these objects in the opis

'

posite direction.

the Center
of
a Sphere of Infinite
Radius Called the Celestial
Sphere.
The Plan of the Horizon of the Point of Observation Intersects This Celestial Sphere in SWNE (the
Four Points of the Compass) and the Earth's Polar Axis
Produced Intersects the Celestial Sphere in P and P',
the North and South Poles of the Heavens Respectively.

The

Earth,

at

0,

Is

Assumed

To

Be

at

Celestial
Equator EV'WV" Is the Intersection of
Plane of the Earth's Equator With the Celestial
Sphere and the Planes of the Terrestrial Meridians InMeridians or
tersect the Celestial Sphere in
Celestial
Hour Circles, see PVP and PMP'. The Hour Circle That
Passes Thru the North and South Poles of the Heavens
and the Zenith is the Meridian of the Place of Observa-

The
the

APPARENT

Daily
(NP2S).
The Direction of the
Rotation of the Celestial Sphere is East to West in the
Direction EV'W.
The "Hour Angle" of Any Point in
the Heavens is the Distance of its Hour Circle East or
West of Meridians, Exprest in Time Usually, Just as the
Longitude of a Point on the Earth's Surface is Its Distance East or West of the Zero Meridian (Greenwich)
and May be Exprest in Time Also (as a Place 75° West
of Greenwich is FIVE
West of Greenwich. Now
the SIDEREAL TIME at Any Instant is the Hour Angle
tion

HOURS

of the Vernal Equinox V. Which
Ecliptic or Apparent Path of the
Intersects the Celestial Equator.

the Point Where the
Sun Thru the Heavens
This Sidereal Time is
Measurcf from 'he Meridian Westward Thru Twenty-four
Ho'irs

Alcg

the Celestial Equator.

is

(In the Fig.

V'WV'V

A.o Expressing the Sidereal Time.)
V Makes One
Complete
Revolution
in
Twenty-four Sidereal
Hours.
The Mean Sun is also Assumed to Move at a Uniform
Rate in the Celestial Equator EV'WV", and Its Hour
Angle at Any Instant Gives the Mean Solar Time.
is I..-

www.americanradiohistory.com

of

the heavens in the same time as
the true sun.
Since its motion
is uniform we can regulate our
clocks by it.
mean solar day
is the interval between two sue-
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The Accompanying Map Shows
the Four Standard Time Belts
Into Which the United States
Has Been Divided (as Read.

ComMade

Interstate

Justed

by the

merce

Commission

and

Legal by Act of Congress, ApEastproved March 19, 1918).
ern Standard Time is the Meat!
Time of the 75th Meridian and
Five Hours Behind GreenIs

Central
Time.
Mean
wich
Standard Time Is the Mean
Time of the 90th Meridian and
is Six Hours Behind Greenwich
Mountain Time
Mean Time.
Is

Mean Time

the

of the

105th

Meridian and is Seven Hours
Behind Greenwich Mean Time.

Time

Pacific
of the
*

Is

the

Mean

Tints

120th Meridian ouiu is
Hours Behind Greenwltfli
Mean Time.
By Act of Congress the Legal Time for Each
Belt is the Time of the Standard Meridian for that Belt.
A

Eight

Traveling
From
One
Into the Next Ad-

Person

Time Belt

Must
Time by

jacent

Belt

Watch

SETTING

IT

Change

One

His
Hour,

FORWARD ONE

HOUR IF HE IS TRAVELING
EASTWARD and Back One
Hour If He is TRAVELING
WESTWARD to Agree With the

Time

He

of
is

the Belt
Passing.

Into

Which

The

Legal

Standard Time for Alaska Is
That of the 150th Meridian and
Is
Ten Hours Behind Greenwich Mean Time.

mean sun over the
meridian, and it is mean noon when the
mean sun is on the meridian. The interval from the transit of the mean sun to
that of the true sun or vice versa never
amounts to more than sixteen minutes, and
it is spoken of as the "Equation of Time."
Four times a year its value becomes zero,
cessive transits of the

meridian.

The

"Right

star's

Ascension"

when on

the meridian is the sidereal time
at that instant (see Fig. I), and a direct
comparison of this time with that shown
by a sidereal clock at the same instant
gives the correction to the sidereal clock.
The corresponding mean solar time is then
found by a simple conversion from sidereal
As the Sun
Moves From
East to West
In

Daily

its

Circuit of the
Earth, It Is

Evident That
It Will Cross

the More
Easterly
Meridians
When

First.
It

Is

On

the

Meridian
of
Greenwich It
Is Greenwich

Noon

Mean

There, But
Is

It

Yet

Not

Noon On
Meridians
West of
Greenwich
and It Is
Past
East

Noon

On Meridians

of

Greenwich.

That

the

is

Time
Places

of
Is

of
West

Greenwich
Behind

Greenwich
Or

Time

"Slow

On

Greenwich "

and the Time

Places
East
of

of

The Nine-Inch Meridian Transit
Used for "Time Sights" and Also

of the U. S. Naval Observatory
for Regular Observations of the

Meridian Passage of the Sun, Moon a nd Planets.

and then mean noon and true solar noon
coincide.
It is, of course, impossible to make observations of a fictitious body, but mean
solar days are as invariable as sidereal
days in length and sidereal intervals can
be converted into mean solar intervals,
and vice versa.
mean solar day is longer
than a sidereal day by approximately three
minutes and fifty-six seconds. So the vernal equinox or a star comes to the meridian
three minutes and fifty-six seconds earlier
each day, and sidereal noon, therefore,
occurs earlier each day by this same

A

amount.
In practise the determination of time
takes the form of finding the correction to
a sidereal clock by recording the time it
registers when some star, whose position is
accurately known, crosses or "transits" the

Greenwich
Is

Ahead

of

Greenwich

Time

or

"Fast On

Greenwich."

Of Course the Greater the
Difference in Longitude the Greater the
Difference In Time.
The Farther West
We Get the More We Fall Behind Greenwich Time and the Farther East We Get
the More We Get Ahead of Greenwich
Time.
This Change In Time Is One Hour
For Every Fifteen Degrees of Longitude,
So By the Time We Have Reached the
180th
Meridian West of Greenwich We
Have Fallen Behind Greenwich Time By
Twelve Hours.
If It Is Greenwich Mean
Noon When We Reach the 180th Meridian It Is By Our Clock Twelve Hours
EARLIER or the Preceding Midnight;
But If We Have Traveled Eastward From
Greenwich to Reach the 180th Meridian
We Find We Are Twelve Hours Ahead
of Greenwich Time.
It Is Therefore Midnight. As in the First Case, by Our Clock
But the FOLLOWING Midnight Instead of

PRECEDING. That Is, It Depends
From What Direction We Are Approaching
180th Meridian Whether Our Clock Is
Twelve Hours SLOW on Greenwich Time
or Twelve Hours FAST on
Greenwich
Time.
Two Ships Approaching the 180th
Meridian From Opposite Directions Will
Therefore Find a Difference of Twentyfour Hours In Their Time.
the

the

www.americanradiohistory.com

into

mean

solar time.

To make

this determination of time as
outlined, the astronomer needs, the
accurate positions of the stars to be observed, which are to be found in the Nautical Almanac, a transit telescope, which is
designed for the express purpose of ob-

just

(Continued on page 1170)
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f\ most
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%

the

the reflecting
centuries after

TELESCOPES

and

covered the phases of the planet Venus and

telescopes are of
type, yet for three

the rings of Saturn.
He studied the surface of the Moon and by observation of
sun spots proved that the sun rotates
on its axis as does our earth.
The common opera glass em-

world's

powerful

two

Galileo,

latest

practi-

astronomical progress was made with refracting tele-cepes, instruments which embody
the optical principles of the great
tically

Italian

all

physicist

March, 1920

ploys

and

astronomer.

Galileo's "Optical
Tube,"

as he called
his telescope, consisted of a lead tube, in

Everyone has
observed the fact that
an oar placed obliquely in water appears to
be bent at the waterline, or that a line of
type viewed thru a

light.

one end of which was
a double convex object glass and in the
other a double concave eyeglass. With
this first crude instrument he brought objects three times
The Famous
nearer and made them
appear nine times larger. He quickly made
other glasses, each of higher power than
the preceding and in a short time had a
telescope that brought objects thirty times
nearer than when viewed with the unaided
eye. With this instrument Galileo made his
epoch-making discoveries in astronomy. To
his amazement, he found that he could count
ten times as many stars as he was able to
detect with the naked eye. He came to the
conclusion that the stars were not

all equidistant from the earth. The stars revealed
by his telescope must be at greater distances
than those seen without its aid. Turning his

magic tube on the beautiful Milky Way, he
resolved this belt of hazy fire mist into a

The Great 36-Inch Refracting Telescope of
Shown Above. Note Size

the same system of
lenses as did Galileo's
telescope. To understand how images are
produced by its aid we
must know the meaning of refraction of

myriad of

stars too faint to be distinguished without optical aid and at such
measureless distances that they literally
seemed to rub elbows with each other.
And yet we know that this galaxy of stars
represents innumerable blazing suns separated from each other by millions and millions of miles
little later Galileo made
the first real astronomical discovery, that
of the four moons of Jupiter.
Here, indeed, was a miniature solar system with
its central
sun and family of revolving
planets.
Surely, the teaching of Copernicus, making the sun and not the earth,
the center of our solar system must be
true.
Quickly following this Galileo dis-

the "Lick'
of

!

A

Observatory,

The Giant

40- Inch

Men,

www.americanradiohistory.com

thick
glass

piece

of

plate

seems to be
These and
shifted.
many other similar effects are due to the
bending of light rays as they pass from a
medium of one density to a medium of

"Lick" Observatory, Situated at Mt. Hamilton, California

greater or less density. When a ray passes
from a medium of greater density to one of
less density, it is bent away from the perpendicular at the point of incidence or emergence but in passing from a less dense medium to a more dense one it is bent toward
the perpendicular. The point from which
the light proceeds seems to be in the direction of the refracted ray which enters the
eye and consequently above its true position.
Now it is in the power of glass similarly to bend light rays that its optical
properties lie.
The accompanying figure,

Telescope of the "Yerkes" Observatory.

Comparative Size of Chair.

Note

.
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Fig.

1,

light

in

shows the refraction of a ray of
thru

a triangular glass
In principle a double convex lens
passing

prism.
with which images are produced is really
two triangular prisms placed base to base.
There are two kinds of images which
sterelenses produce— real and virtual.
opticon picture is an illustration of a real
image, for it may be focust upon a screen
and is produced by the actual meeting of
the refracted rays of light at the place
virtual
where the image appears tQ be.
image is not formed by the actual focusing of light rays, but by diverging rays
which would meet only if produced in the
virtual image canopposite direction.
not be caught on a screen and is upright,
whereas a real image is always inverted
An ordinary plane
in respect to the object.
mirror gives an example of a virtual image.
Both types of images are illustrated in
telescopes.
Lenses are of two main types, converging and diverging. The convex lens is of
the former class and the concave of the
latter.
As shown in the diagram, Fig. 2,
of Galileo's telescope the object glass converges the rays of light from the object
AB, tending to form a real, inverted image
But before the rays reach this
at ab.
point they are diverged by the concave eyepiece, thus preventing the rays ever from
actually meeting. In looking thru the eye-

A

A

A

however, they do seem to meet at
and therefore produce a virtual magThe object
nified image in that position.
glass always produces a REAL image and
piece,

A'B',

VIRTUAL

power

than

crown

the

Therefore the concave flint glass diverges the rays of
light just enough
neutralize the
to
color effect of the

crown
and yet not
enough to prevent
converging
glass,

formation

the

an

of

With

image.

most import-

this

discovery
progress in the

ant

construction of refracting telescopes
became rapid and

System

Fig. 2.

certain.

In

accompanying

the

figure No. 3 is
lens system of an astronomical
telescope.
The object glass gathers light
from some distant object and bring it to
focus within the focal length of the eyepiece,
producing there a real inverted
image. The light, however, does not stop
there, but passes on thru the eyepiece,

shown the

which diverges the rays and therefore produces a virtual image, seen only by looking
the

An

astronomical telein the case of
heavenly bodies within our own solar system, such as, the Moon, the planets and
their satellites, the asteroids and comets.
Even the nearest star is so distant that our
largest telescopes are utterly powerless to
into

scope

eyeglass.

will

magnify only

White light, which is ordinary suncomposed of all the colors of the
rainbow and Sir Isaac Newton discovered
that prisms and lenses bend rays of different colors unequally.
The violet rays
are refracted most and the
red least.

self.

first achromatic lenses, which overthis difficulty, were made by two
English opticians, Chester More Hall and

John Dolland about the middle of the
eighteenth century. They accomplisht this
by making an object glass of two lenses
instead of one.
They cemented a double
convex lens of crown glass to a planoconcave lens of flint glass. The flint glass
being more dense has greater refractive

Fig.

Thru

Illustrating Refraction of Light

1.

a Glass Prism.

magnify

it

in

the

slightest.

What

a

big

telescope does is to gather more light and
produce a very bright image. It also makes
visible many millions of stars that would
otherwise be unseen and by celestial photography discovers millions more. The big
40-inch lens of the Yerkes telescope gathers 40,000 times as much light as
with the unaided eye.

is

possible

An astronomical telescope gives an inverted image, which of course is unobjectionable in viewing heavenly bodies.
The
terrestrial telescope, however, contains a
third system of lenses for reinverting the
image so it will appear upright. This system in an astronomical telescope would
cause needless loss
of light.
RE-

FRACTING TELESCOPES.

Among the world's
great refractors
there are two of
such surpassing size
and power that they
deserve
mention.

especial

I refer to
the 36-inch glass at
the Lick Observa-

tory, Mount Hamilton, California, and
40-inch
giant
the
lens at the Yerkes

Wil-

Observatory,

liams Bay, Wiscon-

Here

We

See the System of Lenses Used
Telescope.

in

Galileo's Telescope.

costing $78,000.
The donor of this instrument, Mr. James Lick, in 1874, gave
$700,000 for the undertaking.
He hoped
that not more than $400,000 would be
needed for the telescope, housing and buildings, thus leaving a fund of $300,000 for
maintenance.
The cost of construction,
however, was $600,000. Tedious delays followed the announcement of the gift and
actual work did not begin until 1880. The
observatory was completed in 1887 and formally turned over to the University of
California in 1888.
Feil and Company of Paris cast the glass
from which the lenses were ground in 1882.
But the crown glass was cracked in packing and two years more were spent in recasting the block. It was shipt to America
1885.

The largest glass at that time w;.s
the 30-inch lens in the Imperial Obsen
The Clark s
tory at Pulkowa, Russia.
finally agreed to undertake the grinding of
a 36-inch glass, but could not be induced
to go beyond that limit. The consideration
for the work was $50,000 and they spent a
In the meantime the
year in doing it.
made.

TWO GREAT

Fig. 3.

Lenses Used

Lick Observatory on a plateau at the summit of Mount Hamilton is 26 miles from
San Jose, and is reached by a road from
the foot of the mountain to the summit,

Alvan Clark and Sons of Cambridgeport, Mass., the most famous lens grinders
of all time, were engaged to do the very
exacting work of shaping and figuring the
It was stipulated that this objective
glass.
should exceed in size any other previously

Therefore,

The
came

of

in

is

when light is reflected into a
telescope it is dispersed by the object glass
into its component colors and the violet
rays are brought to focus sooner than the
red.
As a result the whole image is surrounded by a troublesome color fringe. To
overcome this difficulty lenses were ground
almost flat and of very great focal length,
but an even more serious obstacle immediately appeared.
Such flat lenses necessitated very long and unwieldy telescopes,
awkward to manipulate and requiring a
prodigious amount of time and patience
There were instances of telein their use.
scopes over two hundred feet in length
and with no tube connecting object glass
and eyepiece.

139

glass.

image.
the eyeglass a
Very early in the making of refracting
telescopes a serious difficulty presented itlight,

I

In

an Astronomical

sin.

The

sight

www.americanradiohistory.com

of

the

Warner and Swasey Company oJ Cleveland
were constructing the dome and mounting.
The telescope and its accessories cost
$200,000.
The telescope

is 60 feet long and the tube
alone weighs 4 tons. It rests upon an iron
pier 37 feet high, the base of which contains the sepulcher of the benefactor who
made possible this splendid work of
science.
So perfect is the adjustment of
the mechanism that it may be manipulated
The abservaas easily as an opera glass.
torv dome comprises 89 tons of movable
The
structure and is 87 feet in diameter.
sight contains 2,581 acres and the broad
plateau comprising it is reached by a series
From this
of stairs from the flat below.
high elevation unrivaled views of mountain,
plain and sea greet the eye and the clear
air of this region is unexcelled for telescopic "seeing."
The observatory is fully equipt with

spectrographs and photographic attachments for the big telescope, besides all
other necessary accessories.
•notable discoveries made at
ilton was that of the minor
in 1898.

One of the
Mount Hamplanet,

The Yerkes Observatory, which

Eros,

contains

the world's largest refracting telescope, is
located on a tract of 53 acres at the summit of a succession of hills on the shore
of Lake Geneva in southern Wisconsin, 75
The center of momiles from Chicago.
tion of the telescope is 240 feet above the
surface of the lake and 1.800 feet distant
from the shore. The observatory is far

(Continued on
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Ho MIRAU^

THE "TALKING SKULL"

ON

one of these fine mornings when
the snow and slush prevents traffic
in the city streets, an ideal way for
killing time (which I never have)

occurred to me, namely, to see
about another er bit of news from Professor Hargrave.
Scurrying to his room

— —

What

the

-7

well forward and the back of the head in
the region of the great foramen on a sort
of a block.
You could look all around it.

After

cursory examination, I turned
and said, "It looks mighty
fine but kind of scarecrow like.
What does
it
do?"
"N-O-T-H-I-N-G."
This in a
this

to the professor

ment

and then exclaimed, "What was
that?"
Again the sound and a pleased
twinkle in the eyes of the professor. Ah!
Now I knew what it was! Tip-toeing up
to the skull, I lifted it easily in order to
disconnect the wires which I thought were
leading to it. To my amazement, it emitted

Exclamations of This Nature and Then Some, Emanate from "Friend Hubby" When Wifey Tries the "Talking
On Him. This Is One of the Finest Tricks (Undetectable) for Parlor Magic.

Skull" Trick

in a

New York

hotel,

where he

lives dur-

ing the winter season, as the railroad

traffic

was abominable, I found him busy over the
remains of some departed friend.
There on the table with tools
lying all around it, rested a
"skull" of what he claimed to
be that of his Mother-in-law
(sob stuff).
After the casual
greeting, he begged me to be
seated while he proceeded to dismember the cranial vault and
then tinkered around it some
more. All the while not saying
Finally, he exclaimed,
a word.
"There 'now, I've got it," and
then looking toward me, he remarked "I didn't expect you
this early, but I finally got it all
do you
set up for you.
like it?"
I must say that the
skull seemed very impressive.
There it stood with its teeth
grinning at me and the most
villainous look upon its face. It
was reposing quietly on a glass
shelf, suspended about six inches
above a polished table by means

—

—

loud

weird

voice

which

knew never

I

came from the professor. The voice was
in that very room
in front of me
on the
sides
all around me
I trembled a mo-

—

—

—

!

a fearful howl which
within the inside. Did

AUDION

^INDUCTION COl L

*T-|
B BATTERY

E-^OO VOLT
6ATTERY

jmsimm

—J FREQUENCY
audio
TRANSFORMER

How

K

LOUD

TALKER

In my haste to get away, I was
caught by the professor, just as
I
stumbled over a little foot-

Turning me around quickhe stated, "That is my new
trick and it's extremely simple,
You see, you can use this
too.
in conjunction with any card
stool.

=ar-

SKULL

right

drop it? Well I
should say so. To go into a dimly lighted
room and see a skull and in lifting it up
hear it talk is enough to make
anybody depart, rather in peace
than in pieces.

MICROPHONE TELEPHONE

IN

came from
I

\smmm

TABLE

CO IL

ly,

clairvoyant act, or in fact
fortune telling or other
scheme."
"The skull has absolutely no
electrical connections to it of any
sort," he continued as he lifted
from the table, passing his
it
trick,

any

around it, back and in
and allowing me to examine it. Then continuing, he

hands

stated
it

a Detectaphone Tells the Operator What Is Going on in the Room,
of four wires coming down from The Operator Then Transmits His Answer Which Is Amplified In the
a bracket-like arrangement.
Audion Cabinet. By Induction the Loud Talker in the Skull Answers.
The point of its chin resting
No Connections Lead to the Skull.
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all

front,

—

will

"Still,

when

dressing the skull,

talk to

it,

said,

"How

Mother-in-law?"
I do what?" came back
(Continued on page 1198)

you
"How do
do

I

answer back," and addo,

)
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PRIZE

WINNER

current producing

$20.00.

Time from one exposure tonext_
is

In explanation oi
the phenomenon associated with the
" Rabbit
on
Film "
page 798 of the Elko
Experimentrical

submit the
lowing:
ter, I

The moving

Cor* spaces indicate time
during which shutter is

approximately ^ second

closed ond film i s moving
next exposure

tor

about

In the first five pictures the opening of
the camera shutter
happened either at the
beginning or end of
an alternation, thus

causing an incomplete
picture to be record-

fol-

In the fifth piced.
ture the
came at the time
when the alternation
of
was at its
luminosity,
thereby
producing a detailed

picture

exposure

machine that exposed
this film
tures at

tin-

light.

took the picthe rate of
sixteen per

peak

second. The time of
exposure, i. e., the
time the shutter was
open, was a small
fraction of a second,
probably 1/100 of a
The
second or less.
corona occurs only
when the A.C. supply
wave nears its maxivalue, for then
the spark gap breaks
down and the con-

photograph.
Plane of oscillating current

Enlarged

peaks, the film would
show a series of com-

new of one

alternation

plete

photographic
impressions that is,
if
the camera could
open its shutter 400,000 times per second

mum

Time of one wave train is soopoo second f/mes

denser charge is released thru the Tesla
coil.
This discharge

the

If the camera excould be
posures
timed to coincide
with the alternation

number of osct/foffons per from

—

each opening
took place at the
exact instant that
sets up the oscillatDiagram to Accompany Mr. Leffler's Prize Winning Solution.
ing current of high
each one of the 400,frequency and high
000 alternations was
"1 he
at its peak, each picture would then be
potential producing the corona effect.
fully exposed and complete
or a camera
camera exposed but a small part of about
shutter having 1/200 of a second exposure
every fourth cycle. Some of the pictures,
would have to be timed so that each expotherefore, were taken while the A.C. wave
sure would catch each 100th alternation at
was passing thru its zero value hence
IRalbJbit
its peak in order to have a complete picture
Others were taken
negative was blank.
upon each frame of the film.
when the wave was nearing its maximum
In our December issue we offered a prize for
Walter Charles Michel.
value and therefore some of the pictures
the best solution of a section of a film which
we made of a rabbit.
1023 Summit Ave.,
showed streamers. The one with the rabJersey City, N. J.
bit shown plainly was taken at exactly the
We said in the December issue:
right time, i. e., while the wave was pass"Turn to page 633 of our November issue.
We told you last month how we electrified a
ing thru its maximum value and when the
MENTION.
rabbit with 500,000 volts, and how he never
oscillating current and consequent corona
The strange phenomenon which you rebatted an eyelash. Well, sir, the Gaumont Film
were at their best.
people who got wind that we were pulling off a
corded in your "Rabbit Film" was due to
This phenomenon is illustrated graphistunt were duly on hand with their trusted film
non-synchronism between the camera shutcameras, and while we made the experiment the
Fig. A shows the
cally in Figs. A and B.
ter and the alternations of the current.
If
operator cranked away merrily. Of course, we
A.C. wave, also the time during which the
wanted to see what the film looked like and we
the shutter had operated at a speed bearcamera shutter was open. The third exThe very mysterious sample
had our wish.
ing a simple definite ratio to the frequency,
slightly enlarged from the original is printed
posure is at the right time to give a good
the film would have been exposed at the
alongside here. At first we were somewhat puzpicture on the negative, like for example
quite
make
it
out
how the
zled and could not
instant of maximum discharge.
The shutthe sixth picture of the film under discuslong streamers after the third picture died away
ter speed was evidently not an exact mulinto a mere brush and in the fourth picture had
sion. The second and first exposures, howtiple of the frequency, hence the progresalmost entirely vanished only to bloom forth in
ever, were not at the right time and therea wonderful corona effect, showing the rabbit
sion from a minimum to a maximum in
fore only the streamers would show.
very plainly in the sixth picture. In the seventh
vividness and vice versa.
similar pheand eight, however, nothing can be seen. Now
Fig. B gives an exaggerated illustration
nomenon would be observed in winking
what do you think happened?
of the length of time occupied by the high
the eye out of synchronism with a spot on
Five hundred thousand volts at 20 kilowatts
frequency oscillating current in compariThe object would apa rotating object.
with a frequency of 200,000 was used in the film
son with one alternation of the A.C. supply.
pear to advance or retard in its rotation
printed here, which is absolutely authentic. WE
Ralph H. Leffler.
WILL PAY $20.00 FOR THE BEST ANSWER
If an
as the rate of winking changed.
EXPLAINING THIS PHENOMENON. Anyone
105 Wurst Ct.,
alternating current illuminates a fan and
familiar with alternating current should have
Elyria, Ohio.
the speed of rotation of the fan is aclittle trouble in solving the problem.
The contest is open to all and will close promptly on
celerated or retarded, the fan will at one
February 1, 1920.
Not more than 300 words
speed appear to travel backward, at anshould be used. Answers will be publisht in our
MENTION.
FIRST
other to stand still and at still a third to
March issue. Address all replies to Rabbit
Editor,
care
of
this
publication."
accelerate.
This is due to the fluctuations
The frequency of 200,000 used in electriof the intensity of light due to the alterfying the rabbit means that the alternating
nating current. The maximum intensity is
current used alternated 400,000 times per
reflected by the fan blades at varying posisecond. To the eye such an electrical disIn answer to this contest we received no less
than
letters,
explain
all
of
which
tried
to
1,675
tions in advance or behind the former
charge appears as a continuous and even
the
interesting
phenomenon
which
took
place.
light, but it is well known that the light
position depending on the ratio between
Only very few, however, came up to our expecthe speed of the fan and the alternations.
is not continuous but fluctuates from light
tation, most of the contestants having an entirely
erroneous
interpretation
of what took place.
to darkness 400,000 each second.
Conceivably if the shutter in the case of
the movie had operated at a certain speed
The moving picture camera that photoThere really was nothing mysterious about the
film.
It simply resolved itself to a thoro knowlgraphed the experiment took approximaximum and minimum intensity of disedge of alternating currents at high frequency
charge would have resulted.
mately sixteen separate pictures per second,
as well as an intimate knowledge of the workA similar picture with the slow movie
each one of these pictures having an exings of a moving picture machine which operates
at sixteen pictures per second.
posure of perhaps 1/200 of a second.
would no doubt reveal the phenomenon still
The reason that each picture in the film
more vividly.
In awarding the first prize to Mr. Leffler, we
and

;

—

SECOND HONORABLE

A

HONORABLE

doesn't

give

full

details

of

the

rabbit

is

because the various exposures of the film
didn't come at the same time that the light
from the rabbit was at its height or peak
of intensity that is, several of the pictures
were exposed between alternations of the

—

were led to this consideration due to the fact
that the article was very clear and to the point
as well as because he illustrated his letter with
the best a, -wing that was sent in. The letters
from the contestants follow.

3722

M

Arthur

J.

Macer.

St.,

Westfield,

New

York.

(Further letters will be publisht in the
April issue.
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Baffling

No.

THE

Color Change Trick.
scribed in the Test.
2.

— Chemical

De-

Fully

magic mixture never
most profound impression.

Stagecraft

the

Amateur Chemist, working

"chemical magic" than he does from
any other part of his laboratory work.
Such demonstrations, too, are so easy to
perform and so mystifying to the uninitiated

that chemical stagecraft affords a
never failing source of amusement, both
for the demonstrator and his audience.
In this paper and perhaps in a succeeding one a number of very striking experiments of this nature will be described.

THE MAGIC WAND.

A

color change requiring a considerable
time to make its appearance and which may
be so timed as to take place at the exact
passage of the demonstrator's wand over

SOCC

Of IODIC

acid with starch,

paste

50 cc of sulphur

,

d'evde sofuhon S.

Fig.

1.

Apparatus

for the
Trick.

"Magic

Two

in

home

laboratory, probably derives more pleasure from entertaining his friends with experiments in
his

Performing the "Smoke Ring" Trick.
Most Interesting Stunt.

Wand"

fails

solutions are required.

to

One

make
is

March, 1920

A

Siphoning Carbon Dioxid Gas. The Candle
Test Proves the Experiment.

a

thoroly and a beautiful wine-colored solution will
result.
Now generate sulfur
dioxid as in the previous experiment, and
fill another cylinder of equal size with the
gas by downward displacement, i. e., place
the delivery tube downward into the cylinder. Cover this cylinder with a glass plate.

made

by dissolving 10 grams of iodic acid in a
liter of water, which may be preserved in
a glass-stoppered bottle for a series of
demonstrations.
To make the other solution, saturate 50 cubic centimeters of water
with sulfur dioxid by bubbling the gas thru

The best way to
for a few minutes.
generate the sulfur dioxid is by allowing
concentrated hydrochloric acid from a
dropping funnel to fall onto sodium sulfite
in a hydrogen generator.
Of this saturated
solution of sulfur dioxid, 25 cubic centimeters are diluted to a liter and preserved
in a stoppered bottle.
In each of two beakers place 250 cubic
centimeters of water.
To one add 50 cc.
of the iodic acid solution and to the other
50 cc. of the solution of sulfur dioxid.
Now make a thin starch paste by boiling
as much starch as can be placed on the
point of a small knife blade in 25 cc of
water. Add a few drops of the starch paste
Stir the conto the solution of iodic acid.
tents of each beaker thoroly and rapidly
pour the two together into a large cylinder
or beaker capable of holding 700 cc With
a clean glass rod stir well to insure thoro
mixing of the liquids.
Nothing appears to happen for about a
half minute and then instantly the contents of the whole cylinder will turn a deep
blue.
By trying the experiment in advance
the exact time interval, almost to a second,
may be determined, and when the psychoit

See Fig.

2.

Make

these preparations in advance of
assembling your audience. Show them that
the cylinder of sulfur dioxid is "empty,"
perfectly dry contains nothing at all. Then
pour the cylinder of potassium permanganate solution which you may call "wine"
into the empty cylinder, and as you do so
it instantly changes to "water."
The chemical action taking place consists in the reduction of the potassium permanganate into
a colorless compound by the sulfur dioxid.
further change can be effected
still
by adding to the decolorized solution a little
of a solution of farium chlorid and stirrwhite precipitate of barium sulfate
ing.
forms and the solution seems to be changed
to "milk."

—

A

A

KCfOs

MnOz

moment arrives, the demonstrator
may wave his wand and behold the conlogical

tents of the cylinder

become subject

to the

magic spell and the color change occurs.
See Figs. 1 and 1-A.
What happens is this: The sulfurous
acid reduces the iodic acid, liberating free
iodine which reacts with the starch to give
a blue color.

A BAFFLING COLOR CHANGE.

A

Fig.

2.

Apparatus

Used

in

"Baffling

Change" Experiment.

Color

decolorization

experiment which ap-

pears to be magic pure and simple is accomplisht by pouring a wine-colored solution of potassium permanganate from one
cylinder into another containing sulfur
dioxid gas.
Place two or three small crystals of
potassium permanganate in the bottom of
a 500 cc cylinder and fill with water. Stir

www.americanradiohistory.com
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3.

Set- Up of Apparatus for Explosive
of Powdered Iron or Zinc.

Combustion
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SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION.
Make
in

a

of yellow

carbon

disulfid

by dissolving a piece

the size of a pea in 10

c.c.

exceedingly

an

phosphorus

solution

of the liquid.

brilliant

combustion

1

143

will

occur, making necessary the use of colored
The effect is much heightened by
glasses.
performing in a darkened room.

The oxygen

may

be

generated

more

by the reaction of sodium peroxid
and water. The apparatus for doing so
easily

is identical with that for preparing sulfur
Place sodium peroxid in the gendioxid.
erator and water in the dropping funnel.
See Fig. 3.

COMBUSTION OF STEEL WOOL.
a bottle with oxygen by collection
over water. Remove the bottle and cover
with a glass plate. To the end of a stout
iron wire fasten a tuft of fine steel wool
such as is used for polishing hard wood.
Fill

Now

heat the steel wool in a Bunsen flame
combustion begins and then thrust it
A very brilinto the bottle of oxygen.
liant combustion and a beautiful shower
A darkened room
of sparks will result.
adds to the effect.
until

Fig.

Burning

4.

An

Phosphorus

Under Water.

Interesting Experiment.

{Do not handle phosphorus with the
Use pincers.)
P©ur a little of this solution onto

fingers.

a filter

paper or piece of a blotter. Then wave
the paper back and forth thru the air for
a few moments when it will burst into
flame and burn to a crisp.
As the carbon disulfid evaporates, phosphorus is left in finely divided state over
the surface of the paper and its rapid oxidation quickly brings it to the kindling point.

BURNING

PHOSPHORUS

UNDER

WATER.

Melt two or three pieces of phosphorus
each about the size of a pea under water
in a large test tube by gently heating the
Half immerse the test tube in a
tube.
beaker of water as shown in the diagram,
The water in the beaker should
Fig. 4.
be

at

80

degrees

Centigrade.

Insert

a

Siphoning

Fig.

6.

Top

Bottle to the

Carbon
the
Transfer.

With a good soap

From the
The Lighted

Dioxid

Lower One.

Proves

Test

Candle

Success

solution

the

of

and a

clay

or thistle tube blow a bubble, and
detaching it allow the bubble to fall into
pipe

the jar.

will settle to the level of the
will

It

carbon dioxid and there the bubble
rloat until

it

bursts.

SIPHONING CARBON DIOXID.

LIGHTING AN ALCOHOL LAMP WITH A
GLASS ROD.

Fill

a

bottle

holding

about

two

liter?

two quarts) with carbon

In the bottom of a cylinder or bottle
about 6 inches high and 1J4 inches in
diameter place a *4-inch layer of very fine
iron filings or zinc dust. See Fig. 3.
Set up an oxygen generator in the usual

dioxid.
generating the gas as in the previous exTest the gas with a candle to
periment.
show that the bottle is full. Bend a glass
tube of large diameter into the form of
a siphon and insert the short arm into the
Move the bottle
bottle of carbon dioxid.
to the edge of the table and on a box beneath the long arm place an empty bottle
Start
of the same capacity as the other.
the siphon in the usual way by gentle suction with the mouth and quickly raise the
lower bottle so that the long arm of the
siphon dips into it. With a lighted candle
attached to a wire, test the gas first in
one bottle and then in the other. As a
result it will be shown that the heavy carbon dioxid is flowing from the upper botThe candle will
tle into the lower one.
burn at constantly lower levels in the upper
bottle and will be extinguished at succesSee
sively higher levels in the lower one.

way

Fig. 6.

(.nearly

In the bottom of a small beaker place
gram of powdered potassium permanganate and moisten with a few drops of
water.
Add 2 c.c. of concentrated sulfuric acid.
A vigorous action immediately
takes place and a glass rod dipt in the mixture and touched to the wick of an alcohol
lamp will at once ignite it.
The potassium permanganate and sulfuric acid generate ozone, a concentrated
form of oxygen, and this will oxidize the
alcohol, bringing it to its kindling tempera-

1

ture.

EXPLOSIVE COMBUSTION OF POWDERED
IRON OR ZINC DUST IN OXYGEN.

—

ring stand, Bunsen burner, test tube,
one-holed stopper, delivery tube, mixture
of potassium chlorate and manganese dioxid.
By means of rubber tubing connect
the generator with a bent glass tube reaching to the bottom of the cylinder containing the metal filings.
Upon directing a
rapid stream of oxygen into the bottom
of the cylinder the dust will mingle with
the_ gas and be blown upward into the

ROTATING A PAPER WHEEL WITH
CARBON DIOXID.
Make and mount a paper wheel as shown
Use a stout cirthe diagram. Fig. 7.
cular cardboard and paste to it ten or
twelve paper cups. Upon pouring carbon
dioxid from a beaker into these cups the
in

cylinder.

Remove
match

the

to the

delivery

mouth of

tube and apply a
the cylinder,

when

Fig.

9.

The "Smoke Ring" Trick. The Rings
Form in the Top Bottle.

wheel will rotate.
Since carbon dioxid is colorless and odorless, an audience with no knowledge of the
properties of this gas will be completely
mystified by all these demonstrations.
(Continued on page 1199)

piece of clay pipe-stem in the test tube and
it a gentle stream of oxygen.
As the oxygen comes in contact with the
melted phosphorus, the phosphorus burns
brilliantly, affording a very striking demonclay pipestration of fire under water.
stem must be used because a glass tube
would break.

conduct thru

A

FLOATING SOAP BUBBLES.
Half

a large tall jar or bottle with
carbon dioxid gas. To generate the carbon dioxid use marble chips and dilute
hydrochloric acid in a hydrogen generator,
collecting the gas by downward displaceDetermine when the
ment. ( See Fig. 5.
jar is half full by lowering into it a lighted
fill

)

Fig.

An

—

Unusual Experiment Floating
Soap Bubbles on Carbon Dioxid.
5.

candle attached to a wire. When the candle
reaches the level of the gas it will be extinguished.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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7.

Rotating Paper Wheel With Carbon
Dioxid.

Fig.

8,

at

Right

—The

Bromide Gun.
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The movable coil may,
however, in special cases
merely oscillate over an arc

electromagnet for
producing rotary,

wave

form

mag-

e 1 d s by
means of direct
currents of any voltage or
amperage without requiring
consumption of driving
netic

power

of 180° to and fro, and in
this case the same polarity

fi

would move up and down
over the same'.space instead
of always* up or always
hence
still
being
down,
within homopolar bounds.

nor opening and

closing contacts.
All contacts are permanent, save
two simple slip rings, and
slip rings are all the nonpermanent contacts that are

Both

necessary in any form or
use of this electromagnet,
and its forms and uses are

I

mk
\

many and

varied. One element of the electromagnet
rotates and this necessitates
the slip rings.
The rotation of this element causes
an alternate succession of
differential and non-differential dispositions
of the
two main elements constituting
the
electromagnet.

I

.

h

coils

may

rotate

in

other special cases, one in
each direction, then the resultant rises and falls as
before, but does not rotate,
but the polarity remains fixt
in space when the speed of
rotation is the same for

both

coils.

this

case

The
is

polarity in

an alternating

i

The

one.

W

_

may

revolve

rotatable

coil

continuously

either way.
One coil may
rotate internally or externally of the other.
Reversing the current in
the stationary coil in posifor instance reverses
This electromagnet may be
tion
the
repolarity
of
the
called a "Homopolar" one
and changes
its
sultant
because the same polarity
position from that in
to
travels in the same direc180° arc of
Reversing the
tion over a
that in C.
current in the rotary coil
circle so long as the curshifts the resultant from
rent flow in the electro"Commutatorless"
Alternating and Direct Current Machine Devised by the
position shown at
to that
magnet is not reversed or
Author, Which Marks a Distinct Advance in the Developm ent of Electroshown in position C, but
the direction of motion of
Magnetic Machinery. Fig. 4.
without reversal of polarone of the elements of the
electromagnet is not reversed.
this then is equivalent to a half revoity
This resultant
by, which is marked N-S.
Reversing the
By means of this electromagnet it is poslution of the rotary coil.
rotates in the same direction as the rotatsible by using direct currents, to produce
current in both coils simultaneously merely
ing coil and its polarity remains the same
rising and falling, constant value, simple
reverses the polarity of the resultant withover the same space, so long as the direcalternating and polyphase alternating magout any shifting of the same.
tion of current flow in the coils is not
netic fields, which may all be employed as
The stationary coil requires a small per
altered, but the strength of the flux varies
such fields usually are.
cent more wire to produce the same magfrom zero to a maximum and back to zero
This form of electromagnet produces
netomotive force as the rotary coil when
again in one rotation of the coil. At
changes of magnetic flux in a direct curthe two coils are in series.
the resultant flux is rising from zero,
rent circuit without the use of any kind
The two coils must be paired with a
reaches a maximum at B, is falling again
of troublesome and sparking interrupter
similar set in a manner to be explained
reaches zero from
to zero at C and at
presently and as shown by Fig. 2, so that
or pole changers and produces true wave
where it again begins to rise from zero.
form magnetic fields.
no effort, other than that of overcoming
These four positions are one-quarter revoReferring to Fig. 1, A, B, C and
friction, is required to rotate the rotary
lution apart.
represent four different positions obtained by
coils.
Each
succeeding
revolution
the
of
the two co-operating elements as coils of
In position A, the poles produced by the
rotary coil causes a magnetic flux to rise
the electromagnet thru one revolution of
two coils being at right angles to each other
and fall, rotate in the same direction over
one of the coils. Noting position
tend to force the coils apart to the parallel
in paran arc of 180° and maintain the same
In position C there
ticular, magnetic poles marked
position shown at B.
(north)
This field of force having the
polarity.
will appear in each coil when the same are
is the same tendency of the coils to set
same polarity rotating always in the same
this force would
In position
fed with direct current. Both coils should
parallel.
direction over the same space may be
produce the same amount of magnetism.
rotate the rotary coil clockwise and in
designated rightly a "Homopolar Rotatposition C counter-clockwise, therefore the
resultant magnetic flux is caused thereing Magnetic Field."

A

A

A

—

;

A

D

D

A
N

A

A
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two forces would neutralize each other. In
position B, the coils and their magnetic
lines of force being in open coil parallelism, no tendency to motion is produced;
and in position D, the magnetic fields being
in closed coil parallelism exactly neutralize
each other, so again no tendency to move
and also no opposition to motion in this
case. Therefore, when the cooperating coils
are paired as in Fig. 2, no effort, save to
overcome friction, is necessary to cause the
rotation of the coils and the powerful
magnetic fields of force which they set up.

So it is in all intermediate positions of
two co-operating coils when paired as
A-C and B-D there will be no motion produced by them, and not any opposition to
the

motion applied to them.
Taking the two coils alone when not
paired: one half revolution of the rotary
coil aids any motion applied to it, while
the other half revolution opposes such applied motion, hence the necessity of a pair
of units such as A and C, shown by Fig. 2
as E and F, on the same shaft.
The rotary coils in Fig. 2 are each pro-

The two units in Fig. 2 should be connected in series when used in such apparatus as herein described because then the
co-operating coils in one or other of the
pair of units are opening up at all times,
and therefore the counter electromotive
force is present at all times when it
should be.
The number of turns of wire also determine the amount of counter electromotive force or self-induction in this electromagnet just the same as in an A.C. electromagnet.
The rotary coils may be driven by hand,
by clockwork, by a small electric motor
When an
or any other convenient way.
electric motor is used and with ordinary
voltage and current in the co-operating
coils, it may be in shunt of or series with
When the voltage
the co-operating coils.
or current used in the co-operating coils
is too great for the driving motor, it may
be placed in series with a dead resistance
and then both in shunt of the main line
feeding the co-operating coils.

Now

to illustrate

one practical applica-

1
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wave form

alternating currents to flow.
Fig. 3 has been demonstrated by the experimental model illustrated by the photograph. The photograph is designated as
Fig. 4. The co-operating coils in the model
photograph have the position shown in Fig.
2 and the rotary ones are driven by the
hand gear as shown.
In Fig. 2 two pairs of slip rings are
shown, but in the model Fig. 4 only one
pair is used, because the rotary coils are
connected in series direct, as are the stationary coils also and then stationary and

rotary coils in series.

was by means of this model that
have proven what was previously said

It
I

herein.
I also used an automatic make and break,
shown in the foreground in the photograph,
in series with the co-operating or primary
coils of the model whereby I was able to
listen with a telephone receiver to all the
values of induction in the secondaries from
zero to maximum and back to zero during
one-half wave or cycle or one-half revolution of the rotary coils.

In
the Accompanying
Figure Various
Positions
of
the
Moving
Coils In the New A. C.
and D. C. Commuta-

Machine
Are
Shown,
in This Figure
One Revolution of the

torless

Rotary

Causes

Coils

One Complete Cycle

or

Alternation of Magnetism in the Pole Tips;
That Is. a Certain Polarity

in

Rises and
One Pole Tip

Falls

and

the
Also

Reverse
Polarity
Rises and Falls
in the Same Pole Tip.
All in One Revolution
of the Rotary Coils, as
Becomes
Evident
by
Carefully Studying the
Successive
Diagrams.
As the Author Points
Out. Any Number of
Sets or
Units,
Such
as

Shown

at

Fig.

May

Be

Thus

Obtain

Used

3,

and

Any

Number of Phases by
Giving
Each
Set
a
Proper Phase Displacement.
"Tesla Uses a
Continuous
Magnetic
Circuit," Says the Author.
"I Use a Discontinuous
Magnetic
Circuit.
The Lines of
Force In the Magnetic
Circuit Surrounded by
the Colls in the Tesla
System Reverse In Direction,
Lines of

Whereas
Force

in

the
the

Magnetic Circuit Surrounded by the Coils
in My System Do Not
Reverse

In

Direction."

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

vided with an iron core, which serves also
as core for the stationary coils. One way
of connecting the co-operating coils is also
shown in Fig. 2, but this is not the best
connection because they can be so connected that one pair of slip rings only are
needed for a pair of units.

A

let the polarity of the reIn position
sultant remain as indicated and in position
let the polarity of the resultant be reversed from that shown, then the actions
and reactions between the coils of a pair
of units such as A-C will still be the same
as explained for the polarities when as

C

-

shown, thus no power consumption.
Since the opening of the coils at A, Fig.
1, causes magnetism to appear and the rise
of magnetism within a coil always induces
an electromotive force counter to the electromotive force which causes the current
to flow that produces the magnetism, we
must look to the opening up of the two cooperating coils in all apparatus employing

them

as the seat of the counter-electromotive force.
The faster the rotary coil revolves,
the
quicker will the magnetic

changes take place and the higher
counter electromotive force be.

will the

tion of the above electromagnet, we will
view Fig. 3. This figure is for the most
part self-explanatory in view of what has
been previously said and represents a transformer, transforming from D.C. to A.C.
(and possibly vice versa). It must be imprest at the start that there is no generation of E.M.F. in Fig. 3 by the method
such as in a dynamo, but such as in the

ordinary static A.C. transformer. This is
evident from the fact that a counter E.M.F.
is generated in the co-operating coils of
this apparatus when the secondaries are
open just as a counter E.M.F. is generated
in the primary of a static A.C. transformer
when the secondary is open or even in
both cases with closed secondaries when
the frequency gets too high.
In a dynamo
there is no counter E.M.F.
This figure is similar to Fig. 2, but with
the polarity of one unit reversed and provided with a magnetic circuit and secon;

daries the
several
homopolar field cooperating coils being the primaries. There
are shown four different positions as one
revolution of the rotary coils of such a
pair of units, each position a quarter revolution ahead of the other.
The E.M.F.'s
induced in the two secondaries cause true

www.americanradiohistory.com

The model
sults

is not laminated, but the reobtained with it were good neverthe-

less.

The secondaries were

tried separately and
parallel and opposition connections. In the latter case one secondary
E.M.F. just canceled that of the other,
thereby proving the correctness of the
theory of operation because different conditions exist in each of a pair of units at
any given instant as explained under Figs.

with

series,

2 and

3.

Any
3

and

frequency can be had from Figs.
4.

In Fig. 3 the secondaries will react on
the primaries, which in this kind of apparatus are the homopolar rotary field coils.
When the primaries are magnetizing, the
secondaries are demagnetizing, and since
one set of primary coils in Fig. 3 unit two
at G' magnetize by the opening up of the

D

coils from position
to A, Fig. 1, while
the other set unit one at G magnetize by
a closing of the coils from position B to
C, Fig. 1, it follows that the reaction of
the secondaries on the primaries does not
interfere with the rotating of the rotary
(Continued on page 1211)
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THE CONSTRUCTOR
FIRAH21 Mo

GEMTRI
A

.

rectangular

measuring

tin

2%" x

container,

x

A, Fig.

1,

53/,",

was secured

in place of the usual glass flask.

The dimen-

4J/g"

need not be precisely the same as
those given, but they should be as near as
is applicable to any peculiar situation.
A
hole, 2 7/16" x 2y& ", C, Fig. 1, was cut in
the. face of the container 1*4" from its bottom. Four strips of tin Y%" wide were cut
the general shape as shown in K, Fig. 1,
sions

two 2 9/16" long and two 2%" long, and
bent V-shape along the dotted line shown
in the drawing.
These strips were then
soldered along the edges of the window,

M

n,

Fig. 1, as a reinforcement to prevent
warping. A piece of glass, D, 2)4" x 3%",
was clampt over the windo\, by means of
the strips, E and F, and the four battery
bolts, Y%" long, G, H, I and J.
The strips
were made from %" poplar, 5/16" wide
B,

A

and

/2 "

A

sectional view
hole was drilled
in the center of each side of the container
from the top to accommodate the
screws, holding the cover in place, P and O,
is

Fig. i

2>

l

shown

long, L, Fig.
at M.

A

1.

Fig. 2.
A binding post, W, was provided
on one side \ l/2 " from the bottom as a
ground connection.
A piece of wood, O, Fig. 1 (N, Fig. 2),
4 /g" x 23/4", was cut from y2 " poplar to

N

l

Perspective View and Construction Details of Extra-Sensitive Electroscope, Useful for Tests
of Radio- Activity and Ionization.

hole with

its

center located

end was bored

MANY

giving data for the
construction of an electroscope,
have appeared from time to time
in the various magazines devoted
articles,

of wire gauze or tinfoil, the former method
Was adopted in this particular instrument.

A

form a cover for the container.

the insulation,

in

M,

XyY'

from one

the cover to allow
Fig. 2.

for

{Continued on page 1205)

The writers,
to popular science.
however, seem to have given their attention to the production of

some supersensimore

tive instrument, capable of detecting a

feeble charge than
sible.

modern
in

the

had previously been pos-

far the most important
application of the electroscope is
study of radioactivity and ioniza-

Altho by

no one seems to have made any attempt to produce a simple instrument adaptable to the new uses; if so, they have
not publisht their ideas. Extreme delicacy,
while of great value, is not such an imThe
portant factor as proper design.
electroscope to be described was designed
by the author in consequence of poor experimental results obtained with other
The design is based upon the contypes.
struction of Mme, Curie's electroscope with
which she was able to detect a particle of
radium weighing approximately one onehtvndred-millionth the weight of a single
While the inhuman red-blood corpuscle
strument to be described is not of such
a pretentious character as the Curie election,

!

troscope, it will give excellent results in
all but the most delicate of radioactive experiments:

Faraday

showed

that, due to electroreading of any electroscope could not be considered as absolute
static induction, the

it was
inclosed in a grounded mecontainer or unless the interior of
its insulating
walls was
lined
with a
grounded coating of tinfoil or wire gauze.
As structural difficulties preclude the use

unless
tallic

View of Sensitive Electroscope Here Described,
The Gold Leaf Rises or Falls in Front of a Finely Graduated
Sectional

www.americanradiohistory.com

for Measuring Radio- Activity.
Scale, Visible Thru a Window.

—

:

;
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I

14?

11BFFOF
D.

THE

art of silvering mirrors has been
held as a valuable trade secret for
many years, but the formulas and
makes it
instructions here given
possible for any one with ordinary
care and a little patience to do the

McCLAHAHAK
Washing

Solution.

Take one- fourth ounce

of muriate of tin
crystals to ten ounces of water, and from

work successfully. I have endeavored to write these instructions in
order that you may not become
confused.
First you must have a clean
room free from dust, in which
place a steam table made as per
instructions, tho this is not absolutely necessary, as you can warm
the glass up to 80° to 100° F. by
pouring warm distilled water on
the same.
But for those who anticipate silvering mirrors to any
extent a steam table will be found

tion commence-- at once, or as soon as the
solutions are mixed.
Let the solution flow out until the entire
surface is covered, allowing it to stand
thirty or forty minutes to precipitate, then tip the glass on one corner, allowing all the solution that
will to run off.

Next clean by pouring on the
hike-warm distilled water, place the
glass back on the wooden wedges
for a few minutes to dry.
When
dry coat the side that is silvered
with a mixture of orange shellac
two.ounces wood alcohol, one pint

—

;

turpentine six ounces. Use a camel's
hair brush to smooth it out after
this is dry, paint over with a camel's
hair brush and some asphaltmn
varnish.

—

necessary.
The size of the table
I will leave to you, tho would suggest to make the table small, say
three by six feet, until you become
more proficient in the art.
Make a box three by six feet,
open at the top for legs use two
Bolt the legs to
by four timber.
the box frame at A, Fig. 1. Next
take a piece of iron three feet long,
two inches wide and one-quarter
inch thick, placing it across each end
so the steam pipes may rest upon it,
B, Figs. 1, 2, 3. This is to prevent
the boards on the bottom of the
table from burning. Place one-inch
pipes in the table as in illustration,
on top of the pipes is
Fig. 3-C
placed an iron top, three by six
feet and one-quarter inch thick.
(Note. It is best to go to a foundry and secure your iron plate
first and build your frame work
to fit the plate, for sometimes it is
hard to get iron plate the exact With the Materials Indicated Above Anyone Can Make RemarkThis iron top ably Good Mirrors Which Will Compare Favorably With Those
size you want it.)
Now Being Sold. The Steam-Heated Table Insures Absolute
must rest flush with the side boards
Evenness of Coating, Which Is Brilliant and Durable.

The Boiled or Cold Process
Solution No. 1— Take 150 grains
of nitrate of silver. AgNO., crystallized salt C. P., dissolve in 1
pint of distilled water and to this
add with a glass eye-dropper con-

;

;

—

D, Fig. 1. This is done by making
a quarter-inch groove on all four sides of
the table.
cover the iron top with
unbleached muslin, stretch and tack to the
side boards.
Make a wooden gutter all around the
table, E, Figs. 1 and 3, about three inches
wide, and at F, Figs. 1 and 3, make a hole
and place a spout in it. The table is connected to a steam boiler or hot water
heater, using suitable valves V, V, as
shown, to control the steam inlet and outlet pipes.
Do not attempt to handle a very large
glass at first.
One a foot square will be
large enough to start with. Obtain a good
grade of plate glass free from scratches.
Next get some polishing rouge, which
comes in powdered form. Place in a bag

Now

made

of two or three thicknesses of cotton
sew bag up, place in water to soak,
then take the rouge bag and rub over the
glass while the rouge is still wet then rub
well with your polisher, Fig. 4.
This is a
block of wood measuring six by three
inches, having two handles for holders, B,
Fig. 4, with a thick felt rubber attached at
the bottom, C, Fig. 4.
Keep the felt wet
and proceed to polish the glass all over the
surface that is to be silvered, being careful
When the
to. polish right to the edges.
rouge has dried, wipe it off. When thru
touching
polishing avoid
the polished side
with your fingers, as this would leave a
grease spot and the silver would not adhere
to the glass where you touched it.
Put
your hands under the glass and place it on
your washing table and clean as follows
flannel,

;

this solution take one ounce and add it to
one pint of water. This one pint of water
should look a very light blue in color. Now
pour on the glass and rub off with a felt

block like Fig. 4, but minus the handles.
Be sure to rub only one way, then pour
on a lot of hydrant water, rubbing it off
with another felt block. Place y*our handsunder the glass and put it on the steam
table, which has been previously warmed
c
up to 90° to 100 F. Keep the side to be
silvered up. Now level the glass by placing
wooden wedges, see Fig. 5, under the edges.

Pour warm distilled water on
the same manner as the silver

the glass in
solution will

poured on.
By pouring distilled water on glass and
placing wedges as may be needed you can
level the glass until you have an even layer
of water standing all over it.
Should the
distilled water be slow in covering the
edges, take your glass rod and draw the
water by scraping along the edges. When
you get the glass level, raise one side
slightly and let all the distilled water run
off, laying the glass back in place gently,
later be

being very careful not to displace the
wedges, thereby making the glass unlevel.

How
Pour your
No. 2 into a

to Silver.

solutions No. 1 and
glass or stone pitcher, using
the exact proportions as given in the formula below, stirring the solutions with a
glass rod or by pouring from one pitcher
to another.
Now pour into the center of
the glass without stopping as the precipitasilver
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it

centrated or 26% ammonia, one
drop at a time, until it turns dark
keep on dropping the ammonia un-

—

it turns light again
then put in
130 grains more of silver, AgNOa
and let it dissolve now pour this
into 3 pints of distilled water first
measured out. Have a ribbed funnel and in the neck of same press
a little absorbent cotton before you
put in the filtering paper now put
in the ribbed funnel two sheets of
filtering paper and filter the solution
it is then ready for use.
Solution No. 2 Take 96 grains
of crystallized Rochelle salts, place
in one-half gallon of warm distilled
water, using a porcelain lined vessel.
Let this come to a strong boil
for about two minutes, then add
96 grains more of AgNO? and let
boil for six minutes longer.
As soon

til

—

—

—

—

it is best to pour
vessel in which it
glass vessel, as the
this solution in will
be quite dirty. Filter this solution the same
as you did solution No. 1
into a separate
pitcher
when ready to silver mix the two
and flow on the glass. Let stand for IS or

solution

this

is

cool,

from the porcelain
was boiled into some
vessel that you boiled
it

—

—

20 minutes.

The Caustic Potash Process.
water

—

Take 3 pints of distilled
from this amount 4 ounces

Solution No.

1

— measure

and add to the four ounces of

—

distilled

water 240 grains of AgNOs let dissolve
then take concentrated or 26% ammonia,
3 J/2 drachms and add it drop by drop until
the sediment is nearly redissolved then add
the balance of the water let this stand 12
hours and filter.
Solution No. 2 Take 48 ounces of distilled water and divide into 3 parts and
add to the first part 180 grains of AgNO..
add to the second part 20 grains of caustic
potash add to the third part 1^4 ounces of

—

—

—

Roch'elle salt C. P.

crystal

Mix

—

three shake well and let stand
for 12 hours and filter.
To use, mix 4
part' of Solution No. 1 and 1 part of Sostir with a glass rod and
lution No. 2
pour on glass at once allowing 35 to 40
minutes to precipitate.
all

—

The French

or Tartaric Acid Process.
1
Take 8 ounces of
dissolve in 8 ounces of concen-

Solution

AgNO,

—

No.

—

(Continued on page 1219)
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How Radium
The

Made:

Is
Il-

Here-

lustration

with Shows
Graphically

the

Enormous

Amount

Ma-

of

Required

terial

One
Make
MillHundred
grams of Radium
Bromide, a Quantity
Small
So
That It Will Not
Cover More Than
to

a
Large
Head.
It
Be Noted

Pin
Will

That
Twelve Tons of
Mineral or About
280
Sacks
Are
Required.

FurNeed
Tons of

We

ther.

Three

H yd ro chloric
Five

Tons

Sodium

Car-

Acid,
of

bonate, One Ton
of Sulfuric Acid

and Ten Tons

of

Carbon for the
Apparatus.
In
Addition to This
It Takes over One
Month and 500
Successive

Crys-

tallizations

In

Working the Material

Itself,

a

G reat
Workmen

Many

Required

To

Being

Do

This.

THE RADIUM STOVE.

DO

you want a small lump of fuel
which will heat your home for

thousands of years, requiring absolutely no attention or replenishing? Fires go out, hot water cools,
ice melts, but a gram of radium keeps constantly from eight to ten degrees hotter
than its surroundings. A small thimbleful
of radium generates in twenty-six days
enough heat to raise a pint of water from
freezing to boiling. In winter the average
six-room furnace-heated home requires two
tons of coal per month. One cubic foot of
radium would take the place of this amount
of coal, and centuries would pass before
the rate of heating diminished appreciably.

noted that twelve tons of mineral or about
280 sacks are required. Further, we need
three tons of hydrochloric acid, 5 tons of
sodium carbonate, 1 ton of sulfuric acid,
and 10 tons of carbon for the apparatus.
In addition to this, it takes over one month

and 500 successive crystallizations

in

work-

ing the material itself, a great many workmen being required to do this delicate and
tedious work.

be altered or regulated.

its

We

can

HOW RADIUM
The

illustration

IS

MADE

shows graphically the enormous
amount of material required to make one
Paris,

hundred milligrams of Radium bromide, a
quantity so small that it will not cover
more than a large pin head. It will be

ELECTROSCOPE MEASURES PENETRATING
POWER OF RADIUM RAYS.

The atoms of radium
off by the radium.
are continually exploding, and every second
a thimbleful of the substance shoots out
more bullets than there were dollars in the
Victory Loan, yet the particles are so small
that the thimbleful can continue to do this
for 2,000 years and there will still be half
a thimbleful left.
Both the corpuscular and the etherial
radiations affect a photographic plate, and
pictures are produced similar to those

hammer

above from La Nature,

a diamond.

tion capable of penetrating solid bodies thru
which light cannot pass. It was this phenomenon which led to the discovery of
radium. These rays are of two kinds, one
being waves in the ether, an invisible light
similar to X-rays, while the other consists
of minute particles of matter actually shot

activity could

the radium into powder, cover it with lead,
dissolve it in acid, heat it, freeze it, melt
interferes
it, but none of these operations
It
in the slightest degree with its activity.
is, in the present state of our knowledge,
as far beyond our conrol as the planets revolving in the heavens.
There are several obstacles in the way
of a general adoption of radium as fuel.
The rays from such a quantity of radium
would kill a man in short order, unless the
stove were surrounded by a case of lead
a foot thick. Furthermore, not enough of
the precious substance has so far been extracted from the earth to provide even one
And even if there were a
such stove.
sufficient quantity, it would cost, at the
present rate, over seven billions of dollars.
So the coal merchants need fear no sudden
competition from these automatic, foolproof, fuelless stoves.

But in 1896 science suffered as thrilling
a shock as if a descendant of old Petrus
Peregrinus had announced the discovery of
the proper bath for changing the basest of
all metals into gleaming gold.
Up to that
time the scientists had been patting themselves on the back, supremely confident
that they had diagnosed Mother Nature's
case so completely that she could never
again produce any startling innovations.
Yet here was radium, an element thousands of times as precious as the golden
goal
of
the
alchemists,
spontaneously
changing itself into lead.
In performing this startling reversal of
the alchemist's dream, radium revealed a
whole world of complex actions going on
within the atom itself, which had long been
considered the simplest unit of matter.
Scientists were thus forced to reconstruct
most of their ideas regarding the constitution of matter.
In the light of the new
knowledge presented by radium it was apparent that, to a minute creature of a size
comparable to that of an atom, every atom
of matter would seem as complex a world
as the whole universe appears to us.
Before we consider the astonishing actions of this wonder-substance, let us take
Pure
just a glance at its production.
radium is a silvery metal, but it is usually
extracted in the form of radium bromid
or chlorid, which are white salts. Twenty
tons of the richest pitchblende would yield
Radium
a small thimbleful of radium.
costs approximately 300 times as much as

The characteristic and indeed the most
wonderful property of radium is its ability
to emit continuously a spontaneous radia-

In 1,000 years this tireless stove would give
the heat-equivalent of 20,000 tons of coal.
Not only would the stove require no
attention for centuries, but there are no

known methods by which

March, 1920

Shows a Radium Photograph, the
1
Radium Rays Recording the Different DenFig.

and Depths of Material Traversed.
During the Five Hour Exposure, There Is
of Secondary Rays Which

sities

Much Production

Cause the Outlines

to be

Somewhat

Blurred.

A MODERN PHILOSOPHER'S STONE.
The old alchemist didn't worry about the
conservation of matter or the law of cause
and effect. He thought he had the ultimate by the horns, and patiently boiled
sulphur, mercury, perspiration and toads'
legs, confident that sooner or later he would
produce the "magic stone" which would
But he never
transform lead into gold.
succeeded, and the scientists who followed
indulged in many a laugh at the alchemist
who thought it possible to turn lead into
gold.
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Fig.

1-A

—A

Remarkable Demonstration of

In
the Penetrating Power of Radium Rays.
An Actual Experiment, a Charged ElectroRadioFrom
a
Rays
scope was Affected by
Active Substance After Penetrating Two
Feet of Wooden B?ocks, As Shown Here.

!
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made with X-rays. See illustration, Fig. 1.
The rays are directed thru the object, and
the shadows on the plate are due to the
different densities of matter traversed. But
the
most interesting experiments with
radium are performed with an electroscope.
This instrument operates by virtue of the
ionizing -.power of the radiations. In pass-

ing thru

air,

the rays cause gas molecules

to break up into negatively-charged electrons and, atomic residues bearing positive
The electroscope consists of a
charges:
metal rod to which one end of a gold leaf
attached.
When rod and leaf are
is
charged, electric repulsion causes the leaf
If
to stand extended away from the rod.
(

the gas surrounding a positively-charged
electroscope is ionized, the ions bearing
negative charges are attracted to the rod,
and there neutralize some of the electricity
on leaf and rod. This causes the leaf to
fall, and the rate of collapse is a measure
of the intensity of the rays entering the
vessel.

The penetrating power

of the rays can

measured with such an instruThe radiation passes thru the abment.
sorbing material before entering the electroscope, and the rate of fall of the gold
leaf is measured by means of a telescope
provided with a scale. The instrument can
be made so sensitive that it will detect
gamma rays after they have penetrated
three -feet of hard maple wood or one foot
of iron.' See Fig. 1A. This gamma radiareadily be

The
from radium are termed

tion consists of ether vibrations.

not a large
of water
required to fill sixty railroad tank cars is
the number of these particles that would
be necessary to carry enough electricity to
keep an ordinary sixteen-candle power
electric lamp lighted for one minute.
tide can be determined.
quantity.

It

is

The number of drops

shot

rays,

and

elec-

PROJECTILES.

it

is

.

possi-

measure the

charge carried
from radium.
by
These have the property of causing a flash
of light upon striking certain substances,
such as diamond or zinc-sulfid. The radium
is enclosed in a heavy lead box with a tiny
hole, so that only as many rays emerge as
can be counted. A plate of zinc-sulfid receives the rays, and by counting the sparks
the number of particles can be estimated.
See Fig. 2. The quantity of electricity received by the plate is measured, and from
this data the charge carried by one parelectric
the material bullets shot

ble to

3

Fig.

— The

Spark Gap

Experiment.

The

Ionization Caused by Radium Brought Near
the Longer Spark Gap Just Above the Short
One on the Spark Coil Causes the Spark to
Jump Across It. The Spark From a Leyden
Jar Battery Is Used. The Short Gap Is Protected From the Radium Rays By the Lead
Disc on Which the Radium Rests.

more

radical
of present-day physicists
that all matter is essentially electronic, and that electricitv is the foundation
world. The isolation
of the
of electrons from radium and the measurement of their mass, charge and velocity
were largely responsible for the overthrow
of 19th century ideas regarding electricity
and the constitution of matter.

assert

MATERIAL

THE SPARK GAP EXPERIMENT.
One

of the most spectacular experiments
with radium is that of the spark gap. The
high tension terminals of an induction coil
are connected to two spark gaps. One gap
is longer than the other,
and the spark
chooses the shorter one.
Electricity, like
many human beings, prefers the path of
least resistance.
But if the rays from
radium are directed toward the silent gap,
the spark will leave the other path and crash
across the gap near the radium.
In this
way the silent gap can be made to respond
instantly to the invisible power of the speck
of wonder-substance. This is because the
ions produced by the radium decrease the
resistance of the air between the spark terminals. The smooth balls are used instead
of spark points in order to stabilize the

phenomenon.
Special

Form

of Sensitive Electroscope

Used

Detecting Lost Radium, as for Instance
Which May Have Dropt on the
Laboratory or Room and Which
Cannot Be Seen With the Unaided Eye.
This Electroscope Has Lead Side-Walls and
Top, But Is Open at the Bottom.
When It
Happens To Be Held Over the Radium, the
Gold Leaf Will Fall Sharply as Soon as it
Directly Above the Precious Substance.
Is
In

Radium

Floor of a

the radiumionized gap, with a noise
that of a high-powered radio transmitting station.

by

like

FINDING LOST RADIUM
is
commonly employed in the
form of a tiny speck of its bromid salt,

Radium

SPEED OF THE RAYS.
velocity with which the radium radiation travels is enormous. The gamma rays
move at the same rate as light and the
waves of wireless telegraphy, namely 186,000 miles per second. This is fast enough
to encircle the earth 444 times in one
Even the material particles are
minute.
shot from radium with unthinkable speed.
The alpha rays, each one of which is a
positively-charged atom of radium, minus
one electron, have a speed 3,000 times as
great as the muzzle-velocity of the shells
thrown by the long-range guns in bombardThe fast-moving electrons, or
ing Paris.
beta rays, nearly approach the speed of
light, or 30,000 "times the velocity due to
the giant guns. These electrons are exactly
the same as those which produce X-rays
by their collisions with the metal target in
a Coolidge tube, and it is to their free
motion in metals that the conduction of
current in wires is attributed. In fact, the

MEASURING THE ELECTRICITY ON RADIUM
In an interesting experiment

149

The

beta
the atoms
spontaneously exThe latter
pelled are called alpha rays.
can penetrate a few inches of air or a
sheet of writing paper, while the electrons
are able to go thru half an inch of wood.

trons

I

See Fig.

3.

The writer has

also performed this experiment with a single gap to which is connected a battery of Leyden jars.
The
spark electrodes are drawn apart so that
the coil is silent.
The radium is brought
near, and a tremendous crash is produced
The large quantity of high tension electricity stored in the Leyden jars is released

www.americanradiohistory.com

Fig. 2 Shows Apparatus Used In Determining
the Electric Charge Carried by the Particles

Shot Off From Radium.
These Particles
Have the Property of Causing a Flash Against
a Zinc Sulfid Solution When They Strike.
By

Counting the Sparks the isiumber of Particles
Shot Forth and the Charge Can Be Readily
Estimated.
enclosed in a glass capsule.
Inasmuch as
even $500 worth, if dropt on the floor, can
hardly be seen with the unaided eye, much
trouble has been caused by such accidents.
In some instances large sections of flooring have been removed and reduced to
ashes, so that the lost radium could be
recovered
by
electrical
and
chemical
means.
If the approximate locality in
which the loss occurred is known, a specially constructed electroscope will indicate the spot where the radium lies.
The
electroscope is made with a long, cylindrical body, the sides of which are protected with heavy lead.
Virtually all the
ionization in such an instrument must be
caused by rays coming directly thru the
unprotected lower end. See Fig. 4. If this
apparatus is carried about over the region
where the radium is supposed to have been
lost, the gold leaf will fall sharply when
directly above the radium.

WHAT BECOMES OF RADIUM?
Since radium is constantly shooting itself
away, one asks what becomes of it? The
alpha rays eventually lose their electrickl
charge and become atoms of helium, which
is one of the rare components of the atmosphere. Radium also gives off another
gas, called radium emanation. This emanation has been condensed into a yellow fluid,
and is itself radioactive, eventually turning
into helium.
But more remarkable still,
radium itself, after radiating particles for
thousands of years, turns into lead! Thus
the most costly metal changes into one of
the basest, and the golden dream of the
alchemist is reversed. But it is the wonderful energy of radium which distinguishes it from common substances, and
this energy has been largely expended before the radium becomes lead.

RADIUM REVEALS THE AGE OF THE EARTH.
It is definitely known how much helium
will be

evolved in a given time by a quanof radium.
Some deposits of radioactive material have been found in rocky
cavities, entirely enclosed in metal ore, so
that the gas has no opportunity of escaping.
In such cases it is comparatively easy
to measure the amounts of radium and
helium present, and the time for the radium
to liberate that quantity of gas can be calculated. Undoubtedly the radium has been
in the ground since the formation of the
earth's crust, so that the age of the earth
can be deduced.
Various such measurements made in different parts of the world
indicate that the earth is at least 230 million
years old. This agrees very well with the
figure given by Sir William Thomson,
who, by calculations based upon the known
cooling of the earth, estimates that it is
200 million years since the earth was a
molten mass.
tity

'
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NOVEL ELECTRIC SPARK

show how

the pictures will

The apparatus needed

is

BATTERY MOTOR FROM

SIGN.

High-frequency experiments are always
interesting and the one shown here and described below is one of the most entertaining that could be prepared for any audience.
This experiment can be called
"The Electric Spark Sign," and a study of

A DIRECT READING RESISTANCE
MAGNETO.

METER.

Since

experimenting

began

I

have

I

a telephone ringing Magneto Generator.
It delivered a strong high voltage

owned

An ordinary voltmeter and ammeter are
connected in series with the source of supply in order that a definite amount of voltage (110 volts in this case) may be maintained at

Armature

constructed.
a transformer (or

copper

described is one with a
ampere, the scale being
calibrated to read in tenths. The following
readings are herewith given for the convenience of those who wish to use the same
scale

:

rermma/5

Shaft-

times.

all

The ammeter

it is

spark coil), a condenser and a Tesla coil.
The operation of the sign is as follows
The 110-V. current is stept up to a very
high potential in the secondary of the Tesla
coil.
The discharge takes place across
small air gaps which form the outline of
the

March, 1920

9™nts

Se

of

0.3

ammeter:
Amperes in tenths

size

Resistance in

.2

sign is constructed as follows
A
large sheet of glass 2x4 feet is secured.
This can generally be found by a visit to
the family bookcase.
The letters, which
are made of tinfoil, are placed on this glass.
Strips of tinfoil
inch wide and 10 inches
long are cut.
These strips are carefully
glued to the glass in such a position as to
form the letters required. These letters
should be at least. 8 inches high, and should

The

be sufficiently separated from one another
to prevent sparks jumping across instead
of following the proper path. As is seen
in the picture, a piece of tinfoil connects
the end of one letter with the beginning of
the next. Another strip of tinfoil is fastened to the beginning of the first letter;
this leads to a binding post in the frame.
A similar piece connects the end of the
last letter to another binding post.
Small

fa)

:

i

>— A:

!

.3

-Fibre ring

T

.4

Screm or pins

.5

.6
.7
.8
.9

Commutator

Brushes

Optional Commutatoi

1.0

construction

1.1

How To Make

1.2

Motor or
D. C. Dynamo From a Telephone Magneto.
A Commutator Is Required, But Its Construction, With But Two Segments, Is Very
Here's

a

Battery

1.3

1.4

78,571
73.333

1.5

Simple.

1.6

current which was of very
But I have devised a
little use to me.
simple way of transforming it into a powerful battery motor, which will run at high
speed with three cells and when used as a
dynamo will supply sufficient direct current
for lighting small electric lamps, motors,
bells, etc.
As seen in the illustration the
apparatus consists of a tzvo-sector commutator which was made as follows
To the surface of a thread spool deprived of the flanges were glued two thin
copper plates, equal in length and separated from each other about 1/16 of an

68.750
64.117
61.111
57.894
55.000
52.380
50.000
47.826

1.7

alternating

ohms

1100.000
550.000
366.666
275.000
220.000
183.333
157.142
137.500
122.222
110.000
100.000
91.666
84.615

.1

letters.

1.8
1.9

2.0
2.1

2.2
2.3

o
\

110 Volt

pNWM

P. C. Supply

Resistance

Resistance

under measurement

inch.

To the end of the armature shaft were
soldered two pieces of copper wire of about
two inches, then the commutator was slipt
thru the center one and glued to the end
of the shaft, the connections being made as
shown in the diagram, where AB and CD
represent the two terminals of the armature windings.
The motor was mounted on a wooden
base and the two copper brushes fixt as
shown.

tipper Photo Shows Appearance of Mystical
Electric Spark Sign Illuminated in the Dark.
Goil Connected to
Letters.

Lower Photo Shows Tesla
Tin-Foil

air gaps must now be made in the tinfoil
With a safety
strips that form the letters.
razor blade gently part the tinfoil at these

places and roll back one end of the tinfoil,
about 1/32 inch. (If this space is found to
be too small for the spark, it can be
When a sufficient number of
widened.)
these gaps are made, the sign is complete.

The transformer and Tesla coil is connected as usual two wires lead from the
Tesla secondary to the two binding posts
When the
on the frame of the glass.
transformer is started in a dark room and
the primary of the Tesla tuned correctly a
heavy discharge will flash across each air
gap with a purplish-white flame.
At a New Year's Eve party, a novel
effect was secured by the use of this spark
;

sign.

The numerals

1919, in tinfoil,

The armature winding was

re-

moved and the fine wire was changed for
number 20 single cotton covered copper
wire. As a dynamo the voltage will be reduced from 110 or 150 to 8 or 10 volts, with
V8 to Yt ampere of current. About the
same potential is required to operate it
from batteries.
Contributed by JOSfi

VELARCO,

One terminal of the sounder must be
connected to the lever of the key and the
key must have two points. The adjustment
screw may make contact with the extra
point, which may be fastened to base of
the key.
If the adjustment screw strikes
metal the extra point may be made of a
strip of brass fastened to the wood base
and bent up over the metal base.
W. LEE DORN.
Contributed by
Sounder

Line

were

glued to the glass and at midnight the sign
was started. The numerals 20 were placed
behind the 19 on a second glass sheet by
quickly changing the connections the year
was mysteriously rearranged from 1919 to

-Key

1920.

The photographs show,

first,

a flashlight

A Unique Form
ing

of Telegraph Circuit EmployDry Cells Instead of a Gravity Battery

at Either

End

of the

-

A Clever Way to Rig Up a Direct-Reading
"Resistance Meter" By Means of a Voltmeter
and an Ammeter, the Scales of the Latter
Instrument Being Calibrated in Values of
Resistance.
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
3.0

Should

it

45.00
44.000
42.300
40.740
39.285
37.931
36 ^66

be necessary to measure lower

values of resistance more resistance can
be inserted in the supply source, thereby
lowering the voltage, but new values of resistance will have to be figured for a new
scale.
The main idea is to once plot the
values of resistance and maintain the current supply at an exact value.
This method of measuring resistance is
modeled after that followed in the electrical laboratory, employing two standard
and accurately calibrated instruments such
as a voltmeter and ammeter, which enable
one to utilize the relations of Ohm's law to
determine accurately the resistance of a
certain coil.
One very important factor,

however, in such measurements at least
where accuracy is demanded or required, is

,.a

;

of the apparatus connected and operating;
se*ond, how the sign looked in the dark.
Contributed by
E. C. FEWELL.

Ammeter scale

reading in values
of resistance

JR.

A DRY CELL TELEGRAPH LINE.

Sounc/er

and£=Rx.C

Line.
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that the source
constant.
This
110-volt lighting
to the variations
tems, occasioned
the only really

of
is

source of current

Contributed by

current shall be veryon ordinary

rarely so

or motor circuits, owing
in potential on such sys-

by variations in load, and
accurate and dependable
is

a storage battery.
E. T.

JONES.
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By W. WHMFEIEILB
No.

5— PRACTICAL ARMATURE WORK, INCLUDING BANDING

the last paper we took up some of
the
in the presfield castings,
ent paper we will take up some prac-

machining operations on motor and
INdynamo
and
tical details

of armature work, particwork which usually

ularly that part of the

Board

sling for

handling armature-.

Another detail shown at Fig.
removing the armature from a
machine, and this is always a

1

is

solid

that of

frame

difficult

job

Substantial wooden blocks or
to perforin.
else a strong box is placed in front of the

machine, after one of the end bearing
frames has been removed, and the armature is generally lifted and moved out of
the frame by two men, one stationed at
Some
either end of the armature shaft.
burlap or padding should be placed on the
blocking, so that the armature will not rest
directly on the wood, and great care should
be taken to see that no screws, metal cuttings or nails are on the surface where the
armature is to rest, as this will be driven
into the windings by the weight of the
armature pressing upon them, and cause
short-circuits, etc., in the windings.

FOR JOHES
A

—

Armatures Always Use a Board Cut
Shape Shown So the Rope Can't Cut
the Windings.

the lot of the Electrical Machinist.
At Fig. 1, a few suggestions are shown
for the handling of dynamo or motor armatures, as this is very important. An armature, no matter whether large or small,
should never be set down on an ordinaryfloor, but should rest on a piece of cloth or
burlap, and in many shops it is one of the
ten commandments that an armature must
not be laid down on its side or laminations,
as, owing to the small width of the teeth,
there is liable to be too much strain on them
caused by the heavy weight of the armature and the teeth pushing into the winding,
thus grounding or short-circuiting some of
the turns composing them.
It is the best plan, therefore, to always
place armatures on a rack suitably built for
the purpose, or else on armature stands
provided with roller or ball-bearings, such
as that shown at Fig. 3.
In lifting the heavy armatures by means
of a rope sling and chain block or other
tackle, it is not sufficient that a substantial
rope be used, but also it should be spread
out on a wooden block or board having
"V" notches cut in both ends as shown at
Fig. 1.
This is done to prevent the rope
from bearing against the commutator or
the armature coils, which would be liable to
falls to

damage them both mechanically and

is supposedly
notorious for its dry reading. Still
we flatter ourselves that the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER can hold your
attention without your yawning too fre-

quently.

—
—

Of course you like to laugh we all do.
Sometimes we make you smile while you
Perhaps
peruse the EXPERIMENTER.
sometimes you laugh out loud at some
of our "preposterous ideas" which we
print here. And then of course the joke's
on us, because we were real serious!
Now it occurred to us that we would
to print a column of real, original
jokes every month, but here's the hook:
The joke must be a SCIENTIFIC JOKE.
No, this is no joke, we mean it!
Anyone can print or re-print jokes, but
we want them with a dose of science. So,
till further notice we will pay $3.00 as a
monthly 1st prize for the best joke, and
$1.00 for each other one we print.
So you will know what we mean with a
"Scientific Joke," we print one here,
which we purloined from the "Baltimore
like

American":

LOGICAL.

—

"I

want some good

current literature."
"Here are some books on electric lighting."

Now

of course, our readers can do much
So let's wait and see.
better than this.
as

One reader can submit as many jokes
he pleases. Even if it is old the joke

is

necessarily barred or condemned.
is one rule however: The joke must
not be too technical; in other words, it
must be readily understood by anyone.
Not more than 100 words can be used.
Use only one side of the paper.

not

There

Address

SCIENTIFIC JOKE EDITOR,
Care of this publication.

elec-

It is easy to remove the armature
from some machines, which have the top
half of the field carcase or yoke split at

trically.

the center, as

in this case the top half of
the circular field frame can be lifted off,
also the top caps of the bearings, when the
armature and shaft can be readily lifted
out.

Jb

banding job

etc

store wire SflOOl

Holes tor tension Hire

15-

Floor screws

Fig.

Detail of Tension

ing Wire.

It

Is

Clamp

2
for

Armature Band-

Adjustable Yet Simple to

Make.

BANDING WIRE TENSION CLAMP.
The winding of armatures hardly comes
under the head of

electrical

machine work,

so therefore this will not be touched upon
except here and there in this series of
papers.
One of the next important details which
arrests our attention in the electrical machine shop routine is the banding of armaBefore proceeding with the details
tures.
of banding the windings, which work covers
the winding around the exterior perifery of
the core several bands of phosphor bronze
or tinned steel wire, which serves to retain
the armature coils within the slots, we will
first take up the construction of a useful
and substantial tension clamp for use in
applying the banding wire.
As might be surmised, there is no use, and
in fact great danger, in applying a loose
wire band or bands on an armature, for it
must be remembered at all times that the

www.americanradiohistory.com

The consequence of a loose band or
one improperly soldered and fastened is
ute.

action tape Holding
mica sheers

finished

bond clip,

soldered

Leaf copper str/ps

*

Mica strips /opf

forlarge

armatures

-mrd&mali'ornxton

*cA\

Fig

SCIENTIFIC magazine

Lifting
to the

peri feral speed of a spot on the surface of
an armature to be used in an electric motor
or dynamo is very high, and in no case is
thousand feet per minit less than several

,

Armatures

Explained

m ia'hej

Large soldering
-r
copper used fir bonding. Hollo* toot'

~~

3

Banding

field

in

— The

This Paper.

Full

Details

A Mean But

Are
Nec-

essary Job.

damaged armature, and the
writer has seen accidents of this kind which
have not only destroyed the electrical winding on the armature but have very badly
damaged the core teeth, not to mention the
"fireworks" displayed when the affair took
place all this trouble being caused by a
loose band becoming displaced so as to be
caught between the whirling armature and
the field pole-pieces.
likely to be a

—

The tension block shown at figure 2 is
therefore a very important piece of apparatus.
It is usually made by the electrical
machinist and electrician, with brass and
fiber for the top and bottom clamping plates,
or these can be made of iron, etc.
Brass
has the advantage that it will not rust, and
is therefore the more desirable for the top
and bottom members.
Between the two
metal plates there are placed two fiber compression blocks, between which the banding
wire passes, and the tension on which blocks
may be regulated to any pressure desired
by simply screwing down on the two thumbnuts on the bolts passing thru the two sides
of the tension block. Two holes are drilled
in the rear corners of the tension block
base, in the manner shown, to which a wire
saddle is attached, and this leads down to a
screw eye fastened to the floor. The banding wire, which may be of tinned steel, plain
or tinned phosphor bronze, or sometimes
hard brass wire, and which comes wound
on a stock spool, is held on a metal rod or
piece of pipe in some form of frame or
saddle in the manner illustrated at Fig. 2.
A very good support for this spool of
wire can be formed from a piece of flat
(Continued on page 1180)

String

tteod^

band

seated

Fig.

4

Heading Up Armatures.

It's

Done With a

Piece of Cloth Cut to the Shape
the Right, the Bands Holding It

Shown At
in

Place.

1
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HOW-TO-MAKE-IT
This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material,
and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded.
For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00. The
article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient.
We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet.

Make

sketches on separate sheets.

FIRST PRIZE,

SECOND PRIZE,

$3.00

THIRD PRIZE,

$2.00

$1.00

ELECTRIC PEN.

NEW TYPE EXPERIMENTAL ARC

The diagram shows an electric pen which
can be made in a few minutes. This in-

LAMP.

BONS.

very interesting arc lamp may be made
in the following manner
First we must
obtain an old bicycle pump. Then remove
rubber hose and bottom, leaving piston and
cylinder. When this is completed, cut cylinder (A) and piston (B) in half, drill small
hole at end of piston (B) and then wind
(A) with four layers of No. 18 annunciator wire as shown in diagram (N).
Fibre bushing (M) is placed between
(A) and (B) in order to keep (B) in the
center. A hole is drilled in wooden block
(K') so that coil (A) shall stand firmly
perpendicular to it.
After this is com-

a diagram of a small rheostat.
It can be made of one or more old
In Fig. 1 the
battery carbons if desired.
white spaces are simply slits made in the
carbon by a hack-saw. In Fig. 2 the arrows
show the course taken by the current.

very useful for marking tools,
run by a small step-down transformer, such as one used for operating toy
trains. -The coils and armature of an old
bell are removed from the iron base and
strument

is

It is

etc.

A

:

RHEOSTAT FROM BATTERY CARHerewith

is

WM. ATKINSON.

Contributed by

two pulleys as shown in diagram and prolong a soft wire from piston

pleted, erect

over pulleys to socket for carbon and then
fasten. The socket (H) should be countersunk as shown, with its lower carbon placed
as shown in diagram. The connections for
wires are shown in the sketch and the binding posts are O and O 1
Lamp can be
regulated by adding or decreasing weight
at carbon end and can be operated on 40
.

—^Metal on which
^-Mt^^electric writing
is to be done
Easily

Made

to 50 volts, direct current.

©

Contributed by

Rheostat

Electric Etching Pen.

is

as in sketch.
The contact
also filed off and a regulator

put on

To

which

in its place.

write, the pen

is grasped by handle
brought into contact with
metal to be written upon. As soon as the
contact is made an action similar to that
of an electric bell is set up.
The writer's pen works best on eleven

and point P

but

volts,

of

is

course the current

required

early.

ALTON

D. SPENCER.
Contributed by
[Wal, I'll be hom-swoggled and be
dinged, if thar ain't a purty fine idea. But,
Gosh all hemlock, Alton, me boy, you furgit
When
that thar "Daylight Savin' " statuty.
it's 5 o'clock now it's only 4 o'clock, and the
sun hain't ris yet, dadgast their buttons!
will
P. S. 2 Aside from the above,
focus the lens exactly every morning, and,
alas and alack suppose it's cloudy 'or it's
rain ingf ? ? Editor. ]

determined by the coils used.
(Editorial Note. The contributor submitted an excellent sample of this electric
etching on a silver watch case.)
Contributed by
G. BOUCHER.
is

—

VACUUM CUP CONTACT.

WHO

This

device could be used instead of
unsightly binding posts on wireless sets
also instead of cord tips on telephone receivers as well as on condenser surfaces,

experimental

circuits, etc.

wet,

if

Contributed by

—

—

The rubber cup

necessary, before being
tightly against the metal surface.
is

From Battery

Rising sun shines through sun glass (A),
(B), causing
is focused on thread
thread to burn. This released metal spring
(C), closing circuit and ringing bell (D).
Farmer gets up and goes to work. On
rainy mornings the alarm will not ring,
thus allowing the farmer to sleep as long
The inclement weather
as he pleases.
would prevent his working if he did get up

A

is

Resistances Made
Carbons.

FARMER'S ELECTRIC ALARM
CLOCK.

bent

is

maker

-Cut made
by hacksaw

FI&. 2

JACOB KEENER.

mounted, on a piece of board about ten
inches long and three-quarter inches wide.
The hammer is filed off and end of armature

_ _ s-=

pusht

EDWARD STANKO.

Home-Made Electric Arc Lamp Made Partly
From an Old Bicycle Pump, and Other Odds
and Ends Found About the Experimenter's
"Lab."

'HAIR ELECTRICITY" LIGHTS
GEISSLER TUBE.

Wire---

comb, which has been
by running it thru the hair, is

If a hard rubber
electrified

Fine Spring
Conf-acr

^So ft Rubber Cup

Vacuum

Quick-Acting Suction Cup Contact.

@

presented to the terminal of a Geissler tube,
the effect of the discharge can plainly be
seen.
Needless to say, this experiment
must be performed in the dark.
Contributed by FRED FLOYD, JR
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The

Ideal Sun- Rise

Alarm

for Farmers.
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Improved
cooking utensil designed to take the
place of a fireless cooker is described herewith
It is composed of a cover "B," body "E"
The ordinary fireless
and base "F."
cooker" is bulky, taking up often valuable
space in the kitchen whether in use or not.
Second it is an expensive article to buy.
Third being difficult to keep clean, unless
extraordinary care is taken it is liable to

not be packed

—

The Advantages
Self- Evident.

of This Fireless Cooker Are
Very Practical and Cheap.

Contributed by

BOT-

ceases to be red. Then quickplunge the bottle in a pail
of cold water, and if carefully
done a fine crack will be the
result.
The theory of this idea
is that
glass is a very poor
conductor of heat, and as the
bar touches the glass only a
fine line all around the bottle,
it will therefore only be heated
in a fine ring around same and
the rest remains comparatively
cool.
Upon plunging, in the

often
to

performed
with good

it

many

JAMES MACINTYRE.

ly

happens that one
cut a glass bottle
to make a battery jar or for
whatever purpose, but there
seems to be a common impression that it is difficult to do,
while as a matter of fact it is
exceedingly simple, and I have
It

mineral wool
a double

In using the body with cover in place is
placed upon the heater and contents brought
to a boil.
This is accomplished with a
minimum amount of heat as there is no
loss of heat through radiation from walls
and cover.
Then it is lifted from fire to base and
there it will continue to cook for hours if
necessary.
The advantage of the fireless cooker, well
known to many, are the saving of fuel, and
the impossibility of burning the food. Thus
one can set food on at night and it will be
ready in the morning or the evening meal
may be set to cook in the morning before
going to business and be ready when one
returns from work.
This would prove very handy for many
who room in the large cities, working during the day and yet prefer doing some of
their own cooking.
Comparatively few
people are awake to these advantages.

TLES.
desires

No

in tightly.

shown at bottom but rather
aluminum bottom "H."
is

:

CUTTING GLASS

153

Firelless CooEleir

A

smell sour.
The device here submitted can be made
at a fraction of the cost of the ordinary
cooker.
It can be handled, washed and put away
like any other cooking utensil.
It might be well to say a word concerning
its construction and method of using it.
The cover "B" has a handle I and an
The walls are of aluminum
air vent A.
and the packing, mineral wool. Mineral
wool is a cheap non-inflammable non-conThe body and base are
ductor of heat.
of the same material and all three pieces
should have packing of about one and oneThe wool should
half inches thickness.

1

times and

results.

All you need is to get a brick
some other non-inflammaof
whatever
ble
substance
height you wish to cut your
jar.
Next, place a heavy
or preferably a short length
of J^-inch iron rod, in the fire
and heat about six inches of
the end to a bright red heat.
Then using the brick as a rest
or guide, as in Fig. 1, turn the
bottle slowly, keeping the redhot bar well in contact with
the bottle until the bar just

water

a

click

will

be

heard

and the neck and upper part
of bottle will remain in your
hand, Fig. 2, leaving an edge

or

cut as clean as
glazier's

if

cut with a

diamond.

Another trick is to saturate
woolen string with turpentine and then set fire to it. The

a

bottle

is

then plunged into cold

water.

A

New

Iron Bar Should Be Provided With
Bottle-Cutting Wrinkle!
Handle.

THERMOMETER FOR RECORDING MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE.

When the tube has cooler it should be
heated once more, near the top, and bent

Secure an old thermometer and empty
out the mercury. If you have not one on
hand, a bulb can be blown on a piece of
capillary tubing by heating the end in a
Bunsen flame until it closes and then blowing gently into it, after removing it from
the flame.
Next heat the tube at a point
about an inch from the bulb, revolving it
slowly, and remove it from the flame when
soft, still revolving it, draw it out carefully,
so that the small inner bore of the tube is
almost closed.
(It must be less than half
the original bore in order to function
properly), and set it on an asbestos mat
to cool.
Now put about ten grams of
mercury in a shallow evaporating dish and
arrange the apparatus as shown in the

at

figure.

it

Contributed by
E. C.

MEILLORET.

dipping under the surface of the mercury.
Heat the bulb gently and then allow it to
cool. Atmospheric pressure will force some
of the mercury into the bulb. Repeat this
operation several times until the bulb is
almost full. Then heat it strongly, but do
not allow the mercury to boil, until the
mercury expands and fills the tube, expelling all the air and leave it in position
until the mercury has cooled to 100° Centigrade, when it should be quickly lifted from
the dish and the end closed in the Bunsen
flame before the mercury column recedes
and allows any air to enter. After cooling
it should be wired to a base and a scale
attached which is marked by comparison

an angle of about 90 degrees, then clamp
in the position shown with the open end

www.americanradiohistory.com

with a standard thermometer. To reset
simply hold vertically and shake.
A. K. LAING.
Contributed by

it
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THE

carbon or microphone- transmitgood things, must
Hisgive way to something better.
tory shall record the good deeds of
the carbon transmitter, while the
ones herein described have the stage.
ter,

like all other

RICHARD

A.

EMGLER

form and

nature as the microphone.
large currents can be used in this
form of transmitter, it becomes possible to
modulate the antenna current directly or
thru several transmitters in concatenation,
in wireless telephony.
These transmitters employ any medium
known in the art as a gas or vapor or ionic,
thermionic or electronic discharge, as the
medium to be varied by the sound waves.
This medium may be produced by the
in

March, 1920

Since

or electricity or both acting upon very mobile gases.
The articulation will be equal
to that of the Bell magneto-electric tele-

phone transmitter, which is well known to
be approximately perfect.
The magnetism for magnetic throttling

mercury arc, by carbon arcs, by cathode
and X-rays, by radium rays, by the Edison
Effect, by flames into which chemicals have
been placed and thru which current is past,
by vacuum tube discharges of all kinds, including Tesla bulbs, by hot bodies of all
kinds thru which a current of electricity is
passing, including those heated by light concentrated by a lens, by photo-electric cells
and by ultra violet light falling on metals
or otherwise, and all these ways of producing ions are spoken of synonymously
herein.

Furthermore, a combination of one or
the above media may be employed
simultaneously, as, for instance, cathode
and X-rays, one inside the tube, the other
outside, or both within the tube.
When
cathode and X-rays in combination are

more of

trostatic Changes.

or varying can be had from permanent or
electromagnets.

Something Brand New in Telephone Transmitters a Magnet Fastened to the Diafram
Acts on an Ionic Stream and Causes Variations in It, as Well as the Current Travers-

—

ing

Fig. 3 Shows How Diafram May Alter Current Flow Thru Gas or Vapor Path by Elec-

The magnet may

act

upon the

directly

or upon mechanical
gas or vapor path
obstructions placed in the path
or upon
mechanical means, which latter in turn con-

It.

;

;

Some

of the reasons

why

the transmit-

ters disclosed herein will supersede the old
more subtle medium is emform are
:

trol auxiliary electric currents,

A

ployed in place of carbon granules, namely,
a gas or vapor thru which the current to
there can be no packing,
be varied flows
frying or harshness, which is caused by
carbon granules and too much current
both small and large currents are allowable
for use the articulation it reproduces is as
perfect as it can humanly be reproduced.
These transmitters are available for both
wire and wireless telephony
and in wire
telephony as distortionless repeaters as
They are as simple
well as transmitters.

main transmitter current is affected or a
combination of the above means may be
;

used.

The Bell magneto-electric telephone transmitter in combination with a conducting
path of gas or vapor is also possible. This
transmitter may be called an "Ionophone"

;

;

;

whereby the

6. Model of One Type of Gaseous Telephone Transmitter Built by the Author.

Fig.

exploycd, the current to be varied flows
from a terminal or electrode in the X-ray
tube, thru the cathode rays, thru the glass
vessel, thru the air ionized by the X-rays
generated by the cathode rays, to a terminal or electrode placed in the X-ray field.
It is well known that the bombardment of
the glass wall of the X-ray tube by the
.cathode rays heats it and makes a conductor of it.
The transmitters operate as a rule by
throttling or obstructing means placed in
the ion path, but may, of course, also operate by non-throttling means to vary the
ions and consequently the current flow.
The throttling, obstructing or varying
means caused to operate on any of the
above media by means of sound waves can
be of a material nature, including the sound
waves themselves or be of an intangible
nature such as magnetism and electricity,
both static or dynamic electricity or a combination of one or more of the above means.
When magnetism or electricity is used as
the throttling, obstructing or varying means
perfect articulation is obtained due to the
subtle means employed, namely, magnetism

or "Phonion," because each signifies "speaking ion," and ions are used in all forms of
this transmitter altho it may be possible to
use a liquid or granular material conducting path and have the voice controlled
magnet operate upon this path.
;

;

;

The "Edison Effect" Is Here Employed and
the Magnet on the Diafram Causes Variations in the Ionic Stream.
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Another Type of Gaseous Telephone
Fig. 5.
Transmitter Devised and Built by the Author.

—
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we

In this case

magnet with very

1

get a very strong
material needed on

little

the diafram; hence, the latter can respond
freely and quickly to the sound waves impinging upon the same. The elect ro-magnet
may be fed from a shunt circuit of the
transmitter battery, but then reaction is
quite possible and this must be guarded
against by the use of an inductance coil.
When an electro-magnet is used, the Bell

magneto-electric
transmitter
effect
may
come into play here, currents being induced
in the stationary coil by the vibrating coil
which may be added to the main effect pro-

A Clever Form of "Valve" for Gaseous
Transmitter Modulation. The Holes in the
Valve Members May Be Moved Into or Out
of Register.

duced by the magnet on the vapor path.
Auxiliary electrodes may be placed in
the gas or vapor path and the magnet then
cause the vapor to be deflected more or less
from one auxiliary electrode to the other
or cause to immerse the auxiliary electrodes
more or less or cause them to approach
and recede from one another more or less,
;

In This Case the Diafram Magnet Member
Is Caused to Act So as to Vary the Position
of the Grid in a 3-Electrode Vacuum Valve.

;

PRACTICAL GASEOUS MICROPHONES.

around the vapor tube above and
below the vibrating magnet may have an
effect in making the vapor more susceptible

vibrating, single pole magnet operates thru
the center of the bent tube.
If the anode
and cathode are spoken to, they vibrate
and thereby alter the electrostatic condition
between them, thereby altering the current
flowing in the vapor path.
In Fig. 1, a metal plate may be placed
near the gas or vapor path, as shown in
Fig. 3, a battery being in series with the
The vibration of the plate alters the
plate.
electrostatic condition between the plate
and vapor, and therefore altering the current flowing in the vapor path.

The Armstrong Super-Autodvne Am-

shows how the ''Edison Effect" is
in such a transmitter.
Here a
small incandescent lamp (a four-volt one
was used in the model, with a carbon filament ) is shown connected to an "A" battery.
Surrounding the lamp externally is
the plate; this plate is in series with a "B"
battery and primary of an induction coil,

each case to get the desired variation of
current in the main or auxiliary electrode
circuits or both.
in

I will attempt to describe in detail only
the use of a few of the above media and a
few ways of obstructing or varying the
media in such transmitters, which will suffice to bring out the great advantages of
these forms of transmitters.
Only two small current models were constructed, which, while somewhat crude, indicate the great possibilities of these transmitters.
They both employ magnetism as
the throttling or varying means, it being
more easy to construct such models because, while simple in all forms, when one
has not the necessary facilities and apparatus, other forms using internal throttling
means are especially difficult to construct
and it is no easy matter to find artisans

It is quite possible that

closed iron rings

placed

Fig. 4

,

employed

plifier—Part

II.

By H. W. Houck-

such work. The delicate facilities
and manipulations needed in the construction of first-class instruments cannot be
had outside of a well-equipt laboratory or
manufactory.

Short

In Fig. 1 is illustrated a mercury arc tube,
which can be provided with starting means
and means to keep the arc quiet.
Con-

Tivo

who do

nected in series with the tube is a battery
and an induction coil primary the secondary of said induction coil being connected
In short, the cirto a telephone receiver.
cuit is the same as for a carbon transmitter.
Adjacent the tube and partly surrounding
it is a permanent magnet, N-S, which magnet is mounted upon a diafram. A mouthpiece is provided as shown.
When the

The Lyons Radio Station
By Henry de Gallaix

Wave

Regenerative Set
By J. Stanley Brown

Hundred Meters and What

It

Means.

By

Pierre Boucheron

;

mouthpiece

is

spoken

into, the

vibrate.
The vibrating lines of
force of the magnet affect the current in
the mercury gas or vapor path, with the
result that the vapor current is varied and
this varying current reproduces in the telephone receiver what was spoken into the

mouthpiece.

The diafram carrying the magnet may be
vibrated by an electromagnet thru which
This, then,
voice currents are flowing.
leads us to the telephone repeater or amplifier.*

has the advantage, in wire teleover some of the other
types, such as those using the Edison Effect
for instance, in that only one battery is
required for generating both the ions and
furnishing the current which is to translate
the sound waves into electrical undulations
similar in form to the sound waves.
Fig.

By
Efficient

E.

M. Sargent

Radio Club Management
By W. A. Hcppncr

;

Radiophone Experiments

By Forest R. Kingman

diafram and

magnet

1

phony

Variometers

especially,

Radiophone Section
Junior Radio Section

magnet on account of the effect the
rings may have on the magnetic properties
to the

of the vapor path.
Fig. 2 shows a form of mercury arc tube
which makes starting of the arc easy. The
anode and cathode of the tube are bent
around to lie adjacent to each other; and
furthermore have a large surface which
makes them akin to a condenser.
The

electro-magnet may replace the permagnet.
The core only of the
electro-magnet need be attached to the diafram, the coil can be fixt in a stationary
manner with the core working freely within

iiii
—
iiii
iiii
i

i

i

'

i

-ti

i

i

i

i

i

i

X Rays

'However, since the transmitters are capable of
handJitug large currents, corresponding large and
powerful variations are possible, which can be
long loaded lines without repeating.
device as Fig. 1 will be reversible.
Sinoe
vibrating magnet varies the current
in the vapor path of a transmitter, this varying
current flowing in a similar device used as a receiver will affect the magnet and cause it to
vibrate together with the diafram and thus reproduce wfeat was spoken into the transmitter.

rents could not circulate in the plate, even
they did not flow in opposite directions
in each half of the plate.
In some cases
the eddy currents can be allowed to circulate and then be utilized to affect the ion
path.
The two figures, 1 and 4, are diagrammatically representative of the two models
shown by the photographs and which latter
are designated as Figs. 5 and. 6 respectively.
if

variations will result.*

over

Snob

piece.
The magnet will induce eddy currents in the plate, but it is evident that in
this case they neutralize each other because
they tend to flow in opposite directions
around the plate.
Anyway, the circular
plate is slit in the model, so that eddy cur-

If very promising results can be had from
such crude models, it is evident that wellconstructed transmitters will perform in a
manner equal to the best expectations.
When comparatively heavy currents flowin the vapor path of Fig. 1, and with a
strong electro-magnet operated by the diafram, comparatively large and powerful

An

manent

sent

the secondary of said induction coil being
connected with a telephone receiver. When
the filament is heated, the glass also becomes heated from the filament heat and
ion projection and becomes a conductor and
consequently closes the circuit of the "B"
battery thru the glass and ion stream within
the lamp.
The action of the filament heat
and heat from ion projection on the glass
of the lamp in this case is analogous to the
heat from cathode ray or ionic bombardment of the glass tube in a Crookes or an
X-ray tube and in both cases the glass
becomes conductive. In Fig. 4, when the
magnet is made to vibrate, the ions in the
lamp are wiped off more or less from the
plate, thus causing a throttling or varying
of the current from battery "B" and a
resulting reproduction in the telephone receiver of the sounds uttered into the mouth-

HHilHi-

a
the

1

-eQ.QAQQ.Q9
Fig. 9

The

Ionization Caused by X-rays Also Presents a Possible Field for Experimentation
in

Gaseous Telephone Transmitters.
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*The magnet can be located at one end of a
and the diafram work at the other end.

lever

with the fulcrum
greater amplitude
takes place.

near
of

the diafram end, then
vibration of the magnet

{Continued on page 1200
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MAUBORGME
Col.

Signal Corps, U. S. A.

ATTENTION
was

f\
/

\

ured at each of the
transmitting

first di-

c t e d, in
1911, to the

practical
high frequency electric

waves for trans-

energy
along wires by

mission of

Major (now Major
General) George O.
Squier. The discussion following the
publication
of his
results indicated
that, in the minds of
many, the opinion
prevailed that because of the excessive attenuation obtaining at the "ultra
audio"
frequencies,
the system would be
inoperative
over
great distances. This
was thought to be
particularly the case
if

60'

mil-amperes. Thruout the tests the operation of the multiplex apparatus in noway interfered with
that of the wire telegraph apparatus nor
was interference experienced from the

of employing

utility

sta-

averaged

tions,

r e

latter.

The

satisfactory

range of an SCR-67,
when operating as a

ground "radio-telephone" set, in communication with a
corresponding SCR67, is, under ordinary conditions, 10
miles. Thus, by
confining and directing

the

flow

of

energy to a definite
direction, the range
is
a t e r i a 1 1 y in-

m

frequencies

creased.

The Above Photograph Shows the de Forest Audion and Oscillion Apparatus Employed In
The advantages of
greater than 100,000
the first "Wired- Wireless" Tests in Canada, May 15-19, 1919. This Test Was Made Between
per
second
Toronto and Hamilton, Over 40-45 Miles, Including in the Circuit Three Miles of Cable of the multiplex telephony
were employed.
Hydro-Electric Power Commission Telephone Circuit.
Wave Length, From 17,000 to 600 and telegraphy are
Four Words many. From a miliMeters (Iron Cable Also). Clear, Loud Speech Was Received Without Amplifiei
Recentlv this subWere Used Simultaneously Without Interference Talking and Listening, No "Throw-Over" tary standpoint
ject has assumed an
Having Been Required. The Current Used Was 100-150 Milli-amperes at the Transmitter End.
important aspect
alone, it is obvious
from a military standpoint and it was
that
in
time of war any means of
ing and modulating tubes, and by further
decided to conduct further experiments
increasing the traffic handling capacity
converting the high voltage plate power
with
the
object
of
of already overburdened telephone and
examining
the
supply to the two tubes from a constant
possibility
of adapting certain existing
telegraph lines will be of inestimable
potential to a constant current system, the
types of radio-telephone and telegraph apvalue.
There is a further advantage
variation in amplitude of the high freparatus to multiplex operation.
from an economical standpoint, in that
The requency current may be made to follow out
suits of the few preliminary tests which
certain of the existing types of Signal Corps
faithfully the variations imprest by the
have been made recently by First Lieutenradio-telephone and telegraph apparatus,
modulating source. This system is advanant R. D. Duncan, Jr., and Radio Engineer
large quantities of which were purchased
tageous since the completeness and purity
Samuel Isler of the Engineering and Reduring the war and which are now idle,
of modulation is practically independent of
search Division, Signal Corps, Washington,
with only slight changes in construction,
the frequency of the oscillating system.
D. C, are of interest because they have
may be adapted to either radio or multiplex
The line may be connected to the source
shown that not only is it possible to transThe increased range obtained
operation.
of oscillations in a number of ways, of
mit energy, at least in sufficient amounts to
makes possible the connection of outlying
which probably the most convenient is by
actuate standard "radio" receiving apparamilitary posts and establishments with low
inductive coupling.
tus, over comparatively long lengths of
power units, where ordinarily comparaTo provide a practical means for carrywire circuits, but that frequencies considtively high power and consequently heavier
ing out of the tests, a wire, running from
erably in excess of the value hitherto named
apparatus would be required if strictly RaWashington, D. C. to New York City, was
as the upper limit could be employed.
dio Communication were solely relied upon.
placed at the disposal of the Signal Corps
The apparatus used in these tests is
This
by the Postal Telegraph Company.
About a year ago the American Teleknown as the SCR-67, which is the ground
line was duplexed and was in continuous
phone and Telegraph Company demonset of the standard ground-airplane radioIn
the
operation by the Postal Company.
strated over a circuit between New York
telephone equipment.
It
comprises two
first series of tests one multiplex station
and Pittsburgh, as well as on several other
three-electrode vacuum tubes of the transCorps
Radio
was established at the Signal
circuits, that it was successfully and acmitting type (Type VT-2.
One oscillator
Laboratory, Bureau of Standards, Washcurately transmitting and receiving several
and one modulator) and connected circuit,
Park,
Dixon's
ington, D. C, and a second at
telephone messages over a single wire at
a receiving tube (Type VT-1) and circuit,
Curtis'
Bay, Md., approximately three
the same time, by utilizing audion generand a two-stage audio frequency amplifier.
miles from the Postal office in Baltimore,
ators of high-frequency currents, each freThe method of modulation, that devised by
the
two
wire
distance
between
the total
quency having a different value so as not
Heising, is based on the fact that, to a very
approximating 60 miles. The multiplex apto interfere with the others.
close approximation, the amplitude of the
paratus was connected to the line at these
Major-General George O. Squier was
high frequency current is directly proportwo points.
the first to suggest the application of such
tional to that of the E. M. F. applied beSatisfactory two-way communication was
currents to the multiplex telegraph and
tween the plate and the common filament
obtained; speech was received at both statelephone system and took out patents on
terminal of the oscillating tube any variations, loud and with exceptional clearness,
this system about ten years ago.
The test
tion of the E. M. F., for example, at an
the distortion common and inherent to long
conducted by the A. T. & T. Co. demonaudio frequency, will modulate or mould
distance wire telephony being completely
strated conclusively that his "stunt" worked
the continuous flow or high frequency
absent.
The tuning at the receiving staAt the present time the first' cost of the
energy in a corresponding manner, which,
tions was quite definite, comparable in every
necessary apparatus for producing the
when received by a tuned receiving circuit,
respect to that when receiving signals of a
essential high-frequency currents prohibits
and rectified, manifests itself as an audible
"sharply" tuned radio station.
This last
it from being adopted, except over certain
sound in a telephone receiver. The means
fact permits of the operation of a number
circuits, and particularly under military
by which the modulation is accomplished
of multiplex units, each tuned to a different
conditions, where this scheme is of undeis by a second tube, whose plate-filament
frequency and without the use of filter cirniable and invaluable advantage.
path resistance is varied in accordance with
The carrier
cuits on the same wire line.
the speech frequencies applied to its input
frequency employed in these tests was
An abstract of this paper was presented at the
terminals.
By properly inter-connecting
600,000 cycles per second (wave length 500
Washington Meeting of the American Physical
the plate or output circuits of the oscillatmeters)
the effective line current, measSociety, April 25, 1919.
cycles

—

—

_

;

!

;
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January

6,

1920.

Mr. H. Gernsback, Editor,
Electrical Experimenter,

New

My

York City.
dear Mr. Gernsback:

have just received the enclosed very interesting communication with photographs
from Washington Island.
The voyage of this little audion appeals
to me as a thing fraught with romance and
adventure, and a topic well worthy of a
poem by some radio enthusiast.
If I could spend a couple of months away
from all cares on an island of paradise in
the South Seas, I could doubtless compose
my soul sufficient to write a poem worthy
of the theme, but our New York subway is
not conducive to poetic rhapsodies.
There
has been altogether too little poetry on radio
from its beginning. It is a subject which
might well attract the pen of Kipling or
Robert Service.
What do you think of the suggestion that
this letter from Mr. Travers and some of
his photographs be printed, together with
a photograph of the wandering little bulb,
and a prize offered for the best poem on
the subject; award to be made by a competent board of literary men ?
If no poem
was deemed worthy, the prize would not
be awarded.
I believe there are enough broad-minded
persons interested in radio matters, so that
we can afford to widen the sphere of their
activities and get a little bit away from the
hard beaten track of everyday technics and
hookups.
I shall be interested in getting your opinion on the subject.
I

Very

truly yours,

(Signed) Lee de Forest.

1157

HARDLY
do

a month goes by that we
not read of some new wonder,

some new accomplishment of that
modern Aladdin's Lamp The Audion.
Its versatility was clearly

—

chronicled in our February issue, but
greater wonders are to come, much greater
ones.
have but begun.
In the meanwhile the versatile audion
once more accomplishes a wonder, not a
scientific one, this time, to be sure, but
nevertheless
accomplishment. The
two letters printed here tell the story better
than we can. It befits the occasion that Dr.
De Forest, the inventor of the Audion,
should suggest the idea.
Just think of a frail little vacuum glass
tube traveling in the open sea in the
stormy Pacific for thousands of miles, for
months perhaps. Bobbing upon calm waves
under a torrid sun, or in a typhoon, when
\Vaves run sky high. Sighting many steamers, many islands, but not "rescued" till a
gentle wave lifts the little wanderer over a
perilous coral reef undamaged.
Thence
another kind wave assisted by a zephyr,
gently deposits our little be-glassed vacuum
onto the velvet beach on a lonesome island
in the dead of the Pacific.
And it arrives

We

SOME

—

—

undamaged. Forsooth what will the Audion do next
(Continued on page 1186)
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Washington Island,
Via Honolulu and Fanning Island,

December
Dr. Lee

De

Forest,

1,

1919.

'

New

My
I

York City.
Dear Sir:
am sending you by parcel post an

teresting valve I believe to be one of
pre-war types.
This valve traveled for many miles
the Pacific Ocean, bobbed over a coral
and came to rest upon the sands of

in-

your
thru
reef,
this

Washington Island is a wee spot
wide Pacific, having less than a dozen
miles of coast.
It is situated 1,000 miles
southwest of Honolulu. The nearest steamship lanes are the Australian, and they are
To the east500 miles to the westward.
ward there are no regular routes, with the
exception of the Tahiti from San Francisco
until the coast is reached.
The coast is
from 3,000 miles, vicinity of San Francisco,
to 5,000 miles, directly east, vicinity of
Panama.
From which of these locations
the valve has come is difficult to guess.
Not far from here is the Equatorial Current, but the Counter Equatorial is between,
somewhat upsetting calculations.
From wreckage picked up on the island
from time to time, it appears drifting objects
come from the eastward. A lifeboat came
ashore here which had been washed overboard off the lower end of Lower California; a direct line of 3,300 miles.
I am enclosing a few photographs. The one
of the reef will give you some idea of the
hazardous end of the voyage.
I am sending this valve to you because
I believe it will be of interest in your colisland.
in the

lection.

Yours

fraternally,

(Signed) R. A. Travers.
In charge Washington Island Radio.
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THE

amplification of received signals

>Eim@

in radio communication was practically unknown before the advent

Vacuum Tube, except posby mechanical or microfonic
arrangements capable only of amplifying
the sound waves produced by the diafram
of the telephone receiver.
This was due
to the fact that crystal and similar forms
of detectors are capable of rectifying properties only, and if the received signals hapof the

Timely Heanmrlis

^ascsidl©

sibly

Methods of

March, 1920

a comparatively low or audible frequency.
Another important point to remember
is that amplification as explained here is
applicable to either damped or undamped
wave reception except that in the case of
undamped or continuous signals, the preliminary
circuit involves two functions,
namely the generation of a local source^
of high frequency oscillations and the detection of the "beats" that is, the resultant
difference between the locally produced
to

;

$t

Atscli® Frequency
©§cilla.ti©fas

VT

:

;

oscillations

or signals.
Circuit

Gr/d Leak

Grid Leak

CASCADE AMPLIFICAT.'ON.

r^l

"B"

is

and the incoming oscillations
The Armstrong Regenerative
capable of doing this.

We

HllllllftHr^rilMr^Hl

are

concerned

in

so-called
"cascade"
method of amplification

this

article

with

or

multi-stage
as distinguisht
from Regenerative or other means of amplification.
Since
amplification consists of greatly increasing the grid circuit
variations imprest on the plate circuit to
an external or output circuit, this condition when once obtained may be repeated
several times in cascade fashion so that
the final variations of the last tube will be
many times that of the original or first
This final amplification, therefore,
tube.
is said to have a ratio equal to the product
of the amplification ratio of each individual
amplifying step or stage of the cascade,
and it may be several thousand times
greater than the initial plate circuit variations of the first step.
the

VT

FIG.

Fig.

1

—This

Is a

Possible Method of Connection
and Suitable for High or

pen to be exceedingly feeble as those transmitted from long distances, the rectified
energy will not have sufficient volume to
affect the diaframs of the usual telephone
receivers.

The VT, on

the other hand, has proved

most successful and valuable when
applied to either or both rectification and
itself

amplification.
In general, the work of the
as an amplifier consists of repeating
the grid circuit variations caused by the
received antenna oscillations in the plate
or output circuit, on a much greater scale
than would otherwise obtain, and while it
is quite true that a
amplifier returns
more energy at its output than it receives
at its input terminals, yet it does not actu-

VT

VT

give something for nothing.
As a
matter of fact, the additional power secured from a VT amplifier or oscillator
the cost of the plate circuit
is really at
ally

"B"

Phones

I

battery.

Amplification may be accomplisht at
either radio or audio frequencies, depending on the conditions at hand, and the use
to which the amplifier is to be employed.
In
this
connection, some experimenters
often wonder which is the better method
and why. There are divers opinions as to
the advantages of both methods, but speakin" from a practical point of view, radio
frequency amplification has been found
more satisfactory when employed in long
cascades of 4, 6 or even more stages
while audio frequency amplification is preferable when used to amplify a rectified
current from one to two stages such as
the Army and Navy two-stage amplifiers.
These two methods may be modified and
combined as in the case of special Navy
r-nd Signal Corps 6 and 7 stage amplifiers,
by first amplifying the initial radio frequency oscillations up to 3 steps, then rectifying the resultant current by means of
a detector VT. and finally further amplifying the rectified audio frequency energy
up to 2 or 3 more steps the complete operation necessitating the employment of
six or seven tubes.

Employing High Resistance Grafite Rods
Radio Frequencies.

Before making further remarks,

let

us

well understand the difference between socalled radio and audio frequencies as applied to amplification.
Radio frequencies
are those received in a tuned oscillating

antenna

prior to being rectified by
These are quite high, in frequency per second, and therefore are not
audible to the human ear which is only
circuit,

a detector.

capable of responding to frequencies up to
Audio
possibly 12,000 cycles per second.
frequencies, on th~ other h. id. are those
which result in a receiving system after
having been rectified by a detector, and
since these are usually well below 12,000
cycles, they are quite audible to the ear
thru the agency of the telephone receivers.
In speaking of radio frequency amplification, therefore, we mean the magnifying
of the original antenna oscillations thru
one or more stages before actual rectification takes place; while audio frequency
amplification refers to the magnifying of
the signals after they have past thru a
detector and have therefore been reduced

GRAFITE RESISTANCE COUPLING.
In Fig. 1 we have a possible circuit dia^
gram of a cascade amplifier employing high
resistance grafite rods as a means of coupling between each step of amplification,
and altho this method has several minor
disadvantages, it has been found quite satisfactory for amplifying very high or radio
frequency oscillations. LI, CI and L2, C2
represent the regular oscillating tuned circuit system, where the received energy is
first amplified by tube No. 1 actuated by
the "A" filament and the "B" plate batRl and R2 are non-inductive grafite
teries.
rod resistances of 25,000 to 100,000 ohms.
Owing to the amplifying action of the
VT, the original antenna oscillations are
accurately reproduced across Rl and R2.
but greatly increased in amplitude each
The amplified energy is thus past
step.
thru the amplifying process of tubes No.
2 and No. 3, or more if desired, altho, of
course, a practical limit must be reached,
for the results secured with more than

Jililiml

Phones
F/G.2

;

Fig. 2

— Another

Circuit Suitable for Radio Frrequency Amplification, But Using
Coupling Instead of Grafite Rods.
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VT

amplification do not warrant the use of additional and complicated
appliances, unless special precautions are
taken, as will be mentioned later.
The plate circuit of the last tube in c'as-'
cade, therefore, is connected with the telephone receivers in series and the greatly
amplified signals of radio frequency rectiIn this cirfied and properly intercepted.
cuit, grid condensers GC of approximately
.0005 mfd. each arc useful in preventing
the "B'' battery potentials of adjacent tubes
from interfering with the proper action of
the grids while the "grid leak" resistances,
which may consist of the lead-pencil-line
type of about 2 or 3 megohms, (2 or 3
million ohms), are for the purpose of providing a leakage path for the negative grid
charges. LI and L2 may be a loose-coupler
or two honeycomb inductances of suitable
wavelength valves, depending, of course,
on the length in meters of the wave to be
intercepted
CI and C2 are variable condensers of the .001 mfd. maximum capacity type.
The "A" and "B" voltages depend, respectively, upon the individual requirements of the tubes employed; i.e., "A"
is usually a 4 or 6 volt 40 to Ci> amperehour storage battery (dry cells may, of
course, be used temporarily)
while "B"
is usually a series of small dry veils of the
pocket-flashlight variety, varying from 20
to 80 volts.
Most VT's on the market
today are furnished with operating instructions. The telephone receivers should preferably be from 2,000 to 3,000 ohms in series, and, as is usual with other receiving
systems, their effectiveness may be increased by shunting them with the small
bridging condenser BC, either of the variable or the fixt type and having from .001
to .0025 mfd. capacity.
In general, ideal radio frequency amplisix stages of

ductance as shown by the dotted lines, a
high and variable plate circuit reactance is
secured, a fact which makes the resulting
conditions ideal for efficient radio frequency amplification.
Not only that, but
by careful adjusting of this LC circuit,
unusual selectivity may be obtained a desirable factor in
preventing interference
when the operator attempts to "weed out"
unwanted signals of similar wavelengths.

—

;

159

1

employing either air core or iron core
transformers as a means of coupling between each step of amplification.
This
method of coupling may be used for either
radio or audio frequencies, providing, of
course, that specially designed transformers are chosen for one or the other purpose.
In this particular circuit, VT No. 1
functions as a detector or rectifier of the
high frequency oscillations by the use of

Grid Leak

Phones

...

...

B.C.

;

;

fication

is

secured with this system when

the external plate circuit has a large impedance, yet not so large as to necessitate
too high a "B" plate battery potential,

which

latter

is

expensive and cumbersome.

CHOKE COIL COUPLING.
Fig. 2 shows an amplifying circuit also
suitable for radio frequencies rather than
audio frequencies, but this one employs a

high inductance or choke coil coupling between each stage of amplification instead
of a non-inductive resistance as with the
grafite

rods.

however,

must

These choke
each

have

coil

couplers,

an

inductance
sufficiently great so that the natural period
or frequency of the total plate circuit is
the same as that of the incoming oscillation i. e., that of LI, CI and L2, C2. This
method of amplification is considered better than the grafite resistance coupling because, on account of the comparatively low
;

ohmic resistance of the choke coils, it is
possible to use much lower plate or "B"
Also by introducing a
battery voltages.
variable condenser of the .001 mfd., maxicapacity type, shunted across each in-

mum

FIG 4

Radio Frequencies

Audio Frequencies

Defector

—

Fig. 4 This Circuit Is a Combination Radio and Audio Frequency Amplifier.
The First
Three Tubes Amplify at Radio Frequencies an d the Other Three Tubes Detect and Amplify
at Audio Fr equencies.

An

—

objection to this circuit if it may so
be called is that it is not always convenient
for the average experimenter to obtain
these additional choke coils and condensers; and also that their use necessitates
very careful adjustments and balancing of
the two plate circuits of No. 1 and No. 2
tubes in respect to the grid circuits of their
respective oscillatory systems. For the latter reason, therefore, and if selectivity is
not an essential factor, preference should
be given to the use of fixt choke coils of
large inductance and without the aid of
the variable condensers mentioned.
Other parts of this amplifier system are
essentially the same as those employed in
Fig. 1, except that in this case, and for
the reason previously mentioned, it is not
necessary to employ as high a plate voltage, from 20 to 40 volts being usually suffiSince most VT's on
cient in most cases.
the market today are highly evacuated,
thereby possessing no internal gases thru
which excess negative
of
the medium
charges may leak off, it is again necessary
so-called "grid leak" of
to employ the
2 or 3 megohms resistance across the grid
condensers of tubas No. 2 and No. 3, re-

—

GC

the grid condenser
and the grid leak
GL, and the resulting audio or comparatively low frequency pulsations of the plate
current are transferred to
No. 2 thru
the agency of audio amplifying transformer Tl.
No. 2 further amplifies
the audio frequency energy and passes it
on to
No. 3 thru transformer T2 for
still further amplification, where finally the
total amplified energy is intercepted in the
telephone receivers. One or even two more

VT

VT

VT

stages of amplification may be used in this
or similar circuits, but special precautionmust be taken in order to prevent undesirable operating conditions such as "howling" and other parasite noises caused by
the local production of separate oscillations, or by the temporary stoppage of
of individual tubes.
plate current flow
Briefly, some of these precautions may be
carried out by grounding the positive side
of the "B" battery; by shunting the primaries and secondaries of all amplifying
transformers with suitable condensers and
by placing non-inductive resistances of high
resistance in various parts of the circuit,
to be determined by experiment.
;

RADIO-AUDIO AMPLIFIER.

spectively.

TRANSFORMER COUPLING.
Iii

Fig.

3

is

shown an

amplifier circuit

and as has been inquite difficult to build an
efficient amplifier having more than three
steps of amplification at either radio or

As

a general

ferred before,

rule,

it is

audio frequencies without encountering
It
is,
undesirable noises or oscillating.
however, quite possible to build an amplireceived
fier which will first amplify the
signal at its radio frequency up to let us
say three steps, then rectify the signal by
of a detector circuit, after which the
resultant audio frequency is amplified up to
three more steps. This method is probably
the most efficient and modern one and is
said to be the latest word in practical am-

means

The U. S. Signal Corps have
an amplifier of this type which employs
seven tubes, while the Navy, not to be outdone, has just launched a similar six-step
amplifier to be used in connection with the
reception of very weak Radio Compass
plification.

HA "

FI6.3

— In

Fig. 3

A

"D "

signals.

U+ — r+

This Case We Have a Circuit Employing Amplifying Transformers Specially
Designed Either for Audio or Radio Frequencies.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Fig. 4 shows a circuit diagram of an
It is
amplifier similar to the latter type.
claimed for this amplifier that it will give

(Continued on page 1204)
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Inductances

?ycoiifc)

HHILBEIRT R. MOOJRE

THE

purpose of

this
article
to set

is

the sections of tubing on which the
coils are

protective

forth

ring

wound.

,

Cardboard or

the construction of
the new honeycomb
inductance in such

a way that any amateur

may make

his

form

own

with little
trouble or expense.

The first consideration is the construction of a machine which will
wind the coils in a
cellular fashion,
spacing the turns
properly. The materials

winding

are

needed

.

some pieces of J4"
and Y\" pine, some
dowel stick, a few
old spools, a drawer
knob, a

little

amount depends on
Connect/on

uprights CC

the size of the coil

friocfo

which

90 00 op

sheet

tin, and about two
dozen wood screws.
A base 12" by 5" of
Y\" pine is smoothed off and the two

Side View

of

Binding Posts

fnd View

six

suffice

Fix uprights

to uprights C, placing shaft E, spool F
and crank disk
in place.
Spool F should
be small in diameter or the coils will be
wound too closely. Place a washer be-

G

tween crank disk G and support D. Brads
are used to hold the spool and disk on
the shaft, which is made of dowel pin.
Next place spindle J of
dowel in
hold
holes bored for it in C C. Two pins
it in position.
piece of spool at J is fastened to the end of the shaft to keep the
belt from slipping off.
The belts may be
made by passing stout cord between the
pulleys seven or eight times and tying.
Sandpaper glued on the spindle and spools
The lever
will keep the belt from slipping.
is next fastened by a screw to block R
in such a way that it may turn easily.

H

M

A

.11

wished
winding

layers will
for a short

long

wavelength.

Any inductance

D

A

is

A

wavelength
coil,
while one of sixty
provides a very

The Above Home-Made Machine Will Enable the Radio Experimenter to Construct Honeycomb Inductances With out Any Extra Expense, Except for the Wire Employed in Building
Up the Coil. It Is Wei to Wind a Number of Them Having Different Inductance Values.

screwed to it. (See
drawings for dimensions.)

screw eye in the top serves as a guide for
is made
the wire. The connecting rod
The purpose of this lever is to
of wire.
guide the wire backward and forward according to the speed of the spindle, and
thus produce the criss-crost or cellular
windings.
crank P with a drawer knob
and
for a handle is screwed on to pulley
the machine is complete. This winder can
be used for winding string, yarn or other
such materials in addition to its designed

N

A

O

use.

The second consideration is the construction of the honeycomb coils by means of
the machine described above. They may be
wound on 1" sections of cardboard tubing

A

wooden
with an outside diameter of 2".
cylinder should be made which will fit on
the spindle of the winder and firmly hold

may

wound by using more or less wire
the coil is wound, remove it from the
winder and pass a thin metal band around
it as shown in the figure.
Secure the ends
to one of the sections of a connection block
such as those used with receivers.
The other section of the block may be
mounted on a panel or table. Usually two
or three are mounted together.
By plugging in coils of various inductances, different wavelengths may be received.
These
coils are most effective in connection with
a .001 m.f., variable condenser.
Honeycomb coils have made a big hit owing to their great saving in space.
It must be remembered that these coils
are patented by the DeForest Radio Telebe

When

phone and Telegraph

made

Co.,

and must not be

for sale.

Experimeinit Willi

lotion

A

striking experiment to show the pulof
alternating current
sating character
waves can be performed in the laboratory
with the aid of a small transformer or induction coil and several Geissler tubes,
utilizing "standing" waves along a wire.
Two lengths of bare copper wire about
fifteen feet long are stretched horizontally
across the room on insulating supports,

passage

of

current

the

in

the'

least.

The maximum and zero points are found
by moving the tubes and wires along the
system until best results are obtained, adjusting the distance between the condenser
It is evident that
plates at the same time.
a zero point must occur exactly half way
between two maximum points, and the distance between two maximum or two zero
points is equal to one-half wave-length.

separated about twelve inches. At one end
a metal plate about six inches square is
attached to each wire, while the other ends
are left free. Two similar metal plates are
supported a short distance from the first
two, thus forming a series air condenser of
small capacity in each wire. The last two
plates are connected to a spark gap and
transformer,
the complete arrangement

being shown in Figure

it

to wind.

I

are

fibre

disks
fastened o n
either side of the
cylinder will keep
the wire from slipping off the
during the winding
process. Thread the
wire thru the eye at
the top of the guide
lever, fasten it to
the
spindle,
and
turn the crank. The
is automatic.
Number 24
S.C.C.
S.S.C.
o r
wire is best and the

Such an apparatus

is

called a

Lecher wave

system, and is useful for demonstrating
short electric waves, but it is not likely that
the amateur will use this device for measuring the wavelength of his wireless transmitter.

Contributed by
L.

A.

BARTHOLOMEW.

1.

When the transformer is operated, a
stationary alternating current will be produced in each wire, that is, the maximum
nodes of the sine wave will always remain
The current
at one point, as in Figure 2.
values in the two wires at any given point
will be of equal intensities but opposite in
sign, and the maximum difference of potential will exist at the maximum nodes of
the sine wave.
If the Geissler tubes are
connected across the wires at these points,
they will light up brilliantly, while the zero
nodes can be completely short-circuited bypieces of copper wire without affecting the

POTENTIOMETER ARTICLE
CORRECTION.
In
meter,

Extremely
Stationary

Interesting

Waves on

Experiments
Electric

With

Conductors.

The Two Wires Along Which the Waves Are
Set Up Are Connected Thru Two Air Condensers Formed of Metal Plates and Thence

Transformer.
Stationary Waves Are
Set Up Along the Conductors, and If Geissler
Tubes Are Connected Across the Wires at
to

a

Points

of

Maximum
Light

Up

Potential,

They Will

Brilliantly.

www.americanradiohistory.com

the

article

How

to

entitled

Use

It",

"The Potentioby E. T. Jones,

page 429 of the September, 1919, issue, an
error occurred in the second diagram showing the potentiometer connected to two dis-

One of these batteries
batteries.
should have its polarity reversed, as will
be evident upon a little study of the cirIn other words the two
cuit there shown.
batteries should oppose each other.
tinct
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Above There Is Shown a Group of Most Interesting Laboratory Photos. These Show the Excellent and Complete Details of the Apparatus,
Even to a Gasoline Engine and Lighting Dynamo, as Constructed by Its Owner Mr. Joseph Noden, of England. Mr. Noden Has Dabbled
Extensively In Electricity and Chemistry, as These Photographs Demonstrate.

—

SPECIAL PRIZE

$10.00

JOSEPH MODEM
WAS

attracted greatly by your "With
Amateur's" page, and I thought I
would take a few photos of my experimental laboratory and workshop,
which may be of interest to American
amateurs, knowing they have come from
their country's cousin from the other side
of the Atlantic.
I may add that nothing
in the photos comes under my daily work,
for I am a clerk in the L. & N. W. Railway Shops at Crewe.

I

the

All of the electrical apparatus are of my
also engine and generacastings ( J/i H. P. gasoline engine and 100 watt generator) which
I use to charge my accumulators and light
my laboratory and shop. The microscope
is also home-made with the exception of
lenses (800 times).
I have a number of
models, including Curtis Tractor, which can
be seen in photos. The lathes I have are
four-inch swing Drummond. also wood
lathe, as •well as polishing machine and
grindstone (home-made).
"Lab" contains about 250 chemicals, solids, liquids
and reagents, and practically all appliances
for experiments under my heading.
The
condenser, separators, etc., were made myself from various glass tubes
also Bunsen burner, tripod and stands.
I have a
small room which contains bench, vises and
cupboards containing mechanical and woodworking tools, shellacs, varnishes and
paints; also scrap boxes wbich are good
ones, and I might impress this on every
"Amateur Scientist" never to pass an odd
end, but pick it up and throw it in, for
it may come in handy some 'lay.
I also

have a collection of all the most important
minerals found in the British Isles
the
stand camera I have taken these photos
with, which is my own make.
Now this one is a very important point.
I am nearly thirty years of age and married, and 1 must say my wife is just as
interested in my experiments as myself
and is as anxious to see results as I am
;

My

password is "perseverance."
your magazine every success.
Joseph Noden, Fern Villa, Coppice Road,
Willaston, Nantwich, Cheshire, England.
[Editor's Note:
We shall be pleased indeed to hear from other International Ex-

Wish

perimenters

with photos of their laboratories as well as of themselves. There are
some excellent experimental laboratories in
foreign countries, as we well know from

SPECIAL LABORATORY PRIZE
CONTEST.

own manufacture,
tor made from the

As announced some months ago, we
stated that for special experimental
laboratory photos and descriptions an
extra
inducement or special prize
would be offered. This month, we have
pleasure in presenting an exceptionally fine experimental laboratory group,
that of Mr. Joseph Noden, of England.
We hope to receive more of these complete laboratory write-ups every month,
and shall offer a cash prize of $10.00
for the best description, accompanied
by photos, submitted.
Send photos and descriptions to Editor of "Special Laboratory Prize Con-

My

—

neither had any training or tuition, only
text-books.
In this work I have had no
personal tuition whatever.

test."

and so is in sympathy with all my work
which you will agree is a great asset to
any Amateur and Experimenter, but it is
like this
the more time I get in my room

—

more I want.
As you are awar;, the

the

restrictions

on

wireless are still on here, and I am waiting patiently for their release (they are
very slow here).
I vouch for everything I have put in this
letter as being correct and true, and I have

www.americanradiohistory.com

personal experience.
Many of these experimenters probably feel that New York
is too far away, and that American workers in the field of science are not interested
in foreign developments.
But such is not
the case at all. So we shall expect to hear
i*rom some of our readers in Efigland,
France, Italy, Russia,
Sweden, Africa,
China, Australia, and, in fact from any
Experimenter anywhere.
Science recognizes no nationality or creed.
The Electrical Experimenter is rapidly increasing
its foreign circulation, a special edition being printed for English readers now and a
little
later we expect to have to print
French and other editions.
don't want
to blow our own horn, but men from at
least five European countries and Australia
have told us the same thing "You do it

We

—

We

have nothing at home that compares with the Experimenter." Dr. Alexis
Carrel's assistant, a doctor of philosophy
and an international scholar, was one of
those who thus complimented us.
Compatriots in science
we welcome you!]
well

!

—
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on trains these days
TRAVELERS
readily see the advantage and

the

deuce can a fellow eliminate this an-

will

noyance?"

importance of the following improve-

I replied that my experience had been
similar and we both agreed it was a pesky
nuisance.
Since then the idea of the fol-

ment on the present system of accommodating passenger's personal
luggage, which they ever insist upon carrying with them instead of checking same in

lowing improvement has appeared. A narcollar-protector made of white cloth,
cut to the shape of

row

March,

peared on the market from time to time,
but these have all been made to replace
buttons on coats, pants, overcoats and the
like.
Nothing in the threadless buttons for
undergarments has ever been produced, to
the best of my knowledge. My experience
with this, "Everyman's Bother," brings to

the coat collar and
neck and fastened to

SHOWING COLLAR PROTECTOR
FASTENED TO INSIDE COLLAR
OF COAT WITH SMALL SNAPS

the inside of coat collar,

by very

H20

small

snaps, as illustrated.
This small, invisible

could

be

and quickly

at-

protector
easily

tached or detached as

When

desired.
one
had become soiled or

Ever Travel Much? What's the Matter Wi th This Idea?
Are Placed in Slanting Racks at Eac h End of Car.

worn, another could
be attached, thereby
saving excessive
laundry expense and
the nuisance of forever wearing soiled
collars.
This little

Bags

device

every

baggage car as provided with every
But human nature persists in such
peculiar characteristics, which fully accounts for the regular day coaches being

the

ticket.

jammed with

kinds of parcels, making

all

them look very much
instead

of

the

like a

sell

comfortable,

roomy

many

to

most

every

SMALL RUST PROOF
SCREW-

public

parcels as there are passengers
a
rack so constructed that it would be as attractive as the furnishings in the car.
An
efficient system as described for carrying
passenger's personal parcels at either end
of the car would not only be appreciated by
the traveling public, but would greatly expedite loading and unloading of the coaches
at stopping points. Then the item of safety
is very important.
Quite frequently careless passengers place their
heavy suitcases, bags and belong-

practical in

man learning of its advantages.
Of all the disgusting difficulties to be encountered
when traveling away from
needle, thread and home is to lose buttons

"Check Room"

conveyance as originally intended.
This annoying condition suggests an
idea for a parcel and bag rack in each end
of the car, as illustrated. A compact rack
made of metal tubing, so provided with individual compartments that it will hold as

is

way and would

BONE
BUTTON

BUTTON

;

Another Idea.

ment

Why
in

Not Make an ImproveBachelor Buttons?

one's undergarments, such as union
night gowns, pajamas, shirts, etc.
Bachelor buttons of many kinds have apoff

suits,

Why

Collars?

mind an improvement in bachelor buttons
and especially one for men's undergarments.
I see one as illustrated comprising a bone
button without the usual four holes in the
center, but solid instead, being somewhat
thicker in the center at the back to allow
for a small screw to be made of some nonrustable metal.
The back center of said
button would be provided with a small hole
threaded to accommodate the threads on
the small screw.
The head or larger end
of the small screw would be somewhat cup
shaped and highly polisht on the surface
worn against the body.
This peculiar
saucer-shaped screw head would grip the
clothing securely when the screw was inserted thru the goods and screwed tightly
into the button proper.
Being screwed into the button
assures a permanent fastening, and
the large end of the screw prevents
tearing of the garment.
button
of the design would last as long
as the garment and be dependable
under all circumstances of wear.
They could be manufactured cheaply in large quantities and sold thru
dealers by the million.
I am sure
the masculine public would gladly

A

ings overhead on the parcel racks.
The swaying motion of the train
often throws them down upon the
heads of people, causing painful injuries.

All these things would be overcome and great comfort for travelers would ensue from the application of this much needed improvement. A patented parcel rack for
this purpose could be reasonably

made and
it

this improvement, and it is safe
to say the women folks would not
obj ect.

buy

sold in large quantities,

A

seems.

A new

article

that

would

things

of

:

fered

cal machine
cally stamp

a

large

California
of-

the first person
perfecting a practithat would automatito

their trade-mark on
each individual English walnut so
that their customers could depend
upon getting their particular brand
when asked for. As far as I am

Hobson
Do you know it is the
worry of my life trying to keep
my coat collar from soiling my

able to learn, this same association
is still willing to pay a very good
price to the inventor who submits
a working model of a machine that
will actually put their trade-mark
on each walnut, at a small cost of
operation, so that it will be per-

!

!

A

How

$10,000

succeeding in

when
"By Jove,

linen collar
I have tried everything, even to having my coat collar cleaned, but it seems to do no
good.
few minutes after I put
on a clean collar it is soiled by rubbing against my coat collar.

INVENTION WANTED!

summer

Walnut Growers' Association

interest,

suddenly he exclaimed

$10,000

Last

be

worth while has often suggested itself to me by my personal experience with this trying and costly
trouble.
Just a few days ago it
was again forcibly imprest upon me
as being more in need than ever.
A friend and I were talking about
various

Not Devise a Collar Protector to Snap
Your Coat, to Prevent Soiling Linen

Inside

Here's a "Starter" on That $10,000 Prize Contest for a SucWalnut Brander. Finish It, and the $10,000 Is Yours!

cessful

www.americanradiohistory.com

manent.
{Continued on page 1184)
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LATEST PATENTS
Magnetic Guns.

Selenium Transmitter.
(No.

1,328,996, issued to
G. Houskeeper.)

William

(No.

issued
Morris.)

1,324,204,
E.

This invention relates to the use
selenium in telephone transmittogether with improved form
Selenium in the
of transmitter.
of

ters,

metallic crystalline state not only
has the property of varying in conductivity when exposed to the in-

Magnetic guns have at all times
caused considerable comment and
one of the cleverest and unique de-

so that

on

its

when

this barrel

support

it

straight

is

mounted

presents, not a perfront,
is
but it

a spiral magnetic field is provided
which serves to rotate the projectile

The

on its axis.
has a series
non-magnetic

projectile itself
of spirally arranged
inserts
(copper
or
brass), so that the pins which make
contact with the projectile will be
assured of causing a positive circuit

with the brass strips. The inventor
claims that not alone will the pro-

W.

Ebeling.)

An

improvement

rheostats
which promises to be quite revoluoften
the
movies
tionizing.
Very
at
and other places it is desirous to
effect illumination of signs or produce colors or variations of colors,
changing from one to the other,
this, of course, being effected by
In order, therefore,
two lanterns.
to
decrease the intensity of illumination in one and increase that
in the other of the two lanterns the
inventor has utilized two hard rubber rods mounted on a rocker arm.
These are wound with a bare rein

be sent out at a good speed,
but also a rotating motion is imparted to the projectile, the successive helices being electrified by the
projectile closing contact with the
jectile

pins.

(No.

Magnetic Separator.
issued to John E.

1,324,149,

Greenawalt.)

This invention
and processes for

for

is

apparatus

utilizing magnetic

for separating magnetic from
non-magnetic particles and seems to
be an extremely clever device. The
modus operandi is as follows:
Crushed ore in the form of pulp is
fields

located.

of storage batteries, particuthose used for starting and
of automobiles, assuming
the role at the same time of furnishing the voltage necessary for
this purpose together with the current for the internal combustion
(viz. spark coil)
and lights.
The
battery thus not only failed to perform its primary function of cranking the engine, but failed as a reliable source of ignition.
The inventors have therefore invented a
separator which overcomes the drawbacks of other separators in so far
as it allows for a perforation of at
least 40 per cent and thus more
fully exposes the positive plate surface to the action of the electrolyte.
Not only is higher porosity possible,
but also a method of making the
separators without breaking them
has been found.
The main idea
being to place the slots in the separator out
of
alignment so that
greater strength is offered.
plates
larly

cranking

When detribution of the sound.
sirous of changing a record it is
only necessary to "pull the scalp
back" and the head opens like a
door.

magnetic particles are washed down
in

Alternating Current Relay.
(No. 1,328,825, issued to Charles
Vickery Drysdale.)
This is one of the cleverest alpatents
relay
current
ternating
which has appeared in recent years.
It works on the principle of tuning
Various models utilor resonance.
izing the inherent principles are sub-

the

accompanying diagram, by streams
of water emanating from supply
pipes indicated by the small round
circle on top of table. These pipes
run transverse to the direction of the
sistance wire so that near the bottom their turns are closely approximated, whereas at the top they are
further apart.
solenoid actuates
the rocker arm.
These rubber rods
being forced in this manner into
two containers of mercury, which
has a thin layer of oil on top of

A

it,

preventing evaporation.

A

two-

way switch actuates the mechanism
and absolute gradation of current
to the lamps is made possible by the
extremely simple yet unique method

Simultaneously with this is
imparted an oscillating motion to
belt.

the belt, which agitates the particles
sufficiently to cause thoro separation.
The table being slightly inclined,
the poor ore is washed away, whereas the magnetic material falls over
the edge now not under magnetic
attraction
into
a hopper full of
water.
Here it is collected and
past on to subsequent stages.

exemplified.
There is no light
flicker resulting in its use and no
contacts to burn out.

Alternating Current Sounder.
1,324,536, issued to Harry K.
Beasley.)
Essentially it consists of three
electro-magnets, whilst the rest of
the apparatus is more or less like
the standard sounder, alternating
currents are used of a definite phase,
preferably of 90° phase difference.
Non-inductive resistances are connected into the circuit on the central
;(No.

magnet and a condenser connected
on the other pair.

in

Thermic Telephone Manufacture.
(No.

321,989,

issued

to

Pieter

de

Lang and R. Aernout Baron Van
Lynden.)

Thermic telephones coming into
greater use, the inventor has realmanufacturing
ized a method of
supports for the heating conductors
of the same so that this work may
be carried on in a large scale. The
ends of the heating conductor wires,
which are bent at an angle to the
branches of the wire, are forced into
grooves in an insulating base and
hence are connected to the support

al-

Storage Battery Separator.
(No. 1,329,180, issued to Walter E.
Holland and James M. Skinner.)
Heretofore it has been found
to be practically impossible to utilize
a perforated rubber separator for
insulating the positive and negative

A

shown empty

cam-like device also

ing many perforations, which allows
the sound to escape from the doll.
Likewise, the mouth, nose and ears
are perforated to allow a free dis-

sides.
series of electromagnets attract the particles of
magnetic ore, whilst the other non-

into a hopper,

A

lows the mouth of the doll to open
Hair is
close very naturally.
placed on the aluminum head, cover-

placed upon an endless moving belt,
said belt having small uprisings on

both

Talking Doll.
(No. 1,325,013, issued to Christoph
Adolph Giebeler-Wanke.)
A doll's head is made of prest
aluminum and a body of wood, the
head mounted so as to be easily
moved relative to the body. A phonograph motor is situated in the wooden
body with a shaft extending up to
the head, where the reproducer is

and

twisted in a spiral form.
Encircling
this barrel is a series of helices, the
winding of these helices tightly embracing the barrel to conform with
shape, altho its bore is
its spiral
perfectly true.
By reason of this
construction the inventor claims that

mitter.

Novel Rheostat.
(No. 1,329,167, issued to Robert

port holding this series of wire loops
in electrical contact with each other
prevents the displacement of the
loops by the walls of the grooves.

vices along this line appears in this
patent just issued." It consists of
a barrel of polygonal cross-section

fectly

fluence of light, but also when exposed to various pressures. Herein
the inventor adjusted a piece of
carbon to the diafram of the transmitter, another piece to a flat spring
with the pointed selenium crystal
between.
Either carbon or other
go into
material which will not
chemical action with the selenium
it
in
holding
suitable
for
being
Adjustment is made by the
place.
screw at the bottom of the trans-

Charles

to

Picture Transmitter.
1,322,340, issued to Bernard
Proser.)
This invention relates to a method
of transmitting pictures or other

(No.

mitted.

Essentially,

it

consists of a

horseshoe magnet mounted on a base

designs by mechanical means and
was designed primarily for the purpose of enabling a newspaper office
to transmit to a distant office certain important pictures, all in such
a manner that the distant office can
speedily reproduce the picture.
It
consists of a plurality of vertically
positioned plungers bearing at the
other end a printing character, just
like the keys on a typewriter, except that they are minute in charWhen an
acter and close together.
embossed design is placed upon
these pins it actuates all the type
characters and they are printed at
one stroke by the printing plungers.
The characters are then transmitted by telegraph to the receiving
end, where they are deciphered by
an apparatus working just the reverse of the sending apparatus.

without any special means.
The
heating
connected to
conductors
their support, in this manner, can be
etched without difficulty to the desired sound producer length by dipping them to the required depth in
an etching bath. The grooved sup-

www.americanradiohistory.com

which has fixt between it poles, a
coil
to
which alternating current
passes.
Within this coil is pivoted
a soft iron or steel needle having
a platinum contact at its end. The
poles of the magnet are arranged
an intense field in the
to give
Adneighborhood of the needle.
jacent to these poles is a soft iron
shunt mounted on a screw so that
by causing it to move a greater or
less proportion of magnetic flux is
In this way the control
shunted.
and frequency of vibration can be
varied.
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WITHt^AMATEURS
Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency of the
apparatus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner. Dark photos
preferred to light-toned ones.
pay $5.00 each month for the best photo or photos and $2.00 to each "Honorable Mention." Address the Editor, "With
the Amateurs" Dept.

We

9 9

THIS MONTH'S $5.00 PRIZE WINNERS
MESSRS. FRIDGEN and FROMMELT
we present photographs of our wireless
HEREWITH
receiving room consists of the following: Four Edison

set.

we use

The

primary

We

also
for audion filament current.
storage battery, one standard station clock,
one twelve thousand meter loading inductance, small loose coupler,
Murdock variable condenser, E. I. Co. variable condenser, De
Forest audion panel complete with De Forest bulb, two audio-tron
panels complete with bulbs, one navy type loose coupler 4,000
meters, one "NAA" type loose coupler 3,000 meters, Marconi type
receiving set, 5,000 meter range, one pair Murdock 2,000 ohm
phones, one pair Brandes 2,000 ohm phones and a 500-meter loading inductance.
One of our main assets in the Electrical Experimenter Magazine for the last three years, and also a complete set of reference library on electrical engineering from the
"I. C. S."
Wie use 35 red seal dry cells for our "B ' batteries,
as we find in them the longest life.
use 2 E. I. Co. radiotone buzzers one we use for testing our crystal detectors and
the other we use on a practise set.
The transmitting set consists of the following: One one-thoubatteries, which
use a 6-volt, 60-amp.

—

We

sand watt Thordarson transformer, type R; one five-hundred watt
Packard transformer, two rotary spark gaps, two oscillation transformers, one Leyden jar condenser, one glass plate condenser, one
hot wire meter, two kick-back preventers.
We have two keys, one
of which was built from directions found in the Electrical Experimenter. A commercial type aerial switch is used.
We are both middle-aged men, Mr. Fridgen having had seven
years' experience in radio work, two years in the U. S. Navy.
Mr. Frommelt lias had four years of radio work at home. We

can copy on an average of 28 to 30 per minute.
We are both
members of the Radio League of America, which we advise every
amateur and professional to enter.
We have had very successful results with our sets.
We have been able to copy quite a
large number of high powered stations, such as Arlington, Key
West, Fla., Sayville, Jupiter, Fla., South San Francisco, San Diego,
We expect soon
Cal., and practically all good sized naval stations.
With our
to be able to hear (P. O. Z.) and other foreign stations.
One man
set we are able to copy two different stations at once.
can be working on 2,500 meters and the other on 600 meters wave
length.
E. N. Fridgen and F. J. Frommelt, 1645 Avon St., La
Crosse, Wis.

—

$2.00

HONORABLE MENTION, O. W. JACKSON
PRIZE PAID EACH "HONORABLE MENTION''

MY

laboratory apparatus, among other things, includes a
small motor-generator set, a 6-volt storage battery and a
1 -kilowatt
transformer, which are seen on the
table.
My receiving set is a loose coupler of my own make and
an E. I. Co. detector stand; also a 3,000 ohm head set and a
With a 60-foot aerial, 52 feet high, I
variahje-fixt condenser.
can hear some of the distant stations.
I
I can boast of some interesting experiments in this corner.
have also made an Oudiu high-frequency coil to go with my
tubes
and
1 k. w. transformer, and I have three 7-inch Geissler
two different makes of spark gaps, four 1-quart Leyden jars, 30ampere key, D. C. and A. C. motors, a telegraph set, a gravity
battery, 4-volt D. C. motor, a carbon grain transmitter, a small
Oliver W.
rheostat and a set of Hawkins' Electrical Guides.
Jackson, 712 Yale Ave., Yakima, Wash.

Thordarson
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'HAT

in the dickens is this Einracket we are hearing
about?" Bender queried, as hescanned the pages of an auto-

mobile monthly.
don't have

much

to

do with carbu-

retors or ignition," returned Jazz, glancing down the sheet, "but ignorance plays a
great part in it.
"It goes this way
"Once upon a time a gent with a pencil,
a well organized set of brain cells, a scratch
pad, and a hunch sat before a table.

He

"

"What's Einstein got to do with that
magazine?" Stew rapt out.

165

and drawl tried to be at home while
they played Robinson Crusoe on the island
Principe
which still lies off the coast
of
of the country that touches on the Gulf
They, too, stayed at their locaof Guinea.
tion and took pictures of the star-bespattered welkin for a couple of moons, took
their daily
mawnin' bahwth, exclaimed,
'Such a blooming, bawly country !' etc.
cles

stein

"It

1

Isabel Lewis avers a couple of times in the
January issue of this magazine (Jazz jerked
from his pocket a copy of the magazine

—

you, dear reader if a girl, dearest reader,
are holding in your hand: if you are) that
the Newtonian laws of motion are but first
approximations of the Einstein ditto.
"Like Christopher, the guy that bet on
Dempsey, Wellington, Elijah Einstein had
to prove his point before the contemporary
wiseacres would nod their ivories in a vertical direction and look foolish; but unlike

—

—

GOSH, I THINK
A HAIRCUT

I

"Packing their telescopes together, kissing the natives farewell, and exclaiming,
'Aht lawst !' they paddled their canoes back
to the land where Oscar Wilde once wrote
of days gone by, Shakespeare did what

David Belasco and George Cohan do tod?y; and when ihc guy who does the de

NEED

!

THAT MARS GINK SURE
WENT "CUCKOO". IF THAT
EARTH MESSAGE GETS
HERE AFTER if HOURS 2M.
IT WILL BE EXACTLY
tLLNjiS

4956

P.M. O'CLOCK

IN THE FORENOON ZINKUS
THE 12480 ft. OF OUR
YEAR 060795708956

HEY YOU. WHAT DO YOU
MEAN BY DATING YOUR
MESSAGE APRIL l»J.1920,
10P.M ? IT'S DECEMBER
61 IT. 199993,2% A.

HERE

!!!!

DARN THAT EINSTEIN GUY.

BY WAITING 4 YEARS AND
4 MONTHS r COULD HAVE
GOTTEN THAT EARTH-MARS
MESSAGE, BUT NOTHING DOING
-IT WILL BE DEFLECTED AWAY
FROM US, SO WHAT'S THE USE
OF waiting..:.. :

An Actual Photograph Of

All the Facts of the Einstein Theory Relatively Speaking.
It Will Be Noted That the Relative Light Ray Is
Quite Relative to Space to Which It Bears Some Relativity and Vice Versa. So Far for the Relativity of the Theory. This Photograph
Also Shows An Important Boner of Doc. Einstein. He Has Been Telling Newspaper Co-respondents That Only Light Rays Were Curved.
He Forgot To Tell Them Probably Because It Never Occurred To Him That Radio Waves Consequently Must Curve As Well. We Take
All the Credit for This Important Discovery.
Some Gink Will Now Please Prove To Our Electric Lighting Companies That Inasmuch As
the Light Rays Received from Lamps Are Mostly Crooked, the Warped Bills Should Now Be Straightened Out Accordingly.

"Nothin'," replied the solemn Bender.
"Let Jazz string us along," I bawled out.
"We haven't got over twenty-five thousand
words space in this publication."
"As I was saying," Jazz continued, "the
guy was Einstein Oncstonc, I believe,
translated into our language
the hunch
was that the old star gawkers were barking up the wrong tree in their conception
of the universe. In simple lingo, the stars
were not on the spots as printed on the
maps of the observatory.
"Primarily the old bird was a two-plustwo-equals-four guy, but as we often find,
great mathematicians are great somethingelses.
This gink goes Izzy Newton one

—

better

on his propounding

right, but Einstein

—

— Newton was
— or as friend

was righter

Christopher, the

Dempsey

fan, Wellington,

and Elijah, he never had a Santa Maria,
a Fourth of July decision, an army tired
out some after a victory over the weinie
eaters and a bum scribe for a general, or
a bunch of Baal priests with fake gods
that failed to respond and a real one that
did; but on a certain May 29, 1919, two
Englishers
from John Bull's Anglo-Saxon country set
out for the two corners of this round ball
One gang
of dirt, otherwise called earth.
set up their long distance opera glasses at
Sobral, Brazil, took a bawth, then exclaimed, 'Such a blawsted, bawly country!'
and showed the natives how much superior
they were to the average humanus for four
fortnights.
The other collection of monoexpeditions

of

Great

Britain

www.americanradiohistory.com

veloping races out with the prints dripping with water, they scramble over each
other and snatch the proof photographic
and scientific with mingled belief and disditto, but exclaimed in unison, 'Bah Jove!
Ripping, old top, I say.'
"Old Bert had the right dope!

—

"Then

the

scientific

—

world raised

their

proclaiming what Switzerland
could produce besides cheese, winter sports
and territory that served so nicely as
Everyman's Land during the 'gunic' strugAlbert
gle now past, 'gunically' speaking.
Einstein had had his cognomen carved in
the Pillars of Distinction that uphold the
Hall of Fame.
We now squat down a:
voice

in

class in

astronomy and
(Continued on

listen to the proff
pa;ic 12171
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The "Oracle"

is

March, 1920

Questions will be

for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters.

answered here for the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht.
Rules under which questions will be answered:
1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written
ink,
in
no penciled matter considered.
diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets.
3. Sketches,
Questions addrest to this
department cannot be answered by mail free of charge.
If the questions entail considerable
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question.
research work or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions
are answered.

CHOKE COIL CALCULATION.
W. F. G., Ontario, Can., writes
(1038)
the Oracle Dept. in reference to choke coil
design
Q.

A

1.

(choke

choker

having

coil)

straight open core of 15 cm. length, and 19
inches is intended to
sq. cm. area or
work on 110 volt A.C. circuit, 60 cycles,
B 10,000; /i=2,000, coil to pass 5 amperes
when tapt at a point that gives 20 volts. I
desire to know beforehand the exact magnetizing current comprising the energy and
wattless components when there is no load.
Please show exactly the process for workIf I
ing out this quantity, step, by step.
have not made the question sufficiently

1^x2

This being one of the components comprising the main exciting current, which
produces the magnetizing flux and which is
90° behind the primary imprest voltage and
in phase with the flux.
The second component of the exciting current is the one that
takes care of the iron losses (hysteresis and

= current

leth

taking care of

:

=

leth

+

Vf(K

2 amperes, or 220 watts (energy watts).
Please show how to figure a condenser to
exactly suit this particular case, assuming
any other quantities if necessary.
Q. 3. Please state why the inductance in
henries (L) is always converted into centimeters for wireless work, and how the "conIt is not easy to
stant" if any, is obtained.
understand how a quantity like L or self-

Flux-turns
inductance composed of

WANTED!!!EACH

I

"ODD PHOTOS" AT

|

Here's what we want

(a)

I

X

:

SCIENTIFIC

I

New

I
1

</>

A

Peculiar stunts obtained with various lens arrangements; odd film effects caused by unusual conditions;
novel micro-photographic subjects.

ix

New

=

(b)

moon

|

hence

:

Substituting the values of the problem in
equation 1, we have
I

10

X

15

yjz

x

19

mag.=
477

=

11

J

.19

ampere

X

19

X

2,000

X

10

4

Ep

Substituting the values in the above expression and assuming from practise, stan,L
and n .0021,
dards such as K=1.6X10-

|

|

= primary^ potential

we have

|

RADIO PHOTOS—
New stations, both

1

to — Editor

1

Fulton Street,

110

f
|

§

f
|
|

leth

= .02

:

A.
|

2.

New York

|

C

2P

=

electrostatic

condenser capacity

\

i

C=

§

P

§
|
i
\

=

where
capacity in microfarads

secondary power

in watts
of times condenser charges
of secondary coil.
In the example given it is necessary to

the secondary potential, and we will
Then substiit to be 10,000 volts.
tuting the proper values in the foregoing
expression, we have

know

assume
|
1

eddy current losses) and this is in phase
with the imprest voltage and at quadrature
with the magnetizing current or wattless
component. Thus the exciting current can
be exprest as

rw

= exciting current
= magnetizing current or wattless com-

www.americanradiohistory.com

2

N= number
E = voltage

City.

ponent

;

10'

NE

1

=

2

60

I mas

The

necessary for the secondary of a certain coil
may be computed from the following expression

C

Ip.ro

X

:

commercial, gov-

photos
"Odd
Photos", Electrical Experimenter, 233

=

X

resistance.

|

hie

x

I

ernment, and private.
Owners of
private or amateur stations will find
a special contest for these photos
on another page of this issue.
And don't send us plate or film
"negatives" ; send unmounted or
mounted "prints" preferably a light
and dark one. Enclose stamps if
photos are to be returned.

Address

X

§

and Mechanical apparatus
of unusual news interest.

|

=

leth

10- u
19
60 (1.6
60
.0635X
7
2
io,ooo 4- .0021
l-o.ooff-no- )

X

X

15

§

Electrical
I

)

f

MECHANICAL PHOTOS—

j

2

constant

n

§

ef-

exposure

where

X 220

= hysteresis

\

|

triple

(cubic centi-

t

FREAK PHOTOS—
fects; novel and striking effects
to unusual exposures.

3

due

and moon

studies.

Odd double and

in cms.

meters)
frequency

f

|

terial.

=BA Maxwells
= 10,000 X 19
= 190,000 Maxwells.

.

eclipse photos; star

caught
by the camera;
comets; shooting stars; progressive

=

primary number of turns
np
Total flux equals

7
nB'-'m 10- )

ampere.
Therefore the exciting current equals
lexc — .162 ampere.
The other components of the choke coil
(auto-transformer arrangement) are the
copper losses both in the primary and secondary (PR), which cannot be determined
as the size of the wire used, was not given
However, it is found by
in the problem.
squaring the current in each circuit, and
multiplying this value by its respective coil

effects

mag.= magnetizing

=

+

=
in cycles per second
K = resistivity constant = 1.6 X 10= thickness of a single wire of iron core
Bm — maximum flux density (<t>m X cm.

j

ASTRONOMICAL PHOTOS—

j

mag.

—

Apparatus; Results;
Motion Pictures; Stunts.

=

OPTICAL PHOTOS—

j

*

current
length of core in cms.
flux density
=area of core in sq. cms.
permeability of the core ma-

B 2m

where
volume of iron

V

PHOTOS—

Scientific

Effects;

2A/m P
where

got?

Electrical Apparatus and
Machinery; Electric Signs; Electric
Autos; Electric Clocks.

stretches

X

1

What have you

!

unusual

C10s

10

$1.00

ELECTRICAL PHOTOS—
New photos of Lightning; new and

1

J

The whole
out entirely into centimeters.
reason and process seems to me very interesting. Please explain these three questions
completely.
A. 1. Since the choke coil as described
is being used merely as a step-down autotransformer, we can then obtain the magnetization current or the wattless component
of the exciting current of the primary of
the coil arrangement, from the following
algebraic expression

2

t

EP

clear,

best silicon steel; resistance negligible.
Q. 2. It is desired to build an induction
coil (or any kind of coil) to work on 110
volts A.C. 60 cycles, and the primary passes

losses,
;

=

you may assume 220 total turns of
wire on the core, and that when it is merely
balancing itself against 110 volts, what will
be the energy losses and the idle compoWeight of core, laminated, 5 lbs.
nent?

core

eddy and hysteresis losses this is
called the power component.
Having computed the magnetizing current, the other component leth is determined
from the following algebraic expression

X 220 X
X2X

10°

10,000

= .0366 mfd.
2

A. 3. The reason why the value of inductance in henries in radio work is converted into centimeter units, is because the
henry unit is too large; the value of the inductance of the coils used is very small in
value, hence the use of the microhenry and
the centimeter. However, you can use the
henry if you so desire, providing the proper
constant before the radical is employed.
(Continued on pane
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1

\

Architects

/

and contractors^
specify

Johnson's

Wood Dye

for 'coloring

woodwork and flooring' in
new buildings. Painters and
*

decorators use it with equal
new and old woodwork of all

satisfaction on^
kinds.
Housewives delight in it for doing over old furniture
and Aforjf coloring reed and wicker baskets, etc.
training teachers and pupils use it for
finishing their models.
Upholsterers, furniture
repairers* and cabinet makers find it "just the
thing" for, their work old and new.

Manual

—

" .T OHNSON'S

\y pod flYE
a combination spirit-oil stain for the artistic coloring of
wood soft or hard. It is very 'easy to use any one
can apply it without laps or streaks. Made in all the
popular shades.

is

—

all

—

For a finish over the Dye we recommend Johnson's Prepared Wax, Shellac or Varnish. Full instructions are
given on every label.
Johnson's Wood Dye comes in all sizes from halfIt is conveniently put up in reseal
pints to gallons.
glass jars.
Insist upon your dealer supplying you
with "Johnson's" do not accept a substitute.

—

—

S. C.

JOHNSON & SON
"The Wood Finishing
Authorities'"

Racine, Wis.

U.S.A.

ft
|

[

You

benefit

J QH

NSONSWOODP

No '29 Dark

Mahaqowj

„

bv mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing

www.americanradiohistory.com

to advertisers.
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(Continued fro m page 1166)

Are You

The wave length of an oscillation
prest generally as follows

Self- Conscious

X

(a).

is

ex-

= KV(5I

X

Bashful, Timid

K:

Embarrassed

CL-

Success nowadays either socially
or in business calls for the possession of POISE, CONFIDENCE,

j'ou find yourself lacking

qualifications

you

The

you

10

10

X 2 it

\ CtU

= X 10 \c X 10-" X L X
= 67T X 10 \ CL1010

= 6tt x

wx

10"

18

io-

8

-y/cT

X= 1.884 \fcl
X = wave length
:

where

C

L
1.884

:

= capacity
=

—

in meters,
in milli-microf arads

(mi-

crofarad X io- 3 )
inductance in centimeters
derived constant

to.

INSTITUTE'S

VERITAS SCIENCE

By GEORGE WALL
(Continued from page 1113)

and LACK OF SELF-CONTROL*
based on the methods made so famous by
those giants nf mental science, Doctors Charcot, Levy, etc., of the Nancy Institute of
France, has been so successful that we are
justified in saying that we cannot conceive
of a case in which our course of treatment
will not have beneficial results.

partments of which the* one shown is a
single unit, with an electric elevator to
carry the passengers from one floor or deck
to another.

All the comforts of home will lie had
these latest airships which will soon
be poking their noses over the horizon of
such large cities as New York, London,
Paris, Constantinople and even the far eastern cities of Japan, China, India and Aus-

Send No Money

oil

are so positive that sufferers from

SHY-

SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS, EMBARRASSMENT, TIMIDITY', LACK OF SELFCONTROL, etc.. will gain positive benefits
NESS,

treatment that we are
If after
on approval.

from our course and
satisfied to send it
five days you believe you will gain no benefits from it. send it back and you owe us
nothing, otherwise send us $3 in full payFill out coupon below.
ment.

tralia.

There

Desk

New

IS

luxuries,
shower baths,

1400

York

fans for the

Please send me your full course nf treatment.
will either remail the course to you within 5
days after receipt or will send $3 in full payment.
State Trouble

we may

call

them,

warm

the audience.

This may sound somewhat fastidious,
but by these means a great deal of weight
is saved in not having to carry an extra
load of pipe organs or band Rarapner-nalia
for the amusement of the 1,000 passengers
or so aboard

speaking
some of
an aerial
In the

•

Address

of the telephone it brings to mind
the joys and pleasures of being
bell-hop!

evening there will be motion picshows operated by electricity, by
ture
means of a small and especially compact
motion picture projector, and by the use

Battery Oiar^in? Your
Big gest Honey-Haker
a Month Income with This HB 32 Battery Charger
Eureka Storage Battery Co.. Houston, Texas, writes
"The first little machine we bought of you lias given
With the new large maus the very' best, of service.
chine, my income per month from charging is $500.
You. too. Can Make Big Profits with an HB 32 Battery
Charger -Recharges 32-6 *

AIRSHIP ROOMS ARRANGED IN CIRCLE.

As

weather, electric razors

—

I

Name

so

and massage apparatus in the barber shop
and private baths, besides an electric heating system for cold weather and telephone
between the guest rooms and
service

New York

Broadway.

found among other necesif

of a powerful audion amplifier, wireless
music from ship or shore stations can be
picked up on the aerial of the giant aircraft as she swims along thru the clouds,
and this music then reproduced thru telephonic "loud-talkers" for the benefit of

music and smoking rooms,
an electric kitchen for preparing meals for
the passengers, electric lights, and electric

THE VERITAS SCIENCE INSTITUTE
15

will be

sary

Science Institute

Veritas

1409 Broadway

Desk

=3X

\CL

SHYNESS

The

X

10

course of treatment for the various forms of

We

V

fflr

Since the speed of electricity is the same
as that of light, namely 186,000 miles per
second, then the wavelength of an electric oscillation as compared with that of

handicapped

X

:

capacity
inductance

C = in f arads= 10" milli-microf arads
L = in henries = 10"*centimeter>,

by a condition which, no matter how brilliant
you may be, will always prevent you from
enjoying the fruits which your intellect may
justly entitle

in

thus

10" cms.
velocity of light (3
per second;
Substituting the value of T and
in expression (c) we get

3

these es-

in

are

meters
constant, depending upon what
units C and L are used

T = 27T

(b).

RESOLUTION and a positive
vigorous PERSONALITY.
If

:

same,

the

X-TV
T = time

Let us assume in one particular case that C
•will be in microfarads and L in centimeters,
then the time period of the oscillation is

Company?

sential

wave length

:

therefore

will

light
v c).

V=

where

In

March, 1920

will be seen, the guest

reoms are ar-

ranged in a circular formation *n each
deck, and this has many advantages as
soon becomes evident.
For one thing a
elevator gives impartial service to
of the rooms, in view of its centsal location, and there are a number ©f other advantages in the serving of meals to guest
rooms, etc., which is more dffijpult t® earry
out on an airship such as this where a
smaller number of servants would be available, than in a hotel on land.
single

all

$500.00

12-

ale
olt
>

I

15c

No,

•elf.

»d.

Ua

<

...

Customer vays

Fitfure the profits yi

s

Runs

24h.
Small inv

maker

(Continued fro m page 1120)
of copper wires forming an uninterrupted circuit by being stretched back and
forth vertically. In order that the blast of
the gun itself does not break the wires it
is necessary to place the frames some 300
calibers away from the gun. The distance
between the two frames of the Le Boulange
apparatus is variable, but in general, it is
between 20 to 50 meters.
This distance between the frames is of

made

In

•

day
HIS

your garage.

tll'.

Ralan

lonthly terms.
Outfit
pays for Itself. Absolute MoneyBack Guarantee. Write
for
foil Information.
Send this ad
i

TODAY
HOBART BROTHERS COMPANY
Box 33 E

Successful M/rs.

Troy. Ohio

.S't'acs
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SOMETHING NEW

INDOOR FOOTBALL
Sells

on Sight

winter.

this

game every

The second electro-magnet

day.'

Also

"Mystero Show Outfit"
Every boy can be a Magician.
fying.

Mysti-

12
Instructive.
Illustrated instructions.

Entertaining,

latest tricks:

Price $1.00.

Unique

Game & Toy

1328 Broadway,

You

Service

New York, N

benefit by

The insert. Fig. 4-A, shows how two
electro-magnets in connection with the
chronograph recording trigger mark the
exact time elapsed when the bullet or shell
strikes the first frame and when it reaches
the second frame. At the moment of firing
the projectile first cuts the circuit of the
frame.
first
Instantly the
long black
chronometer bar begins to fall, but the
instant the projectile cuts thru the second
frame the second circuit is also disturbed.

for $1.00

football indoors
Boys are calling for

Plays standard
all

course measured with great precisions when
it is considered that the time limit down
to the hundredths of a second is calculated,
using as a base the distance between the
two frames.

and

armature

readily calculated
matic.

Y.

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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instantly acts

chronometer recording trigger. A small pin with a knife
then strikes the falling bar armature of
the first electro-magnet and makes a mark
easily distinguishable.
Noting the time of
falling of the long bar and figuring this time
against the point on which the mark was
made from the knife, actuated by the second electro-magnet, the time interval is
its

to

advertisers.

hits the
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Be a Draftsman
RaiseTSmr Income
Get into this paying profession and have positions opened to
you by manufacturers, architects, railroads, contractors by
every kind of a corporation where mechanical design and construction are carried out. Draftsmanship puts you in the class
of specialists, raises you above the crowd of job hunters, makes
you a man whose services are needed.

—

Drawing

Outfit

(No Extra Charge)
Every student of the Chicago
"Tech" Home Study Course in
Draftsmanship receives this drawing

outfit

— set

of

instruments

You have the same opportunity to get the training that other
men had who took the Chicago "Tech" Course in Draftsmanship
and are now drawing large salaries and holding important, responsible positions. You also can learn how to earn

$25

in

T

square, tricase, drawing board,
angles, scale, curve, drawing paper,
pencils,

etc.

or a cash credit in case he

already has an

outfit.
'•

*

These instruments
of the same

are

make and

sizes as

used by high

sal-

aried
experts in
drafting rooms of
factories, shops,
railroads, etc. You

use

them

learning

take
into

while
— then

them right
your practical

Practical Men
from
ON NEEDLESS STUDIES
NO TIME PUT

TRAIN AT HOME

IN
Enrollment with Chicago "Tech" means getting direct
personal instruction from men who for years have planned
and directed big architectural and engineering work in leading cities. They have weeded out useless theories and needless studies and will give you the kind of instruction which
will enable you. to work beside the most experienced men.
That is one reason why you can get a complete, thorough
technical training here in such a short time. Also the reason
why Chicago "Tech" men are in such great demand. They
go into work prepared to give the kind of service wanted.
This is the training you are offered either at the college
or by mail. And this is the time to enroll when there is
such a pressing need for highly trained draftsmen. Use
your spare hours to fit yourself for a bigger salary a more
important position. Chicago "Tech" offers you the oppor-

Chicago "Tech" has its stuIf you
dents everywhere.
can't come to Chicago, take the

The same

course.

who

professors

direct the resi-

dent courses will teach you by
You will have their permail.

—

sonal direction, you will learn

modern

most

the

this

all

while

methods
holding your

We

tunity.

WRITE.

EASY PAYMENTS

train hunpresent job.
dreds of ambitious men and
see them quickly rise to success.
You therefore need not
be denied this technical educaSign and mail the coution.

—

Low

tuition fees and easy terms of payment. Pay as you
Get training which will soon repay in extra earnings all the cost of the course.
You know the salaries received by skilled technical men today.
(Jet information on
the opportunities which are opened wide to you by Chicago
"Tech". We will give you all this information about fees,
terms, etc., and send testimonials from Chicago *'Tech"
graduates on how they have profited from our instruction,
if you will send the coupon.

go along.

pon.

Auto and Gas
Engine Course
All about automobile

mechanism

REPAIR—

—

its

operation

You

train

KNOW HOW TO FIX TROUBLES
Most complete instruction in auto repair work.
Equips you for high pay or to start a business.
.
Big demand for trained repair men.

Aeronautics
Complete, practical instruction in Aeronautic
Engineering. Every principle made clear. Construction of every type of machine fully explained. This course equips you for expert work.

Get the catalog and information.

WRITE

FREE

Send coupon.

LESSON

—

the free lesson first and place
you under no obligation at
all.
Discover your qualifica
tions before you pay any-

And

thing.

see for yourself

what Chicago "Tech
offers
you in trainin
which will bring a ready
market for your services
and open opportunities
just

which are closed to the
untrained man.
The
coupon will bring al
the facts about the
course,

the

and

fee,

small

the

easy

terms.

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE

Below we

list our principal courses
drafting and several others.
Just
mark X in the [ ] to show which
course interests you and we will send
catalog and information about that
particular subject.
If in doubt about
yourself, tell us your ambitions and
we will advise you.
Sending this
coupon may mark a turning point in

345 Chicago "Tech" Building, Chicago

in

Without obligation upon me. send your Catalog on subject indicated
below.
Also FREE Lesson if inquiry is on Drafting or Plan Readlr.y.

X

Mark

your career.
May lead to a larger
measure of success than you have
expected.
We can train you as we
have trained others. Send the coupon

opposite work in which you are especially interested.

[ ]

Architectural Drafting
Machine Drafting

[ ]

Electrical Drafting

[ ]

Structural Drafting

[

]

[ ]
[

]

Sheet Metal Drafting
Builders' Course

Address.

}

Plan-Reading

I

]

Plan-Reading— Shop Me

[

1

T

]

[

]

I

I

Estimating
Surveying
Autos and Gas Engines
Aeronautics

345 Chicago "Tech" Building, Chicago
ii

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

,

State.

City

College or

Home Study?

Experimenter" when writing
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to

State which

advertisers.

— Building

[

Name

today.

CHICAGO TECHN ICAL COLLEGE
You

TEST

Other institutions ask you to
pay first and then to find out
later how well qualified you are
for this profession. We send

construc-

taught by mail.
and
directly under the Chicago "Tech"
automobile experts. Learn all about. Principles
of .the Automobile, all about (ias Engines. Power
Cooling.
Lubrication.
Transmissions
Plants.
Batteries, Starting and Lighting Systems, etc.

tion,

Not enough really skilled draftsmen are available to fill the places open
All you need is training to be prepared to answer the call that will
mean more money for you. Begin your training without delay. Don't waste
time waiting. The Chicago "Tech" experts are ready today to give you the
thorough, practical instruction which will enable you to step into the drafting
room of some big organization prepared to do the kind of work that earns
Mail the coupon
high salaries and leads to advancement. At least write.
below or a letter stating which branch specially interests you.
now.

Get Practical Training

Come to Chicago "Tech"

Home Study

$100 a Week

to

]
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By ISABEL M. LEWIS, M.A.

now

serving the transits of stars across the
meridian, and which is erected with its central axis exactly in this plane, and a chronograph record in circuit with the sidereal
clock for recording the instant registered by
this clock when the star is on the meridian.
Secre-

tary to the Sales

It is one of the duties of the U. S. Naval
Observatory at Washington, D. C, to send

Manager

out

at

daily telegraphic time signals to all
points in the United States east of the
Rocky Mountains. Points on the Pacific
Coast and in Alaska receive time signals
from the Mare Island Navy Yard in Calif.

$150

per month--on the

road to a big executive position.

NEW WAY

On every night when the weather permits a set of six stars, known as a "time"
set, is observed at the time of their transit
over the meridian of Washington.

speed

and accuracy
surely gets a

fel-

As soon as the star drifts into the field
of view of the telescope, which has been
pointed approximately on the star by setting the circle readings so as to show the
star's "declination" (or distance north of
the equator), the observer is ready to begin
his set of observations.
By means of a
self-registering micrometer which is designed so as to close an electric circuit
automatically five times in one revolution
(with an extra contact provided to mark
the beginning of each revolution)
two
closely parallel vertical threads are made to
move across the field of view of the telescope keeping the star always exactly between them. As soon as the micrometer
screw has been turned a certain definite
amount and the star has advanced a certain
distance across the field, the first electric
contact is closed and connection is instantaneously made with a chronograph record
which is connected electrically with a sidereal clock and which records by a "make
and break" circuit the even seconds of this
clock on a sheet of paper wrapt on a cylindrical roll in the form of little jogs in a
straight line occurring at regular intervals.
When the observer makes electric contact
with this choronograph record by means
of his micrometer screw an irregular jog
appears on the chronograph sheet between
the positions marking even seconds and by
measuring these records the exact time
shown by the sidereal clock at the time
when the star was a known distance from
the meridian can be read to hundredths of
a second of time. From the five different
contacts for each star its sidereal time of

low a regular job."

WEEK FOR YOU

$25 TO $40 PER
You are a Really

Efficient

If

Stenographer

Expert Typists in Great Demand
Typewrite 80 words per minute or more and you will
draw big pav. Wherever you are, increased output or
finished work will bring the big money— good promotions the private secretaryships eventually the execuStenographers who are real typists are
tive positions,
Poorly trained in
wanted by employers everywhere.
Expert
typewriting means poorly paid on payday.

—

—

—

success.
ability means big money
The trouble hitherto has been that stenographers had
no way to improve their typewriting. Ordinary methods
left them stranded without a 30 to 40 word ability.
There was no way to overcome the handicap. Now the

—

"New Way" has changed all this it opens the door
to
for every stenographer to high speed in typewriting
perfect accuracy to great ease of operation to pro-

—

—

—Pay.

motions and Big
Based upon an absolutely new idea
exercises for the definite, cultural

— special gymnastic
training of the fingers

away from the machine! Marvelously successful.
Ten simple lessons easily completed in spare
Your daily typewriting improves from the very

—

time.
start.

Binding guarantee no pay retained unless
Cost low.
expected results arc fully realized.
New Way booklet describes this revolutionary new
system in full detail shows you the way to a traes-

—

formed
It

Write for

doubled or trebled salary.

ability,

FREE.

today.

THE TULLOSS SCHOOL

3573 College

Springfield,

Hill

Obi*

FREE

Bargain Book

^

m

meridian passage

A gn

knife for
camping and

I

a heavy steel blade,
finely tempered, with

ebomzed handle,
ted

to

your

Genuine
sheath with

just the thing for

Operating light
running models

to

Gun

$3.75

more dry or wet cell batteries, depending
upon the power desired. Made by Gilbert;
the famous Boys' Toy Inventor,

FLASHLIGHT
Fits In your vest

pocket, ready for

This machine gun is made like a real one.
Has a detachable magazine clip for firing
the 12 wooden cartridges that come with it.
steel barrel and stock, roller firing crank,
automatic tr avers full circle swivel, wood
fore leg* and trail. The price is 19.70.

service

when you

£A

O^/C

during the

with a bnght bulb and a two
cell battery.

Adolph Shane, E. E„ Dean, Des Moines College
145 Highland Park, Des Moines. Iowa

Learn — Watch Repairing
^^^^
Be a watchmaker
li maker

you can learn

this profitable trade

by correspond.!

by the DeSelmB Cbart System. Aftar you complete
the course you will know a watch from A to Z. You
will know just what the matter Is and how to repair
one.
When you graduate you will be a practical
watchmaker an<l repairer and competent to fill
any position. Positions forour graduates.

Ask

our Free Book.
Itezplalns
our system and terms,

for

THF DeSELMS WATCH SCHOOL
720 Perry

Dr. B.

St.,

™

ATTICA, NO.
I

LUST'S RECREATION RESORT
BU

"YUNGBORN"
A UllUA/Vllll

Natural Life and Rational Cure Health Home for DieteticPhysical-Atmospheric Regeneration Treatment.
Fount of
Youth, and New Life School for those in need of Cure and
Rest, for the physically and spiritually weakened, for those
overworked and for the convalescent.

OPEN ALL THE YEAR

Winter

Branch:

Florida

Yungborn,

Tangerine,

Florida

BE AN EXPERT
Wonderful, new device, guides yoor band; corrects
your writing in few days. Big improvement in three
hours.

No failures. Complete oaf line

Write C.

J.

Ozment, Dept. 44

FREE.

St. Louis,

Printing*

Mo.

Cheap

Cards.circulars, lubeTs.bonk, paper. Fressitj.
pressSlOO. Save money. Print
fjffiKpfor others, liig profit. All easy, rules sent.
Write factory forpresscatalos.TYPE.cards,

JOLarger $25 3ob
etc.

THEPRESSCO.,

D-47, Merlden.Conn.

FREE
I'm

g££

breakers!

Unusually attractive

Autumn and Winter

»

AW SmtUHtd. A44rw

BALTIMORE MAIL ORDER COMPANY
Dept. 125 Howard & Baltimore Sta, Baltimore. Md
You

benefit

sea-

American and European Plans
Luxurious lobbies, spacious verandas and sun parlors overlooking tne ocean.
Charming afternoon musicales and evening concerts. A palatial residence
for those seeking rest and recreation.
Sea water baths. Fireproof garage.
Illustrated booklet sent on request.

by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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a

RAMAPO MOUNTAINS

sons.

Wonderful Submarine $1.50

up«u *»•*'»»*.

Ufa
Ocean Front.

need a strong light. Comes with
a nickel plated case, equipped

Lota of fun to watch the little "sub" performing all sorts of stunts in the water.
It la adjustable for diving and circling,
cither under the water or above. Operates with a strong rubber band motor.

n*4

The Great Practical School of the Middle West
Offers a remarkably complete course of Electrical
Engineering in one year of 48 weeks, at low cost,
A very fine laboratory unexcelled in the country
for the performance of real tests and experiments.
Several datea for entrance during school year.
Other courses offered are the standard 4-year
courses in Civil, Mechanical, Electrical and Chemical Engineering.
One-year courses in Surveying,
Highway Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and
Drafting,
and Auto Electrical Expert Course.
Write for catalog, stating course in which you
are interested.
Address

Atlantic City's Newest
Fire-Proof Hotel

Pocket Size

Special

•

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE

fit-

the

Gilbert Miniature

Catalogue

Des Moines, Iowa
formerly

grasp.

your belt

Machine

Des Moines College

leather
slits in

end through which
slip

computed.

eleven fifty-five A. M. on every dayexcept Sundays and holidays telegraphic
connection of the transmitting clock is made

by means of relays, and during the five
minutes just preceding noon every tick of
the clock is heard all over the United States
wherever these lines extend, except that for

$1.25

sorts of outdoor

all

MOTOR

Electric

80c

is

At

Big Scout

Knife

1920

purposes of identification the 29th second
and the last five seconds of the 55th, 56th,
57th and 58th minutes and the last ten seconds of the 59th minute are omitted. The
noon signal is a longer contact after the
ten-second break.

{Continued from page 1137)
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Own Home

Wonderful Treatments in Your
RID

yourself of headaches, nervousness, skin blemishes, and other complaints.
Enjoy wonderful, sparkling
health! Increase your store of energy,
revitalize

your

You

nerves.

worn-out cells and
be amazed at the

tired,
will

splendid, quick results obtained through the use
of the wonderful new Vi-Rex Violet Ray Machine
right in your own home!
Violet Rays penetrate to every cell of the body, imparting that
stimulating vigor which brings the glow of health,
tones up the entire system, putting life into covertaxed and sluggish tissues. As a relief from pain

—

Vi-Rex has no

What

Satisfied Users

and Physicians Say
Trixie
Friganza,
well
known
actress, says: "Cheerfully do I add
my praise for Vi-Rex. It is wonderful.
It cured
brother of
neuritis.
As for myself, I use it for
facial treatments and general mas-

my

sage. I cannot say too much for it."
K. L. Allen, D. C„ 205 Boone
Building, Boone, Iowa, writes: "I
have had some very good results
with the application of high frequency current in cases of Paralysis, Rheumatism and Neuritis, and
it a great help in drugless
healing."
Dr. Daniels, Lisbon, North Dakota, says: " Have used the Vi-Rex
in such cases as Goitre, Bronchitis,
Pleurisy, Neuritis, Neuralgia and
Lumbago, and find it very bene-

think

ficial.

In

fact,

I

would not be

without it in my office."
Dr. Bert H. Rice, of Vinton,
Iowa, says: "I have good results
with the Vi-Rex high frequency
instrument in all cases of Neu-

Almost instant
ralgia.
facial neuralgia."

relief

in

Yon

equal. Its soothing rays quickly
find the source
of distress and
afford speedy

comfort.

Vi-Rex Violet

Rays are effective for a host
of disorders and
ailments.
Doc-

tors in all parts of the country are adding this
scientific
outfit to their office equipment and
recommending its use to patients.
Beauty specialists have long realized its efficiency for inducing
a clear and healthful skin. Until recently expense prohibited the use of this remarkable
health-building force in private homes.
the
practical, inexpensive Vi-Rex Violet Ray Machine
enables everyone to enjoy all the benefits of this
marvellous treatment at home

Now

Try Vi-Rex
Violet Rays for
Asthma

Headache

Barber's

Insomnia

Itch
Boils

Lumbago

Muscular
Stiffness
Blackheads
Neuralgia
Bunions

Not a Vibrator

Callouses
Catarrh

Neuritis

The Vi-Rex Violet Ray is essentially different
from any other electrical treatment. It is not a

Chilblains

Colds

Paralysis
Piles

does not shock or jar the nerve ends.
Its effectiveness is obtained through its power of
penetration not through the manipulation of
surface muscles.
There is no feeling of soreness

Corns

Pimples

vibrator

—

—only

or exhaustion after use
agreeable sense of relief.
The operation of the outfit is

a

comforting,

Current
simplicity itself.
electric light socket is transformed into an effective
healing agent as pleasant to the senses as a ray of spring sunshine.
It may be used on the very young and the very old
without the slightest discomfort. No shocks or jolts just
a soft, steady ray of violet light filled with an abundance of
(Special equipment is supplied to you at
health and energy.
a trfliing cost if electric current is not available.)

from your

—

Mail Coupon for Book and
Free Trial Offer

Constipation Pyorrhea

Dandruff
Deafness

Skin
Diseases
Disorders Sore Throat
Fprains
Eczema
Eye Troubles Tonsilitis

Ear

Falling IZair

Goitre

Hay Fever

VI-REX ELECTRIC CO.. Dept. 43,
326 W. Madison Street, Chicago.
Please send me without cost or obligation your

free

book describing your wonderful Violet Ray Machine.

Name
I

Address.

I

City.

Experimenter" when writing
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Warts
Whooping
Cough

FREE BOOK COUPON

results

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

Rheumatism

I

Write today for our free booklet describing the
wonderful Vi-Rex outfit in complete detail, and
particulars of our liberal 10-day trial offer.
Find out how Violet Rays will help you. Read what
hundreds of users say about the Vi-Rex and the astonishing
which have been obtained. Learn why it is the most
economical and practical machine of its kind available.
You may use it to gain health, vitality, beauty! There is
no limit to its beneficial powers. Write now for this great
health book. Mail the coupon or send a postal. Do It Now.

Obesity

State

to advertisers.
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Taught By A

You
Can

Practical

LEARN

Man

Spare Time

For Beginners and Experienced

Men

This home study course is based upon the
years of practical electrical experience of
Yorke Burgess, who gives personal attention
to each student.
There is no limit to what you can accomplish
with its aid. It is up to you.

Results of Burgess Service

men recommend this
electrical
Students are invariably
others.
Over 80
promoted and get better salaries.
per cent of the students are engaged in the
Over 15 per cent of
electrical business.

Practical
course to

enrollment came

;:;esen,t

through

stuBeginners
get
dents.
employment in electrical
work after taking the
course a short while.
satisfied

Your
Satisfaction

Assured

Fifty-Fifty
TRICITY

ELEC-

supplied on

is

EASY PAYMENTS,

The Burgess
Method is so uni-

in-

cluding apparatus, instruments, material, etc.
Start any time
stop
time your
payany
ments cease if you are
not satisfied.
Send for
the KORGEjSS CATALOGUE today.
Gives
full informatifln without
cost er eofrgafion.

versally
successful that, we give
assurpositive
ance of perfect

—

—

on
satisfaction
completing
the
course or money
refunded.
There
are
no
strings

—

tied to this you
are the judge.

Yorke Burgess, Supt

BURGESS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
7<K E. 4>2nd St.

Chicago,

111.

Invaluable to Any Electrical Man
Ih response to many requests, Mr. Burgess
a set of simple and concise
lessons f^r those who desire to take up the
use of this practical instrument.
preiKuretf

A High Grade
SLIDE RULE
in a leather

rase,

and a

COMPLETE COURSE OF

INSTRUCTION

will

Special

Combination

We

have
to

be supplied

selected

The

purpose.

you

the

simple

a very reasonable

at

Price

best rule for the
lessons will enable

understand thoroughly its use.
Write us for full information

Chicago,

HI.

BURGESS
BLUE BOOK
a practical

and handy reference book

Electrical

Men and

Contains over 200

CALCULATION FORMULAS

for

Students
and

WORKED OUT PROBLEMS showing their use.
DRAWINGS of ELECTRICAL MACHINERY
CON N ECT ONS— ALTE RDEVICES— INSIDE
I

CURRENT CALCULATIONS

and hunday problems are also covered.
Recommended by electrical men all over the
Purchased by electrical concerns for
country.
their employees and customers.

N ATI N G

dreds

of

every

USED

on a subject that is not understood by many people.
This is the question of the relationship between SEX

and

PHYSICAL

the

MENTAL

and

HEALTH.

"
It is always best when
stones to obtain a good one.

for.

DEFECTS

One
is

IN

purchasing

DIAMONDS.

of the greatest defects in

carbon

spots.

written by an experienced physician, who has investigated this subject and has found it to be the
origin of most chronic diseases.
This is also the
cause of so mauy unhappy marriages.
This is a
very valuable book for those who are married or
intend to get married: it will avoid considerable
unhappiness and heart-aches.
This book will be
sent you prepaid upon receipt of

These

diamonds

when found

in

large masses make the stone practically
worthless, whence it is called carbonado,
and is used in rock drills, etc., but in stones
coming from Africa and other places (except in the Mexican variety), carbon spots
are seldomly found, as the cutter has used
his utmost skill to clear these.
The reason
they are objectionable is that the spot is
reflected and exaggerated many times, altho
in reality it may be quite small in itself.
Ofttimes a carbon spot is left in the stock
but generally in such a position that when a
stone is placed in a setting, it is covered by
either the gold or platinum mounting.
It
is then more valuable to leave the spot in
the stone rather than cut the stone away,
making it smaller in size, as stones are sold
by the carat, namely, a unit of weight.
stone is more valuable, even with small carbon spots invisible to the unaided eye, than
a stone of poorer color, and it is found
that in the course of examining differences
in stones, nearly all of them if pure white
have traces of carbon in them. Very often
a stone has cracks or breaks across the
grain or with the grain, irregular when
across the grain and straight when with the
grain.
These breaks cause a reflection
which is a^ very bad feature and is second
to large carbon spots in regard to frequency
of occurrence. They are called cracks when
large and feathers or flazes when small.
Minute feathers are not very noticeable.

50

CENTS IN MONEf ORDER, STAMPS OR COIN

NATURAL

UK,

110

EAST 41st STREET,

-

NEW VORR

-

PRICE

$1.00
if

BURGESS ENGINEERING CO.
Consulting Electrical Engineers
Yorke Burgess, President

750 E. 42nd St.

Chicago,

THAT'S

—

th« word to describe this

new

utility

chest the haJidiest. sturdiest, chest for garage
home use, for auto-mechanics, electricians,
plumbers, line-men.
Its solid oak frame, rigidly
held together by lock -cornered joints twice as
strong as dove-tailing insures tool safety against
theft, rust, bangs, knocks
or outdoor weather.
Get
the details
about this
chest and the other 18 e

or

—

—

Union

sizes

and

styles.

Write for Catalog, prices
J

and name of nearest
dealer and guarantee.
If

no dealer near you,

(

write for special offer,.;
Union Tool Chest Co,,
Inc., 36 Mill Street,
Rochester, New York

I

UMAKEM
Airplane Workchest, containing aircraft work table with
mitre cutting board and length gauge, steel drill, steel
hammer, Model Maker's steel square, screwdriver, sandpaper block. 10" scroll saw. together with finest quality
reed and bass wood, aluminum, silk, para rubber, full
set of blueprints, directions, and all fittings for building
one 36" Bleriot Model flying Monoplane. Price $10 00.
Other
Outfits 50c to $50.

DmakeM

No. 2

UmakeM

W. R. PRICE. Inc.
Building, 127 Fifth Avenue,

New York

COPY THIS SKETCH
And let me see what you can do with it.
Many newspaper artists earning J3O.00
to $1*26.00 or more per week were trained
by my course of personal individual lessons by mail. PICTURK CHARTS make

DIAMOND CRAFT.

drawing easy to learn. Send
sketch of Uncle Sam with 6e in ulamps for
sample Picture * hart, list <>f successful
students, examples of their work and
evidence of what YOU can accomplish.
Plsaae ttate your age
original

the diamond there is a "grain" in the
rough stone which grain is parallel to any
of the triangular faces of the octahedral
crystal. The stones in the rough are examined for perfection and assorted for sizes.
The largest stones are given very close inspection for flaws and carbon spots. When
these are found it may be desirable to split
the stone into several smaller pieces, to
eliminate the flaws and to secure stones of
Ill

more marketable

size.

It

behooves an

The Landon School

There are two

q
©h.o

t

^

Perfected Gasoline Engines
1

and

1%

and
Shop

h.

use.
Also,

up.

p.— for Farm
Price. $27.60

WASHING MACHINES

We ship on trial. Send
Booklet and Special Offer.
1401— 19th

Racine. Wis.

St..

STARTER

FORD CARS

for

A STEFFEY MOTOR
on your wheel
vert

it

motorcycle

grade

that

will

CO., Dept.

E. 5025

Brown St,

for the Electrical Experimenter
Holds and preserves 12 issues, each of which
Will
be inserted or removed at will, without tools.
keep your magazines perfectly for all time or just
preserve them like new till you bind them permaMade of heavy material, extra
nently.
strongly reinforced at the back aud covered with handsume green cloth, suitably
Add postage for 2 'bs.
lettered in gold.

65c

[Continued on page 1174)

Experimenter Pub. Co., Inc.

Book Department |233 Fulton

St.,

MODEL

benefit by

Model

Alrplsumes

Send 5<t for catalog qgt^^rierfe^^rjntn^no eked- down scafe
models of new machines, pai»t~3T"fi^*>»^s,and supplies.
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Pa

Phila.

HANDY BINDER

work

tfiy

and

high

cost, you less to operate than the more
expensive machines. Write at once and secure lowest lac.ury prices. Excellent opportunity for agents. Send scamp,

(

etircdl

con-

will

into a practical

successful

on this line, one called the loppcr and the
other the briliantccrcr. The lopper makes
The brilthe stone into octagonal shape.
lianteerer cuts the facets and smaller parts,
When the stone is
finishing the stone
placed upon the rapidly revolving iron

B u Ud

for

SIEVERKROPP ENGINE CO

STEFFEY MFG.

sets of cutters that

^

_J

of Cartooning

a:id

A

easily along its grain.

S

1510 SchofieldBldg., Cleveland

in-

dividual known as a "cleaver" to know
thoroly the grain of the diamond in the
rough.
Sometimes days are taken to decide on its cleavage in order to get the
a mark is placed
largest and best results
upon the diamond with pen and ink, a tiny
groove is ground into it and the stone
mounted on the end of a holder with the
knife
sharp edge of another diamond.
about 6" long by 1" high is now inserted
into the groove or on top of the line, and
with a quick blow the diamond separates

Wtadiiniff
You

CITY

HANDY

BY TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

WE REFUND YOUR MONEY the BOOK
DOES NOT MEET YOUR APPROVAL

"

THE ABUSE OF THE MARRIAGE RELATION

—

BURGESS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
745 E. 42nd St.

By JOSEPH KRAUS
(Continued from page 1115)

Rule

Electrical Slide
has

Something New

A

This methsd of learning

PRACTICAL

All Albert

lnVo " r

Hundreds of Burgess-trained men and boys
have advanced to better positions by means
of the practical electrical knowledge easily
learned at home by this method. If you are
willing to give a little of your spare time you
can do the same.

•

March, 1920

Broadway,
to

advertisers.

Bro<n>kllyim,N.lf.

N.
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ThcWorld of Industry Needs

TSMEN
You Can Learn Quickly by Our
Practical Method
Through our famous Home Study Course, if you are a
person of even average ability, you can master this
profitable profession in your spare time at
your own home. You can become a first
class Draftsman through our Home Study
Course because of the fact that our training is most thorough and practical, the work
being given to you in as practical a way as
I
you would get it in a drafting room, and
because you will be PERSONALLY instructed and coached by the President of
Roy C. Claflin, PresiThe Columbia
dent,
the School, Roy C. Claflin, whose long exDrafting

School of
perience as a Draftsmen and teacher especially qualifies him to give you the kind of training you need.

Draftsmen Get $35.00 to $100.00 a Week
Every mechanical idea must be drawn out by the Draftsman before it can become a reality. Therefore, on account of the importance of his work, he is paid a good salary and is always in
line for advancement. Drafting is not only one of the best paying
professions,

but is the stepping stone to bigger opportunities.
receiving up to $40,000 a year, and over, in technical
positions, owe their success to their knowledge of Drafting as
the starting point.

Many men,

How

Columbia

construction companies, manufacturers of machinery,
locomotives, and automobiles, designers of tools and special equipment, makers of aeroplanes, large engineering companies, in fact
all branches of industry need
today in greater
numbers and at better salaries than ever before.

General

Students Succeed
(More

letters

DRAFTSMEN

on request)

"I have accepted a position as draftsman, paying $2,640.00 a year to start.
/ had no previous drafting experience
aside from my training with you,
which has proven all that was needed
for me to become a professional
Lawrence P. Johnston.
draftsman."
(Mr. Johnston expects to be advanced
to $3,300 a year in a few weeks.)

"Columbia" Graduates Are the Kind
Draftsmen That Are Needed
The

H

A

No Previous Training Required
Drawing Outfit

have

We

a

This becomes your
property as soon as the
course has been paid

Mail This Coupon

Today

position

what you do
If you are interested

catalog

of

Without obligation to me, please send me FREE vour
illustrated book of particulars, testimonials from students, rates and liberal terms.

*

Name

particulars.

School of
Drafting,
Dept 1094,
14th & T Sts. N.W.,
Columbia

V

Washington, D. C.

benefit by

in

coupon WITHOUT
DELAY for our Free

;

of Drafting

Dept. 1094, 14th and T Sts., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

learning this interesting
and big paying profession send the following

A few of our many other successful
graduates are R. Fowkes, $3,700 a
year G. Tangorra, $2,800 a year T.
R. Brown, $2,860 a year.

You

Columbia School

your
upon
TODAY.

success of
future depends

with a large manufacturing concern
in Chicago and wish to thank you for
the training your school has given
me." Emil B. Johnson.

;

letter).

for.

The

good

essentials quickly, so that no previous training
or drafting experience of any kind is required to
take up this work with us.
You do not even
need a high school education to learn Professional
Drafting as taught by this school and the training
we give you is all that is needed to secure a position as Draftsman (Read Lawrence P. Johnston's

without
furnish,
extra charge, an individual drawing outfit to
all our students for use
throughout the course.

A. L. Gash.
accepted

As our students are given practical Drafting work
from the beginning of our course, they grasp the

Furnished Students

"I wish to express my appreciation
for your courteous treatment and sincere interest in the progress of my
studies and for aiding me, upon completion of your course, to secure a
very desirable position at $140 a
month to start. I am getting on well
and the chances for advancement are

"I

properly trained Draftsmen, such as those graduated by the
are the ones who get
the preferred positions and best salaries, and are the ones who
are most greatly in demand. The success of our students demColumbia Graduates are filling important
onstrates this fact.
positions in big concerns throughout the country. We would like
to send you a book of testimonials from many of our hundreds
of students and graduates whose present highly paid positions
as Draftsmen are the result of their practical training with us.
few of these letters are here reprinted.

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING,

"Several firms have offered me $40
and $45 a week to start. As I am
doing nicely as draftsman up here
and about to receive my second increase in salary have decided to stay.
I find there are hundreds of openings
for draftsmen and if I quit where I
am I could secure another position in
three hours' time.
There will be a
still greater demand for Draftsmen."
Geo. Murray, Jr.

excellent."

of

Street

&

No..

.
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(Continued from page 1172)

one very strange fact noticeable is
that large sparks may be drawn from the
plate and are seen to fly to other metal
parts.
These are at least about one inch
long.
This typical static electric discharge
plate,

The Human
More

the world
the War.
is

Side of Service

than a year has passed since

the signing of the Armistice, yet
still

feels

comes from nothing apparently, the only
explanation perhaps being that it is due to
friction of the diamond against the rapidly
revolving iron plate. Care must be taken
that the iron plate does not have any irregularity in it, as this would result in a
poorly cut diamond. The disc if necessary
is scored with sand stone to make it smooth
on another lathe.
Strange to say, altho many companies
have put small diamonds on the market,
very few have continued to follow the
same line of "cut" thruout. At the firm
where these photos were obtained the
smallest diamond up to the largest is absolutely perfect and has 58 facets
and
hence a stone of this nature would natur-

all

the effects of

The Telephone Company

no exception.

;

In every place efforts at restora-

The loyalty

tion are unremitting.

employees
tasks

who

and the

have

of

staid at their

fine spirit of

new em-

ployees deserve public appreciation.

More than 20,000

They have worked

Bell telephone

at a disad-

employees went to war; some of them

vantage but they have never faltered,

never returned. For eighteen months

for they

we were

both the commercial and social

all

shut off from practically

know

importance to

their

of the country.

supplies.

These two hundred thousand

War's demands took our employees and our materials, at the

same time requiring increased service.

workers are
rest of us.

human

as

just

They

districts suffered.

the

old,

service has

been

places

high

In

many

standard of

of

as the

respond to kindly,

considerate treatment

Some

life

and are worthy

adequate remuneration.

reward should always be

And the
in

keep-

ing with the service desired.

restored.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One

One System

Policy

Universal Service

ally be more expensive, but the slight expense for the cutting of the facets is shown
markedly, if any attempt is made to resell

the stone.

There are

The

several

methods of

cutting

being the finest example of the diamond cutter's art. This
First
cut is specialized in by this concern.
This is a
is the cabochon or baldpate cut.
very simple cut and can be round, oval,
stones.

brilliant

The
square, cushion, or heart-shaped.
thickness is about one-half the spread in
transparent stones.
This cut is generally
used in opals. It has a very quiet beauty
of color and saves considerable weight of
Sometimes in the transparent
the stone.
In
stones the bottom is slightly concave.
the rose cut the thickness is about oneIt is circular on the bothalf the spread.
tom and nearly pointed at the top (see illustration). It presents 24 triangular facets
on its surface.
One strange fact, however, is that altho
fairly brilliant, its brilliancy is dispersed
next come to the step
and scattered.
cut of which so many stones are examples.
It needs practically no explanation, a glance
now
at the diagram making this clear.
come to the brilliant to which a great deal
of science and skill has contributed an immense quantity of knowledge. It has been
found that a back slope of a brilliant must
be of a definite inclination, so that no considerable amount of light can strike more
steeply than 24 degrees in order to obtain
Likewise the angle
complete reflection.
formed between the girdle (which is the
thin knife-like edge used to fasten the
stone into a setting) and the sloping side
for the top should be about 35 to 37 degrees
and 41 degrees for the back angle. These

We

We

two measurements have been found to be
In regard to lumpy stones, it has been
found that attempts to sell these are increasing over stones of good qualities. The
reason is that the stone thus formed gives

best.

OLD TOWN CANOE CO.

@ldolvwn Cawei

953 Fourth

St.

Old Town. Maine, U.S. A.

greater carat weight, but a stone of this
nature is not to be desired. Sometime the
thickness will cause it to leak light in the
center and hence a well or a dark spot is
formed. On the other hand there is not
sufficient reflection if the stone is too thin

Every Stroke Counts
Laze along in the alder shadows or shoot
through swift water, an "Old Town Canoe"
will obey every move of your paddle. Light
as a bubble, graceful as a swan, but staunch
safest
boats.
stock.

INDEX
to

lacks brilliancy.
gem
is
a pear-shaped
briolette
drilled at the narrow end and worn as a

For
I,

2,

Vol.
3,

4,

5

pendant.

in

A FEW FACTS WORTH REMEMBERING.

We have already spoken of paste jewelry,
In glass, the
but not the various forms.
edges are not very sharp, which is oi;c of

15c

EXPERIMENTER PUBL. CO
Book Dept., 231 Fulton

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

it

The

—

Write for catalog. 3000 canoes
$67 up. At dealer's or factory.

electrical experimenter
science & invention
You

and

The "Sponson Model" is the
canoe made
safer than most row

as a scow.

St.,

N.Y

Experimenter" when writing
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Way

"YouVe Gone
"Today good
to congratulate

old

Wright came

me on my

to

my

promotion.

1

175

Past Me, Jim!"

All day the boys had been dropping
office.
But with Wright it was different.

in

"When I had to give up school to go to work I came to the plant seeking any kind of a job
They put me on the paywas just a young fellow without much thought about responsibility.
roll and turned me over to Wright, an assistant foreman then as now.
He took a kindly interest
in me from the first. 'Do well the job that's given you, lad,' he said, 'and in time you'll win out.'
I

"Well, I did my best at my routine work, but I soon realized that if ever I was going to get ahead I must not
only do my work well, but prepare for something better. So I wrote to Scranton and found I could get exactly the
course I needed to learn our business. I took it up and began studying an hour or two each evening.

"Why,

my work

new meaning. Wright began

me

the most particular
was made assistant
foreman of a new department. I kept right on studying because I could see results and each day I was applying
what I learned. Then there was a change and I was promoted to foreman at good money, too.
jobs

in just a little

— and asking

my

while

advice.

And

took on a whole

there came, also, an increase in pay.

Next thing

giving
I

knew

I

—

—

'And now the first big goal is reached
I am superintendent, with an income that means independence, comforts
TEAR OUT HEHEand enjoyments at home all those things that make life worth living.

—

Wright

same

an example of the tragedy of lack
of training. What a truth he spoke when he said today, 'You've gone
'way past me, Jim,
and you deserve to.'
Heads win every time!"
is still

at the

job,

—

Yes,

The

simply a question of training.

it's

money you

—

need, but your head can

Your hands

you'll give

win promotion,
know the joy of getting ahead in business and
Isn't

it

Explain, without obligating me, how
or in the subject, before which I

tion,

r

can't earn the

it

to

to

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer

Telegraph Engineer

Show Card

n Mechanical

Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice

more than
earn more money,

r Toolmaker

Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER
STATIONARY ENGINEER

in life.

L

about time to find out what they can do for you?

Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman

ARCHITECT

You,

too,

with an income that will make possible money in the bank, a home of
your own, the comforts and luxuries you would like to provide your
family. No matter what your age, your occupation, your education,
or your means
you can do it!

—

All

we

this

ask

is

the chance to prove

penny of
coupon.

part or a

L Contractor and Builder
H Architectural Draftsman

can have the position you want in the work of your choice,

cost.

That's

fair,

it

— without

isn't

it?

Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

B PLUMHING

AND HEATING

Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Overseer or Supt.

CHEMIST

Navigation

obligation on your

Then mark and

Present
Occupation^

mail

Street

and

No.,

City.

You

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

Experimenter" when writing
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can qualify for the pot!*
X.

I

mark

ELECTRICAL engineer
Electric Lighting and Railways
Electric Wiring

Telephone Work
mechanical engineer

a chance.

International Correspondence Schools have helped

two million men and women
to

if

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6222, SCRANTON, PA.

to

advertisers.

Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman

ILLUSTRATING

Cartooning
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Private Secretary

BOOKKEEPER

Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Public Accountant

TRAFFIC MANAGER

Railway Accountant

Commercial Law

GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher

Common School

Subjects

Mathematics

CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk

AUTOMOBILE OPERATING
Aato Repairing

Spanish

AGRICULTURE

French

I'oultry Raising |

Italian.
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TAKE

a whole month to prove
for yourself that by The Life

{Continued front page 1174)

Way

Plan you can have Abounding
Health, increase your Income, find
Harmony and demonstrate Success.

the diamond.

—

Tens of thousands have tried this Plan, and
have succeeded. Would you not love to try it?
You have

doubtless heard of it, for it is well known all round the world.
and with it, all I possessed. After years of sickness and miserable
failure, 1 made a discovery which transformed my whole life.
Then I began
I
have been at it a long time now, this year am helping more
helping others.
than ever before, and if you will let me, I will help you.
I

lost

my

health,

—

—

My discovery is based upon a great scientific fact which is that within your cells
you have all the essential elements for Health, Wealth, Success and Happiness, and The
Secret Formula of The Life Way is a plain, concise, definite Plan by which you release
your latent and dormant forces, and set them to work, in your own right channels.
Then
show you just how to use these mighty implements of conquest, to go forth
and conquer how to develop dynamic nerves, superb muscles, supreme mind control,
improved memory and intensified power of concentration how to gain a new consciousness,
get out of the ruts, make a fresh start, raise your income, get what belongs to you, and
make the dreams of years come true.

—

I

—

—

You may

MY

HERE'S

OFFER.

—

get acquainted with the Plan
make a good beginning, and
start at once
Plan for yourself, and if for any reason
take a whole month to demonstrate The Life
will
you are not entirely satisfied, it
not cost you a cent.

Way

—

"THE LIFE WAY." It explains my method.
step is to send for my book
The Life Way Plan, The Secret Formula, Vito-Therapy and Volitional Evolution, and is
brimful of facts you'll be glad to know. It tells you how you may possess this "Secret of
the Ages" for all time, and sing the song of abundance through life.
The

first

With the book, I'll enclose many reports from students, and also my absolute guarantee.
So no matter what your problems may be, or what methods you have tried, here is your
Send NOW for your copy of "THE LIFE WAY."
It is free, and without
opportunity.
cost or obligation on your part, I'll promptly send you the book.

Life

Way

Dept. 56, Los> Angeles, Cal.

Studios

DON'T SCRAP
F-F

it

will

not take

BATTERY BOOSTER

Batteries that have been turned down for one reason or another have been brought back to life
and usefulness after being given a charge of rectified pulsating alternatin g current from the
No inconpatented F-F Magnetic Rectifier. Results are what count.
venience and expense connected with keeping your battery up and most
important of all, the matter is not neglected.
For 110 Volt 60 cycle Alternating Current Lamp Socket, TYPE 6-6
Shipping weight
volt 6 ampere, $15; Type 12-12 volt 5 ampere, $20.
complete with Ammeter and Battery Clips 12 pounds.
Ask for bulletin 12 describing this and other F-F charging apparatus of larger
capacities including those operating on farm lighting plants and direct currents.
Send cheek for prompt Express Shipment. For Parcel Post include Postage and
Insurance charges.

Also can ship C.O.D. subject to examination.

THE FRANCE MANUFACTURING

is
changed by allowing radium to
upon it.
SPECIFIC GRAVITY TESTS OF DIAMONDS.
One of the finest tests and practically
invaluable is the specific gravity method of
determining the value of stones. For this

purpose a delicate chemical balance will be
necessary capable of weighing in carats
and fractions of carats. The method of
procedure is as follows: A fine wire is
suspended from one side of the balance,
it having a small pan attached to one end.
This is weighed in air and then in water.

Now

diamond is placed upon this pan
again weighed in air and water
the respective weights of the wires being
subtracted in both cases in order to obtain the actual weight of the diamond.
Now by subtracting the weight in water
from the weight in air, we obtained the
loss of weight in water and then deterthe

it

is

mined the

you yourself have found

your battery until after strict trial or due examination
a charge when connected to an

mond

act

and

EARL WARD PEARCE
The

However, advantage of the
doublet and triplet formation of stone is
taken and very often the stone may be
genuine in its top table or in the entire
the bottom, 'nevertheless, being of
top,
some spurious, worthless imitation. If a
stone of this nature is placed iato oil, the
oil prevents reflection and refraction, and
two distinct colors may readily be seen
which of course, verifies the suspicion that
the stone was not genuine. Some African
stones likewise have been fomad to fluoresce in the dark, due perhaps to some
radioactive
material
contained
therein.
This is particularly evident if the stone
after having been exposed to an arc light,
is rubbed on a piece of wood and then is
placed in a dark room.
It has been asserted and proven that color in the dia-

CO., Cleveland, Ohi

specific gravity.
Weight in air

=

Sp. Gr.

Loss of weight in water
Let us take an example:
Suppose the wire and pan
weighs
2 in air
And weighs
1 in water
Diamond, pan, etc., weighs.... 12 in air
Diamond, pan, etc., weighs.... 9 in water
Subtracting weight of wire and pan in each
case we get
(a) Weight of
(b) Weight of

diamond
diamond

Loss of weight
b from a)

—

Sp. Gr.

=

water

in

10

in air
in water

8

(subtracting

2

10

— or
2

TEL.

BACK BAY

5164

Learn Wireless
now in the
Marine.
Big salaries.
guaranteed.
Graduates
now operating in all parts of the
REMEMBER: We are the
world.

Splendid

opportunities

Positions

LARGEST and BEST

OLDEST,

EQUIPPED

school

New England,
Boylatoiv 31

Bosloi-s,

—

SANDS

Mm.

our

of

Advanced
and code.

for the asking

THIS SPEAKS FOR
Day and Evening classes.

credit.

ITSELF.

Our prospectus

its kind in
hare THOUgraduates to

of

and

satisfied

classes

in

Start any

Radio theory
Monday.

rThe Barker Power Grip will double and treble the strength In your
fingers, hands, wrists and forearms in a remarkably short time. The
Power Grip is of special value to and highly recommended by Doctors
of Dental Surgery, Pianists, Telegraph Operators and Typewriters. A
strong grip is admired more than any other feat of strength. In fact, it
has saved many a person's life, in cases of emergency. Those who suffer
from cold hands or perspiring hands will obtain great benefits by using
the Grip a few minutes a day. The «1J 1 fkfk
price of the

You

nnctliaid
»WW.pu&ipaiu

Barker Power Grip «4>
D. C, Studio 6100, 127

BARKER,

benefit by

we can

Chrysoberyl

(Alexandrite)

Corundum (Ruby,
tal

Saifire,

3.73

Orien-

Topaz)

Diamond
Garnet (Pyrope)
Hessonite

Dematoid or Olivine
Almandite

ARMS OF STEEL

Prof. A.

our

results to the table
readily determine the
specific gravity for each stone, and in this
way determine precisely, to a great extent,
the type of stone under test.
2.74
Beryl (Emerald)

herewith

Merchant

«<?1

Sp. Gr. 5
By referring

42nd

St.,

N. Y.

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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Opal
Peridot
Quartz (Amethyst

Topaz)
Topaz (Precious)
Kunzite
Turquoise

4.03
3.52
3.78
3.61
3.84
4.05
2.15
3.40

Common
2.66
3.53
3.18
2.82
4.20-4.69

Zircon
In addition the specific gravity of a stone
(Continued on page 1178)
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it ever occur to you that all salaries are paid on a C. O. D. basis
cash on delivery? It is the only plan on which salaries can be figured,
otherwise business would be very uncertain.

Did

A man who

only worth $25 a week cannot expect more until he can
worth $75 or $100 a

is

deliver more.
The man who can deliver service
week to the boss expects it and gets it.

—

To

the fellow who has never stopped to think the matter over it must seem that
the men who draw big pay are either "lucky" or have a "pull." Nothing is
further from the truth, for "luck" and "pull" cut no ice on any payroll.

The amount on your pay check

tit*

worth on the market

represents in cold figures just

how much you

— how much you know and how much you can deliver.

are

The men who

are at the top of the payroll are there because they fitted themselves to deliver the service they are drawing big pay for.
This is all you
have to do to increase your pay.

RAISE

YOUR

American School

OWN PAY

You can

raise

your own pay by

—

—

benefit by

Correspondence

Please tell me how I can qualify
for the position marked X.

in-

creasing your delivery of service.
You can easily do it just as thousands of American School students
have done by devoting a part of your
spare time to practical training. One
hour after supper each night will do.
Employers won't show workers how to deliver more — but they are willing to and
do pay real money to those who know how to deliver a maximum of service.
We know we can increase your delivery and are willing to guarantee oar servTake ten lessons beice to satisfy you or we will refund your money in full.
fore deciding whether you wish to continue. You risk nothing, so let us know
in the Coupon in which line you want to deliver more — and earn more.
Yon

of

Dept. G-263, Chicago
TRAINING-THE KEY TO SUCCESS

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter"
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..High School Graduate
.

Automobile Engineer

..Automobile Repairman
..Airplane Mechanic
..Electrical Engineer
..Electric Light and Power

Superintendent

..

Accountant and Auditor

..Bookkeeper
..Stenographer
Fire Insurance Expert
.

..Sanitary Engineer

nest

:;z\%$l$S^*
..Building Contractor
..Civil

..Business Manager
..Cert. Public Accountant

Engineer

.Structural Engineer
..Mechanical Engineer
..Shop Superintendent

'EESi/SLa,
Engineer
Gen'l Education Courses

Com. School Branehea
Lawyer
Telephone Engineer*
Western Union Courses
Wireless Operator

Steam Engineer
..Draftsman and Designer
..Photoplay Writer
Employment Manager
..Foreman's Training Course
.

to

advertisers.
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may

be obtained roughly by testing with
the following solutions. If the stone floats
in the first and sinks in the second, its
specific gravity is somewhere between the
specific gravity of one and the specific gravity of the other.
Methylene
iodid,
saturated
with
1 )
iodin and iodoform, sp. gr. equal to 3.6.
(2) Methylene, iodid sp. gr. 3.3.
(3) Methylene, iodid and benzene sp.
(

(4) Methylene,

iodid

and benzene

gr. 2.65.

the missing

Fill in

how

See

lines.

close

you come to the original drawing. The
above picture was drawn by Student Wynn
Holcomb.
We have a great number of
students and graduates whose work appears
in magazines and newspapers all over the
country.

Can You Draw?
you

If

about

like

draw write

to

Read

our book.

for

new method Home Study Course

our

Learn at home,

cartooning, illustrating, designing.
by mail, in spare time.

Become an
Cartoonists,

Illustrators,

in

(Keeps the Hair Dressed)

The hair will stay dressed after Hermo "HAIR-

LUSTR" has been applied. No more mussy, un-

Artist
Artists

make big money. You can earn $25 to $100 a
week and more. Learn under personal direction

luster, insuring the life of the hair, as well as its
beauty. Dress it in any of the prevailing styles,
and it will stay that way. Gives the hair that

;

groomed appearance so becoming to the stars of the stage and screen. Guaranteed harmless and greaseless.
soft, glossy, well

Two

IN FULL.
will

HERMO

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF
H

1482

W.

Street, N.

ART,

F©w©ir

Inc.

Washington, D.

C.

AC FIELDS METAPAD
It Supports £h Binds
The Front Arch
Metatarsal Arch Affection
toes, enlarged little toe joints, sole callouses and spreading of foot.
Worn in any Shoe, under
Instantly

Relieves

Morton Toe, cramping of

or

over

cither foot

Write

for
particulars.

stocking.
troubles

Any

?

full

C.R.ACFIELD
Marbridge Building,

Dept.

MC

1

328 B'way

(at 35th St.)

N. Y.

Genuine Typewriter $?
Sent Postpaid
Only

real
early

typewriter that writes letters as
and intelligently as one that costs
$50.00. Write business and social
letters. Do school work. Learn
to typewrite.
A remarkable
machine, fully miaranteed, for
f>nly $2.

boy and
F.

man, woman
should have one.

Every
girl

LEWIS TYPEWRITER

CO.

New York

Broadway

You

CO., 542 E. 63rd St.. Dept. 103

CHICAGO

THE

CONQUEST
OF
POVERTY

Plsximt

power development schemes, but

in

another

short span of years, when coal has become
so scant that its cost will be prohibitive,
at least for power house generating apparatus, and when the natural oil and gas
resources of the country have become
greatly diminisht, then you will see hundreds of these plants being installed on
every sea coast, or wherever there is a
useful rise and fall of the tide.

range of

This book is wonderful. The
demand has been so great that
now we have issued a cheap
edition that we sell at $1.00 a

copy

and falling turbine-dynamo pontoon
is shown.
Here the pontoon carries a steel
mast to which wires are brought from the
dynamos located in the water-proof chambers of the pontoon and from this tower
mast, the wires lead over to another
mast on the stationary wall, and thence
they lead to step-up transformers in a distributing station where the current
is
raised to a very high voltage suitable for
transmission purposes over long distances.

or

benefit by mcntioni ig the "Electrical

Experimenter" when writing
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for a short time only.

Dr. B. Lust's Publishing House
110 EAST 41st STREET

ELECTRICITY FROM TIDAL POWER.

The turbines operated by the water flowing under a fairly high velocity thru the
siphons in one direction or other, may be
connected directly with dynamos generating electric current, which can be transmitted and distributed over hundreds of
miles at a potential of 200,000 volts or
more, or a series of turbines may be connected to common jack shafts, by a gearing
or otherwise, and these shafts in turn
coupled to a single large dynamo or two,
mounted on the rising and falling turbine
platform or pontoon.
In the illustration herewith, one method
of conducting electric current from the

in

Mental Science
(New Life and Self Help). It
brings freedom to the mind,
and through the mind to the
body.

(Continued from page 1121)

rising

Fool Specialties

it.

The most popular book

outfit free to
book,
to

Don't miss our book. Even if you have no previous knowledge of drawing, our Course will enable
to become a successful cartoonist or illustrator.
Many students earn money while they are learning.
If you are ambitious to get ahead, to earn more
money, write for our free book and special offer
now. You can do as well as our other successful
students!
Write now for free book, "How to
Become an Artist." Mail letter or postal.

REFUND YOUR MONEY
"HAIR-LUSTR" you
SEND YOUR ORDER TODAY.

Once you use Hermo

never be without

&

Book and Outfit Free

you

SEND FOR

"HAIR-LUSTR,"

found in material known as
quartzose
and conglomerate in India,
Brazil, South Africa, and Australia.
Exclusive photos taken by courtesy of Fera
Kadison Company.

Complete

NOW

—50c and $1

JAR TODAY.

the

Write Postal

Sizes

$\ size three times the quantity of 50c size.
Remit in coin, money order, orU. S. stamps,
and we will send Hermo
and the Hermo
Booklet, "Guide to Beauty," prepaid, under plain cover,
at once.
Use it five days and if not entirely satisfactory,
return what is left, and we will

of Will H. Chandlee, famous newspaper, magazine,
advertising artist of 30 years' successful experience.

new students. Write for
handsome
"How
Become an Artist." Tells
what Course includes, shows many drawings made
by Director Chandlee and many students.

Adds a charming sheen and

tidy looking hair.

fracting and

Commercial

Paramount Star

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

Stones which resemble a diamond to a
great extent are colorless topaz
zircon,
rendered colorless by heating; white saffire
spinel
beryl, tourmaline and even
rock crystal and other minerals. All of
these are double refracting except the
topaz and zircon, the diamond, likewise,
being only singly refracting.
Strass glass
resembles diamonds most, but when tested
with a file will soon show its "metal." It
has been found that a yellow tint in diamonds frequently is concealed by the presence of a thin coat of some blue substance
sometimes used in the mounting of a stone.
Concluding we can say that the diamond
is composed of carbon entirely; it is cubic
in crystallography, and its cleavage parallel
to faces of the octahedron being highly
It is the hardest stone known, its
perfect.
index being 10. It has a special gravity of
3.52 and it appears in colorless yellow, red,
blue, brown, pink, green, and black variety
when pure it is perfectly transparent. Its
It is singly rerefractive index is 2.439.
;

Finish This Picture

WALLACE REID

Hermo "Hair-Lustr"

sp.

MISCELLANEOUS FACTS ABOUT DIAMONDS.

;

SW ANSON

GLORIA

Cecil B. DeMille Artcraft Player

gr. 3.

NEW YORK

CITY

little matter of 15 CtS. in stamps or coin will
you the Pathfinder 13 weeks on trial. The
Pathfinder is an illustrated weekly, published at the
Nation's center, for the Nation; a paper that prints
all the news of the world and tells thetruth

The

What

bring-

andonlythe truth; now in its 27th year.
This paper fills the bill without emptying

15 Cents
Will
W III

the purse;

want to keep p° sted
hrintf
Ul lllg on what is going o

m
TdV^\l

in the world, at the lea
xpense of time or money,
''

your means,
this
Willi
I
you want a paper in your
home which is sin
Frnm
tha
riUIII UlC cerCt reliable, enterli

is

'

1

it

costs but $1 a year.

If

you

Washington has become

the World 's Capital and
reading the Pathfinder is
like sitting in the inner
council with those who
mold the world's destiny.

wholesome, the Pathfinder is yours.
If you would appreciate a paper which puts
everything clearly, briefly— here it is. Send
15c to show that you might like such a
paper, and we will send the Pathfinder on
probation 13 weeks. The 15c does not repay
taining,

Nations

but

Capital THE
us,

s
B.

to

we

are glad to invest in

new

friends.

PATHFINDER, Box 976 , WiiMngton. D.

C.

TAMPS

50 all diff. British Guiana, Cuba,
China. India, Jamaica, Japan. Portugal, Venezuela, etc.. only 10c; 100 all diff. 20c;
1.000 all diff., fine collection in itself, $5.00; 100
Agents wanted,
diff. U. S. 50c; 1,000 hinges 10c.
STAMPS.
50% commission. List Free. I

BUT

DOVER

advertisers.

OVERLAND. MO.
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An Amazing Book FREE
To Established Storekeepers

Shows How

to

Make $600

to

$3, 120 from a Little Waste Space
Here

a book that will open the eyes of every retail merchant and theatre owner.
"America's New Industry."
startling revelation of the big money
It is a
that storekeepers are making with the Butter-Kist Pop Corn and Peanut Machine.
It
shows letters written by the merchants themselves telling of the new profits and new
trade the Butter-Kist Machine makes. It shows photographs of the machines in different
kinds of stores. It proves to you in actual figures that the Butter-Kist Machine does pay
$600 to $3,120 a year in extra net profits. Write for this book today. It is sent free and
post-paid to every merchant who requests it.
It

is

is

called

You know how fond everyone is of pop corn and peanuts. The Butter-Kist Machine
makes these goodies doubly inviting. You only have to average 90 nickel bags of ButterKist Pop Corn a day to make about $1,000 a year profit.
For on every sale you make 150
per cent profit. The Butter-Kist Machine runs itself. Requires no extra help or expense.

Pays 4 Ways

Easy Payments

-Motion makes people stop and

/

We

look.

-Coaxing fragrance makes them
buy.
-Toasty flavor brings trade for
blocks.

sell the Butter-Kist Pop Corn and Pea-^r
payments.
A small
Machine on easy
isy pay....
amount down puts the machine in your

nut

You can pay the balance a little
time out of your profits. Write us
today for all information and prices.
store.

No

-Stimulates all store sales or
theatre attendance.
You

f

at a

be

obligation.
sent free

All particulars will
with the book, ^

New

"America's
Mail the coupon

benefit by mentioning the

f
w

N;

Address

f
NOW! J
Industry ."

"Electrical Experimenter"

Business

when

writing
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Facts and figures sent free to
established merchants and
business men

HOLCOMB & HOKE MFG.
466 Van Buren

Indianapolis

CO.

St.

Indiana
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By H. WINFIELD SECOR

Easy Monthly Payment plan

are feared by all fire fighters.

(Continued from page 1151)

the most liberal terms ever offered on a high
grade bicycle direct from the factory with
manufacturer's guarantee.

—

Water or ordinary chemicals
are dangerous to

iron strip bent to a "U" shape and having
two holes drilled thru the bottom of the
"U" thru which screw eyes can be secured
Also
to the floor to hold it in position.
there are two holes drilled thru the upper
ends of the two sides of the "U" thru which
a rod passes, which supports the spool.
This rod should have two holes drilled
thru it on either side to accommodate cotter pins so that it will not slide out of
place.
Sometimes the iron support of this
type is used to hold three or more spools of
wire of different size, especially where the
device is placed behind the lathe in a shop
where a great deal of this sort of work is
regularly carried on.

use and have no

t/'Ex

and extinguishes the
fire instantly.

A

delivery for stores, etc.,
make the bicycle itself earn
money to meet the nine

Banding mica, as

"V*

d

colors and sizes
to choose from

famous RANGER line.
in our
Send for big, beautiful art catalog. All
models shown in actual colors. A model
to suit every taste and any pocket book.

FACTORY-TO-RIDER
We make
our bicycles in
prices save you money.
our own new model factory and sell direct to you.
put real quality in them, guarantee them for 5
years, and our bicycles must satisfy you.

We

SO DAYS' TRIAL
all Ranger Bicycles, actual free riding
test in your own town, for a full month
Select the bicycle you want ami terms that
euit you— cash or easy payments.

on

lamps, horns, wheels,
TIRFQ
* M.M\.M^hJf chains,pedals,rims,saddles, sundries and repair parts for
all bicycles— at half usual prices.

MEAD

Send No Money!

CYCLE

COMPANY
Dept.P-107

coupon or on postal
^ Usewrite
today for the

big,

Gentlemen:
(free) the

With same send spe
Factory-to-Rider Whol

pedia.

and lull particulars
Day Free Trial offer
and terms. It is understood I a
under no obligation to buy a bicycle or bicycle supplies because of this
sale prices
of your 30

COMPANY
DEPT.P-107

CHICAGO
S.A

request.

Name..

P

new

MEAD
CYCLE

Send me

new Ranger

Bicycle Book and Kncyclo
cial

card

and terms.

catalog, prices

Chicago, U. S. A.

O. Box, R. F. D. or Street No..

Town

.,

State..

Uku

TENOR BANJ0 Mandolin, Guitar, Cornet or Banjo
I

Wonderful new system of teaching note music by mall. To first
pupils in each locality, we give a $20 superb Violin, Mandolin.
Ukulele, Guitar. Hawaiin Guitar, Cornet, Tenor Banjo or Banjo absoIntely free. Very email charge for lessons or.ly. We guarantee success or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write now. No obligation.

s
The

Inc.

Dept.

41

-

CHICAGO, ILL.

TAMMERER
my remarkable
Stop Stammering."
the
fear
stammering.
of
Re education the key.
Send 10 cents

book,
Kill

for

"How To

Hatfield Institute,

c a

machinery

1

damage

to

to operator.

Write for

Our Agency or

Distributors Plan

THE NU-EX FIRE APPLIANCE

CO.

COLUMBUS, OHIO

109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago,

You

111.

f)

it

is

commonly

called,

a pure

PS

overlapt a short distance as shown in the
drawing -each successive piece of mica
being held in place by a layer of friction
tape, for example.
One or two turns of
the tape is first taken around the armature
directly alongside of the spot to be occupied by the finished band, and then the
operative proceeds to carefully place and
bind on in position, with the tape just lapping over the edge, the successive pieces of
mica.
All of the mica insulation must be
put in place first.

—

Having set up the stock wire spool and
tension clamp, the banding wire (the sizes
of which varies, of course, for different
sizeg of armatures, being small for small
armatures and vice versa) is past thru the
tension block, which is left loose so that
the wire can be easily manipulated, and
started on the armature core. Either on the
lathe dog or on a piece of metal placed
within one of the ventilating slots in the
armature core or by some other means, the
free end of the banding wire must be firmly
secured. The armature, which is invariably
placed in the lathe for this purpose, unless
it is a very large one, is then given a turn
or two, and one complete turn of the wire
made on the mica.
At

SUNGERL4N0 SCHOOL OF MUSIC.

i

apparatus or injury

grade of mica of fair quality,
measuring about 5" by 1", but several sizes
of this mica are of course available from
the mica supply houses.
The thickness of
the mica used will depend upon the size of
the armature.
A very thin piece of mica
will do for small fan motor armatures,
while for large armatures measuring one to
two feet in diameter a much more substantial thickness of mica insulation must be
used. The sheets of banding mica are first
to be placed around the armature where
the band is to be put in place, and these are
is

* *

r

without

the wire.

small monthly payments.

A A CLT YT
£L£L ° * *

can

It

be directed into elec-

Figure 3 shows the process of armature
banding.
The armature core usually has
grooves in its surface where the bands are
to be placed, so that when they are finished
their exterior surfaces will be Hush with
While some
that of the core teeth proper.
bands are wound over thin fiber or other
similar insulating strips, the standard practice calls for a mica insulating band under

—

V

breaks electrical arcs

t

the first payment andf
energetic boys by odd \
jobs
paper routes,

A

fire.

Fire-Killer

BANDING ARMATURES.

Many parents advance]

on

effect

F)ON*T
/

dye old hair,
A- but grow new hair,
of

juncture

it

and other

mdruff

ills.

By my metnod you
Awaken, Vitalize and
Energize the Scalp
making and keeping
it Soft, Cool. Flexible
and Fertile feeding,
lubricating and cultivating the hair toning up the pigment
glands and coloring
It from within.
I do not use
tonics, dyes, apparatus or drugs.

—

—

My

my

full, complete
is only

course

No

<D f
y!

furthei expense.

and women.

J

Course guaranteed.

For both men

Many thousands using it. Send
Way" Method. Reports and

"The Life
details free.
for

EARL WARD PEARCE,

www.americanradiohistory.com

for
b? Idness,

falling hair, d

The

Life

Way

Dept. 58. Los Angeles. U. S. A.

(Continued on page 1182)
Experimenter" when writing

—

Methrd

eradicating

is

not cool off quickly.

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

color

"The Life

W*a y"

about time to put in
place some small leaf copper or even thin
brass strips, which are to be used in securThe
ing the band in place by soldering.
ends of these clips, of which a considerable
number are put in place, depending upon
the size of armature in hand, are eventually
bent back over the banding wire, and
thoroly soldered, as is the entire band, using
a non-corrosive flux and a large soldering
iron, as shown in Fig. 3, which is adapted
to hold a great deal of heat, and which will
this

normal

using

to

advertisers.

a dollar
further

Studios

—

—
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This Shows

How Easy

We Make

For You To

It

181

Own

Build Your

PHONOGRAPH
at the cut at the
LOOK
for
we have made
it

j

left,

and you

you

to build

your own home, kitchen, basement,
you receive the cabinet pieces, all
together according to our plan.

You Don't Need

or,
cut,

out in the garage, after
fitted, all ready to go

Be

a Cabinetmaker
All the hard part has been done. No chance for
job.
After it is all set up and the Tone Arm and Motor
to

do the
mistakes.
are in place, it will be another simple matter to finish
You will enjoy the work immensely.
color you wish.
to

The Cabinet

pieces, as you receive them, all
ready for assembly and finishing, according
Also furnished, "knocked-down,"
to plan 3.
plan 2, and for cabinet makers, plan 1, to be
worked out from simplified plans and blue
prints,

how easy
own Phonograph, in

will quickly see

your

it

in the

Read What This Ohio Man Says:

which we supply.

"I have found
to build your

Would
selling

The Cabinet Pieces consist of legs, shelves, doors,
scroll, dome strips, panels, ready-built tone chamber, and all other pieces ready to assemble and

not trade

5.

...

I

am

of

Phonographs

at all
.

for

it

around $200.00

stores.
the business

glue together. No cutting, no fitting, no special
tools required.
The Cabinet in the White, so
styled by our information literature, are the cabinet pieces all assembled and glued together.
There remains only for you to install the motor
and tone arm, attach the cabinet hardware and
do the finishing. This is our Plan 3, and is very
popular, as it calls for the least amount of
mechanical work, and is more quickly done.

no trick

it

Model

.

.

any

in the

going into

building
sell
my

to

friends."

You can do what he

did,

have a beautiful machine

and
a

at

Tremendous Saving
in Cost

—

you will do as we say send for the cabinet pieces and do a
work, in spare time, at home.

if

little

pleasant

The family will enjoy the phonograph as much as you, and all will be prouder
of it because you made it
You do not have to confine
Built It Yourself.
yourself to any one model. There are

Six Models to Choose

From

handsome, offering you a wide range in price. The mechanical parts are the same
models and consist of motor, sound-box, tone-arm, turn-table, winding
No machine at any price has any finer mechanical
crank, speed regulator, brake, etc.
equipment than these. They play all records.

all

in quality for all

'

Agents Are Making Big Money
How?

Making and

selling

Naturally they can sell much
alwavs greater than the supply. Soon a man

Phonographs on our plan!

cheaper than the retailer, and the demand
has to devote all his time to HIS

OWN

is

This is the finished product, model 5, that
one of our patrons built himself, from our
Cabinet Pieces, and mechanical parts, etc.,
at about one-fourth retail price asked for a

BUSINESS.

He has entered the manufacturers class, and become engaged in one of the best businesses on earth the musical instrument business, and by starting small, he can grow,
help him with his manufacturing and merchandising
and furnish his own capital.
plans, at every stage.
There is not sufficient room here to give the particulars of the
whole interesting plan, but we will do so if you will

—

machine

of like quality.

We

Modern Phonograph Supply Co.
226 Springer Bldg., 313 S. Clinton

SEND COUPON TODAY FOR FULL PARTICULARS

St..

and read them carefully. They will open up a new business to you, as well a
show you how you can build a phonograph for yourself, at a tremendous
saving in cost fully one-fourth.
Send that coupon right away, while
^5
the subject is fresh in your mind.

Chicago,

Gentlemen
particulars
_

of

:

111.

— Please

226 Springer Bldg.

313 S. Clinton
You

benefit by

St.,

Chicago,

111.

J-
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MODERN PHONOGRAPH SUPPLY COMPANY
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Money for Boys
M^-clhaimagt
(Continued front page 1180)

Learn

ELEC
There

now
who

for

is

a wonderful opportunity right

boys

who

Boys

like electricity.

are ambitious and will train themselvesin spare timecan step into positions
just as soon as they are ready.

Good

sal-

with splendid
chances for rapid promotion.
aries are offered to start

For 28 years the International Correspondence Schools have been training boys for success in electricity and over 200 other subjects.

They

will help you prepare right at home for
a position in the line of electrical work you like
best
or in any other work that appeals to you.
Thousands of boys, through I. C. S. training,
have stepped into fine jobs, but never were
opportunities so great as now.

—

I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you like
coupon below, then mark and mail it today.
This doesn't obligate you in the least, and it will bring
you information that will start you on a successful
career.
This is your chance.
Don't let it slip by
Mark and mail this coupon now.
-TEAR OUT HERE

Let the

best in the

»

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 6225, SCRANTON.

PA.

Explain, without obligatin g me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

P
C

C
C
1~1

CHEMICAL ENGINEER

Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Eleotrlo Machine Designer

Telegraph Expert

Telephony
O Practical
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
O Ship
Draftsman
Q Machine Shop Practice

Outdoor Sign Painter

RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Private Secretary

BOOKKEEPER

Stenographer and Typist

Accountant
Management
Commercial Law

Cert. Pub.

F Toolmaker

C

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN

Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer

Traffic

Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE EOREM'N OR EKU'K

Q
O ARCHITECT
O Architectural Draftsman
, PLUMRING AND HEATING
O Sheet Metal Worker
O Navigator
O

GOOD ENGLISH

STATIONARY ENGINEER
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Orerseer or Snpt.

AGRICULTURE
1'oultrrRalslng

!
In

Automobiles

Spanish
French
Italian

Present
OccupationStreet

and No..

with an c/Wo^^ecVCoasVev
and Some Old Boxes

A

San Francisco boy turned the trick. Just
before a big Frisco parade he loaded his AutoWheel Coaster with a lot of empty wooden boxes.
Then he started through the crowds. The people
almost fought each other to buy boxes at 25c. each
—to sit on. He handled $5 worth of stock at a
time, fitting the boxes one inside the other. The
Auto -Wheel carries 1000 pounds with ease.

Do You Know
•@b

Introduce "Sodcreze," A new wonder. A
pure solderin paste form. Workslikemagic.
Stops all leaks. For mending water buckets,
cooking utensils, milk pails, water tanks, tin
roofs— everything including granite ware,
agate ware, tin, iron, copper, zinc, etc.

Quick Sales

—Nice

Profit

Everybody buys. Housewive, mechanics, electricians, jewelers,

plumb-

automobilists. etc. No
leak too bad to repair. Just apply a
light a match and
little "Sodereze,
Carry quantity right
metal
tubes.
that's all. Put up in handy
with you. Writeforsampleandspecial proposition to agents.
ers, tourists,

'

AMERICAN PRODUCTS

CO..

Ymu can be

2049 American

Bldg., Cindnaati, Ohio

quickly cured, if

you

STAMMER
Ji

Send 10 cents coin or stamps for 70-page book on St ammering and Stuttering, "Its Ctiue and Cure." It tells how I
cr.
myself after stammering for 20 years.
cured
B.
Benlamin
N. Boaue.
764 ""sue Baildms, Indi»ran<»i«

You

Wagont?

the Story of Auto -Wheel

cAUTO- WHEEL COASTER
round wagon

coasting.

Tge

ROADSTER

for

is

an

all-

hauling and

CONVERTIBLE

is

two wagons

in

One minute it's a box
wagon. Swing the sides up
and you have a racer.
one.

Auto - Wheels are sturdy, easy
to steer, fast, good-looking. Roller
Bearings.
Dependable Brake.
Auto- Wheel Magazine FREE. Get
on mailing list. Send names of three
coaster dealers, telling which handles
Auto-Wheel. We'll send Magazine
and descriptive Booklet FREE.
Organize Auto - Wheel Coaster
Club. Write for plan of giving free
caps to members, and special cap
Address
to Captain.

The lead wires just back of the commutator are often covered or headed up with
This trick is rather
canvas or muslin.
easy to perform, but it is rapidly going
out of style due to the changes in design
in armatures even of the smallest type.
Fig. 4 shows some of the steps to be fol-

BUFFALO SLED COMPANY,
N.Tonawanda. N.Y.
Canada: Preston, Ont.

163 Schenck St.,
In

lowed in heading up such an armature.
Large armatures require a piece of canvas, but small ones can be covered with a
good strong piece of muslin. Unless the
taper between the armature core and commutator is a very slight one, and if a de-

INVARIABLY
Four-months-for-a-dollar subscribers
renew their orders for

is to be done, then the cloth or
canvas must be cut similar to the way in
which lamp shades are cut, that is, in the
form of a ring with a segment cut out.

cent job

THE PHOTO PLAY WORLD
because they

For those

interested in the exact procedure for the cutting of such a head to
the right size, so as to make a smooth job,
we would refer them to any elementary
text-book on geometry, or also books on
tin-smithing, as this is one of the first
"tricks of the trade" that every tin-smith
and sheet metal worker must learn.
The cloth head is not shellacked until it

publication

put in place, and is often supported by
a piece of paper or metal which has been cut,
let us say, to approximately the proper fit,
such as by cutting a templet or pattern of
The cloth
paper, which is laid under it.
is first laid in reverse fashion around the
commutator or held in place with a piecesubstantial string
of cord temporarily.

The

find

this

high

indispensable

class
their

for

library every month.

you are not a regular reader, a
you the next four
numbers, each bigger and better
than ever. When your subscription
has expired you'll want the Photo
Play World regularly.
If

dollar will bring

is

yearly subscription is

$3.50—

35 cents on newsstands.

Sample copy on

request.

THE DOWNS PUBLISHING COMPANY
Bulletin Building

A

Agents: 90c an Hour

V

Earning $ 9^m idi lours

CANVAS HEADING OF ARMATURES.

band, not wire

City.

ft>

After the first turn of banding wire is
put on, and the copper strips are in place,
the tension block is tightened up more if
necessary, and the successive turns of the
band are wound on, side by side. Where
the band is quite large, it is usually soldered
every now and then, especially at the copper
With the
clips, as the winding proceeds.
last turn of the band, the band in any case
being always a little narrower than the
mica, it is soldered all along its length and
especially at the clips, with a good, hot
soldering iron, so that the solder runs
No lumpy solder
evenly along the turns.
should be tolerated, especially at the clips.
After the entire band has been soldered
the ends of the clips should then be bent
over, being cut in most cases so that they
just meet evenly at the center of the band;
these ends are prest down tightly and well
sweated with the soldering iron, applying
The
sufficient flux and solder of course.
start and finish of the band wire is usually terminated by clipping the wire on
these two respective points a short distance
beyond the nearest clip and bending the
ends of the wires back about 1/16" along
the side of the clip, altho in most cases
the wire is cut even with the clip.

Philadelphia, Pa.

(which would soon cause

BOYS

short-circuiting of the coil leads), is wound
around over the canvas and leads. This
is given a coat of shellac and the cloth is
then turned back over the cord, giving a
very neat appearance, and is then pulled
up over the armature core.
The cloth must be pulled or held very
tight of course, as the banding proceeds,
and if this is done carefully and thoroly
It is
a very satisfactory job will result.
usual to simply lap the cloth where the
longitudinal joint comes and to sew this
up after the securing wire band has been
finally put in place but some prefer to
sew it up along the joint between the commutator and the core, and "fit it," so to
speak, before the wire band is put in place.
it is time to give this cloth head a
coat of thin shellac which will cause it to
shrink up in good shape.
(To be continued.)

Build this Model Electric
Motor. All parts complete with Blue Prints
$2.00. All you need
is a screw driver.

Blue Prints only
No stamps.
25c.

A. F. Cassel, 52
St.,

Experimenter" when writing

130th

BATTERIES
STORAGE
ARE GOOD—TRY ONE

Now
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New York
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1402-1412
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Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Remarkable/Eft"
Charts OFFER
Anatomical and Physiological Charts with Bound
Manual Key) Handsomely Litho gra phed la
(

Lifelike Colors.

We want ambitious men and women to have these remarkabl*
Charts which are a visual demonstration of Chiropractic, the new
science of Drugless Healing. This offer is now made to show the
opportunities now open to Chiropractors. We also explain how we
ive a practical training by mail in this dignified, paying prof ession
f
f your desire is to enter an uncrowded field— if you want to achieve
financial independence and social standing, at least investigate.
Your request on the coupon below is all that is necessary.

Drugless Healing
The 72-page book and other literature we send on
request shows the immense possibilities for Chiropractors of both sexes. The public is awakening to the fact
that drugging to cure disease is in many instances, a
fallacy. They are ready to welcome the practitioner
who relieves and heals without nauseous dosing. The Charts show how the
science of Chiropractic is applied.
They reveal facts about the human
body, instructive to the layman. You
should obtain them without fail.

$3000 to $5000
a Year
Many Doctors of Chiropractic
earn $5,000 a year and more; some
upwards of $10,000. Dr. M. D. Moore
of Ky., reports an income of $9,000 a
year. Dr. L. H. Roche, New Jersey,
$5,500; Dr. Hanna of Florida, over
$5, 000 yearly. What others are doing
you should be able to do. A diploma
gives you the same opportunity— is
evidence that you are master of a
profession of dignity, prestige and
influence.

Our Lessons
Teach You
how to make Spinal Adjustments for speedy relief of
Headache
Neuralgia
Indigestion

Neuritis

Lumbago
Epilepsy
Pleurisy
Constipation

Catarrh
Fevers
Jaundice
Dyspepsia

Rheumatism
Asthma

Etc., Etc.

Be a Chiropractor

Paralysis

Learn

At Home

By the American University system of instruction, you can become a Doctor of Chiropractic by
studying in spare time at home or in class at the University. You do not require special talent or
advanced education. A common school education and the ambition to succeed are all that is *
J"
x*I13riS
necessary. You will be trained under the direction of Chiropractic specialists who will teach
you thoroughly the principles and practice of the profession, You will graduate with the
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
degree of Doctor of Chiropractic.
Manierre Bldg., Dept. 719 Chicaf*

f~

This coupon will bring full informaGentlemen
Without cost or obligation,
send me by mail, your new illustrated, 72tion about this new, interesting and
P a S e book and your Free Charts Offer.
<T
profitable calling Which any intelligent man or woman can readily master by our method— also information on
Namo
—
how you can get these 22 instructive Charts. Send coupon for this free offer.

Mail the Coupon

:

S

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Manierre Bldg., Dept

719
You

benefit by

S

Address

-

Chicago, Illinois
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By JAY G. HOBSON
(Continued from page 1162)

BOOK^F^Pl

BIG

OWN PLUMBING
DO YOUR
& HEATING ATCOST
L

Send
tive

tractor,

etc.,

needs

it.

Shows over 10,000 fixtures
and supplies in plumbing
and heating at wholesale,

huw

to save skilled labor

and unnecessary material,
by our new

CUT-TO-FIT

METHOD

Besides being our wholesale catalog this instruc-

Plumbing and Heat-

ing encyclopedia helps you select

and

install the proper

PLUMBING WATEK SYSTEM, HOT AIR. WATER
OR STEAM PLANT, has many
plans,

diagrams,

eleva-

sketches,

tions, etc., plainly showing how to
do the work, this newer, easy way

with the aid of this

BIG

HANDY

MAN BOOK
We

have spared no effort and have
gone to a great expense to compile
this valuable book and to eliminate
broadcast circulation, we request a
deposit of 25 cents which will be
refunded on first order, or send foi
our free bulletin.

HARD

N-L AV I N CO.

I

44 Years at
Chicago,
4510-20D Cottage Grove Ave.
500,000 Plants Behind

III.

Our Guarantee

Play the Hawaiian Guitar

Just Like the Hawaiians!
of teaching is so simple, plain and easy
begin on a piece with your first lesson.

Our method
that

you

In half an hour you can play it!
have reduced the necessary
motions you learn to only four
and you acquire these in a few
minutes. Then it is only a matter
of practice to acquire the weird,
fascinating tremolos, staccatos,
slurs and other effects that make

We

instrument so delightThe Hawaiian Guitar
plays any kind of music,

this
ful.

both the melody and
accompaniment.
Your

the
tui-

tion fee includes a beautiful

Hawaiian Guitar, all the
necessary picks and steel
bar and 52 complete lessons and pieces of music.

Send Coupon NOW
Get Full Particulars FREE
First

Hawaiian Conservatory of Music, Inc.

Broadway
NEW YORK
I am interested in the HAWAIIAN GUITAR. Please send complete information,

233

special price offer,

etc.,

etc.

Address

Town

e. e.

Built for the

Owner

n

$1185

Simple

THE SENECA MOTORCAR

M

Address,

I

BU

e

ifb =ki
opportunities.

in dealers' territory.

CO., 43 Seneca Factory. F0ST0R1A,

OHIO

MAKE PEOPLE LIKE YOU

along better, make more money,
develop a winning personality, learn to
know people as they are.
Send 5
cents (stamps) for "Personal Power,"
\J rl U. a little book that points the way.
Progress League, 2931 Union Sq., New York.

HUMAN
Kl ATI IDC*

is the vacuum machine that furnishes required amount of vacuum suction for hub
No. 7 and spokes No. 6. No. 10 is a large
pipe connecting No. 9 with No. 7. No. 11
is the automatic stampers or branders which
press down on walnuts at the proper time,
thereby printing the desired trade-mark.
No. 12 is the rod or shaft that operates
No. 11. No. 13 is the opposite motion of
No. 11. No. 14 is the receiving hopper for
walnuts after having been branded. No. 15
is the delivering hopper which feeds spokes
No. 6 at their periphery. No. 16 is the automatic inker that re-inks each stamp. No.
17 are the walnuts before being stampt or
branded.
No. 18 is walnut in process of
being branded with desired trade-mark. No.
19 are walnuts after being branded with red
indelible ink. No. 20 are small coil springs
secured between small stamp pads and screw
head on rods, No. 12. No. 21 are small
rubber letters that stamp the desired trademark on walnuts.
The plan of operation of the above machine is as follows: When it is desired to
brand walnuts, the feeding hopper No. 15 is
filled with nuts.
Then the vacuum machine
is
turned on, together with the electric
motor. Large wheel No. 4 is now turning
rapidly.
The vacuum or suction pulls thru
pipe No. 10. hub No. 7 and spokes No. 6.
This strong suction causes walnuts in hopper No. 15 to adhere to each spoke passing
thru the hopper. After spokes have passed
above hopper No. 15, the small stamps No.
21 are caused to lower upon the nuts and
are held tightly there until the other side is
reached, when just before receiving hopper
No. 14 is reached, the half-circle shaped
trackage No. 25 recedes and permits spring
No. 29 to pull stamp No. 21 up off the walnut.
At the same time the half -moon
shaped valve inside of hub No. 7 covers
inner openings of spokes No. 6, thereby
closing vacuum suction and walnut falls by
gravity into receiving hopper No. 14.

—

All

uteri of the

thoroly tested out the vacuum principle of picking up and holding walnuts
while being branded, and found it works
perfectly.
If my readers will utilize the
power of vacuum in their designs, I feel
certain success will crown their efforts.

pet

You

benefit by

(This is the second article on inventive
suggestions by Mr. Hohson. The third will

appear

in

an early

issue.

— Editor.)

Copyright, 1920, by Jay G.

Hobson

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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Lek-TrO-ShaV

(peak well o( it

—

A barber says "Have shaved for years and have
never used any shaving device near its equal."
A home user says "The most pleasing shave I've
ever had in my life.
Shaves my face closer than I
used to shave, but there is no after irritation or ill
effects as I usually get from another razor."

—

No. 1 Made for use from Light Socket.
No. 2 Made for use from Dry Battery.
Write for illustrated circular describing Lek-TroShav Safety Razor fully.

VIBRATING ELECTRIC RAZOR CO.
Dep*. 122,

Omaha, Nebr.

Peter Perkins and how he accumulated $10,000 In ten years by Investing:
$25 a month in high-grade listed stocks and
bonds, on a novel plan. "Getting Ahead" is
as interesting as anything you ever read.
Thousands have read it and are now "getting
ahead" financially on the same plan.

Is the 6tory of

You

will be fascinated with II. But better still. It will show
you a new way to Invest your savings monthly how to let
Interest, plus a PROFIT, on your money— without sacrificing
safety. We send It free. WRITE FOR IT TODAY.

—

KRIEBEIr
& CO.
INVE/THENT BA.4KERS

141W Sooth La Salle St Chicago

SWALLOWS RIFLE NOISE
A
and

wonderful invention
a wonderful experience

to

shoot

without

Equip your

.22 rifle

noise.

with a

XaxlmSilencer
$6.00 from dealer or factory, complete with coupAttach it yourself. Send 6c for descriptive
catalog and booklet
of astonishing experience of Silencer users,.

line.

Maxim Silencer Co.
89 Homestead Av.
HARTFORD. CONN.
car driven by gasoline motor,
n be built by any boy. Parts are
furnished by us and are very
heap.
Send 26c for bulldlnir

little

35 Miles

Is

Record

of this

SYPHER MFG. CO.

Car

IS6

Warren Street

TOLEDO. OHIO.
If

you are earning

less

than

WEEK
ART
COMMERCIAL
men who
Managers—

$50.00 PER

for higher efficiency in operation of walnut
brander. The capacity of this machine can
be increased as desired by increasing the
number of spokes and stamps of the wheel
proper.
I

Wanted IffiSlNSSlftJEg
Wonderful

STUDY

The Electric Safety razor makes shaving a
pleasure. Blade vibrating 7,200 times a minute
cuts the beard smoothly and without slightest
pull or irritation
feels like a gentle massage.
Can be used with or without electric current.

and

like to

draw— you

Leading Art

should study
the

know— recommend us and employ our
students. We will guarantee to make you
successful— Learn at home in your spare tim*
—or in our resident school— Day or evening.

Write for

Sturfiv construction.
Low cost or up-keep
and operation. Cantilever springs in rear.
Comfortable E-Z riding

newspaper advertising
Write or Wire NOW.

Figure 1 shows the front view of my maNo. 1 is the concrete foundation,
No. 2 is the cast iron base. No. 3 is the
frame proper of the walnut-branding machine. No. 4 is the large wheel embracing
the drive pulley, hollow spokes, center vacuum hub and automatic stampers attached
to each individual spoke of wheel No. 4.
No. 5 is the drive pulley for operating wheel
No. 4. No. 6 represents the hollow spokes,
No. 7 is the metal frame forming a cap for
the hub of the wheel No. 4. No. 8 is the
electric motor that drives wheel No. 4. No. 9

Small stamps No. 21 proceed downward
and are re-inked by automatic inker No.
16.
Valve No. 23 shuts off vacuum on
spokes No. 6 when they are passing under,
which allows the entire vacuum force to be
exerted on open tubes at the top, making

Name

Dealers

For the purpose of suggesting a possible
plan for accomplishing this result, I have
designed what I believe to be a practical
machine in every phase of operation.
chine.

for our big instruc256 page Handy Man

Book
catalog.
Every
home owner, farmer, con-

tive

March, 1920

FREE illustrated catalogue.

COMMERCIAL ART SCHOOL

70S, 116 So. Michigan Ave, Chicago.

III.

MUSIC TAUGHT FREE
Sou can Magi HIjuaa* ubwi quukl^
In Your Home. Write today for our booklet. It tells
how to learn to play Piano, Organ. Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar,

Banjo,

etc.

Beginners or advanced papils.

American School of Music, 57 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago
to advertisers.

.
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WhichJob Do You Wan*?
one
NOT
The

of these jobs is beyond your reach. You can have any one you want.
big pay that goes with it is yours, too.
little ambition and some
training that you give yourself at home is all you need. You don't have to
serve an apprenticeship. You don't have to go to school. American Technical
Society Home Study Books and a little spare time will quickly fit you to hold
any kind of job. If you haven't the necessary "know how" to put you in the big
pay class, make up your mind to get it right now. Pick out the job you want
and send the coupon for the books that will fit you to hold it.

A

Some

of the greatest experts in the world prepared these books just for you
They are written in plain, everyday, good old U. S.
language, just like you and I talk. No big technical terms no trouble to understand them. Hundreds of pictures and diagrams in each set help to make
difficult things as simple as A. B. C.

— to help you get ahead.

—

Examine Any Books Free
^anrtary Expert jjTT^

Carpentry and Contracting, 6 volumes,
2138 pages. 1000 pictures. Was $25.00. Now.. $19.80"
Civil

Engineering,

3000 pictures.

Was

9 volumes, 3900 pages,
$45.00.

Now

29.80

Fire Prevention and Insurance.

4 vol-

umes,150Opages,60Opictures. Was820.00. Now
Electrical Engineering, 8 volumes, 3800
pages, 2600 pictures. Was $40.00. Now
Automobile Engineering, 6 volumes, 2600
pages, 2000 pictures. Was S30.00. Now
Machine Shop Practice, 6 volumes, 2300
pages, 2000 pictures. Was $30.00. Now

15.80
29. SO

Steam and Gas Engineering, 7 volumes,
3300 pages, 2500 pictures. Was $35.00. Now...«21.80
taw and Practice (with reading course) 13
vols, 6000 pages, illustrated. Was$72.00. Now 44.80
Telephony and Telegraphy, 4 volumes,
1728 pages, 2000 pictures.

Sanitation, Heating

Was $20.00.

Now...

and Ventilating,

volumes, 1454 pages, 1400 pictures.

Now

14. SO

4

Was $20.00.

14.S0
1840 pages,
800 pictures, etc. Was 20.00.
14. SO
ing, 4 volumes, 1578 pages, 1000 pictures,
blueprints, etc. Was $20.00.
14.80

Practical Accounting, 4 volumes,
21.80

Now

Draw
19.80

Now

coupon
CahH outThebrings
any

Bftlt't w

Only SOc

alone, properly filled
books you select by
express collect. No money to pay
in advance and no obligation to buy.
Use the books as you please for a week and send them back at our expense if
you want to. If you decide to keep the books to help you make more money lika
thousands of other men have done, send us only $2.00 each month. (Law Course
This is only 50 cents a week.
$3.00.)
i nose who send the coupon promptly will
_
De enrolled as a consulting member of our
Society for one year. This gives yo
^_
tne P riv le 8 e of consulting our engineers and experts on any problem conT^™.
nected with your work— Free of any charge.

M

MA
^ W'
*

a

EXIT
3 wPCCIal
_
™» M
ED _EE_ OFFtll

Week

'

Go after one of these big jobs now. This is the time.
Trained men were never more needed than they £
today. This coupon is your start on the road to
real success.

MAIL

IT

NOW.

American Technical Society
Department X-253 Chicago

3/

iuilder

fit"'"
'

You

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

Experimenter" when writing
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WOMAN RADIO OPERATOR
CAPTAIN'S

"Thank goodness I wasn't seasick. I
should never have heard the last of it,"
said Miss Cora T. Weber, the first woman
radio operator to sail from the port of
Philadelphia.
She recently returned from
a trip feeling "perfectly dandy," and best
of all, she returned with the hearty congratulations of her captain, Edward Page.

NEW MOTORS
FACTORY GUARANTEED

ALL SIZES

•

Your Opportunity
Single Phase

Motors

1/.
«74

H. P, til Mill, indue-

outturn, lull load itart -

H.P.,11i-JM»olll,ro.
pultun, tor cemprtuor

CQ
-P^O" J "

'/2
'

2

1 U:
1

P.,

k m-tu

van*, in-

lion, with sliding

ba»

volts.

npuliion, tlldlot

bus

3H. P., 111-221 oolts.
npuliion, illdloi

bau

5H. P., 111-221 voltt,
npuliion. tlidloi

bin

-

volts.

111 v,

*Jfl
«PQ / Ju
CA
flAQ
V 1 tJO* "
•

•

tirti
«P

40

40

Cft

1

1

$16.50
$21.00
amp. $24.50
amp. $24.50
amp. $38.50
Samp. $38.50
25 amp. $58.50
amp. $58.50
*gc f\f\
«?o3.UU

V4H.P.

To

,

04

2
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"Miss Weber's work

is

excellent.

I

hope

she will be on my ship again," said the captain, when the good ship Grecian docked
recently.
"If I'd

known

would have so much

I

about me, I never would have
taken up this kind of a job. But I certainly
do love my work. They want me to go to
Baltimore to instruct in a radio school
which has just been opened, but I've gotten
the salt air in my nostrils and I know I'm
going to turn into a regular old sea-dog,
whatever that is," she smiled. "I've been
offered a chance to go to Jacksonville for
my next trip, and I would like to take that."
Miss Weber has gotten everything she
wanted very badly, so she probably will
have the honor of being the first woman
operator on one of the big ocean liners
too.
She graduated from the Chambers
School, Philadelphia, the only girl who had
the courage to keep at it, out of a large
class entered.
Her grade in examinations
was 97, and she got her first ship soon
afterward.
written

Motors, Electrical Toys and
Specialties Are Best

5oOO

Foip

A

Pen
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stood the test for 29 years. No detail ln^^
construction has been spared to make them the best that money
The complete Knapp line includes Toy and Power
can buy.
GenMotors,

Knapp Goods have

Dynamos. Specialties and
Novelties that
iimuse and in-

Fans,

struct.

KNAPP I "LEADER"

and

erators

An

efficient

and reliable motor that greatly rebig motors of real power plants.

etc.

A

are

al-

And Knapp
prices

ways

lowest.

Always insist
on Knapp
Goods.

KNAPP DYNAMO MOTOR
charge storage batteries, run lamps,
electroplate,
in fact, tie number
motors, train of cars, induction coils,
Buns on
of experiments it can be used for is unlimited.
4 to 6 Volts or can be connected to run on 110 Volta

Will

—

through a transformer.

.

Price, Complete,

Price, Complete, $8.80

$4.40

DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR and
Order to-day. Or your dealer ean secure them for you.
and Electrical Specialties from 10c up mailed
of celebrated
on request.

KNAPP MOTORS

CATALOG

!

—

sembles the
Drives from either pulley. Two speeds and reverse.
motor that you will be proud to own and one
that will give you unlimited service.

Rheostats,
Compasses,

But hist
''Whence come you little Audion? How came you to be cast upon the
unhospitable sea ? Your filament, your grid,
your plate, ALL remain intact only bent
out of shape a bit, but you still can sing
your electronic song.
So we know that
you were not cast upon the sea by a radio
operator with murderous designs upon your
frail life.
Then what? Alas, you remain
silent, while we gaze upon you.
Were you
wrecked at sea, did you go down with the
ship? Did you hear your master send out
his last S. O. S. ?
And •did the ethereal
reply of the responding steamer pulse thru
your 'excited' body? But perhaps succor
was too late, and your master was carried
to the deep, clutching you in his right hand,
till death parted you?
Ah, we fain would
."
know, but still you are silent.
Thus prompted we take recourse to
soothing poetry, wherewith we flee to
Edgar Allen Poe

FREE

KNAPP ELECTRIC & NOVELTY

CO., 523 West 51st Street,

New York

.

this Audion-valve beguiling my
sad fancy into smiling,
By the grave and quiet decorum of the
countenance it wore,
"Tho thy grid is warpt and bent,
which De Forest did invent.
Audion
By what accident wert thou
thrown upon the coral shore?
Tell me what thy secret is on this
ether-throbbing shore?"

"Then

City

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE ?

!

Quoth

the Audion,

"Nevermore

!"

So you see the Audion either won't or
Therefore we call
tell
its
secret.
upon our radio poets for the best- poem
can't

AFTER

BEFORE
THIS DAY and AGE

attention to your appearance
an absolute necessity if you expect to make the most
outof life.
Not only should youwish toappear asattractlve as possible, for your own self-satisfaction, which Is
alone well worth your efforts, but you will And the world
In general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your
"looks," therefore it Days to "look your best" at all times.
Write today fat free booklet, which tells you how ti

INla

Ml.

TRILETY. Face

1380

Specialist

You

benefit

_„

Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; It will
Upon the impression you constantinjure your welfare!
Which
ly make rests the failure or success of your life.
My new Kose-Bnooer,
is to be your ultimate destiny J
"Trados" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses
Is
without operation, quickly, safely and permanently.
pleasant and does not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn at night.
correct ill-shaped noses without cost Ij not satisfactory

Ackerman

Bldg.,

by mentioning the "Electrical

Binghamton, N. Y.
Experimenter" when
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writing

explaining the deep mystery.
There are no rules, except that the poem
must be a first class one. Dr. De Forest
as well as several well-known poets will
decide which poem is entitled to the $25.00
hope it will be a classic—and
prize.
for that reason it must not be too technical
and not too lengthy, please.

We

—

The

contest closes June 10, 1920.
Address all poems to
Audion Poem Editor, care of this publication.
to

advertisers.
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SKINDERMKEN
TRANSMITTER BUTTON
MOST SENSITIVE MICROPHONE
FOR $1.00 AMONG

make a
YOU candetectophone
by

highly senusing a
Skinderviken Transmitter Button to
collect the sound waves. You can build your own outThink of the
fit without buying expensive equipment.
fun you would have with such an instrument!
It's very simple, too, and inexpensive.
easily

sitive

You can

install

an

outfit in

electrical experimenters the
button has created a sensation.
It is not uncommon to receive unsolicited letters like these: "I received transmitter button today and I wish to inform you that it works great
and is the best I have ever seen or heard of for the
price.

your home and

I

hear the conversation being held all over the
house. You can connect up different rooms of a
hotel.
This outfit "was used by secret service
operatives during the War. It is being used on
the stage.

So much

for

its

com-

for

"I

of the Skin-

for

experi-

mental work and it certainly lives up to
all you say for it and then some."
Mr. H. Gernsback, editor of this magazine, who is the dean of electrical experimenters, said: "In the writer's opinion, obtained by actual elaborate tests, the Skinderviken Transmitter Button is probably
the most efficient device of its kind on
market today, due to its simplicity and
other outstanding features.
Should have
a great future."
The same circuit connections apply to

lies in its
place it in
It is the greatest

You can

Card board boxes,
and hundreds

most anywhere.

stove pipes, stiff calendars

of other places will suggest themselves to
you. The buttons cannot be seen by any

one in the room as they are so small and
Only a small brass nut is exposed

all experiments, regardless of
transmitter button is mounted.

light.

to the view.
:

The only instruments needed to
complete a detectophone outfit, in

W„«s—

or two

viken

Transmitter
Button are a receiver,
battery, and, if desired,
an induction

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept.

Gentlemen:

&

Co., Dept. E. 15, 3224

—Please

N. Halsted

St.,

ship at once to address below

—

cells.

U

benc'.t bv

MOW

RIGHT (IBB
J'

Holes

Tiie&wh Key

3224 N. Halsted

Nron Diaphugu

Street,

111.

Skinderviken Transmitter Buttons for which
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enclose $

Name
Address

the
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in a dollar bill
You can't lose.
If you're not satisfied,
you receive your dollar
back. Isn't that fair?

E-15,

Chicago,

worn out

faith in this transmitter button.

guarantee satisfactory
so^cm*
service or we will refund
the purchase price.
B ovs _I
Young and old send

THIS

USE

have the utmost

NOW!

coil.

Johnson Smith

We

addition to a Skinder»

how

The Skinderviken Transmitter
Button operates on one or two drv
cells.
It often happens that two
cells produce too much current
and the sounds are deafening. We
recommend either one fresh cell

Full directions for connecting <«j|™X
up the button for use as a detectophone are given in booklet which
is sent with each button.

Phone

and

of these transmitter

any position you like.
invention in micro-phones and has won
recommendations from men of high standing in the scientific world.
It is being
used all over the world. You can mount
it

my friends.

have been using one

derviken Transmitter Button
ultra-sensitiveness.

to

been

O. K.

buttons

main advantages

have

experimenting."

are just

type.

of the

recommend it

using one of these transit has proved to be worth
more than its value in my experimenting."
"I received one (Transmitter Button) some
time ago, and they
''I

mitter buttons,

mercial adaptations!
You can procure apparatus of the same

One

I will certainly

wish to thank you for your good service."

State
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RICHARDSON'S POLYPHASE SLIDE RULE

IBkegesiirclh.©©

By QUIRINO

MAJORANA

has the regular A. B. C. and D Scales; also a CI or
Polyphase Scale, Logarithm, Sine and Tangent Scales. All
graduations are printed on white coated steel from engine
divided plates.
These Scales are accurate and will retain
their accuracy indefinitely.
They are not affected by acids,
alkalies, water or grease.
Length of rule 10". A 100 page
Instruction Book which teaches all there is to know about
slide rules, is sent with each order.
Price of the Richardson's Polyphase Slide Rule, in case
with 100 page Instruction Book $2.00.
An ideal Slide Rule. It is low priced and an equal to
any other rule in appearance, accuracy and durability.
Be convinced. Your money will be promptly refunded if
you are not satisfied.
Send for our 40 page catalogue of supplies. It describes
rules ranging from 50e to $10. each.
Instructions in
Logarithms and Trigonometry free with every catalogue.

{Continued from page 1124)

What we

Be a Draftsman!
Make $30

to

$75

Week

a

Your name and address on the coupon brings

this

Cyclopedia of Drawing- without a penny down.
Pay only net shipping charges when books arrive.
With these books and a low price "school set" of drawing instruments, obtainable at any store, a man can
become master of drawing and earn $30 to $75 weekly.
LEARN AT
Good paying positions open
everywhere.
Intense activity in manufacturing,
railroading, building, etc., calls for more draftsmen.
trreat

HOME —

Shipped on 7 Days' FREE

Trial

CYCLOPEDIA OF DRAWING
4 Volumes. 1650 Pages. Thousands of Illustrations.
Bound in genuine American morocco. Pages bY- x &}4
inches.
Covets all branches of Drafting
Architecture, Electrical, Structural Steel, Sheet Metal,
etc. Teaches pen-and-ink rendering, lettering, freehand, perspectiTe, shades and shadows, working
shop drawings, machine design, etc., etc
O n v ? 2 a month if you keep the
ft WaoIp
ft
books.
Coupon explains offer,
good only within borders of U. S. and Canada.
Free Membership in This Society.— A Consulting
Membership given free with each set—worth $12.00.

—

CA*

vUw d

6BK

l

TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Chicago
Dept. D-253

S

r

AMERICAN
TECHNICAL
SOCIETY
Dept. D-253

Chicago, U.S.A.
ease send Cyclopedia of
for 7 days' examation. shipping charges colI will send $2.80 within 7
nd
a month until $14.80
paid, or notify you and hold
books subject to your order.
Title not
pass until fully paid.

Drawing

'

AJLotA* /t&iAsZujdb
M

made

to your measure, payable
after received, with the clear un-

I

\lM - -

derstanding that

if the fit is not
perfect or if youare notsatisfied
in every way, if you are not convinced you have received a fine, high

grade, stylish, perfect-fitting tailored
made to your measures and have
{ saved $15.00 to $20.00, you are not unI der the slightest obligation to keep it.
I Don't hesitateor feel timid, simply
Isend the suit back, no cost to you,
You are not out one penny. Any
"money you may have paid us is refunded at once.
Samples Free* Any man young or
suit

old interested in saving

money, who

wants to dress well and not

feel ex-

travagant is invited to write us for
our free book of samplesand fashions
explaining everything.

Please write

"Send
me your samples'* and getour whole
proposition by return mail. Try itcosts you nothing— just a postal, get the free samples and prices anyway.
You will learn something
important about dressing; well and saving money.
letter or postal today, just say

PARK TAILORING COMPANY
Chicago,

Dept. 75

training are in demand. For more than a quarter
of a century, this school has
been training men of ambition and limited time, for the electrical industries.
Condensed course in Electrical
enables graduates to secure
Practical
Elecand
Theoretical
positions and promotions.

Engineering

tricity.

good

Mathematics, Steam and Gas Engines and Mechani-

cal Drawing.
Students construct dynamos, install wiring and
Course with diploma completi
test electrical machinery.

In

One Year

men

Oyer

Thoroughly
trained.
3000
equipped fireproof dormitories, dining

ft

hall,

laboratories,

Free catalog.

shops.

28th year opens Sept. 29. 1920

BLISS ELECTRICAL

SCHOOL

260 TAKOMA AVENUE. WASHINGTON. D.C.

Perfect .new tires. all sizes, non-skid or plain,
fabric or cord. Prepaid on approval. 8000to

10.000 Miles Guaranteed
'

Customers. Catalog Free. Agents Wanted.
Service Auto Equipment Corporation
995 Service Bids.,
Kansas City, Mo.

You

Now the Newtonian force is a sort of
action at a distance, governed until now
by a rigorous law. No special contingency
has yet sufficed to weaken the rigor of that
law.
To explain this, I want to examine
the other laws that seem to offer an analogy
with that of Newton
these laws are
those that govern the propagation of action at a distance.
Known actions at a
distance are often propagated through some
medium.
Thus the attractive action between two electric masses, that between
iwo magnetic masses, those of electroradio-telegraphy;
those
of
magnetism,
optics, etc.
All of these have principally
a vibratory character, and it is admitted
that the presence of a medium of propagation is necessary for their production.
This medium is usually the cosmic ether.
But as regards the propagation of such
actions as these it is observed that when
the medium is changed the measure and
quality of the observable phenomena change
Thus, if in the electric and magnetic
also.
phenomena we substitute some material
substance instead of the merely hypothetical ether, the action is changed or is
reduced as a consequence of the so-called
electric or magnetic permeability of the
medium. Then there are actions of a mechanical and others of a calorific nature
which are not propagated in a vacuum
(ether) and which need a material medium.
From which we may conclude that all
known action at a distance is in its manifestation dependent upon the nature of
the medium.

benefit by

GILSON SLIDE RULE CO.

For universal gravitation alone nothing
of the sort has yet been found. The Cavendish balance always gives the same result,
even if the medium thru which the forces
of attraction are manifested be not the air
but for example a heavy body like a lump
of lead.
An experiment performed by
Laager several years ago was as follows
He weighed a sphere of 1.5 grams of silver,
first free and then enclosed in a ball of
lead of several kilograms. See Fig. 1. He
figured that gravitation, having to traverse
the lead in order to reach the silver, might
be weakened somewhat and hence the silver
weigh less. The result was negative, showing no variation in the weight of the silver
greater than 1/100,000 of its weight, this
being the limit of sensitiveness of the apparatus.

An

;

earth, it must be unaltered? It seems to me
not.
And there remains the suspicion that
the interior masses of such enormous

agglomerations of matter as the earth and
the sun may conceal more matter than
appears to the astronomer. I should postulate a sort of progressive absorption of the
Considerations that
force of gravitation.
would take too long to go fully into here
make me hold that a certain flux of energy
{Continued on page 1190)
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SMITH & SMITH PUBLISHING CO.
Dept. B. 1524 Lowrie St., N. S., Pittsburgh, Pa.

AMAZING PROFITS
In Hares and Cavies
We pay $7.00 to $13.50 a pairf or Hares
and $1.50 to $2.00 a pairf or Cavies,
and Express Charges. We furnish
and finest guaranteed high
jgrade stock and buy all you raise.
largest

,
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Free Illustrated Booklet and Contract.

UNITED FOOD & FUR ASSOCIATION
329 W. 48th St.. Dept. E New York

How to Get Rid of Moles
—

A simple, safe home treatment 15
years'
success
in
my practice.
Moles (also BIG growths) Dry Up.
Ash

for

Free Booklet of Full Particulars

WM.

DAVIS, M.D.
Perth Amboy, N.J.

4 40 State Street
1

I won World's First Prize for best eoursel
In Penmanship. Under my guidance you can \
become an expert penman. Am placing many of my

students as instructors in commercial colleges at hipn
salaries. If you wish to become a better penman, write
me. I will send yoa FREE one of my Favorite Pens
and a copy of the Ransomeriarj Journal. Write today.

C.

W. Ransom.

511 Essex Bldg..KansasCity,Mo.

DEAFNESS
IS MISERY
know
was Deaf and had Head
because

I

Noises

I

over 3
years. My invisible Antiseptic Ear
restored my hearing and stopped Head
They are Tiny
Noises, and will do it for you.
EffecMegaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn.
t/the when Deafness is caused by Catarrh or by
Perforated, Partially or Wholly Destroyed Natural
r Drums. Easy to put in, easy to take out. Are
Write for
Inexpensive.
"Unseen Comforts."
Booklet and my sworn statement of how I recovered my hearing.
for

Drums

WFJ
i

A. O.
Suite 369, 70 5th Avenue

LEONARD

—

New York

City

Learn VaudevilleActing

may have confirmed

the physicist's belief in the accuracy of the
Newtonian law but this is not necessarily
In fact, have we the right to becorrect.
lieve that if the experiment were so modified as to make it more delicate and sensitive we should always obtain a negative
result? Must we believe that if there were
a means of determining the mass of the
silver sphere when surrounded not by a
few kilograms of lead (as in Laager's experiment), but by a mass like that of the
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NILES, MICH.

fSend To-day
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Laager's experiment

ill.

men with

Electrical

see here as a delicate laboratory

experiment may give us an idea of phenomena as grand as those of the attraction generated by the stars.
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Stage Work and Cabaret Entertaining successfully
taugnt by mail. Your opportunity to enter faacinato travel — see the
ting, money-making profession
world— as vaudeville actor or actress. My simple,

—
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only one of
Develop*
kind-COVERS ALL
Personality, Confidence, Skill and tells you just
how to get on the Stage. Send 6c postage for illuatrated booklet "All About Vaudeville.** State age and occupation.
easy, complete.

Professional Course

BRANCHES.

its

Frederic LaDelle, Sta.271

,

Jackson, Mich.
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Information M?

Send us your name and address for full Information regarding the
Aviation and Airplane business. Find out about the many great
opportunities now open and how we prepare you at home, during
spare time, to quality. Our new book "Opportunities In the Airplane Industry" also sent free if you answer at once.

DEPT.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
CHICAGO
431 S. De arborn St.,

7743,

MONEY

for

YOU

hour each day taking subscriptions for the
"Experimenter." We'll pay you well and you'll enjoy the
Dept..
Circulation
Write for full particulars.
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THE "ALSOP—ALL-SPARK"
WILL PREVENT SPARK-PLUG TROUBLES
So why

stall on a cold, snowy night, when your
work and you will have to get out and crank and
crank?
Why have your motor skip and miss? Why worry about
cold weather motor troubles, poor spark plugs, low grade gasoline?

starter

risk

may

having your car

fail

to

All the things that worry motorists in cold weather most, never will

worry the

man who

has

this

wonderful

little

device installed

in his car.

can easily be
installed in any
4 - cylinder car.
It

The All-spark

installed in a

Ford

TIE "AILSOP— ALL-SPARK"
It
Insures a hot, fat spark.
increase of gasoline mileage.

makes

carbon-choked plugs

old

fire.

It

insures

develops greater power.
This convenient, handsome little
It
device for any four-cylinder motor will be sent to you with our

money-back guarantee

'MANTEED FOR UFB OF CAR

U~H 'J

for

50

It is safe, convenient and positive in action.
There are no
dangerous, exposed spark gaps which may set your car afire or
make your engine hard to start.

WE WANT

DEALERS— LIVE DEALERS WANT THE ALL-SPARK
13-X WATER STREET
ALL-SPARK IGNITION CO., INC.
new york city
LIVE

We

teach you wireless by mail. A thorough, practical course written by men with
years of actual experience and each a U. S. Licensed First Grade Operator. You
learn easily and quickly. After ten weeks to four months of studying we guarantee
you a position, either at sea or in a land station, paying from $125 to $250 a month
with board and quarters.

Start

Now— Pay While

Learning

can start at once by making a small deposit and then pay the balance while learning.
We
give you FREE with each course, a complete set of learning instruments and all necessary text

You

books.
Our mail course entitles each student to
where we have a complete ship installation

month's

FREE

tuition

at

our school

M

Baltimore

-j

,i

W~llflTA
C\|V\7

-w

NOW

Southern
stitute,

•
Wireless InCourtland

423

Street, Baltimore,

OUTHERN

•

W%

Send me

™

Wireless.
I
can

how

FREE
Also,

Md.

literature

explain

pay for your

Study Course while learning.

Name
r

423-425 Courtland Street

You

benefit by

Address

eni

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
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Auto and Tractor Mechanic
Earn $100 to $400 a Month
Young man, are you
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generates the force of attraction.
may have a model of such a phenomenon by considering the phenomena of
luminosity.
A source which emits light
appears enfeebled if there be matter intercepting the passage of the rays.
Thus
the rays of the sun reach us weakened by
the air, or even more so still by water
when observed from the bottom of the sea.
Naturally, very thin layers of air or water
do not weaken them, just as the force of
gravitation is not weakened in Laager's
experiment. The masses of the stars may
be only apparent, since the force of attraction of their inner strata does not entirely
issue forth.
See Fig. 2. And each mass
of matter would thus be characterized by
a certain amount of true mass and another
of apparent mass.
But, I may be asked, how do you explain that matter continues to emit such
a flux of energy?
Whence is it derived?
For then the principle of conservation of
energy is not respected, since you say that
matter emits this flux indefinitely hence
the reserve of energy possest by matter
must be infinite, which is absurd. To such
an observation I answer by recalling the
modern theories of corpuscular physics and
the properties of radium. It is well known
that this substance emits energy (electric
and calorific), and that it is predicted that
this phenomenon will continue for about
No more than that, for the
2,000 years.
radium is transformed.
But the amount
of energy that we may suppose to be
emitted by any matter in a given time may
be far less than that of radium therefore,
we must formulate our hypothesis by saying that any kind of matter must finally be
transformed, just as in the case of radium.
Therefore, it is to be held that while radium
is transformed in 2,000 years, other matter
requires millions or billions of years.
All this, however, leads us to another
consequence. The energy emitted by matter and then absorbed must necessarily be
transformed. Hence the formation of heat
when notably large quantities of matter are
shall return to this toin relations.
wards the end.
All that preAnalytical Researches :
it might be well to
cedes is hypothetical
have an experimental verification of it.
Now if the phenomenon of gravitational
absorption is present in nature, it must
be, to be found, preferably in the case of
the larger agglomerations, the sun, for
example. This star has a mean density of
1.41.
One might make the hypothesis that
this figure is only apparent and that its
true density is actually somewhat greater.*
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here treated by mathematics, by
the author in his original paper, which tends to
show that sun, for example, may have an apparent
density, as known to astronomers, and a true
In
density, having a value considerably greater.
other words the true density is not apparent by
direct observation, but may be calculated from such
experiments as those carried out by the author.
He shows mathematically that the "true density"
of the sun is 3.27 compared to its observed or
"apparent density" of 1.41. The apparent density
divided by the true density gives a ratio value of
0.433; or in other words the astronomically observed density of the sun is but .433 of the true
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mercury upon the

1191

of lead is exactly
a microscope
and scale, variations of weight as small as
1/1700 of a milligram can be detected in
the balance.
By causing the mercury to
flow in and out of the cylindrical receptacle, and allowing for any causes of error
into which I will not go here, I discover
that the ball of lead diminishes in weight
by about one billionth of its weight when
ball

By observing with

nothing.

surrounded by mercury. See Fig. 3.
not necessary to remark that the
mercury does not touch the lead ball, this
being adequately protected.)
This variation is actually due to absorpit

is

(It

is

In fact,
tion of the force of gravitatioh.
two chief accidental causes of error

the

(calorific perturbations and asymmetry of
mass) have been accurately eliminated. As

to the

first,

observe that the flowing

I

in

and out of the mercury can have no influence upon the temperature of the arm of
the balance, since this is in a vacuum, protected by a thick metallic case covered with
three layers of felt. Besides, the mercury,
which is contained in suitable receptacles,
cannot have a temperature differing from
the balance by more than 1/10 of a degree
more or less. The receptacles of the mercury are quite distant from the balanceFinally, if the proven effect were
arm.
due to such causes of error, it would not
show itself always with the same sign. The
four or five thousand observations of osAsymmetry
cillations all agree as to sign.
of mass might have caused a false effect
if it had depended, for example, upon an
error of about 4 m/m in the adjustment
But
of the mercury to the ball of lead.
this adjustment was made with a precision
of from one to two tenths of a m/m;
hence such an error is impossible.
The proven variation in weight permits
us to determine with fair approximation
the value of h, the constant of amortization by unity of mean thickness and by
6.18
unity of density. Thus we have h
.10~ 12
Knowing h, it has been possible to
determine the relative density values for
the sun, since its apparent densitv and the
,u
diameter (7.10 cm, or 700,000 kilometers)
and finally, its true density,
are known

=

.

;

which remains
than

double

fixt

at

3.27,

apparent

the

that

or

is,

more

astronomic

density.

Unless there be causes of error that I
do not know, my theory has thus a brilliant
confirmation from experiment. It may be
that my results are only approximate, but
I hold that the new phenomenon of gravitational

absorption

really

exists.

The experiment performed by me

is exbe able with absolute certainty to exclude every possibility
of concealed error, it will be necessary to
repeat it under conditions in which the
effect will be more conspicuous.
For this
purpose I have begun the construction, here
in the Politecnico (at Turin) of two strong
swinging armatures each of which will support five tons of lead ingots.
I expect to
get from this apparatus an effect about ten
times as great as that already found.
In addition to this, in conformity with
all the theory I have expounded, I am preparing an experimental apparatus to ascertain if matter is really heated in conse-

ceedingly delicate

to

;

quence of the earth's gravitational flux.
I shall report the results of both experiments in due time. But in the meantime
I cannot resist the temptation to apply the
foregoing results to the interpretation of
celestial

A
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sciously practicing the fundamental movements of
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SUPPOSE
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still,

your mother or sweetheart. What will
you do? The bully probably knows enough
about boxing to give you a good beating.
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insult and slink away. But your pride won't
you're too much of a man
let you do that
so to save yourself from disgrace you
And if you are like most men who
fight.

—

—

know

also know something of jiu-jitsu and
bonebreaking holds and releases. So Marshall Stillman teaches you that too. And the time may come
when any one of these holds may be invaluable to
you.
Suppose, for instance, you have been attacked, and your opponent has succeeded in clasping his hands around your throat. You are being
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break them
if necessary.
He will let go as quickly as he would
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or club, freeing your wrist from his grasp, releasing your throat, freeing yourself from an opponent
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could have saved himself had he learned the
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and we know from experience that after studying
the Marshall Stillman "Shortcut" System of Self
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them will carry himself with more pride than he
ever did before, because he knows that when the
time comes he will be able to play a man's part.
It won't cost you a cent to try this course.
We
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Examine it, practice
some of the lessons. If at the end of five days you
feel that we can't teach you boxing and self-defense, return the course
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complete payment this, by the way, is a special introductory price for the New Home Study Edition

—

—
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make you want the course.
To keep you in good physical

condition, Marshall
Stillman also teaches you a lesson in daily exercise.
This lesson is complete, and if practiced faithfully
will give you all the exercise any athlete needs.
And to every student we send free of charge a

copy of Mike Donovan's book "The Science of
Boxing." specially bound for home study, and
which shows you every blow known to the ring.
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—

The fact that there are
entire course, should give

175 illustrations in the
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everything to gain by trying the course. If it were
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complete

(the regular price is $10).
This course is based on the methods used by
Professor Mike Donovan, who for years taught boxing at the New York Athletic Club. But, in adapting it to the needs of home study, Marshall Stillman developed a unique system of instruction.
The lessons take place in front of your mirror.
You start with things you already know, such as
the breast stroke in swimming, stretching out your
hand for a coin, etc.
Step by step Marshall Stillman leads you from these movements to the movements in boxing which are very similar to them,
and before you know it you find yourself subcon-
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application has been made imthe assertion that the sun's
true density is double its apparent density.
So in certain cases we could determine the
true
density of other celestial bodies.
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would certainly differ very little from their
apparent density; while in the case of the
other suns of the universe, if the determination were possible, the differences
would be quite noteworthy.
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But the most important consequences
which the present theories would have refer
to the formation of the heat of the stars.
Altho up to now I have not executed
any experimental control of the following
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others more simple, as take place in the
case of radium. But this has little importance for us.
What, instead, is most important is the
discovery of a new cause for the generation of heat by the stars. This enables us
to conciliate the existing controversy between the physicists and astronomers on
the one hand and the geologists and bioloIn other words, the
gists on the other.
theories I have set forth would contribute
in a most important way to the interpretation of the life of the stars in general and
of our lite in particular.
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both the hypothesis of gravitational absorption and the
other of the emission of heat would lead
us to the consequence of a progressive
Perhaps this
transformation of matter.
is degrading in its energy
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how long it is not yet possible to say. Certainly, if such degradation exists it corresponds to a slow transformation of matter itself.
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that the quantity of heat
developed by a star in a determined time
is proportional to the square of its true
mass.
This hypothesis finds confirmation
in a comparison of the sun's heat with that
proper to the earth.
I do not exclude, however, that in some
or in many cases the heat of the stars may
not depend at least in part, upon facts corresponding to the old theories heat occasioned by cataclysms that took place at
more or less remote epochs, or due to
Helmholtz's contraction.
But, according
to my ideas, these causes could only add
their effects to the new cause that I have
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(Continued from page 1134)

compound, containing only two kinds of
atoms, whose structure is so simple that it
Examples of
cannot be misunderstood.
this type will be included in the

following

discussion.
I have referred to the location of atoms
as next to last in the series of atomic discoveries. For in order to complete the picture, one more discovery is necessary, viz.,
An exthe shape and size of the atom.
cellent beginning in this direction has al-

ready been made by Langmuir whose
theory of atomic structure predicts the
shapes and relative sizes of all the atoms,
and gives strong chemical evidence in favor
The author hopes
of these predictions.
soon to be able to add the evidence of
X-ray measurements, which will determine
not only the shape but the exact size of the
atoms, that is, the positions of the electrons
in the atoms.
Summary of Results. The most striking
result of these investigations is the extreme
simplicity of arrangement of atoms in common metals. Among the metals thus far
examined only three types of atomic arrangement are found, and these are, with
one exception, the three simplest geometrical arrangements known. The simplest
arrangement of all is not found among
metals, but is characteristic of salts, which
are composed of equal numbers of positive
and negative ions.
The most common arrangement in metals
is
the face-centered cubic arrangement
shown in Fig. 1. This is also the most
important since most of the useful metals,
e.g., aluminium, nickel, cobalt, copper, silver, platinum, gold,
have this arrangement of atoms. Perhaps it would be better
to say that those substances are most useful
as metals which have this arrangement,

—

be shown later, their ductility
due largely to this arrangement.

since, as will
is

The face-centered cubic arrangement is
obtained by dividing the space occupied by
a single crystal or "grain" of metal up into
a system of equal, closely packed cubes
(Fig. 1) and placing an atom at each cube
corner and at the center of each cube face.
All the atoms in this arrangement, both
corner and face atoms, are similarly situated as regards symmetry and relation to
neighbors.
Each atom is surrounded by
twelve others, all equidistant and exactly
similarly situated for every atom.
It is
this high degree of symmetry, combined
with the close packing, that makes substances of this type so ductile.
The Measuring Machine. The determination of these atomic arrangements requires
the measurement, in as many different
directions as possible, of the distance between consecutive planes of atoms. The
arrangement of atoms, whatever it may be,
is assumed to be a regular one which repeats itself thruout the crystal.
This assumption can be checked by the result.
hru such an arrangement a system of
equidistant parallel planes can be drawn
in any direction whatever so as to pass thru
all the atoms.
In most directions, these
planes will be very close together and
sparsely settled with atoms.
In a few
particular directions, however, they will be
far apart and densely populated.
These
are the directions of easy cleavage and
gliding.
It
is
these densely populated
planes whose distances apart are measured.
The original measuring machine, by
which the pioneer measurements were
made, was a special form of spectrometer.
It
has
been
simply
and
charmingly
described by its inventors in a book worth
reading.
The measurements described in
I
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BOYS

this paper were made with a modified
form of Bragg machine. The original machine was applicable only to large perfect
crystals, required careful manipulation, and
was subject to serious error unless the
crystals were very perfect and the number
of observations large. The author's modification is free from these errors, requires
but one simple observation, and is applicable to all substances which are crystalline,
1. e., all in which there is any arrangement to

measure.
The complete machine is shown in Fig.
2.
It consists of a small transformer (or
other source of high potential) capable of
supplying 1 kw. at about 30,000 peak volts
a Coolidge X-Ray tube, X a thin sheet of
properly chosen material, /, serving as filter; a pair of slits, Si and j 2 in metal sheets,
a tiny glass
to limit the beam of X-rays
tube, T, containing the powdered substance
and a photographic plate
to be measured
or strip of film bent in arc of circle, F.
The operation consists in filling the glass
tube with a few milligrams of the substance to be analyzed, powdered as finely as
possible
"loading" the photographic film
holder; exposing over night to X-rays at
30,000 peak volts and as many milliamperes
as the tube will carry safely without watching (a maximum exposure of 300 milliampere hours) and developing the film.
A typical photograph is shown in Fig. 3,
and this is a photograph of aluminum filings, taken with a plate and very short slits,
so that the trace of the direct beam in the
center of the plate is a circular spot. The
circles and lines are due to the "reflection"
of the X-rays by the tiny crystals in the
The distube, as will be described later.
tances of these circles or lines from the
central line on the film are nearly propor;

,

;

;
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displacement of vibrating membranes, increase in length due to thermal expansion,
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In the same way, the discovery that
X-rays are of the same nature as light, and
the isolation and calibration of X-ray wavelengths, opened up a vast new field of
measurements of dimensions comparable
with the wavelength of X-rays; viz.,
atomic dimensions.
are accustomed to think of the measurement of things too large or too small to
see and touch as necessarily very rough and
approximate. It is somewhat of a surprise,
therefore, to note that the only measurements accurate enough to justify the use
of eight-place logarithm tables are those of
astronomy; that wave-lengths of light are
measured to 1 part in 10,000,000; and that
the wave-lengths of X-rays, and by means
of it, the distances between atoms, can easily be measured to 1 part in 100,000.
The spectrum of X-rays is exactly like
that of visible light except that the wavelengths
are
shorter.
It
consists
of
bright lines superimposed upon a continuous spectrum. The wave-lengths in the
:
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that the wave-lengths in the visible spectrum depend upon incandescent material
and temperature. And just as it is possible
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light by putting salt in a flame under proper
conditions, so by running an X-ray tube
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distances.

If,

as
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in the original paper,

X-rays are made monochromatic by
proper voltage and filtering, then as the
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and

i

The Second Edition
of the

Consolidated

in

print

many observations. The work
greatly simplified by using a powder, in
which all possible orientations are represented at the same time by one or more of
the tiny crystals, and photographing simultaneously the reflections from all these little crystals.
This is the method sketched
in Fig. 6 of the original paper.
It might
be expected that the number of lines in
these patterns would be infinite, since there
is an infinite number of different possible
planes in any crystal. The reflections from
most of these planes, however, come at
angles whose sines are greater than 1 (as
is evident
from equation [1] when d is
small), and which therefore do not exist.

offi-

cially listing all the radio calls

as issued

by the Bureau of Commerce.

The analysis of these photographs is very
simple in the case of simple substances, like

Every vessel and land station in the world is represented
and listed alphabetically, according to names of vessels
or land stations, and according to call letters; Revision
of American coastal stations under U. S. Naval control,
and their new calls.

All

pure metals.
cessive
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with each copy. This map shows the locations of all the high
powered RADIO stations in the world, including the time
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any of these stations are. Of greater interest are the time
zones, which enable the amateur to compute instantly the
correct time for the zone in which he is located from any time
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Published by

ing to the dielectric strength of the substance) are required to remove them. The
atoms of metals, on the other hand, have
extra electrons which cannot find places in
these stable shells, and are therefore "free"
to move from atom to atom.

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES.

Park Row,

New York

It is well

City

This book also contains the advertisements of practically every leading "company in the radio field.

known

that the ferro-magnetism

of iron is not a specific property of the iron
atom, since iron in solution and in compounds is in general not ferro-magnetic.
The ferro-magnetism must depend, not only
on the nature of the atoms, but on the way
It
in which they are grouped together.

might have been anticipated, therefore, that
the cause of ferro-magnetism was the centered cubic arrangement which is characteristic of iron.
glance at the results
tabulated so far shows that this is not the
Nickel, which is ferro-magnetic, has
case.
a face-centered cubic arrangement, like
copper.
Cobalt is sometimes like copper,

A

Neither is like
like magnesium.
Chromium, on the other hand, which

sometimes
iron.
is

Consolidated Radio Call Book Co., Inc.
41

an

The electrical conductivity of metals depends on the ability of electrons to move
between the atoms. A discussion of this
without a better knowledge of the shape
and size of atoms would be premature. It
can be seen at once, however, why "ion
salts" and crystals like diamond are nonconductors. In each of these arrangements
the electrons in the atoms are in complete
groups of eight, which is such a stable arrangement that large forces (correspond-

Either Direct from us or for sale by
the following responsible Dealers:
American

by sucarrangement of atoms

It consists in finding,

spacings, beginning with the
planes farthest apart and skipping none,
exactly fit the observed pattern of lines.
The calculation of the planar spacings for
all the important planes is not difficult, and
with simple substances but few trials are
necessary.

NEW

IMPORTANT

trials,

whose planar

Amateur Galls Also Listed

Price

not ferro-magnetic, has a centered cubic

arrangement like iron. Manganese has not
yet been obtained sufficiently pure to determine its arrangement. It is evident, therefore, that while the centered cubic arrange-

ment may be favorable to ferro-magnetism,
and may make iron more magnetic than
cobalt and nickel, it is not the principal or
even an essential factor.

You

benefit by

:

this requires

Book

The only book

:

is

Radio
Call

crystal is rotated a series of intense reflections will be observed at angles whose
sines are in the ratio of 1
2 3, etc., corresponding to successive integral values of
n in Eq. 1. If a new face is ground on
the crystal at. an angle to the first, and
exposed to the rays in the same way, another similar series of reflections will be
observed, at different angles, corresponding
to the different distance (d, Eq. 1) between
the planes parallel to this new face.
The
process of analyzing a crystal consists in
observing these reflections from as many
faces as possible, and calculating, from Eq.
1, the distance between the planes parallel
to them.
When a single crystal is used
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A PATENTS
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PATENT
ADVICE

FDR ^TitHLi
i'^END
J
J-

h>y

Don I

SPECIAL NOTICE!

before

we have

Stephen

(377)
writes:

Juva,

of

Lawrence,

application for patent.
As
patent attorneys we represent

filing

registered

hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of invenOur schedule of fees will be found
tions.
The form "Evidence of Conreasonable.

Auto Device.

received so many letters from
our correspondents regarding patent advice, that
it lias been quite impossible to publish all of them.
Altho printed in the smallest type possible, we
cannot accommodate more than ten or twelve answers a month. At the present time we are about
lour months behind.
Of course, if our correspondWe would,
ents have time, no harm is done!
however, advise that if a quicker answer is wanted,
correspondents should avail themselves of our special service, as per the notice printed at the head
late

Your Rights

Lose

Before disclosing your invention to anyone send for blank form "Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed instructions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights

In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent Advice"
cannot be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the benefit of all
readers. If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in
order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.
Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

Of

FDRM

THIS

1

Edited
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ception" sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
a post
sent upon request. Ask for them,

Mass.,

—

Please tell me if a patent can be obtained on an
The
automatic power device on an automobile.
device is such that when the auto gets to a hill
the device inclines and lets in more "gas," and
when going down hill it inclines to reduce the
supply of "gas," according to the grade of the de-

cartl

do.

will

line.

A. This seems to be an excellent idea and we
there would be a good market if such an
attachment could be produced at a reasonable cost.

of this column.

We

All letters arc answered in turn as they come
into this office, and for this reason it will be understood why it takes so long for an answer to be
publisht.
Will correspondents please bear this in
Editor.
mind;'

—

BLDG.,

WASHINGTON.

many

automobilists would install it. If
you have actually tried it out. and know it work<.
we would advise you to get in touch with a patent
attorney.

think

OURAY

255

know

•Originators

of

form

D. C.

Evidence

Conception"

ot

Chemical Hoed.

Automobile Appliance.
(375)

Mr. Maurice Goldberg, of

(378)

St. Paul,

tell

me

if

I

Please let
be obtained

can obtain a patent on the

Hard Copper.

We

—

J.

on an adjustable hood for chemical

I—

use,

offer a comprehensive, exefficient service for
his prompt, legal protection and
the development of his proposiI

tion.

Send

David C. Bramley, Shamokin, Pa., writes
(379)
us as follows:
"I am interested in some of your answers in
Patent Advice section and would like to ask you
a question regarding my patent or improvement.
I am employed at one of the coal comparfies as
pumpman which includes much pipe fitting of all
sizes, and have occasion to change valves when
they eat thru the seatings such as, namely,
Lukenheimer, Globe, and many others on the
market today. I find during the IS years' experience with them they last but a short time, unless
continually opened or closed, the valve is then
removed which causes at times a great deal of
trouble, labor, time and expense.
Now I have
a method of repairing those valves in five minutes
so that it won't be necessary to disconnect or
throw them away, and they can be repaired time
and again less one-third the cost of the valves,
and again they need not be made of brass, still

sketch, or model and descripfor advice as to cost, search

tion,

through prior United States patents,
etc.
Preliminary advice gladly furnished without charge.
My experience and familiarity with
various arts frequently enable me to
accurately advise clients as to probable patentability before they go to
any expense.
Booklet of valuable information
and form for properly disclosing

your

benefit by

free on request.

idea,

Write

today.

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building, Washington, D. C.
2276-8 Woolworth Bldg., New York City

TRADEMARKS

PATENTS COPYRIGHTS

Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should write for
This should be
our blank form "EVIDENCE ON CONCEPTION."
signed and witnessed and if returned to us together with model or
sketch and description of the invention we will give our opinion as
to its patentable nature. Electrical cases a specialty.

Our
Sent Free

FREE

COUPON

illustrated

on

Guide Book,

VICTOR

Chicago Offices:
1114 Tacoma Bldg.

"HOW TO OBTAIN A

Highest References

request.
J.

EVANS &

Pittsburgh Offices:
514 Empire Bldg.

CO., Patent Attorneys

Philadelphia Offices:

135 S. Broad

.

St.

MAIN OFFICES: 779 NINTH, WASHINGTON,
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PATENT,"

Reasonable Terms

Prompt Attention

,

You

i

perienced,

Valve.

.

\

TO THE MAN WITH
AN IDEA

We

and

(376) C. E. Nichols, of West Philadelphia, Pa.,
writes:
I firmly believe I have discovered the key to
hardening copper. I have been a reader of the
Ekf.ctrical Experimenter for a long while.
Will you please refer me to some one who will
help me to commercialize and develop this process
and determine the value.
A. If you really have invented a way of hardening copper, we can say truly that you have struck
not a copper mine, but a veritable gold mine.
have heard much of hardening copper recently, but
most of it turned out to be some sort of bronze or
copper mixed with other metals to harden the copper,
in other words, an alloy.
We have as yet not seen copper that has actually
any degree of hardness as compared to good bronze.
Any large companies, such as you will find in your
city, we think would be glad to take up the matter
with you if you have something really worth while.

Newark. N.

or not a patent can

It is to be much the same as the ones now in
excepting that it can be adjusted to absorb
gases from any part of the work bench.
A. There certainly is a great demand for a hood
of this kind, if it is as you say.
are certain
that most factories which have much to do with
obnoxious fumes, would be glad to buy a device
of this kind. It would be advisable for you to get
in touch with a patent attorney if you know for
sure that the device works well.

A
is cut out of the mica sheet in automobile shades and a flap sewed on, so that when
shades are down and the driver wishes to put out
his hand telling which way he is going to turn, he
can shove his hand thru the hole in the curtain,
the flap being pushed outward, and when the hand
The flap should
is taken in, the flap falls back.
be made a little larger than the opening, which will
be about six inches in diameter, round or square,

We

me know whether

laboratories.

following:
hole
(1)

set a little to the front as the hand naturally
reaches a trifle forward. Flap to be placed on each
side of the driver.
A. We doubt whether a device of this kind
would find much favor with automobilists. One of
the troubles immediately would be that the flap in
question woidd flap violently against the sides of
the automobile, due to the wind action, producing
an irritating noise. The mechanical pointers on the
market at the present time solve the problem better.
(2) An attachment to a talking machine whereby
the reproducer and needle are lifted up at the end
of the record and placed at the beginning, keeping
this up indefinitely until the motor is unwound or
some person stops it.
A. There is nothing new about this invention.
Any modern phonograph shop will sell you an appliance that will do what you claim for your device, There are several- good devices of this kind
on the market: the best one being known as the
"'Encore." This will reset the tone arm at the beginning of the record as soon as it has reached the
end. It will continue playing the same record over
and over, 'till the machine runs d^wn.
(3) A gyroscope of suitable dimensions geared
or belted or in some manner with the shaft of the
engine or motor of an auto to steady it when going
around turns, speeding along rough roads, etc.
A. We doubt whether this scheme would be
feasible in practice, besides some automobilists have
large fly wheels which acts as a gyroscope, in a
small way.
doubt whether automobilists would
pay an increased price for a gyroscope, just to keep
a car from skidding around the corner.

ot

writes:

Minn.,

w rites:
Kindly

Mr. Morton Bermann,

to advertisers.

New York

Offices:

1001-1007 Woolworth Bldg.
D. C.
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further reducing cost. Will those valve concerns allow me to use one of their valves to produce the imHow can I locate their address?
It is a simple construction and I think would be
valuable to many as I have seen many shipped
away considered useless on this slight account.
I
have tested the improvement under 100 lbs.
steam and 250 lbs. water pressure per square inch."
A.
can only say that if you really have
such an improvement, we are quite certain that
you will have no trouble in making a large amount
If this idea has
of money out of the invention.
been tested out and found to work, we would
advise you to get in touch with a patent attorney.
To use the improvement in the patented valves
of the firms you mention would require their
permission, we think.

provement?
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You

gruff reply.
Then, addressing me,
"Here, you hold her, while I talk to her, or
place her on the table if you desire, she's
Continuing his
too desperate for me."
conversation with the skull, he added, "Do
anything?" "I would like to do you,"
came back the snappy retort.
Well, that was enough. I wanted to see
how it was done. So going over to the
side and examining the wires which held
up the plate, I was surprised to see the
professor remove the glass shelf and proceed to question the skull and receive just
as many answers to his queries as he had
the

—

received before.
"Come, don't keep me in suspense!" I
exclaimed. "How is it done, that is just
what I want."
"Well," he said, "very simple, nothing to
it, and I am really surprised that more magicians do not carry a device of this nature
around with their usual outfit."
Removing the top portion of the skull,
he showed me simply a coil of wire arranged so as to fit snugly inside the vault
and consisting of 300 turns of No. 38 enameled magnet wire connected to a telephone receiver having a horn attached to
the hard rubber cap. Looking at it I could
see no wire coming from it and finally an
idea beamed!!! "INDUCTION?" I asked.

"Exactly," he exclaimed, "and very simple at that. You were examining the glass
shelf and the wires leading to it and like
everyone else discovered nothing, because

nothing there to discover. The ennot in the glass shelf but in
the table under it." Lifting this up and
turning it over, he showed me a microphone
attached to a large diafram. "That is the
communicating phone by means of which
my assistant in the other room knows of
there

is

tire trick rests

HAVENT YOU
INVFNTflRS
I Lilt 1 UllU
that you cari

some idea

ELK MFG.

INC.
New York

111

work out J
't
j U st
Give us the idea we will develop it for you. Mechanical and electrical ideas developed. Experts in
model and experimental work and in perfecting inventions.
Designing and building labor-savins
machinery a specialty.
Get in touch with us—
we can save you money.

—

telephone transmitter is capable of delivering but a very small amount of current.
In order, therefore, to get sufficient induction in the coil inside the skull, at least
enough to make the sound emitted by the
75 ohm loud-talker sonorous enough to be
heard, we must employ an amplifying circuit. The ordinary audion bulb is used and
connected directly with the small induction
(Continued on page 1210)
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the skull's affairs."

This microphone was connected to two
wires which ran down to two metallic floor
connectors and in series with a battery and
a pair of phones to his assistant in another
room. Two other wires running up the leg
of the table terminated in a coil, about V/z
feet in diameter, consisting of 300 turns of
No. 22 D. C. C. magnet wire. To all appearances this was all there was to the
apparatus, but
following the professor
from the room, I came upon the operatorin-chic f of the device. There he sat, with
a pair of phones clapt over his ears enjoying a hearty laugh.
A telephone transmitter was fastened to
the table and this in series with the typical audion amplifier. This is how he managed to get such a powerful voice, the professor explained. You see, even the finest
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"Haste makes Waste"

is

just as

FREEZING WATER

true of hack saws as of anything
else.
Forcing a blade by increas-

flask or beaker place 15 c.c.
of carbon disulfid and 5 c.c. of water. The
water being much lighter than the carbon
disulfid floats on the surface of the latter.
Standing by an open window or in a good
draft blow into the carbon disulfid thru a
bent glass tube. The rapid evaporation of
the carbon disulfid produces a temperature
as low as 15 degrees below zero and the
water quickly freezes.

ing the strokes per minute means
50 to 60
a quickly dulled blade.
strokes per minute is about as fast
as it is economical to run when
cutting dry. On soft steel, using
compound, saws may be run to
advantage at about 100 S. P. M.,
at from 65 to 80 on annealed steel,

The experiment may be varied by placing the beaker containing only carbon disulfid on a block of wood with a little
water between the beaker and the wood.
Upon blowing thru the liquid in the beaker
the wood and beaker are quickly frozen together.

and on unannealed tool

In a small

THE BROMINE GUN

steel

the

speed

at

about 60 to 80 strokes per minute.
J

Follow the Starrett Hack Saw
Chart, put on the weight and
watch the.xutting cost decrease.

THE

L. S.

STARRETT

The World's

hydrogen generator having a side
neck with a stopper and dropping funnel.
In the bottom of the generator place a
phosphorus and moisten with
little red
In the dropping funnel place a
water.
Upon
little liquid bromine.
See Fig. 8.
opening the stopcock of the funnel and
allowing a few drops of bromine to fall
upon the phosphorus a flash of light fills
the generator and a puff of vapor issues
from the side neck. The operation may be
Fit a

CO.

Greatest Toolmakers

Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled

ATHOL, MASS.

repeated as often as desired.

The bromine and phosphorus unite to
form the unstable compound-phosphorus
bromid, and this is decomposed by the
water forming hydrobromic acid which
issues from the generator.

SMOKE RINGS
Arrange two bottles having their bottoms removed as shown in the diagram.
To cut off the bottom of a bottle tie
around it a hemp string soaked in keroIgnite the string and when it has
sene.

42-982

ceased burning, gently strike the bottle
near the bottom. It will break along the
line of the string.
With the pinch cock between the bottles
closed, fill the upper bottle with hydrochloric acid gas as by downward displacement and the lower bottle with ammonia
gas by upward displacement. The hydrochloric acid is generated by heating sodium
chlorid and concentrated sulfuric acid in a
Florence flask fitted with a stopper, thistle
tube and delivery tube. The ammonia gas
may be obtained by heating in a flask with
delivery tube some strong ammonia water.

You can

If

—

(The next installment

will appear in

depending

on

your
School of Engineering of Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Wis.
Gentlemen: Without obligation, send me catalog
and particulars concerning youi 3-Year Electrical
Engineering Course with B.S. Degree.

"Earn While You Learn

—

you wish. After short intensive training, half-time employment in great industrial plants assures you a good
income as well as valuable practical experience.
if

New Term Opens
Clip coupon
Free I

the

benefit by

High School Credits

previous education.

169-373

You

you have the proper training

Full Provision for Securing

now

lor catalog

Name

April 1st!

and

full

College of Electrical
Broadway

.

Address

particulars

City

School of Engineering of Milwaukee

April Issue.)

energies in the capacity of an

The College of Electrical Engineering will admit you with 14 high
school credits and will assist vou to secure what credits you may lack.
The Institute of Electrotechnics prepares you in from \Vz to 3 years,

Fill

will appear!

its

In 3 years of thorough, intensive training in the fully-equipped
laboratories, classrooms, drafting rooms and workshops, and under the
direction of over 70 expert specialists of the School of Engineering of
Milwaukee, you may secure the B.S. Degree in Electrical Engineering.
You are then fully competent to design or operate large power houses,
substations, or to direct all types of electrical construction.

POURING THE NATIONAL COLORS FROM A
PITCHER OF WATER

and Blue

direct

Electrical Engineer

When the two bottles are full, open the
pinchcock and the ammonia will rise into
the bottle of hydrochloric acid forming a
series of smoke rings.
See Fig. 9.

a pitcher with clear water and add
a few cubic centimeters of ferric chlorid
solution, stirring well.
Place three tumblers on the table. In the first place a few
drops of a solution of ammonium sulphocyanate. Leave the second empty. In the
third place a few drops of potassium ferrocyanid solution.
Now pour from the
pitcher into the tumblers in the above
order and the national colors Red, White

Power

lectrical

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE

Engineering
Milwaukee.

169-373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

Wis.
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JUST OFF

DESIGN" CONSTRUCTION

Design and Construction of
Transformers
Amplifying

Auction

Radio and Audio Frequency Type
This latest and important book by Mr. Edward T. Jones,
late Associate Editor of Radio News, will be of great inThe transterest to all radio amateurs thruout the land.
formers shown in these books have never been described in
print, before, and have usually been considered a manufacAnyone who has several vacuum tubes cannot
turer's secret.
aft'ord lo do without this book because it will enable him
to build the necessary amplifying transformers very readily.
The designs are very simple and rugged, and anybody can
make them without trouble.
Mr. Jones, the author, is a practical man who is an experimenter himself and knows whereof he speaks. The book
is printed on good paper and has an attractive cover in two
Contains many
Size 5 in. x 7 in.
colors.
Taper bound.
illustrations, diagrams and working data necessary to build

\

^tS* We-

PRICE

the transformers.

OC

PRICE.

8V
THE EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING, CO. INC.
NEW YORK CITY
233 FOLTON ST.
PUBLISHED

r
&*/v

Postpaid

Experimental Electricity Course
By

Book
on the Market

Electrical Text

comprehensive

and

of this special subject
ever published. Written by the
same authors as the famous
"Wifeless Course."
treatises

phase

Flexible

A

Course that

tells

you want

thing

to

6 x 9

is

in.

cloth

cloth

;

pressure.

Both anode and cathode should be of
mercury in this case so that when the mercury condenses more on one side of the
obstructing means than on the other, the
current can be reversed to carry the mercury to the other side again.
When the sounding board is vibrated, the
tube vibrates, as do the light-weight insulating discs also, with the result that the
perforations in the discs close more or less
and thus throttle more or less the vapor
path and therefore throttle the current flow
less.
The discs are mounted in the
tube so that they cannot rotate around their
axes and also so that they do not close each
other's perforations completely by the vibration.
The two discs shown in the center fit loosely between the two end ones
and also loosely between the walls of the
tube, while the two end discs fit snugly in
the tube, thus the two central discs only

per copy,
$1.25

cover,

Postpaid

in

20 Lessons

you every-

By

sold

simple, easy stages, this wonderful Course takes you into

(Eighth Edition)

"Wireless" by the use of such

160

of this epoch

Flexible

is

x 10*4

7

in.,

illustrations,

cloth

per

cover,

copy

marking subject.

lesson

last

pages,

90 tables.

the Theory and Mathematics

The

book is
350

Size of

skillfully

used that of necessity you must
understand every word. There
devoted to
is a whole lesson

75c

Stiff cloth cover,

per copy,

$1.25

devoted to

Postpaid

a history of Wireless.

Two Remarkable Books
N

How

1.

Make

to

paratus.
No. 2
How to
paratus.
By

—

Book No.

1

Make

Wireless Sending

Ap-

Wireless Receiving Ap-

20 Radio Experts

contains 100 pages, size

7

x 5

in.,

and 88

contains 100 pages, size

7x5

in.,

and 90

illustrations.

Book No.

2

How

make

to

Wireless
Ap-

Sending

25c
paratus
Postpaid.
.

.

who wants

make

own

radio apparata.
Only strictly modern instruments are described and
the illustrations and descriptions are so clear and
simple that no trouble will be experienced in making
the instruments.
thusiast

to

his

Dept., 233 Fulton Street
You

benefit by

field,

because air keeps

its

ioniza-

some time after passing thru an
X-ray field. A manometer may be used to
for

inject ionized air

Book No. 2
How to make

Wireless
Receiving Apparatus
25c
Postpaid.
.

.

THE EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.
Book

moved while

immersed

in
the ion
stream.
The grid current will also be
varied and its effects can be added to the
plate circuit effects.
The grid battery may
flow with or against the plate current and
ion stream.
A Bell magneto-electric transmitter may
provide current to the grid circuit of an
"Audion" and thus obtain a very neat form
of transmitter by the combination.
The movable discs in Fig. 7 and grid in
Fig. 8 may be mechanically connected thru
the glass wall to the diafram instead of
being operated by magnetic means, altho
the latter is more desirable from a constructive and operative point of view.*
Now let us take a battery, a primary
coil, two electrodes and an air space between the two electredes and all in series.
Then by means of X-rays let us ionize the
air space and make it conductive.
Current
from the battery then flows across the air
space.
This air space may then be used
not only as a transmitter, but in many ways
like the mercury vapor arc and the "Audion" are used. The ionization of the air
space may be local or not. When not local,
the ionized air can be brought between the
electrodes as a stream of air which has past

tion

Written and published entirely for the wireless en1

completely

an X-ray

illustrations.

Book No.

method of employing dynamic elecmeans is shown in
Fig. 8.
Here the well-known "Audion"
and circuit are employed and the grid is
vibrated into and out of the ion stream
more or less by the exterior vibrating diafram and magnet. The grid may also be
caused to approach and recede from the
being

50,000
of this course

"Wireless" starting off in lesby explaining the
1

A

tricity as the throttling

filament or plate or otherwise

More than

know about

language so

be

wise vibrated.
The obstructing discs can
freely because of the vacuum within
which they operate disregarding the vapor

75c

Stiff

son No.

simple

discs

move

Gernsback, A. Lescarboura and H. W. Secor, E.E.

Principles of Electricity.

insulating

The tube can

mounted upon a sounding board or other-

per

cover,

copy

Wireless Course
S.

placed several perforated
of light-weight material.

vibrate.

is

By

Book

Size of

The book contains 128 pages
and more than 400 illustrations.

of experimental
treated comprehensively in plain English. New
Experiments are described and
explained and nearly every application of Electricity in modsimple
in
ern life is given
language.

Every

electricity

in one way by purely mechanical means.
A
mercury arc tube is shown wherein are

more or

The Best

of

complete

Fig. 7 illustrates how the throttling of
the gas or vapor path may be accomplisht

20 Lessons

in

on

Course

practice

By RICHARD A. ENGLER
(Continued from page 1155)

Gernsback and H. W. Secor, E.E.

S.

the theory and
Electricity for Experimenters. One of the most

A
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between the electrodes.

glass wall of the tube itself may be the
diafram in such a case.
When a magnet is used as the throttling or

*The

varying means, the tube can be replaced with
less expense and more ease than where mechanical throttling or varying means or where mechanical connections are employed because in the latter
cases the operating means are within the tube or
part of the tube.

(Continued on page 1202)
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A WARNING
to Manufacturers

Importers
Dealers
Jobbers

Agents
Amateurs
Purchasers
Users of

Vacuum Tubes
The Marconi V. T. Patent

is

Basic

United States Letters Patent to Fleming, No. 803,684,
7, 1905, has been held to be valid by Judge
the United States District Court for tire
Southern District of New York, and by the United
States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit.

November
Mayer of
Fleming Pat. No. 803684

De

It is

Forest Pat. Nos. 841387-879533

a basic patent and controls broadly
work.

all

vacuum

tubes used as detectors, amplifiers or

oscillions in radio

No one

is authorized to make, sell, import or use such tubes for radio purposes, other than
the owners of the patent and licensees thereunder. Any others making, selling, importing
or using them alone or in combination with other devices, infringe upon the Fleming patent
and are liable to a suit for injunction, damages and profits. And they will be prosecuted.

THE AUDIOTRON AND THE LIBERTY VALVE ARE
NOT LICENSED UNDER THE FLEMING PATENT
The

price of the genuine

Marconi V. T.

$7.00 each. The standardized
$1.50 additional. The standard
resistance, complete, costs $1.00 and is
made* in the following sizes: Vz megohm,

delivered

socket

is

is

1 megohm, 2 megohms, 4 megohms, 6
megohms.

This warning

is

Do

not take chances by making, importing,
purchasing or using vacuum tubes
for radio purposes not licensed under the
Fleming patent. By selling, purchasing or
using licensed tubes for radio purposes you
secure protection under the Fleming patent
and avoid the risk of litigation for infringeselling,

ment

given so that the trade and public

thereof.

may know

the facts

and be governed

accordingly.

Send

all

remittances with order to

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT

MARCONI WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO. OF AMERICA

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
235

New York

Broadway
Sole Distributors for
Retail

Schofield Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohio

American

Bldg., Baltimore,

Md.

You

benefit

De Forest Radio Telephone

&

Telegraph Co.

and Exhibition Rooms. 25 Elm St., New York
Insurance Exch. Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.
301 Commercial Bank Annex, New Orleans, La,
136 Federal St., Boston, Mass.
109 South 2nd St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Office
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Tele;,

No. 55

{Continued from page 1200)

HIGH SCHOOL

COURSE

IN

two yEJuas
YOU ARE BADLY you lack
? Sch °
mmmm.mmwm
HANDICAPPED
m^m%wrwr mam training.
if

o1

igl

?

You cannot

attain business or social

You

are barred from
a successful business career, from
the leading professions, from wellpaid civil service jobs, from teaching
and college entrance. In fact, employers of practically all worth-while
positions demand High School training. You can't hope to succeed in
the face of this handicap. But you
can remove it. Let the American
School help you.

prominence.

YOURSELF FOR II
Course.
BIG FUfUDE
mmm^m
mm This
which has been
FIT

prepared by some of America's leading prolessors, will broaden your mind, and make
you keen, alert and capable. It is complete,
simplified and up-to-date. It covers all subjects given in a resident school and meets all
requirements of a High School training.
From the first lesson to the last you are
carefully examined and coached.

USE SPARE TINE ONLY

If a mouthpiece is placed near this ionized air space as shown in Fig. 9, a very
perfect form of transmitter is possible, because the rarefaction and condensation of
the ionized air causes a variation in the
current flowing thru the air space. Ionized
air has never been used as herein described
and should be of great value in the art.
Other gases confined in vessels may be
substituted for the air space. Air is more
powerfully ionized by X-rays, however,
than other gases and devices using such
an ionized air space are free from the disadvantages peculiar to devices which require a vacuum tube. X-rays do not_affect
a vacuous space nearly so much as air and
some other gases.
When a stream of ionized air is used and
such throttling means used as in Fig. 7,
then not only is the electric current varied,
but also the air current, and this latter
variation of pressure may be utilized to
operate another transmitter.
Suppose the space between the electrodes
in Fig. 9 should be somewhat greater and
the X-rays from an X-ray generator are
projected from one electrode to the other,
then a high tension current would traverse
the space and a kind of wireless transmission of power is available, the earth in this
X-rays
case being used as a return path.
have been detected as far away as 60 feet
in ordinary apparatus years ago.
I believe this is enough to show what a
useful and interesting field gas and vapor
paths offer in the way of transmitters and
I believe that many suggestions will be induced in other minds by this disclosure in
such a rich and fertile field.
I may say,
therefore, that I have taken necessary precautions long ago to well protect the entire
;

;

have opened.
seems peculiar that such simple and
effective transmitters have not before made
their appearance in view of the great activity of late in gaseous devices of all kinds.
field I
It

USSONS

and complete our training is. We invite you to
take ten lessons in the High School Course
or any Course of specialized training in the
Coupon below before deciding whether
you wish to continue. If you are not then
satisfied you are not out one cent. We absolutely guarantee satisfaction. On that basis
you owe it to yourself to make this test.
Check and mail the coupon
for full

—

NOW

particulars and Free Bulletin.

.Dept.

H. 263,

Chicago. Illinois
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF
AUDION AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS—RADIO AND AUDIO-

FREQUENCY TYPE.

By Edward

benefit by

—

MADE— of

J.

request.

MURDOCK

CO.

55 Carter St.
CHELSEA (boston 50) MASS.
509 Mission St.

San Francisco,

Calif.

T.

Cardboard cover, 16 pages, 12
Pubsize S l/%x7 A inches.
by Experimenter Publishing Co., of
York.

Jones.

illustrations,

l

This book deals with the construction of audion
amplifying transformers of the air core type for
radio frequencies, and is a most timely and important subject in view of the great strides which
the audion has taken in recent years.
Amplifiers are essential and their prices generMr.
ally are exorbitant for the real good kind.
Jones, who readers of both this magazine and Radio
and
writer
Amateur News know, to be a celebrated
authority on the subject of radio, has given clearly
of
construction
and concisely the essentials of the
these transformers so that a boy 12 years old can
details
understand them and follow the necessary
required in constructing them.
With but two steps or stages of amplification, a

resultant of 400 times the original is obtained, and
stations heretofore unheard, come bellowing in on
the ether. The book deals with the subject as thoro
as any amateurs who know nothing at all about
the construction of such transformers may desire.
No one then need question his ability to construct
one suitable for any work. In addition, hook-ups
are given, together with dimensions and constructional data for a small capacity condenser.
Mr. Jones has succeeded in bringing these devices into the hands of all "Radio-bugs" at a surnominal cost, particularly those who
prisingly

handle audions in any way whatsoever.

Yov

The customary assurance of
"Satisfaction or Money Back"
affords the opportunity of proving the exceptional value of
these 'phones at no risk to you.

BOOK REVIEW

New

Or COBBISPONDENCB

due, not so much to the fact
that they are, without question,
the best low priced receivers
obtainable anywhere, as it is
to the recognized fact that they
closely approximate in operation the sensitive performance
of the most expensive sets.

be mailed on

lisht

ANERICAN SCHOOL

.

MURinstruments
recognized
merit at equally reasonable
prices are illustrated in Bulletin 19B, a copy of which will

in study.

that you may see for
yourself how thorough

$4.50
5.50

That these Murdock No. 55
Sets have earned a nationwide reputation for value, is

DOCK.

your present handicap within two years. You
will enjoy the lessons and the knowledge
you will gain will well repay the time spent

So

OHM SET.
OHM SET

Other

Most people idle away fifty hours a week.
Probably you do. Use only one-fifth of your
wasted hours for study and you can remove

TAKE 10

2000
3000
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BURGESS "B" BATTERIES
These
proved
in

so

batteries

successful

Government

Ap-

paratus that they are
being used by progresMade
sive amateurs.
in

sizes

and

available

for

three

now

general use. For full
information write to

BURGESS BATTERY COMPANY
Harris Trust Bldg.

Chicago

"The EUis Music Master Reproducer"
Pleases the most exacting
for all phonographs.
music lover. Eliminates twang. Perfect harmony of accompaniments, individuality of artists voices and instruments reproduced from records in life like reanimation. It
Send 10c for booklets E, "Hints to
sells on its merits.
Agents wanted.
Musio Lovers" and "Music Masters."
H. ELLIS, P. 0. Box 2331, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
J.
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LICENSED BY DEFOREST

AudioTron
The Original Tubular Vacuum Amplifier
The AudioTron Vacuum Tube is now manufactured and sold as
a genuine audion licensed under DeForest Patents Nos. 841,387 and
879,532 to be used only for amplification in radio communication and
only for experimental and amateur purposes and only in audio frequency
circuits.

The AudioTron

has a double filament of special thorium tungsten and the operating
life is over 2,000 hours.
No special socket is required. The electrical and mechanical
dimensions result in a heavy plate current and corresponding signal strength. Plate volt-

age under 40.

Our guarantee

insures satisfaction.

PRICE $6.00 EACH
If

your local dealer cannot supply you we will ship postpaid when cash accompanies

order.

The AudioTron Exclusive Guaranty: Each and every AudioTron
arrive in good condition and to prove fully satisfactory.
tubes will be made free of charge.

AudioTron Audio-Frequency Transformer
Laminated closed

DEALERS — Write
AUDIOTRON SALES CO.

core,

two

is

guaranteed to

Replacement of unsatisfactory
$7.00

coil type.

for our attractive trade Proposition.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

Lick Bld£.

Nauen, Germany
Copied

in the

Daytime

On 90 foot Antenna with one DeForest "Honey
tance Coil and one V. T. Freak work ? Not at all
self

on your own Antenna.

Here

is

Comb"
!

Try

Inducyour-

it

—

the Formula
If fixed Grid Condenser is used, Grid leak must be adjusted
very carefully. Wave length range, 7,375 to 17,500 meters with average Antenna
of .0007 mfds. capacity.
This circuit works equally well on short waves, regenerating the spark signals to a remarkable degree.
Merely plug in a No.
L-100 "Honey Comb" Coil in place of the No. L-1500 and listen to the 600 meter
traffic pound in.
Wave length with No. L-100 Coil, 430 to 1,010 meters.

Important Notice
Our production

VARIABLE GRlOLCAK

"Honey Comb" Inductance Coils has finally
From now on the genuine DeForest "Honey Comb"
Unmounted for 50 cents less than the list prices

of DeForest

equalled the demand.
Coils can be supplied
for mounted Coils.

Send for the deForest Catalogue C
Contains complete details regarding "Honey Comb" Coils, and gives descriptions and prices on many articles of Receiving Apparatus, with valuSent postpaid for 10 cents in stamps.
able hook-ups and other information.
Send for yours today.

DE FOREST RADIO TELEPHONE and TELEGRAPH CO.
Inventors and Manufacturers of Amateur and
Commercial Radio Apparatus of Highest Grade.
1399

You

benefit by

NEW YORK

SEDGWICK AVENUE
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Vacuum

Telephone Men
Use These a

WEEK

CCEPT

this free offer and use
great up-to-date books
the telephone in your own

f~\ these

JLon

J.

home

We

or shop a whole

week

free.

send you all four volumes
bound
in
genuine
red
morocco
leather, 1728 pages and 2000 pictures,
without one cent in advance.
will

Cyclopedia of

TELEPHONY
AND

TELEGRAPHY
Everything about the telephone

explained
language

is

in them in
simple and plain
theory practice operation from the first
experimental line to the modern equipment
Not one
and 'complicated switchboards.
Every vital
detail has been overlooked.
fact that you need to make you an expert
is in them.

—

—

—

Free Consulting Service
you wish to keep the books on our easy
terms of $2.00 a month, we will include
FREE a year's Consulting Membership in
the American Technical Society, and you
can have the services of our engineers and
experts for one year as often as you wish
to write in and ask for their help on any
If

same way

— $2.00

Give yourself a chance to make some real
money right now. Send the coupon before

—

you turn

this page.

American Technical Society
Chicago, U.S.A.

Dept. T-2S3

TRANSMITTING SET

12

times greater
a signal amplification 10
circuit
As will be noted,
than a single
No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 are for the
purpose of amplifying the received signals
at their radio frequencies thru radio frequency amplifying transformers Tl, T2 and
No. 4 is made to act as a rectifyT3.
ing detector by introducing a grid condenser GC, shunted by a grid leak resistance
GL. Vt No. 5 and No. 6 amplify the resultant audio frequency signals which are
in turn intercepted in the telephone reAnother important operating facceivers.
tor to be noted in both Fig. 3 and Fig. 4
is the use of a common "A" and a common
"B" battery. The "A" battery furnishes filament current to all combined tubes (provided, of course, that all tubes employed
are of the one standard type), properly
regulated thru the use of the common rheostat R of about 5 to 10 ohms variable resistance while the "B" battery supplies the
necessary plate potential to all tubes used.
It is sometimes advisable, particularly for
experimenters, to make the plate "B" battery variable in potential by means of in-

VT

!

VT

VT

This Set Illustrated Above Operates on

properly take care of

all

or A.C.

absolutely complete as shown.
Needs no helix, spark gap, condensers, etc., etc.
Simply connect
is

to aerial,

ground and

electric circuit,

and send.

NO BATTERY EXPENSE
Runs

all day for 2 cents.
Sends three to five miles.

PRICE $18.00 COMPLETE

This "common batdividual cell tapping.
tery" method effects a considerable saving
of additional batteries as well as space. It
is, of course, evident that the "A" battery
must be of sufficient ampere-hour capacity
to

VOLTS, D.C.

110
It

;

With Key, Plug and 8-foot Cord
Send

for descriptive circular

135C

— To-day

WIRELESS EQUIPMENT CO.,
New

Park Place

19

Inc.

York, N.Y.

tubes at one

time.

Send the Coupon Now

month.

NEW VIBRATONE

BOUCHERON

RADIO
TELEPHONE &
TELEGRAPH

FORMERS.

Don't send any money.
Just mail the
coupon properly filled out and the books
will come to you at once by express collect.
Keep them a whole week and use them as
Send them back
if they were your own.
to us if you want to, but give them a trial
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As explained before, radio frequency
transformers are employed in amplification
before the detection and rectification of the
incoming signals, while audio frequency
transformers are used to amplify the rectified audio or comparatively low frequency.
Contrary to the belief of some, an open aircore transformer is not necessarily a radio
frequency one, and likewise an iron-core
transformer is not necessarily confined to
audio frequency amplification. As a matter
of fact, both air-core and iron-core types
are used for cither purpose, providing they
In general practise,
are suitably wound.
the design of a transformer must be such
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Consistent with that which has previously
been said, it is therefore up to the experimenter to decide which method of amplification is best suited to his need before
securing either radio or audio frequency
couplers or transformers. For instance, if
his means are limited, he may prefer to
first experiment with grafite rod couplers,

which, of course, are much less expensive
than the transformers and will give fairly
good results, particularly with radio frequencies.
If he wishes, however, to construct an efficient two-stage amplifier for
the purpose of amplifying previously detected signals, he will want to use the
popular, iron-core audio frequency transAny of the transformers menformers.
tioned here may be designed and constructed by the average amateur, but unless he
has access to a lathe or a winding machine,
the job had better be left to the regular
manufacturer. Since audio frequency amplification is probably the most popular
method at present among amateurs, attenmentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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tion is invited to a very compact and much
used laminated iron-core audio frequency
transformer and which may lie had for a
few dollars. Of course, there is a great
deal of pleasure to he had in building one's
own apparatus, so if you have the facilities,
why, "iio to it."
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WHAT OUR PATRONS SAY
"Out of six different makes of receivers
and more than you claim for them."

find yours are the best.

I

(Name on

all
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FRANK
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GENTRY

(Continued from page 1146)

A brass rod, K, 3/16" in diameter and
5J4" long, was threaded on one end for
The other extremity
a distance of 3/16".
was cut with a hack-saw to a depth of
l
" brass ball, L, was
4", X, Fig. 2.
4
take the threaded
drilled and tapt
to
end of the rod. The strip, Q, Fig. 2, was
1/32"
brass sheeting the shape
cut from

A V

shown

CLEAR TONE
LIGHT WEIGHT
DEPENDABLE SERVICE
Score 100% efficiency in actual use.
Sharp, Unblurred, Readable Signals
assured by

"BRANDES MATCHED TONE

1.

R

ing

Exactly matching the tone of both receivers
all confusion due to unmatched harmonics.

strips,

Two

and embedded

in molten sealingV, was fastened to the
S and R, provided for the purpose.
circular discs, F and E, Fig. 2, 4"
1,

The

scale,

diameter, were cut from 1/16" brass or
copper sheeting.
Two knurled battery
thumb nuts, G and D, were then soldered
in the center of each disc.
These formed
the condensing plates of the electroscope.
A 5/32" brass rod was bent L-shape so
that one arm was 1*4" long and the other
was 4%" long, C, Fig. 2. Each end of the
rod was threaded to a distance of 3/16".
One of the condensing plates was screwed
to the short end of the rod while the other
end was secured to one side of the container. V/2 " from the top, by means of
nuts, B, Fig. 2.
Another piece of 5/32"
brass rod was bent similar to the rod, C,
except that the long arm was 5yi", H,
Fig. 2.
When the threading was completed, the remaining condensing plate was
screwed to the short arm while a binding
post, I, Fig. 2, which had previously had
a 7/32" hale drilled in its face, was lifted
to the long arm.
The rods and condensing plates were polisht with pumice stone
as before.

each

set

and thus eliminat-

a Brandes Superior Headset and use it critically for ten days
Then, if it doesn't come up to our claims or your expectations, return
and your money will be cheerfully refunded. Test it compare with
others for sensitiveness
clearness, distance.
Prove for yourself the
The tuo diaphragms, toned exactly
fine quality, the "matched tone."
alike, strengthen the signals and prevent blurring.
Used by many U. S
Government experts, and experts abroad; by colleges and technical
schools; and by professionals and amateurs everywhere.
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WIRELESS RECEIVER SPECIALISTS
Complete Line of Brandes Receivers

divergence.

The rod, K, was roughened for a small
distance Y\" above where the brass strip
was soldered so that the insulation, M,
would hold it in place. The rod was then
placed in the center of the hole in the top,

in

Buy

A

piece of stiff white cardboard, V, was
cut as the sector, embracing an angle of
45°, of a circle whose radius was 3".
The
arc was divided into a scale of degrees for
the purpose of measuring the angle of

wax.

Superior"
2000 ohms, $7

wide.

from the top it
width.
The projecting pieces on one side
wide and 5/16" long.
of the strip were
They were bent at right angles to the strip
along the dotted lines shown in Fig. 1 so
as to form a means of attaching the scale
and S, Fig. 2. The
to the' electroscope,
narrow end of the strip, Q, was then inserted in the slit provided in one extremity
of the rod, K, and soldered in place as
shown at X. When the superfluous solder
was removed, the brass was polisht with
pumice stone.

O, Fig.

They do

request.)

BRANDES
WIRELESS
HEADSET

The strip was 2>Yz"
For a distance of J4"
was narrowed to 3/16" in

N, Fig.

at

long and
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Audion Control Cabinet
unit that may be used with
^—^-~r~—— —

Here is a compact and highly
any and all receiving circuits.

efficient

-

=~

in

The most

operation of all was
then encountered that of cutting and attaching the gold-leaf.
Several sheets of
gold foil were obtained at the glazier's
and cut into strips J4" x 3)4" while sandwiched between layers of paper. The strip.
Q, was moistened at T for a distance of
Y\" with a weak solution of gelatine in
warm water which served as an adhesive
in affixing the leaf.
The fact that the gold
foil could not be touched by the hands
and that it could only be handled by some
difficult

The

Price,
4

TUCl

Audion Control Cabinet
Type RORH

f

contains the grid condenser, grid leak, filament rheostat and two 20-volt dry
Socket accommodates the standard 4-prong tube.

batteries.

There are binding posts for secondary, tickler, phones and filament battery.
Direct and simple connections may be made to all types of receivers.
Free bulletin R-117 describes this unit. Complete catalogue, 10 cents.

A. H.
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scientifically ground lenses.
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warrant each telescope just
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improvised instrument such as a knife blade
served to multiply the difficulties.
After
due patience, however, a leaf was successfully attached and the final assemblage was
all that remained.

TRIODE

The

(TRADE MARK)

Audio Transformer Type P

top,

N, Fig.

2,

containing the rod,

was then shellacked and made fast
in place by round-headed brass screws, P
and O.
The rod, K, was slipt thru the

K,

etc.,

7/32" hole in the face of the binding post

This transformer provides a maximum of low
frequency amplification and is superior to all
others. It may be used with the Marconi and all
standard vacuum tubes.
Permits reliable daylight reception from European stations.
Establishes new amateur long distance records.
Renders remarkable amplification of all signals.

Price $7.00 postpaid

and

the

charging

ball,

L,

screwed into

place.

When

in use the thickness of the dielectric of the condenser was varied by slid-

ing the rod, H, up and down the rod, K,
while the area of the condensing surface
was varied by revolving the rod, H, about
as an axis, the final adjustment being
maintained by the set screw, J, in the binding post, I.

K

Charging was accomplisht by the usual
method of induction to avoid the possibiliof a rupture often incurred by the conductive method.

ties

TRIODE
Mark)

It
can readily be seen that when the
lower condensing plate is grounded by
means of the ground connection, if any
ionizing agent such as a radioactive substance be brought near the instrument, the
gaseous dielectric of the condenser ionizes
and suffers the immediate discharge of the

(Trade

Vacuum Tube Socket Type F
The base of this socket is bakeand will not crack and
break like the moulded material of
the usual socket.
Contact springs are stamped with
identifying letters.
Base is provided with three rubber feet and
four countersunk holes for panel
mounting.

lite dilecto

Fig. 3 shows the finisht
electroscope.
electroscope detecting the presence of a
capsule containing a minute quantity of
the radioactive substance, Uranium X.

A

Price $1.25 postpaid

EATON OSCILLATORS
TWO STEP AMPLIFIERS
DAMPED AND UNDAMPED RECEIVERS
FARADON MICA TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS

WIRELESS SPECIALTY APPARATUS CO.

system of quantitative analysis of
radioactive compounds can be devised if
the charge, the distance of the substance,
the dielectric constant, the distance between
and the area of the condensing plates, the
temperature, the barometric pressure, and
the period of collapse are taken into consideration.

ENGINEERS, DESIGNERS, MANUFACTURERS
Boston, Mass., U. S. A.

Copyright 1920, by Frank M, Gentry
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wonderful Automatic Transmitter. THE OMNIGRAPH.
Sends unlimited Morse or Continental messages, at
any speed, just aa an expert operator would.
Adopted by U. S. Gov't.
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Catalogue tree.
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39L Cortlandt

The Finished Electroscope Detecting
of a Capsule of Uranium X.

Fig.
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LICENSED LIBERTY AUDION AMPLIFIER
This Liberty Vacuum Tube is manufactured and sold as a genuine
Audion, licensed under two DeForest patents, to be used only for amplification in Radio communication and only for experimental and amateur
purposes, and only in Audio Frequency circuits.
Every Liberty Audion
Amplifier is a highly sensitive and carefully tested Audion tube.
No
infringement. Insist on the Liberty Audion Amplifier.
The one you will
Send stamp
eventually buy.
Price $6.50, licensed for experimental use.
for bulletins on tuners, and Audion Amplifier and control cabinets for
the above tube.

THE RADIO APPARATUS CO.
Pottstown, Penna., U. S. A.
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the most
full description
stamp for
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efficient detector in the wireless field today.
Instantly adjustable
Tested by Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co. and U. S. Government.
at a constant pressure.
BARR, Inventor. Vice-President of The Service Radio School
L.

STEWART
THE BARR MERCURY-CUP DETECTOR

Wyoming. Washington, D. C.

wireless

clearness.

"In fact,"' said Mr. Allen, "the sound of
the voice came thru the instrument much
plainer and clearer than over the wire."
The s>ets are installed upon the summit
of Mount Hood and at the Zigzag ranger
Mr. Allen therefore tested out
station.
the wireless telephone before taking it up
the mountain.

were made at
experiments
Further
Government Camp and Camp Blossom before the summit set was packed up the
mountain.

The experiment conducted at Portland
was between two points of comparatively

A

equal altitude about eight miles apart.
wave length between 400 and 600 meters
was used and the sounds were caught by
several amateurs who later telephoned to
Mr. Allen telling of their experiences list-

ening
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Dept. A, The

IN TEST.

telephone
Ore.
C. M. Allen, telephone engineer of the
Forest Service, recently conversed with a
friend eight miles distant with perfect

The

works

forest
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GENERAL ELECTRIC AND
MARCONI COMBINE.
The following statement was issued by
Edward J. Nally, vice-president and gen-

Double Your Strength!

the Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Company of America, following
a meeting of the board of directors of the

Improve Your

company
"The American Marconi Company has

YOUR

manager of

eral

the disadvantage of having a
percentage of its stock held abroad, and
because of patent agreements with the
British Marconi Company, of having its
operations limited in the United States.
"The research laboratories and engineering force of the General Electric Company
have been working for a number of years
on radio matters and radio apparatus of
great value has been developed which was
used by the government during the war
for important communications.
"A new corporation has been formed
called the Radio Corporation of America
which has taken over the radio rights of
the General Electric Company, and which
has proposed to the American Marconi
Company to take over its patents and stations and some other of its assets.
"Arrangements will be made such that
the new company must permanently remain under American control. It will be
amply provided with capital none of its
stock is offered on the market."

Lengthen Your

Health!

Life!

— —

Success In Life your business, your happiness, your
your future all depend upon your Health and
No other two factors are so vitally Important in
making good as a man and a leader of men. Every Heal Man
feels the ever present desire for a healthy, perfectly developed
And yet
body, more nerve force, greater endurance and control.
these very gifts are within reach of any one who is willing to
devote a few minutes each day to health-building, with the aid of
I Guarantee that
the greatost invention of its kind in existence.
my system of Condensed Exercise with the scientifically perfected
social position,

Strength.

substantial

R eu<
*

men

Automatic Exerciser
more than double your constitutional and muscular
strength in from two to three months, improve your health
day by day and add a gratifying number of happy, active,
Hundreds of my pupils
productive years to your life.
throughout the country will gladly testify that the AutoTen minutes daily
matic Exerciser will do these things.
on the Automatic Exerciser will build up a wonderful
degree of fundamental, physical strength that will make
It will give you a Clear Brain,
life and work a pleasure
Powerful Heart, Massive Chest, Strong Lungs, Fine Back,
Broad Shoulders, Well Shaped Arms and Legs and a
The Automatic Exerciser fortifies the Overhead exercise for
Wrist of Steel.
entire area of the abdominal walls throughout all its straightening
and
layers.
Its influential effect on the digestion eliminates strengthening
spine
the "special diet" question.
It strengthens the entire
.
am
shoulders
organism and insures immunity from the many ills the
"busv man" knows so well. It instantly relieves brain
and body fag, making nervousness and complications a
thing of the past.
will

1
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Telescopes
By FLOYD L. DARROW
(Continued from page 1139)

removed from disturbances

that

was the last work to be done by this famous family, so wonderfully skilled in the
technique and artistry of lens grinding.
After having made the large Lick lens the
Clarks were for the fifth time in their calens

summoned

STEADY, PROFITABLE,
PERMANENT BUSINESS

interfere

with astronomical observation, being one
and one-half miles from a railroad and
seven miles from electric lights.
The erection of this observatory was
made possible by a gift of Mr. Yerkes to
the Universjty of Chicago.
The lens was
shaped and figured by Alvan G. Clark and

reer

GET INTO

_A

a TIRE REPAIRING SHOP!
Make big money!
experience necessary. Easily mastered. Tire repairing
has no dull season. Extreme cold weather has detrimental
they need more
effect on tires
careful attention and frequent re-

Open

No

—

pairing.

Vanderpool Vulcanizer

to construct "a telescope
in existence."

more powerful than any

(5 cavity) has capacity of $ioo
worth of work a day- We supply
complete outfit. Send for FREE

And

again they succeeded, surpassing all
previous records set by their handicraft
with the big 40-inch refractor. Two and
one-half years were spent in preparing the
lenses

TIRE

$20,000.

UAL

and the cost was about $125,000. The
unground blocks of glass cost in Paris

The

lens with its iron ring and cell
weighs 1,000 pounds.
The crown glass
lens is 2 z 2 inches thick in the middle and
inch at the edge.
The focal length is
61 feet.
Its light gathering capacity is 20
per cent greater than that of the Lick
glass and therefore has a greater penetrating power into the infinite depths of
space than any other telescope of this type.
Only 28 per cent of the light falling on the
lens is lost by reflection and absorption.
Fully 72 per cent passes thru, but this is
larger than with most other lenses.
It
gives a magnification of 4,000 diameters
and has a resolving power sufficient to
separate stars about 1/10 of a second of
arc apart.

/

%

The

first observations were made with
giant refractor on the night of May
21, 1897, and the dedication ceremonies
took place October 18-22 of the same year.
The family of the Clarks has past away
and the world no longer possesses master
craftsmen of the highest skill in the diffiTherefore the
cult art of lens grinding.
Yerkes refractor will doubtless long remain the largest instrument of its type and

this

WM. VANDERPOOL

CO.,

Learn Public Speaking

III

Lessons
—

Write

Write— quick

Springfield, 0.

FREE
an opportunity you

never

I

forget if you take advantage of it. Ten lessons in effective public speaking absolutely FREE to those
who act promptly. This offer is made to introduce our course in localities where it is not already known,

f

for particulars of this extraordinary offer;

NEW, EASY METHOD

will

FREE LESSON COUPON
NORTH AMERICAN

INSTITUTE
We teach you by mail to talk before club, lodge, board meetings, respond to toasts, make political speeches, etc. Become a powerful
Chicago, III.
7443 Manhattan Building
and convincing speaker, overcome stage fright. Newmethod,
T am interested in your course in Effective Public
and simple. Co not let this chance escape you.
Speaking and your offer of ten lessons free. Please
nd full particulars. This request places me under
obligation of any kind.
This special offer of Ten Lessons Free Is made strictly for introductory
purposes and for a limited time. Write now before it expires an

SEND THIS FREE COUPON

*

recoive full particulars by return mail. No obligation. Simply
Dept. 7443
tear off and mail this free coupon.
NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE. Manhattan gjgfog Chicago

Address
benefit by

MAN-

Dept. C-l

(Continued on page 1216)
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TEWNO WIRELESS PRODUCTS OF QUALITY
In all of the products shown below you will find we have used the fines
All material guaranteed against factory defects, as it has
workmanship.
manufacture products of superior type but at a reasonable price.

"Tewno"

s

nd

of materials

always been

the'

with

us to

By CHARLES

these instruments are calibrated to 2% degrees.
We recommend our 43 plate condenser for primary and secondary
Our
tuning on sets of fair range and for use in oscillating circuits.
21 plate condenser is well adapted to short wave tuning for use in
small wave meters and a great variety of work calling for a small
variable capacity.
Do not be fooled by an instrument that is "just as good." These
are to date the best condensers on the amateur market.
Price, $4.75

No.

43—43 plate— .001 mfd
(Short Wave)

Price, $5.50

"Tewno" Receiving Transformer
Directly prior to the war, the amateurs were doing wonderful work
with specially made short wave couplers of their own construction
and through the use of Armstrong circuits or with straight audion
circuits.
Up to that time no manufacturer had placed such an
instrument on the market.
In our short wave receiving transformer the amateur will find the
embodiment of all of his ideals. It is designed for use on amateur
aerials of frofn 150 to 200 M. fundamental wave length and with
a small capacity of variable condenser across the secondary will
The windings are of the very efficient type
easily tune to 600 M.
known as bank wound (an expensive process) and are of heavy
They are wound upon nonstranded conductor in silk sleeving.
Variation is obtained by means of two 12-point
shrinkable tubes.
Switches and contacts are
switches mounted upon "Formica."
satin finish, nickel plated, which is in accord with the Government's specifications. All other metal work is polished and nickel
Woodwork has a beautiful hand rubbed mahogany finish.
plated.

23— Price

No.

The

:

:

--*gp

Price $12.00

TEWNO COMPANY,

WOLFE

150-152 Chambers

(Continued from page 1131)

He was

talking

again.

"My

show you something, and then

I am going
send you back to your masters to tell
them what you have seen. After that," he
smiled, "I don't think I shall be troubled
!"
by them. Come
He stalked into the next room, me at his
heels.
There wasn't much in that room
just a table covered with apparatus. I have
seen a wireless set.
It looked something
like that, only
well, there was something
different about it.
He pointed to it. Oh I can see him yet,
with his flashing eyes, and his big dome.
"There," says he, "is the mind machine.

to

!

St.,

And

New York

you, a criminal, are the first man to
except its creator."
I'm getting on my feet again, and not so
scared, and so I gazes at it curious. "What

City

see

it

Doc?"

it.

I

asks.

your thoughts," he
solemn as an owl.
"It reads

WIRELESS APPARATUS
OMNIGRAPH

Automatic Transmitter
manufacture the celebrated
have had a long and successfor teaching the Wireless and Morse Codes.
ful experience in the Wireless field and have been at this same address for
more than 12 years.

When

We

—

need of Wireless Material of any kind from a binding post to
avail yourself of our long Radio experience
and take advantage of our expert Technical advice
the

in

most expensive Receiving Set

—

FREE of Charge
Send us your order for ANYTHING you desire, at the SAME price as
or advertised in any catalog or magazine. We will purchase it and forward to you PROMPTLY. If it cannot be secured PROMPTLY, we will so
inform you and return your money.
listed

We

Our
will give you SERVICE and will charge you nothing for it.
Let us
standing and credit with the leading Manufacturers is unquestioned.
extra
have your orders large or small you are assured of real service at no
cost to you.

—

—

THE OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
New York

39-41 Cortland t Street

$1.00

SPECIAL

ONLY
SALE!

We
hand

Postage

have on
2,000

extra.

Carbon

Ship. Weight,
21bs.

Grain Transas
mitters
photoper
graph. They

Reduced Photograph of Transmitter showing nickel plated case
and Hard Rubber Mouthpiece

are first-

Diameter,
3 % ins.

class instruments and may be used for all kind of experiments, especially for
wireless telephone sets, where a heavy current is to be passed through. Slightly
Money refunded if not satisfied.
used, but in perfect working order.
real
bargain.
Order one or more today.

A

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING
You

CO.,

benefit by

I

it from me by force or trickery.
You are
their first emissary, and it is my wish that
you be their last. I am going to convince
them that it is useless to attempt anything
of the kind with me.
I am not going to
turn you over to the police. I am going to

is

We

man,"

when he spoke, "the men for
whom you work are imbeciles. I have
named my price for Chero, and they don't
want to pay it. They believe they can wrest
wriggled

—

Order today as orders will only be filled in rotation us
they come in.
Remit by postal money order or check.

$12.00

S.

Variable Condenser

The rotary variable condenser is a necessity for all experimental wireless work and one or two of them are to be found in almost any
The two most popular types are the 43 plate and
wireless station.
lil
plate with capacities of .001 mfd. and .0005 mfd., respectively.
The large size has 21 rotary aluminum plates and 22 stationary alumismall size has 10 rotary and 11 stationary plates.
The
num plates.
The ordinary rotary variable condenser is mounted in a cheap round
Its plates
metal case with a cheap composition top and coarse scale.
are 0.15" thick and the shaft is 3/16" in diameter.
The "Tewno" Rotary "Variable Condenser has two genuine "Formica"
.0^4"
thick of a
shaft and plates
ends, a clear glass case, a
However, the biggest feature in favor of
special grade of aluminum.
It is square, facing the
our condenser is the form of end-piece used.
hand
see
the scale,
look
over
one's
to
not
necessary
to
It
is
operator.
The scales on
as was the case in the old upright type of condenser.

No. 53—21 plate— .0005 mfd

W ihasperasa

6

most accurate

principle

231 Fulton St.,

NEW YORK
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says, just as

That's right, laugh. I don't blame you. I
grinned myself. He saw me grin, and he
turned on me like a tiger.
"Dolt," he hollers.
"Clod! You doubt.
Pig! Your type has retarded the progress
of mankind throughout the ages.
You
sneer you imbecile !"
Well, just then I'm like the doctors. "A
nut !" I thinks, "and loose with that bottle
of Chero in his pocket !"
And it's up to
me to soothe him.
"How does it work?" I asks, to gain
time.
When you're in a room with a nut
that's nursin' a bottle of H. E. your one
thought is to go away from there. And
this particular nut don't want me to.
But
I have hopes.

—

By dumb

luck

I

hits

the

right

chord.

"How

does it work?" gets results. Right
away he seems to forget he's mad. He
seems to forget I'm a yegg. He gets kind
of dreamy, and he runs a caressin' hand
over the shiny brass of the nearest instrument.
"Simple," he says, "very simple.
It is
based on the electro-magnetic wave and
the conducting ether theories."
It's over

my

head, but I listen. "Have you ever considered just what happens when you think
intensely?
By an effort of what you call
the Will, you concentrate on what you are
thinking. Emotion, too, plays its part. You
are intensely angry, intensely worried, intensely interested. This concentrating acts
physically on the brain. There is a call on
the heart for more blood.
And the heart
responds, sending a thicker, faster stream
to the affected locality.
Now what hap-

pens?" He turned to me like my teacher
used to do in school when there was a
question to be answered.
"Search me," I murmurs.
But he doesn't even see me, I guess. "The
increased stream, rushing at an unusual
rate,

rubs against the walls of the veins

and arteries of the head, producing

fric-

tion."

"I see," I says, politely.

But

I don't.

"This friction is the physical result of
the mental action.
Your purely mental
process has, by the mediumship of the
lushing blood and its. attending friction..
to

advertisers.

!

—

—

!
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been transformed into, or has produced, a
physical manifestation."
His voice sank to a whisper. "It is this
fact that makes my great invention possible.
The friction set up produces faint
currents of electricity. It is Nature's own
generator.
The currents are faint, weak,
but they are there. And they vary in intensity in proportion as the rushing blood
stream surges and ebbs. Thus they have
imprinted on them all the characteristics of
the thought that gives rise to them. They
Some minds can
vary in the individual.
generate a current one hundred yes, one
thousand times greater than others, but
all minds generate to some extent.

Far Exceeds the Supply

"And these electrical impulses are thrown
out into space in wave trains, exactly as the
radio telegraph throws them out. This accounts for the phenomena
of mental
If conditions are just right, the
telepathy.
receiving mind in perfect tune with the
transmitting mind, and sensitive enough to
interpret the received impulses, you have
accomplished telepathy. All that remained
for me to do was to measure the intensity
and
characteristics
of
the
generated
current, its frequency
and it is high

you an operator AT
No
and thoroughly.
previous training or experience required.
Our Home Study Course
has been prepared by Mr. L. R. Krumm, Chief Radio Inspector,
Bureau of Navigation, N. Y. Radio experts able to impart their practical and technical knowledge to YOU in an easy to understand way,
will direct your entire Course. The graded lessons mailed you will
prove so fascinating that vou will be eager for the next one. The
instruments furnished free, will make it as easy to learn the Code
as it was to learn to talk. All you will have to do, is to listen.

I

didn't

I

took a
to

fixt me with that fishy
know just what to say, so
Brody. 'And what, Doc? Slip

The New York Wireless

HOME — in

me

"And

quick."
the length

of the emitted wave,"
he comes back at me, triumphantly, "It
might be one millionth of a meter or it
might be one million meters. Or it might
be any length between those extremes. Or
beyond them, for that matter. I succeeded
in making these measurements."
He laughed. Or, rather, he laughed and
snarled all at once. I'm telling you straight,
fellow, your hair stands on end when Proc-

—

Institute will make
quickly, easily

your spare time

—

Travel the World Over

Big Salaries

paused and

stare.
it

—

"

He

for Wireless Operators

—

—

and

The Demand

operators receive excellent
salaries ranging from $125 to $200 a
month and it is only a stepping stone

Wireless

There is
to better positions.
cally no limit to your earning

practi-

power.
Men who but yesterday were Wireless
Operators are now holding positions as
Radio Engineers, Radio Inspectors,
Radio Salesmen at salaries up to $5000

a vear.

A

Wireless Operator can visit all parts
of the world and receive fine pay and
maintenance at the same time. Do you
prefer a steady position without travel?

There are many opportunities at the
numerous land stations or with the
Commercial Wireless or with the
Steamship Companies.

FREE

Instruments

and

tor laughs like that.
"I fancy some of

Text Books

your radio experts
they were permitted to see
my wave meter. I believe it would cause
some excitement in the laboratories of
Lodge or Marconi. I Proctor I measured these waves which, of course, means
that I found a detector for them.
Our
friend De Forest thinks that he has a

during

monopoly

duced

would gape

We

if

—

on

—

ultra-sensitive

"Good God

!" I spluttered, "Do you mean
that that thing can hear you think?"
Proctor smiled the nearest to a human
smile that I ever saw on his mug.
"You
have glimmerings of intelligence," he said,
in a gratified way; "I mean just that."
And then he went off his handle again.
"And I mean," he roared, "that you are
to go back to the scum that sent you and
tell them that it is useless for them to plot
against me, for I can hear their very
thoughts as they think them. I can read
their miserable souLs
That's how I knew
you were coming here to-night That's how
I knew that your lethal weapon contained
no charge
And," he seized me and shook
me until my heels nearly broke my neck,
"And that's how I know, you swine, that
!

!

now you don't know whether to beme or not."
He released me and tore the telephone

lieve

things

from

off his ears.

"Here

!"

he belears, "here

lowed, clamping them over my
Listen, and be convinced."
He wheeled to the table and whirled
knobs and dials.
continuous humming

set

exactly as proin the illustration. This

set
This wonderful Set for learning the Code furnished free with our Course

The Transmitter shown is the
celebrated Omnigraph used by
several Departments of the U. S.
Government and by the leading
Universities, Colleges, Technical
and Telegraph Schools throughout
the U. S. and Canada.
Start the
Omnigraph, place the phone to
your ear and this remarkable invention will send you Wireless
Messages, the same as though you
were receiving them, through the
air, from a Wireless Station hundreds of miles away. When you
apply for your license, the U. S.
Government will test you with the
Omnigraph the same model

—

Omnigraph
students.

as

we

furnish to our

Ask any U.

Inspector to verify

S.

A

—

will enroll

—

Send for FREE Booklet
Without obligating you in any way,
send for our booklet "How to Become
an Expert Wireless Operator" it is
free. Mail the coupon below, or postal
or letter but do it today.

—

NEW YORK WIRELESS
Dept.

Radio

12,

258

INSTITUTE
Broadway

New York

City

this.

New York

Wireless Institute
Dept. 12, 258 B'way, N. Y. City

one month's Post-Graduate Course,
if you so desire, at one of the largest
Wireless Schools in N. Y. City. New-

Wonder

small payment down

We

FREE Post-Graduate Course

—the

but
given to all students completing the Course.

will make the payments
you.
so easy that anyone ambitious to
enter the fastest growing profesWireless- may do so.
sion

A

York

not

is

loaned,

Easy Payments

Send me free of charge, your booklet "How to
Become an Expert Wireless Operator," contain-

—

your Course, including
your Free Instrument Offer.
ing full particulars of

City the largest
port in the World and the Headquarters of every leading Wireless and

Name

Steamship Company.

Address

A

and buzzing sounded

the

and sending

!

even

students,

course, the wonderful receiving

detectors.

Proctor's detector is to the audion what a
stop watch is to a wheel barrow
"And the frequency. It is beyond the
limits of audibility, as that term is understood.
I wound 'phones that will render
the received signals audible. And the task
was done."
Most of that stuff had gone over, but
like a lightning flash the big idea burst
thru' my shrapnel-proof cranium.
I fairly
stuttered as I got his drift.
I'll
bet my
eyes popped as I gaped at that machine.

furnish free

to all

City or

in the 'phones.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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Listen to me
happened.
they labeled Proctor "squirrel food" for telling them less than this,
but
This was July of 1914. Get that?
Suddenly something like a voice no, not
like a voice, either
like a voice inside my
own head, if you can get me, said, masterfully, with a strong German accent, "Serbia
will, because she dare not submit.
France
must, because she will see my hand behind
it.
England must as a last desperate effort
to save herself.
But my armies will grind
"
them like grain in the mill. And then
Proctor tore the 'phones from me.
I

And

then

close.

is

Button

Transmitter

Skinderviken

making up Deaf-phones, Detecti-phones, AmPut a button on the outside of a window and
that is said inside. Attach it to your Phonograph

universal for

plifiers,

etc.

listen to all

and transmit music, etc., to distant points. The best TransSaves 75%
mitter for Local and Long Distance Telephone.
Send me $1.00 for one Button
Batteries.
Super-sensitive.
with free descriptive booklet C-3 and circuit diagrams.
Receivers, inAll kind of experimenters' supplies in stock.
duction coils, condensers, etc.
Price list on request.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.

J.

SKINDERVIKEN

Build
Think

Your Own Wireless Receiving Set

the pleasure and practical experience you will eain in making your own set.
You can save at
least $25:00 by buying the parts and assembling it yourself.
This is not a tov, but a regular, large sized
set (16 x8 x6') capable of receiving messages ranging in wave length from 170 to 2,500 meters.
will
furnish you with large, full sized blue-print and full information
concerning winding of coils, mounting of instruments on panel,
"hook up" in fact complete detailed instructions, written in plain
of

We

—

easy to understand language.

OUR OFFER

IS

THIS

send you the blue-print and instruction
When you order at one time $5.00
sheets also prices of all parts.
or more worth of parts, you may deduct this $1.00 from the total.
Since the blue-print and instructions alone are worth $1.00 and
since we can save you money on wireless material, you cannot
possibly lose.
So send $1.00 today before this slips your mind and
start making your set as soon as possible.

Send $1.00 and we

will

—

K & G WIRELESS SUPPLY

CO.
New York

Dept. 15A, 152 Chambers Street

City

was

and I never raised
grabbed me, and it was just
like being caught in the jaws of a vise.
"You have heard," he thundered. "Now go."
The last thing I remember was that he
heaved me toward the door. I remember
spinning toward it. And that's all.
The next thing I remember is waking
up in that hospital ward. It was July of
1914 when Proctor chucked me, and it was
late August when I found myself in that
like a stuffed doll

As near as I can learn I missed the
door, hit the wall and a bottle of that Chero
They dug
stuff got knocked off a shelf.
Proctor and I out of the ruins, and we
were both pretty well messed up.
Proctor raved about his ruined mind
machine, and it got him a pass to the
squirrel cage.
If you read the papers at the time you'll
remember Proctor wanted me to back him
up, but I wouldn't talk. Least said, easiest

remedied.

Now

efficient as possible. Make it of
the best materials obtainable and use Acme

should be as

Amplifying Transformers.
These instruments are used by several of
the foremost manufacturers of high-grade
amplifying units.
Type A-2 Core and
"
"

ACME APPARATUS

coil

assembled

Core, coil and support

A-2
A-2

Completely mounted

CO., 28 Windsor

St.,

Cambridge Mass.

Satisfy
Our Jove Detectors
Simplest and Best
Sample by Mail, $1.80

Send Stamp for
J.

H.

&

CO.

if

it

Tested Galena Crystals, 25c per box.
Our Keys, Spark-Gaps, Condensers,
Transformers, etc., are High Grade,
but inexpensive.
our New Catalog 42 E.
32 Park Place, New York

(Marconi Licensee)

had happened

July, 1914.

Have You Seen

and Manufacturers!
the

"DEPENDABLE"
Tuners, Couplers, Detectors, Fixed and
order variety, yet our prices are low.
Variable Condensers, Loading Coils, etc., also Binding Posts, Switch Points, Switch
Levers, etc., etc.
fgr Ngw Cata i og
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DORON BROS. ELECTRICAL
You

benefit by

in

September instead of

me ?

the transmitter. This will magnify
any voice undulations about 400 times with
a two-stage amplifier, i. e., an amplifier
using two bulbs. This current then passes

The operator in
room can hear everything you say be-

into the large table coil.
this

cause of the dictagraph device under the
made possible by use of the Skinderviken transmitter button, a minute transmitter answering the purpose very nicely.
Upon hearing your question and giving sufficient thought to the matter (if any thought
necessary), he formulates an answer.
is
This then is transmitted into the table coil
and by induction is heard from the loudtalker within the skull."

table

"It

CO.

Hamilton, Ohio
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is,

I

believe, the simplest trick that

has ever been used," said Professor Hargrave, "and is original in the present adoption,

Line of Radio Instruments and Complete Sets ?
We manufacture a large line of DEPENDABLE apparatus— not the cheap mail

w

Get

(Continued from page 1198)

inasmuch as the voice

is

amplified,

contrary to other devices of similar nature. The transformer used in the
diagram which I am about to draw is the
ordinary audio-frequency iron-core transformer used in radio circuits for a onestage amplifier; employing only one bulb,
this is entirely unnecessary. An ordinary
telephone transformer answers the purpose
heavy duty transmitter is used
very well.
at this end of the line, and a Skinderviken
microphone button at the other end (the
good 75 ohm telephone reskull end).
ceiver, such as that built by the leading
telephone companies, answers for the loudCarefully
talker, as a horn is added, to it.
checking over of the diagram will show
exactly the set-up and arrangement of the
apparatus, together with dimensions necessary for duplicating this stunt."

which

Wireless Amateurs, Dealers

you got

it

coil to

Bunnell Instruments

BUNNELL

I
all I know about it.
once to Gentleman Joe, a highbrowed crook, who soaked up all they pass
you at Harvard when he was young. Joe
said maybe Proctor fooled me with a
camouflaged phonograph.
Maybe he did. I might think so myself

$4.50
5.00
7.00

Always

Jove Detector (Patented)

He

hospital.

spilled

YOUR AMPLIFIER

—

—

a mitt.

Inventor and Sole Manufacturer
335 B'way, N. Y. C, or 154 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
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Jew

Make Your Own
WIRELESS and
APPARATUS
ELECTRICAL
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power

that is, causing
in driving.

them

to

Finish This Story

For Yourself
girl got $6 a week and
"Piggy"
was lonely.
you can imagine his kind
was waiting downstairs.
He knew where champagne
and music could be had.
But that night she didn't
That
go.
was Lord

The

By RICHARD A. ENCLER
(Continued from page 1145)

coils;

1211

—

consume

Kitchener's

doing.

But another night?

In Fig. 3, a position G, unit one, the lines
force affecting the secondary in any
way are nil because the fields of the cooperating coils are short circuited thru the
and in position G',
pole tips as shown
unit two, there are no lines of force threading thru the secondary in any way because
each
neutralize
co-operating fields
the

of

0. Henry
Volumes)

(12

;

easy to make your own at home with the
aid of these K up-to-date books that you can
understand. Each has over 72 pages and over
60 Illustrations, 3 color cover, Bize 5x7 inches.
LESSONS IN WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY is a course
in the elementary principles which you must understand to obtain good results.
It's

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTION AND INSTALLATION
FOR BEGINNERS gives complete details with working
drawings

making simple but good
and erecting aerials,

for

receiving apparatus

and

sending
etc.

THE OPERATION OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
APPARATUS shows how to obtain best results and

greatest ranges with all kinds of apparatus,
tune the station to 200 meters, use a wave

apply for license,

how

to

meter,

etc.

EXPERIMENTAL WIRELESS CONSTRUCTION

gives

with working drawings for making more elaborate and efficient sending and receiving apparatus,
complete sets, etc.
details,

other.

In Three Parts
working drawings and directions for
making all sorts of Static Machines. Static Apparatus
Home-made Batteries, Storage Cells, Transformers

VOL.

I

— Contains

ltectiflers,

VOL.

etc.

—

2 Contains working drawings and directions for
Ammeters. Galvanometers,
sorts of Voltmeters,
Switches, Rheostats, Telegraph Keys, Sounders, Telephones, Shocking Coils, Spark Coils, Experiments, etc
VOL.
Contains working drawings and directions for
making all sorts of Dynamos, Motors, Electric Engines,
Miniature Lighting Plants, Wireless Telegraph ApWireless Telephone, Electroparatus, Tesla Coils,
all

In Fig. 3 one revolution of the rotary
one complete cycle or alternation of magnetism in the pole tips; that is,
a certain polarity rises and falls in one pole
tip and the reverse polarity also rises and
falls in the same pole tip; all in one revolution of the rotary coils.
coils causes

Noting positions H-H', we see in a given
pole end one polarity, while in positions
J-J', one-half revolution beyond, we see in
It
the same pole end the reverse polarity.
will also be observed that one polarity uses
one pair of the four split pole tips of each
unit which are diagonally opposite each
other, while the reverse polarity uses the
other split pair of diagonally opposite pole

3—

plating, Experiments, etc.

HOME MADE TOY MOTORS—Gives complete details
with working drawings for making 12 simple but opSeveral built from sheet "tin."
erative electric motors.
Others with castings.

35c.

any

each

$1.00
GET THEM NOW
postpaid

THREE

PRICE ADVANCE ANY
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DAY

Inc. Publishers

New York

Dept. 114, 19 Park Place,
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ADAPTOR

Consists of a standard 4 prong
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Practical and confive leads.
venient.

Postpaid
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Pat. Applied For
New "VT" Socket, $1.00
<ti
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Postpaid
One

look convinces you our

Paragon Filament Rheostat
The 6 ohm nonthe best.
permits
oxidizing
resistance,
fine
adjustment on 4 or 6
volts.
Cast in heat-proof Condensite
dia. for back or
front mounting..

is

2V

$1.75 Each,

Postpaid

Have you found out yet that block batteries are Impracand rather costly for 'trons?
Our 45-volt VARIABLE "B" BATTERY complete. In
wooden case with set of jiffy connectors at the price of
a 22%-volt block battery. $3.50, plus postage.

tical

NEW CONSOLIDATED RADIO CALL BOOK

(2nd) $1.00

EACH

RADIO
630

EQUIPMENT

WASHINGTON

ST.

CO.

BOSTON, MASS.
You

benefit by

A falling N pole and rising S pole both
induce E.M.F.'s of the same direction in
the secondaries, while a falling S pole and
rising N pole induce the reverse E.M.F.'s.
These falling and rising periods are notated in this Fig. 3 and have reference to
the upper pole ends. The arrow heads on
the secondaries indicate the direction of
the E.M.F.'s induced at each rise, fall
and

with that frank facing
and that clean
mind that has endeared
him to the men and
women of the land.

of sex,

tips.

HOME MADE ELECTRICAL APPARATUS

about it in this
story, with that full
knowledge of women,
tells
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You get 17 volumes,
packed with love and laughter a big shelf full of handin 12

get Jack

—

some books.

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
We

will ship the two complete sets bo that you can look
them over in your home and then decide whether or not
you wish to buy. If you are not delighted with O. Henry
and the free Jack London notify us and we will take the
eets back as cheerfully a* we sent them. How could any
proposition be more fair.'

INSPECTION COUPON
THE RIVERSIDE PUBLISHING
140 So.

Dearborn

St.,

CO.,
Chicago,

(3-20)
III.
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reversal.

In Fig. 3 the secondary may surround the
primary or co-operating rotary field coils
and be wound at right angles to the stationary coil of the primary, then the reactionary fluxes of primary and secondary
act mutually on one another more perfectly
due to their close proximity and hence increase the efficiency of the transformer.

The secondary may also be wound over
the rotary coil or over the stationary coil
or over both. Then the induction will be
due to rise and fall of the same polarity
and not from an alternating polarity.
The small auxiliary secondary shown in
the photograph on the rear unit functions
like the main secondaries.
The polarity produced in one unit by one
stationary co-operating coil in Fig. 3 and
the model is opposite to that produced by
the other stationary coil of the other unit.
This is not necessary, but it allows of having the same polarity in the upper pole
ends of both units, and this makes possible one magnetic circuit for both pairs of
co-opertaing coils.
In the positions H-H', Fig. 3, the inert
half of each pole tip does not interfere
with the operation of the homopolar rotating field, because as can be seen at these
points covered by these half pole tips, the
pole
S pole of the stationary coil and
of the rotary coil and vice versa face each
other and produce, therefore, a neutral
condition. This same condition is met with
in the coils of the Tesla rotary magnetic

N

charge.
If not satisfactory I will
notify you withm 10 days and return both sets
to you an
soon as you give me shipping Instructions
as offered
leaders of Electrical Experimenter.

™

Nam*
Addrtn
Businwe or Employer

Ridpath's
History of the World
AT A BARGAIN

On account of the great increase in cost of paper and
leather it is necessary to soon increase the price to
cover increased cost of manufacture.
We will name
our present low price and easy terms only in direct
letters to those mailing us the Coupon below.
Tear off
Coupon, write name and address plainly, and mail
now before you forget it. The 32 Free Sample Pages
will give you some idea of the splendid illustrations
and wonderfully beautiful style in which the work Is
written.
Thousands have already availed themselves
of our offer and every purchaser is more than satisfied.

MAIL COUPON NOW.

FREE COUPON

field.

H

the two coils will oppose any furAt
ther motion tending to close them at H'
this opposition will be neutralized by the
lines of force passing into the short circuit stage by further motion and thereby
reaching around the rotary coil and drawing it open, all in accordance with the principle explained under Fig. 2.
The same
;

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter " when writing
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WESTERN NEWSPAPER ASSOCIATION.

(3-20)

140 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
Please mail your 32-page free sample booklet of Ridpath's History of the World, containing photogravures
of Napoleon, Socrates. Caesar and otner great characters

your

in history, and write me full particulars of
special offer to Electrical Experimenter readers.
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DUCK'S

-

New Big-264 Page No. 13
Wireless and Electrical
Catalog

Will be mailed for 12c in stamps or coin which may be deducted on first order of $1.00. Catalog not sent otherwise.
We regard this catalog as our greatest effort. It embraces everything in wireless worth while. 172 pages with no waste space
devoted exclusively to wireless instruments.
Your amateur
friend will tell you that there never has been any wireless catalog
to take the place of catalog of this company and above all that you can absolutely
depend on our goods. There is no need for any other catalog when you have

conditions obtain in positions J-J', but in
the reverse order with respect to the units.
If a pair of units with coils in the positions such as G-G', Fig. 3, are combined
with a pair with coils in the positions such
as H-H' and so that all rotary ooils are
mounted upon the same shaft, then polyphase E.M.F.'s can be drawn from the
secondaries, because when the G-G' poles
are at zero, those at H-H' are at a maximum, consequently these E.M.F.'s cause
currents to flow in the H-H' secondaries
which are a quarter period behind those in
_

G-G'.
If the stationary secondaries are replaced

this big catalog.

improvement over our
former model. Primary divided

by properly connected rotary ones, we arrive at the "Induction Motor," one with

four sections, with three
dead end switches, greatly improving selectivity.
Secondary divided into three
sections, with two dead end
switches, eliminating harmonics.
The change in the construction of the guide rod sup-

staggered rotor coils instead of staggered
stator poles in this case with such a polyphase arrangement of units.
then have
in reality a commutatorless D.C. motor, a
much desired and long looked for machine
as well as a very simple one.

port makes it possible to obtain
a looser coupling. It is a wonderful improvement over our
old model both in performance
and appearance. Only $23.50.

True Tesla rotary magnetic fields can
be produced by a proper combination of
the polyphase poles of the several homopolar rotary field magnets.
Tesla (and Ferraris) past several A.C.
out of phase with each other thru several
pairs of stationary coils with phase displacements and obtained from the combination a rotating magnetic field of constant
value just as if the same had been produced by a single D.C.
Here we pass a single D. C. thru several
pairs of coils, of which one of each pair
is stationary, while the other of the pair
passes thru phase displacements from zero
to maximum and back to zero, thereby
obtaining from the combination stationary
alternating magnetic fields, just as if the
same were produced by several A.C.'s of
different phase.
Tesla's motor based on
the
above rotary field is self-starting,
whereas my motor based on this homopolar rotary field is not, but is easily made

A

big

into

k
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NEW MODEL 5BB. NAVY TYPE RECEIVING TRANSFORMER
The secondary on

our

new

type Arlington is divided into
three sections with two dead
end switches eliminating dead

end

effect

and harmonics and

giving greater selectivity. The
end support is similar to that
on our Navy type permitting a
looser coupling.
It is a beautifully finished instrument.

Price only $10.50.

OUR IMPROVED ARLINGTON RECEIVING TRANSFORMER'

THE WILLIAM

B.

DUCK

CO., 230-232 Superior

St.,

Toledo, Ohio

We

so.

MIGNON "RW4"

UNDAMPED WAVE
RECEPTORS

Thus the conditions in and results of one
method are just the reverse of those in the
Being just the exact reverse of the
Tesla rotary field method or system is alone
proof positive that the principle disclosed
herein is correct in theory and practice.
We may use these homopolar rotary
magnetic fields to drag around iron masses
which is then another form of motor.
other.

\

Loose Couplers
Loading Coils

NO
'RW4,"

Size 12" x

9"x 6V2

'

Strongest,

Variameters
Amplifiers

Most Distinct Signals

IMPORTANT—NOTICE
Ernest C. Mignon, inventor of the famous disc-core undamped wave
receptor, is no longer connected with the Mignon Wireless Corporation,
of Elmira, N. Y., or their successors
the Universal Radio Mfg. Corp.
Address all communications for Mignon apparatus to

MIGNON MANUFACTURING CORPORATION, Newark, N.J.

DAMPED AND UNDAMPED WAVE
APPARATUS FOR ALL PURPOSES
Endorsed by Radio Department of
R. R.

D.,

L.

&

W.

Co.

Write for Literature.

MIGNON MFG. CORP.
NEWARK,
Dept.

N.

J.

If the stationary co-operating coils in
such an apparatus as Fig. 3 are placed so
that they are at right angles to the position now shown in Fig. 3, then instead of
alternating magnetic fields we obtain simple rising and falling magnetic fields in
each of the magnetic circuits.
With a pair of such units we can also
obtain magnetic fields of constant values,
because as the magnetism of one unit falls

the same polarity of magnetism rises in
the other unit and the rise and fall are
equal in degree.
Hence, the combination
of the two are equal to a constant magnetic field just as if it had been produced
by an ordinary D.C. electromagnet.
An iron core is provided in Fig. 2 upon
which the rotary coil is wound. This core
may have a segment cut away on each side
as shown by the dotted lines in unit E.
This form of rotary coil and core is useful when this homopolar rotary field electromagnet is used as the armature of another type of commutatorless D.C. or single

This form of motor
phase A.C. motor.
has also been experimentally proven.
If we have three sets of co-operating
coils with the rotary coils all keyed upon
the same shaft and spaced 120° apart, then
we obtain a three phase system and the
actions and reactions between the fields of
the rotary and stationary coils of the several units neutralize each other so that no
power is consumed in driving the rotary
coils.

E

The homopolar rotary
variously

You

benefit by

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when -writing to advertisers.
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field coils

may be

formed and disposed; and the
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magnetic

produced by them used and

fields

combined

in

121

a great variety of ways, and

the magnetic circuits may vary in form in
any way to suit any particular use of the
homopolar rotating magnetic field
and
both D.C. or A.C. may be used in the cooperating coils and when D.C. is used in

From a Weakling

to Physical Perfection
a Weakling
PhyFROM Perfection
the

;

to

sical

the co-operating coils, its strength may
differ in the stationary coil from that in
the rotary, thereby making possible magnetic fields of various wave forms.
By
varying the widths of the co-operating coils
we may vary the wave form of the magnetic

maining one all his life. He
dreamed continually of strong
men, and put his dreams into
action with a set of adjustable

field also.

Besides single phase, polyphase and direct
current motors and transformers, this electromagnet lends itself to various new types
of A.C. rectifiers; but. all tltfe above it is
best to treat of in separate papers.
There is an equivalent system which may
be possible, in which the coils and their
magnetic lines aid and oppose each other
at alternate successive periods, but in which
the coils are not caused to be differential
and non-differential by being wound over
each other, but it is evident that such a
system must be far inferior (if at all operative or practical) to the system shown
and described herein where botji magnetic
fields are enclosed by both co-operating
coils within the same space.
Since only one coil of the pair revolves,
.
only one-half of the windings of the electromagnet rotate and these windings are
in the form of simple coils thru which D.C.
is flowing, hence centrifugal force and high
voltage are no bar to rotation; and direct
E.M.F. produces less strain on the insulation than an alternating E.M.F.
and all
coils being in series reduces the voltage
at the terminals of the rotary coils so that
excessive voltage can be used in the various applications of the electromagnet.
Either the stationary or rotary coils,
however, must produce polarities of opposite direction in a pair of units in any case.
Fig. 2 has the rotary coils with polarities
in a different direction in each unit.
Any number of sets of units such as
Fig. 3 may be used and thus obtain any
number of phases by giving each set a
proper phase displacement.
Tesla uses a continuous magnetic circuit.
I use a discontinuous magnetic circuit.
The lines of force in the magnetic
circuit surrounded by the coils in the Tesla
system reverse in direction, whereas the
lines of force in the magnetic circuit surrounded by the coils in my system do not
reverse in direction.
My motor starts with full load just as
Tesla's does, because the starter is applied
on the co-operating coil shaft and not on

rec-

is

ord of Tony Massimo. As
a lad, Massimo was a "runt,"
and was deathly afraid of re-

;

bar-bells.

To-day Massimo is one of the
most perfectly developed men
in the country.

He

furnishes a

example of what can
be accomplished by a proper
striking

system of exercise.
In order to have perfect health
you must have a strong body.
A strong body is one in which
all the muscles, because in constant use, perform their functions properly; thu3 giving the
necessary support to the vital

organs.

Our system of exercise provides for the regular use of the
entire muscular system, and has
helped thousands of men and
boys to better health. Don't
you think that the system of
exercise which produces men
like Massimo can do something

you?

for

you are interested

If

in better health, send to-day for
our illustrated catalog and folder No. 1 8, describing our sys-

;

TONY MASSIMO

tem

(Reproduced from "Strength")

of exercising.

THE MILO BAR BELL COMPANY
Diamond

&

Third

Dept. 4

Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.

,

main shaft and in this respect it differs
from all other non-self-starting motors,
whether A.C. or D.C, which latter must
all have the starter on the main shaft.
Three such sets of units as Fig. 3 may
also be employed to get a three phase systhe

A New Business— Big Business
A Business to Enthuse Over— The "Ideal" Lawn Mower Sharpener
new invention that sharpens lawn mowers scientifically
perfectly, wonderfully; does the work a3 nothing else can.
Mr.Francis says: "I have

sharpened 289 Lawn
Mowers so far this month,
and

I

intend to

He

make

A GOOD BUSINESS
PROPOSITION

it

Win. D. Troutner, 111., says,
**I have preference of Lawn

charged $1.00 per
he sharpened the
full 400 mowers, he earned
$400 in One Month.
"IDEAL" paid for itself
in less than a week.
400."

mower.

If

Mower Sharpeningfromother
towns

of business.

"Have

in

Two Weeks
Ideally" sharpened.

Lawn Mowers Sharpened to Razor Edge
—

FREE

—

we

—

—

have

de-
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^
M
*

tailed
niusstrated book to send you.
Write today for our proposition.
m,

'he

Secretary Daniels.
At the office of Naval Communications
it was explained that all stations taken over
by the Government at the outbreak of the
war would be returned to their owners and

You

says:

" only 15 days-sharpmowers, plenty of work
ahead." That is making
Ideal

117

People glad—owners delight in mowing lawn with mowersharpenedonan" Ideal."
light
click
click
and the grass is cut. build permanent
click
business for yourself. Start now!

Today proposition

;

11

$117
the

Naval operation or control of all private
radio stations, assumed during the war
emergency, was relinquished at midnight,
February 29, under an executive order by

wick and Tuckerton, N. J.
Bolinas and
Marshall, Cal., and Kahuku, Hawaiian

W. McCormick

E.

had

ened

mowing healthful, invigorating and pleasant when mower 13
You do the work, scientifically — you are in big- demand.

RELEASE RADIOS.

that all new stations built during the war
by private concerns and which could not
be operated because of the wartime restrictions, could be operated after February 29.
Six high-powered stations controlled by
the Radio Corporation of America were
taken over at the outbreak of the war.
They are at Marion, Mass. New Bruns-

Day

la., writes,

too small. Lawn Mowers all dull-doesn't know where to get it sharpened.
of doll or improperly sharpened mower. Lawn

Mower runs

Islands.

miles around."
the same kind

Elmer Smiley, Albia,

town
Start Now No
You
owner
lawn dreaded because
Mowing-

tem, each set with the rotary coils at 120°
displacement from the others.

;

12 to 20

You can have

Earns $22 One

"I have sharpened 22 lawn mowers
today. "-$22.00 daily earnings ia
some money.
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'
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—
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g

Today I

The FATE-ROOT-HEATH CO
Dept 40 Plymouth, Ohio
FATE ROOT- ' Send me at Sts.,
once details of your com*
HEATH CO £ plete proposition.

Department 40
Bell

&

High Sts.

Plymouth,
Ohio,
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LEARN WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Fascinating and Educational Work— Big Salaries— Prepare Now
is making heavy demands upon usf or Dodge-trained wirelessoperators. Travel all over the world, secure.f ree, unsurpassed living accommodations and earn a bigsalary.
We Also Teach Morse (Wire) Telegraphy and Railway Accounting
School established 45 years. Endorsed by wireless, railway and telegraph officials. Low
rates. Students can earn living expenses while attending school.
Catalog Free. Write Today.
Dodge's Telegraph and Wireless Institute
Valparaiso, Indiana
22 nd St.,

The United States Shipping Board
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Mesco Radio Buzzer
With Shunt Resistance
U. S.

cers

Planes,

Radio

"Mesco"
their

ra-

equip-

dio

ment.

The

R - 3 4 was
equipped with two Mesco Radio Buzzers.
Why? Because of its reliability and constancy in operation ; greater output efficiency
ease of adjustment; unaffected by extreme variations in weather conditions
exposed wires
eliminated.
;

Sparking is almost entirely eliminated, so that
the energy lost in light and heat in the operation
of other buzzers is here conserved and radiated
in the form of oscillating energy.
This buzzer maintains a constant note and is
recommended as an exciter for checking wavemeters where pure note and ample energy are
required.

No. 55, Mesco Radio Buzzer
Price $2.05

MESCO WIRELESS PRACTICE SET

The Practice Set comprises a regular telegraph
key without circuit breaker, a special high pitch
buzzer, one cell Hed Seal Dry Battery, and four
feet of green silk covered flexible cord.
The key and buzzer are mounted on a highly
finished wood base, and three nickel plated binding posts are so connected that the set may be
used for five different purposes.
List No.
Price
342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Battery
and cord
$3.24
Weighs 4 lbs. packed.
Price does not include postage.
Combination Practice Set

MtSLU
".www

M °-

an d Continental

Learning the
Visual and Audible
for

Codes

is the only reliable instrument which will
enable .students to become proficient operators in the
U. S. Naval Service, because it is equipped with a
buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the user to master
ooth the visual and audible signals Quickly.

This outfit

List No. 52

—

Practice Set with Red Seal
Battery and Cord
$4.05
Weighs 4 lbs. packed. Price does not include postage.
We carry in stock a Large and Complete
ExLine of Standard Wireless Material.
perienced Wireless Experts in Charge to ex-

plain

and demonstrate

it.

Manual W-10

W-10Wireless

About March 15th we will have ready for distribution a new Manual and Catalog of standard radio material illustrating and describing in detail the various
Instruments used in connection with the transmission
No expense has
of wireless messages.
been spared to make this Wireless Manual complete
and up-to-date in every way so as to be of assistance
not only to the amateur, but also to the professional
user and experimenter in the most fascinating of all

and reception

modern arts.
The size of the Manual

5%"

x 9"

and

will

cortain approximately 180 pages.
If interested send in your name and address
a copy will be sent to you as soon as issued.

and

will be

Manhattan

Electrical Supply Co., Inc.
17 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
ST. LOUIS
CHICAGO

114 S. Wells St.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE

of the CONSOLIDATED
have completed tho
preparation of diagrams and instructions
on:
Measurement of Capacity of a Condenser.

The publishers
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on
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and Formulae
in Loose Leaf Form

By HENRY de GALLAIX
(Continued from page 1127)
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after
testing all other
buzzers,
decided to use

the
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Radio Diagrams

—

Navy and U. S. Army Standard
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106 Pine St.
604 Mission St.

RADIO CALL BOOK
of the parabolic mirror; it then runs over
which tightens the riba second roller
bon and finally comes back to the box.
Like a transmission tape, this band of
paper always follows the same circuitous
way. The speed of the movement is regulated according to the speed of emission
of the Morse signals.
If the transmission
of the messages is speedy, it is convenient
to give a greater speed to the ribbon and
vice versa.
The whole of the receiving
mechanism, clockwork ribbon and its bearing can, by means of a micrometric deadend screw and sliders P and R, move forwards and backwards so as to make it possible to always obtain the absolutely correct focus.
At the top of the transmitter
is an ordinary lens T, permitting a clear
inspection of the telegram written on the
endless paper ribbon.
Now let us see the physical phenomena
which takes place in the receptor when the
infra-red rays are received.
These rays
having gone thru the colorless glass fall
on the parabolic mirror, which reflects
them to a spot called the focal point. All
rays are concentrated at the focus before
dispersing again.
Therefore at this focal point the paper
tape is arranged to pass, and which receives all the infra-red rays concentrated
in one spot.
This ribbon, the composition
of which is quite special, and. in which enters a good deal of zinc sulfate in allotropic
condition, has the curious peculiarity of
turning black instantaneously, when subjected to infra-red rays. The ribbon forming a closed circuit, it seems unavoidable
that, after a full turn of the ribbon, fresh
signals should be inscribed over the old
ones.
But a second and wonderful peculiarity of that paper is then used.
The
spot on the ribbon which has already recorded a signal, before coming for the
second time to the focus of the mirror, goes
thru a small closed chamber where it bathes
in blue light, which has the effect of blotting out the black traces left on the paper
by the infra-red rays.
From a military point of view, this has
great significance.
An apparatus of this
type falling into the enemy's hands, even
intact, will not reveal anything about the
messages previously received, since soon
after their emission and after they have
been read, they are utterly effaced and

O

benefit by

(Substitution Method.)
Variable Condenser.

Calibration

of

a

Two Diagrams and

Curve

No. 1

Measurement of Inductance of a Coil or Circuit.
Two Methods Two Diagrams
No. 2
Measurement of Distributed Capacity of an Inductance. Diagram and Curve
No. 3
Measurement of Fundamental Wavelength of
an Antenna. Three Methods. Three Diagrams
No. 4
Measurement of Wavelength of Distant Trans-

—

mitting Station. Two Methods. Calibration
of a Receiving Set. Two Diagrams. .. .No. 5
Effective Antenna Capacity.
Two Methods. Two Diagrams
No. 6
Measurement of Inductance of Antenna and a
Third Method of Measuring Effective Capacity of Antenna.
One Diagram
No. 7
Measurement of Antenna Resistance. Substitution Method
No. 8
Schematic Wiring Diagram of Regenerative Audion Receiving Set Suitable for Receiving
High Power Undamped Wave Stations. Connections shown are those used in most Navy

Measurement of

and Commercial Receivers
No. 50
Table giving the value of LC (Product of Inductance and Capacity) for wavelengths from
300 to 20,000 meters. Inductance in Microhenrys
No. 100
Table same as above but with Inductance in
centimeters
No. 101
Schematic Wiring Diagram of Signal Corps
Type SCR-68 Radio Telephone Transmitting
and Receiving Set
No. 51
Schematic Wiring Diagram of Type CW-936
(Navy Submarine Chaser) Radio Telephone
and Telegraph Transmitter and Receiver.
No. 52
Schematic Diagram of Type S.E. 1100 (Navy
Flying Boat) Radio Telephone and TeleNo. 53
graph Transmitter
These diagrams and instructions are the

most CLEAR, CONCISE, COMPREHENSIVE
and CONVENIENT form of instruction that
has ever been presented. They are printed
on pages size 8Vz x 11.
Complete Sel of 14 Sheets
as described, sent postpaid

^/ OC

CONSOLIDATED RADIO CALL

BOOK

CO.,

41 Park Row,

New

reproduced by any means.
efface themselves in a
short time anyway without the blue light
bath, even tho a little more slowly, as Dr.
Peter Cooper Hewitt has pointed out.
could not

Inc.

York, N. Y.

be

[The signals would

The Newest Things
Are in These Three Books

Ed.~]

Now

that the description of the transand receiving apparatus is complete, we may say a few words about their
use and efficiency.
To make telegraphic
communication possibLe, the transmitter and
receiver must face each other, so that the
central longitudinal axes of the transmitter and receiver line up. Therefore careful
aiming is necessary, and it is the first operation to be done when transmitter and receiver are set up first. For daily transmission transmitter and receiver are provided
with a tubular sighting device without
lens, but when the distance between the two
apparatuses increases to one, two or three
miles, telescopic sight is then required.
If
the sighting is done at night, the same devices are used, but the position of each
apparatus is indicated by a quick flash of

mitting

light

produced by an ordinary

Now

liave this book as it answers the
you want to ask and covers all phases of
the subject matter indicated by its title.

Every amateur should
questions

Cloth Bound, 320 Pages.

By

E.

E.

Mr. Bucher's latest book.

Bucher
The only one that compre-

hensively covers all phases of wireless work, including
the latest practices in both Radio Telegraphy and
Telephony.
Most complete text book on these subjects
> i'L published.
Cloth Bound, Approximately 300 Pages.
Price $2.25

HOW TO CONDUCT
By

One

E.

E.

A RADIO CLUB

Bucher

most popular wireless books ever published.
Covers parliamentary procedure, indoor and outdoor exof the

periments,
lubes and

5.000-niile receiving
other subjects.

sets,

use

of

vacuum

many

Paper Cover, 148 Pages.

Price 75c

THE WIRELESS AGE
A monthly magazine that will keep you posted on the
up-to-the-minute things in wireless communication.
Official organ of the National Amateur Wireless Association.

Price Per Year $2.06

SPECIAL COMBINATION PRICE
All

electric flash-
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Price $1.75

THE WIRELESS EXPERIMENTERS' MANUAL

Four for Only $6.25
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receiver playing but a passive
part in the invisible optic telegraphy, the
light.
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distance at which messages sent by infrared rays can be received depends almost
entirely on the power of the transmitter.
Having had, at the battle front, the opportunity of testing the apparatus which I have
just described, the numerous practical tests
to which they were submitted gave the fol-

MULTIPLEX HAMMOND'S

lowing results

^uxvt

-

Your
f*

The demand

land

Radio opboth
at sea and in

for

Utilise
positions

erators

persists.

still

Better inducements are con-

Our brief

stantly offered.

course equips you thoroughly
for the best paying positions.

Terms

moderate and
payments arranged to
suit your circumstances

SCHOLARSHIPS TO
EX-SERVICE MEN
Call or write for descriptive
literature.

Y. M. C. A.
RADIO SCHOOL
Marcy Avenue near Broadway

BROOKLYN
Telephone Williamsburg 3800

ARE YOU SATISFIED—
with

a

double-slide

tuner,

crystal

detector,

and

80-ohm phones?
If you are, don't waste your time reading this
if you want to get the maximum range from your

but

we have the instruments that will give you this
all times.
Our instruments are real professional quality.
The two step amplifier illustrated, will give the
maximum amplification and has "B" Batteries included.
It uses standard V. T. Tubes
Further
information on request. Price without tubes, $50.00
set,

range at

The

PRECISION EQUIPMENT

Engineers.

CO.. Manufacturing
Dent. E, 2437 Gilbert Ave.. Cincinnati

A

transmission of one-half mile for a
transmitting apparatus of a diameter of
one foot; and a transmission of one, two
and three miles for transmitters of two,
three and five feet of diameter.
These
transmitters were electric searchlights on
which a red manganese glass had been
adapted. To be impartial, after enumerating the many advantages of the invisible
optic telegraphy, I might as well confess
its principal defect, for which no remedy
has been found so far, but which it is
hoped will soon be found.
That defect
is the
great loss of energy incurred by
first producing a source of white light and
then in using only the infra-red rays incident to it.
It is the greatest portion, say
nearly 99/100ths of the luminous energy,
which remains unproductive and thus the
efficiency of invisible optic telegraphy compared to ordinary telegraphy is greatly reduced.
But the advantage of its invisibility compensates in a large measure for
this loss of energy.
On the other hand,
the solution which seems the simplest, i. e.,
to create directly a source of pure infrared rays and emit them without the help
of a manganese glass, which would no
longer be of any use, has been studied for
a long time.

No Other Typewriter Can Do This:

Many styles, many languages
Two ty^osor

motors,

experimenters'

Apparatus,
needs,

Raw

Mate-

Magnet

wires,

novelties

listed

our Catalogue C-3.
Assure yourself of
prompt service and right prices by buying from
this world famed, reliable, Experimenters' Supply House. 99 of every hundred orders received shipped zvithin 24 hours. Catalogue C-3
FREE on request.
THE NEWMAN-STERN CO.,
Cleveland, O.
in

Universal Radio System
minute radio apparatus for proUp
gressive users who can recognize quality.
Send stamp for catalogue.
to the

Universal Radio Mfg. Corp.
Dept.

W

Al

"The Best"
Postpaid Price
Vi In. Radius
Complete Switch, polished brass finish. 50o
Complete Switch, nickel plated finish.. 60o
25o
Knob, turned and polished
2o
Switch points, brass finish
Switch points, nickel plated finish ... 4o

THE WILCOX LABORATORIES,

Lansing, Mich.

You

the machine)

World's

Most Wonderful
"Writing Machine"

Here's a polyglot machine that writes all languages from Eskimo Indian to Kata Kana Japanese.
There are over 365 different type-sets to choose
from.
The type is instantly interchangeable two
different languages or type-sets are always on the
ONE machine. You "Just turn the knob" to
change language or type.

—
—

When

a source of light

is

put at the prin-

converging lens the emergent beam consists of parallel rays and
consequently does not change in crosssection as it proceeds.
Often the narrowness of such a beam prevents its being
observed.
Greater accuracy was obtained
by using a filter which permitted only the
extreme red rays to issue. These would be
invisible to an observer unless he protected
his eyes from daylight by a similar screen,
says R. W. Wood in Proceedings of the
Physical Society, London. Through such a
screen only the red light could penetrate
and the eyes of the observer would be in
a sensitive state

owing

ordinary

By such an arrangement

light.

MANY TYPEWRITERS
Sounds

•

all

directions.

A

Cooper-Hewitt mer-

cury arc was the light source. It was surrounded by a glass chimney thru which
only ultra-violet light emerged.
This
caused parts of the eye and natural teeth
to fluoresce, while false teeth were black.
The receiving apparatus is a barium-platino-cyanide screen placed in the principal
focus of a converging lens. The range was
about four miles.

HE FINDS SISTER LOST

—

Types for all purposes
and for all languages
Spaotng to suit size of type

alignment

Perfect

13

All on
The marvelous,

one

MULTIPLEX

INSTANTLY

—

!

The Mathematical Multiplex contains

her mother's

home

THE HEART OF
THE HAMMOND

WRITE FOR
FREE BOOKLET
showing
languages

—

,

Toledo,
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signs

and

symbols and chemical
keyboard.
Write your name, address and occupation on the margin
of this page NOW and mail to

HAMMOND TYPEWRITER
589 East 69th St.
Also an Aluminum
capacity.

Ask

farm near Rockford, Ohio.
Experimenter" when

many

type

every profession,
every business, every
including
s c i e n c e
technical

Two weeks ago Lester Archer, nineteen,
sent out a wireless call to all amateur wireless plants within a radius of 800 miles
asking them to help locate his sister. He
was informed that she could be found on a

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

the

and

of the Multiplex
there's a type for

sets

YEARS

at

the charac-

and signs used for writing in higher and lower
mathematics, and for engineering, mechanics, etc.,
as well as for all the ordinary work that can be
done on any typewriter.
ters

by a wireless sent from her
brother's
amateur plant,
Cleo
Archer,
seventeen, lost thirteen years, has been reto

interchangeable

type feature is only one of the many reasons why
thousands of prominent men and women in all
walks of life prefer and personally use the Multiplex.
For the Mathematician, Engineer, Chemist,
Astronomer, Surveyor, Navigator there is no
typewriter like the Multiplex Hammond!
The
Multiplex does many things that no other type writer can do

BY USING WIRELESS.

stored
Ohio.

—

to the exclusion of

The following arrangement proved of
great value in maintaining communication
between ships of the same convoy at night.
In this case the light was sent out not as
a parallel beam, but as a beam diverging
in

ONE

IN

an Arabian Nights story but the
machine itself is very practical, very real. It is the
typewriter President Wilson uses personally the
typewriter he took with him when he visited King
George.
like

Located

WILCOX PANEL
SWITCH

n

cipal focus of a

Elmira, N. Y.

—1

I

jK/rvo^ -to- ©(vorvje-

The

A

rials,

an gu ages al ways

INVISIBLE LIGHT IN WARFARE.

secret signals can be transmitted.
variation of method was the use of a screen
transmitting only ultra-violet light, which
was received on a fluorescent screen. The
range of signaling in both cases was about
six miles.
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zvriting to advertisers.
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for special Folder.

CO.

New York
Model.

11 lbs.

City
Full
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rs Big
Telescopes

COPPER AERIAL WIRE

SOc FOR lOO

By FLOYD

FEET

We are putting on another s£..e of absolutely
14 gauge copper aerial wire at 50c
per 100 feet. We also have in stock some of
this wire in No. 12 gauge the price of which
All orders must be acis SOc per 100 feet.
companied by parcel postage and insurance
charges.
We make no C. O. D. shipments.
Prices subject to change without notice.

—

Induction coils primary
ohm, secondary
ohms shipping weight 2 lbs. each. 50c
Desk telephones— standard type just as used
in all large cities and towns, is equipped with
sensitive transmitter and receiver, switchook
with genuine platinum contacts and hard
rubber mouthpiece. The telephone is nickel
plated and is slightly used but guaranteed
absolutely by us.
The new price on this
telephone is $10.00.
The shipping weight
is 5 lbs.
Our price $3.50
We can furnish the same as above in a wall
type telephone being equipped in addition
with a 1000 ohm ringer. Cabinet finished in
dark oak. The new price on this telephone
is $14.50 but since they are slightly used we
are closing them out at $4.75.
Shipping weight 15 lbs.
Be sure and include postage and insurance
with each of the above items when ordering;
otherwise they will be shipped by express

—

I

collect.

Send 5c

(or our illustrated catalogue

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. E-48-50 So. Front

FREE!

St.,

Columbus, Ohio

FREE!

FREE!

catalog of "BETTER QUALITY" Apparatus.
Write now. Do not hesitate. Bargains such as Audion
Cabinets complete $8.00.
Red Seal batteries 38c, etc.

Our

B-BATTERIES
OUR "BETTER QUALITY" TYPE

22.5

45

VOLTS

VOLTS

15

30

CELLS

CELLS

To

enable every amateur to use our

"BETTER

SUPER

QUALITY"

Boffered at

they are now
a price within reach of all.
Remember
that our B-Ba tteries are sold to you on
a Money-back basis. They are FULLY

BATTERIES,

GUARANTEED, and your
CHEERFULLY REFUNDED if
isfied.

money
not sat-

WHOLESALE

PRICES."

Postpaid

Our
Cat. No.

BB-154
BB-158
SBB-3012

AT

Our motto "RETAILING
Average Life

Voltage

Add

Price
4 months
$1.25
8 months
2.20
year
4.35
Audio Tron Amplifiers $6.00 p.p.

THE

22.5
22.5
45.

H. S.

10c

35c
70c

I

WIRELESS CO.

164 Ross St.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Radio
Wireless

Men

Amateurs

We

carry a complete line of Grebe, De
Forest, Marconi, Murdock, Clapp-Eastham, and all other leading makes of
Radio Apparatus from Contact Points
to

complete sets.
Agents for RADISCO Apparatus

Including Coils, "B" Batteries, Indicating
Dials and other parts distributed by them.
Mail orders given prompt attention.
Open Evenings until 9:30 P.M.

KELLY
& PHILLIPS
312 Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Telephone Sterling 2380

READ THE CLASSIFIED
ON PAGES 1220-1223

ADS.

You

benefit by

monument

a noble
it

The Study of
Dry Batteries.

Electricity for Beginners.
How to Make .Them.
Electrical Circuits and Diagrams.
Part I.
Electrio Bells, Annunciators and Alarms.
Modern Primary Batteries.
Experimenting with Induction Coils.
Electric Gas Igniting Apparatus.
Small Accumulators.
How to Make and Use.

DARROW

to the

men who made

possible.

Model Steam Engine Design.
Practical Electrics.
Inventions.
How to Protect and Sell Them.
Woodwork Joints. How to Make anu Use.
The Fireman's Guide to the Care of Boilers.
The Slide Valve Simply Explained.

Some

of the other famous refractors are
the 26-inch at the U. S. Observatory at
Washington, D. C, the 24-inch at Harvard
University, and the 30-inch at the Alleghany Observatory, Riverview Park, PennIn Europe are the 30-inch lens
sylvania.
of the Imperial Observatory, near Petrograd, Russia, the 32-inch in the Meudon
Observatory, near Paris, the 31-inch at
Potsdam, Prussia, and the 28-inch at the
Royal Observatory, Greenwich, England.
This article will not be complete without
some brief account of the casting and
grinding of a large lens. It is a task of
unparalleled difficulty and requires the highest skill and the utmost patience.
The big
crucible in which the glass is melted consists of the purest clays and is made by
specially trained craftsmen.
Before receiving the "batch" materials it is heated
very gradually for a week to a high temperature. Every step of the process is under perfect control and the stirring and
melting proceed for days. When the glass
is ready, skilled workmen lift the crucible
from the furnace and pour its molten contents of dazzling brilliancy into an iron
mold lined with sand. The mold is covered
with an iron plate and lifted into an annealing furnace, where it remains for a
month very gradually cooling from its high
temperature down to ordinary temperature.
But, if this annealing is not properly done,
the glass will possess strains and inequalities that render it unfit for optical purposes.
Next comes the preliminary, rough grinding which alone requires several weeks.
At frequent intervals the glass is examined
for strains, veins and bubbles flaws which
may destroy its optical qualities. In this
inspection work the camera, the microscope and an instrument called the polariThe glass for the
scope are employed.
Lick objective was poured twenty times,
with a month consumed for annealing after
each pouring, before a satisfactory result
was obtained.
Then comes the work of the skilled lens
grinder, who polishes the glass with infinite care and shapes it in accordance with
the curvatures calculated by the optician.
And these curvatures are calculated by
pure mathematics. Finer and finer grinding materials are used and very frequent
tests are made to determine the progress
of the work. Two lenses are ground simultaneously the double convex crown glass
and the plano-concave flint glass. The
curvatures *f the two must agree perfectly,

—

The Magneto Telephone.
The Corliss Engine and Its Management.
Making Wireless Outfits.

within one two-hundrcd-fifty-thousandth
of an inch. The lenses are centered in a
lathe and after grinding the edges they are
fitted together for mounting in the telescope tube.
The last forty years has marked the most
notable era in telescope construction of all
Great instruments have been fashtime.
But we
ioned and vast progress made.
have not reached the end, and what the
science of optics still holds in store no one
can predict.

RADIUM PRODUCER DEAD.

Standard

Company,
Chemical

President

Company,

of

and

the
fur-

nished the Government with radium during the war.
More than $1,000,000 is said to have
been spent by Flannery before perfecting
his
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to

Make

It.

Simple Experiments in Static Electricity.
Small Electrical Measuring Instruments.
Electrical Circuits and Diagrams.
Part

2.

Induction Coils.
How to Make Them.
Model Vaudeville Theatres.
Simply Explained.
Alternating Currents.
How to Build a 20-Foot Bi-plane Glider.
A B C of the Steam Engine.
Simple Soldering.
Hard and Soft.
Telegraphy for Beginners.
Low Voltage Lighting with Storage Batteries.
Lieckfeld Gas and Oil Engines.

House Wiring for Electric Light.
Magnets and Magnetism.
Small Windmills and How to Make Them.
Collin's Wireless Plans.
Collin's Wireless Plans.

Part I.
Part 2.

Price 35 cents each, postpaid
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York
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This instrument is offered
at an extremely low price.

building your
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a
sensitive microphone is required.

It is excellent for

own

amplifier.

Can

many experiments where
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Detectagraph, $18.00
This detecting instrument of marvelous sensitivity can be used for
conversations.
detecting
secret
Outfit consists of Sensitive Transmitter. 25-ft. Black Cord, Re-

Headband.

ceiver,

Case

and

Battery.

Send for One To-day and
Convince Yourself
Detectagraph $18.00

THE $18.00 MICROPHO
DEAF-PHONE
is
a super-sensitive instrument
which has been developed to meet
demands for a practical and

the

efficient hearing device at an extremely low price. It is equal to
any $35 instrument made and
The
superior to most of them.
outfit
consists
of
One SuperSensitive Transmitter with cord
Super-Sensitive Ear Piece with small

connector; One
black cord: One Black Single Headband; Black Case

and Two

Batteries.

Adjusted Model "B" Horn, with No.
20 High Grade Loud Talking Receiver,
Cord Plugs and Desk Stand Base.
Price, $12.00 Complete.

Write To-day for Free Booklet

G.

B0ISS0NNAULT CO.
New York

26 Cortlandt St.

Makers of Super-Sensitive
Microphone Apparatus

American Electro Technical Appliance Co.,
New York City

235 Fulton Street
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Audion Detector*/* qq
D»

Panel for
Detector
.75c
for
zoc doz. Stand
Jeweler's Time Signal Set,
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De Forest make, Complete with
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Eveready

large
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Batteries

Without Bulb
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sets. Catalog ready within three weeks.
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radium process.
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How

The Wimshurst Machine.

i.e.,

Joseph M. Flannery, fifty-five, radium
king and first producer of radium in
America, died in Pittsburgh, February 18.
He was an organizer of the American

Telephone Construction.
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Scieimce

RADIO
$125.00 per
month and up, plus

forces.
Take
find there are

C. A. Radio School

emanations, the researchers nicknamed Alpha, Beta, Gamma.
A, B, C, in English. One of these emanations seems to be nothing more than an
ethereal disturbance, the other two are afstill
the other is
fected by the magnet
affected, if
we could run across some
affector perhaps.
"In electricity we find that there is a

New

between what we term elecand magnetism, one induces a corresponding flow in the other. If we only
could fathom it out we would find that that
tricity

York, N. Y.

in the

East"

—

relation extends
later I look for the fact
to be unearthed bringing to light the knowledge of the relations, and further knowledge of the extent of the relations we
would find that the light, current flow,
magnetic flux, sound, etc., which are resultants of the working of a force we define as vibration, are able to be controlled
by the proper manipulation of that force.
What I mean is that we could shine a light
around a corner without the use of a
mirror, as we distort visions with lens and
change sound vibrations with the audion
would
amplifier.
And that is not all.
know more of mind and metaphysics as
a result of our researches.
"The deflecting of the light beam by the
sun proved that light rays were affected
perhaps as the
in much the same manner
magnetic and electrical fields deflect the

—

3-INCH DIAL

INDICATOR
Black Composition
with Brilliant

White

Filled

Engraving

66 only postpaid $.75

Dial No.

67 with Bakelite

Dial No.

Knob, postpaid, $1.30.
For Sale By All RADISCO Agencies
and by

&

A. H. CORWIN
CO.
4 West Park St., Newark, N. J.

Radio Apparatus
Distributors of all prominent makes.
For immediate delivery send us your
orders for
:

Murdock V.

—

•

$1.00
4.50
Acme amplifying Trans. Unmounted.
"
"
"
modulation
... 5.00
De Forest Variable condenser .0005
5.25
MFD. unmounted
60
C. £. fixed grid condenser
22
Tested galena crystals
"
"
22
silicon
"
"
25
gragle
2.75
Grebe modern detector stand
70
High pitch watch case buzzer
Grebe, Roller-Smith hot wire ammeters
0-2.5 amps
7.00
Paragon back mounting rheostats.
1.75
"
"
"
Render
.... 1.75
T. socket

.

.

You

will

appreciate

.

.

.

We

Alpha and Beta rays
"And I heard something about the old
chronometer being given the cold hand as
far as universal time was concerned," Punk
interrupted.
"Yes, for the very simple reason that
exists
in man's mind.
Nature knows no such thing as TIME. Anyone can see that time would be different at
different places in the universe.
gage
our Ingersolls by the revolution of the
earth on its axis and its annual trip around
Old Sol. The Martians set their Walthams
by another scale. As the Centigrade and
Fahrenheit scales don't change the temperature, neither do our conceptions of
time alter the seasons.
Because the inhabitants (were there any) on the moon
and those of Mercury couldn't agree about
a certain stellar happening one saying it
was so many days ago, the other saying
(if they
it was so many months or years
wouldn't make either one
calculated so)
necessarily incorrect. There still exists the
mathematical relations, and by clever computing we could devise a schedule card for
interplanetary communication that would
keep the peace and harmony of the uni-

ONLY

TIME

We

—

—

verse uninterrupted."
"An' they couldn't be
our railroad time-tables

F. D.

PITTS CO.,

12 Park Sq., Dept.

D

The wonderful machine God gave
was built to run a hundred

just out!

Inc.

Boston, Mass.

benefit by

much worse
at

that,"

added

—

wanted Such
as "Whispering Ether," by Mr. Wolfe,
scientific

stories

in this issue.
Good rates paid for all
articles and stories accepted and publisht.
Address all manuscripts to the

— Electrical

Experimenter.
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more,

but

burn

will
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vital organs
not running right: that they
attention and need it quick.
You would be poisoned to death
within a few days if your kidneys
went on strike. And you are being
poisoned by constipation just as
surely, although more slowly, when
your intestines lose the power of
eliminating promptly and thoroughly
the waste matter in the food you eat.

one

or

more

of

your

are

need

FIT

YOURSELF TO ENOY LIFE

A man's happiness largely depends upon his Vital
Powers: his success in social, domestic and business
life all contres around this.
If he is not virile, he
is not magnetic,
forceful or attractive: neither is he
sought after his very strength is the axis upon
which all else relating to him revolves.
Men become
weak through overwork, worry, sexual abuse and bad

—

and gradually lose their strength and manWhen they reach the stage when they find
their strength on the wane, it is the forerunner of
failure and domestic happiness is then soon upset.
Young men become incapable of marriage, listless and
purposeless; their brain
power decreases as their
habits,

hood.

manhood

fails.

STRONGFORTISM
The principles of Strongfortism are based upon my
discovery
that
internal
muscular activity governs
Health. Strength and Life itself.
Most forms of disease are caused from the muscles losing their power
of rapid contraction.
As these muscles are responsible
for holding the internal organs in position, when they
are relaxed the organs gradually fall out of their
place and rest upon other organs, upsetting their
functioning and causing almost every known form of
disease.
Strongfortism gives contractile power to these
muscles and quickly makes them normal and so draws
the sagging organs back to their position.
Just what Strongfortism is: simply the utilization
of Nature's own resources to free yourself from handicapping ailments, build yourself up and regain your
iost health, strength, energy and power.
I have spent my life studying out the means whewby
these wonderful, hidden forces of Nature may be
brought into play and utilized to their fullest extent
in the upbuilding of weak, ailing, discouraged men
and women.
By means of them I built up myself
until I am called the most perfect and the strongest
man in the world. By the same method I have
brought and am bringing health, strength, vitality,
confidence and courage to my pupils in every part of
the civilized globe.
What I have done for them I can
do for
there isn't the slightest doubt of it.
I
Buarantee results.
I
to improve your
condition whatever it may be and whatever brought
you to it if you will follow my directions.

YOU—

GUARANTEE

—
—

SEND FOR MY FREE BOOK
Tou will be intensely interested in "Promotion and
Conservation of Health. Strength and Mental Energy."
It tells you just what Strongfortism already has done for
thousands of discouraged, despondent men and women.
It shows just what it can do and will do for YOU. without medicines and drugs of any kind, and without interfering in any way with your usual work or occupation.
Fifteen or twenty minutes daily devoted to Strongfortism, in the privacy of your own room, will bring
about an improvement that will be noted with surprise
and gratification by all your friends.
Send for the book today NOW.
Don't run the
risk of missing it by waiting until tomorrow.
IT'S
FREE, but its VALUE to you will be inestimable.
Fill
out the coupon and enclose it with three 2c
stamps to pay for packing and postage, and I will
mail you along with the book a special letter on the
points in which you are most interested.

—

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist
Strongfort Institute, Newark, N.

1204

J.

CUT OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON
Lionel Strongfort, Newark, N. J.
Dear Strongfort Please send me your book, "Proand Conservation of Health, Strength and
Energy," for postage of which I enclose 6

il/r.
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Stewart spoke up, cramming his
hands into a leather coat and looking intently at a picture of a girl in Los Angeles.
"Now what is it anything like babism or
reverse English?"
"It
the theory of relativity is something
to the effect that a light ray is deflected
emanations by certain
like
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them, recharging,

test
etc.

experiments,

2

pages.

How

to make Selenium
Cells (illustrated).

PRPP with
*

this

won-

derful cyclope—20 coupons
for our
Wireless

dia.

160 page
Course in

20 lessons.
illustrations, 3

35
tables.

Catalog explains

how you can

get this

Course absolutely

free.

THE
The

Elc?<cii*o

231 FULTON STREET

Imporiind
Co.
NEW YORK

LIUEST

CATALOG

"EVERYTHING FOR THE EXPERIMENTER*
you will find 116 pages
about radio. One of the greatest
catalogs of its kind in print.

IN

this cyclopedia

all

You

dozens of wireless instruments of the famous E. I. Co. make.
Remember always that this company was
the FIRST to make and sell wireless instruments, the first wireless outfit having been
placed upon the market by them in 1904.
The E. I. Co. knows how, because it has the
experience. Others imitate but cannot equal
will find in

it

You

benefit by

E.

I. Co. for quality and workmanship.
Other things you will find listed in this

catalog:

dog Spark

Electrolytic
Coils,

Interrupters,

Chemical

Outfits,

Bull-

Omni-

graphs, Code Practice Sets, Telegraph Instruments, Primary Batteries, Storage Batteries, Solenoids, Hydrometers, Volt and
Ammeters, Batterymeters, Electrolytic Rectifiers, Rheostats, Tesla Coils, Nickel Plating Outfits, Lighting Plants, Dynamos and
Motors, Microphones, Detectiphones, Loud

IN
Talkers,

AMERICA"
Frequency Apparatus and

supplies, Heating Pads, Electro-magnets,
X-ray tubes, Telephones, Magnetos,

Low

Tension Transformers, Books,

IN A

etc.,

etc.

WORD THE MOST COMPLETE
CATALOG IN PRINT
=

ELECTRO IMPORTING C§!
231

FULTON STREET

NEW YORK. M. V.

"Everything for the Experimenter"

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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Mechanical

Throw Away
All Batteries
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By EMERSON EASTERLING
(Continued from page 1129)

Engineering

—

on the lashing deep that don't mean the
ocean; it's the briny deep. Forgot to mention that machine is steered in water by

means of disc on front wheel, which cannot be seen in picture.
What do you think of the idea of escapyou
ing from the Federal authorities
know that you just can't cut out your wireless experimenting, even if the Government
to you, er, ah, us after they
says
have discovered that you have an active
set in your garret in one of the Frymo-

—

—

NO

biles

?

all "Radio-Bugs" will not be
with such an invention unless it
machinery aboard.
ether
has a set of
Wouldn't it look great to see yourself
whizzing along with a dot-and-dash hook
stuck up on her? I'll bet you would have
to drive down by Maggie's house, wouldn't

Of

course,

satisfied

THE ATHERTON

Voltage

TRANSFORMER

just perfected
a thing of the past. Easy

make them

to connect door bell through this
simplified current reducer with light-

ing current in a few seconds. This
simplified transformer giving permanent service most efficiently saves* its
cost in batteries many times over.
Will not draxv on meter except when
"Button" is pressed. Designed with
tapes to meet any required distribution conditions.

two

capacities: 15 Watts,
14 Volts; 30 Watts, 6
Other capacities to
Volts.

Built in

— 10—
10— 14

6

order.

Use

It

Work

Perfected coil and core enable operation on very low current lowest posRange enough for short or
sible.
long system of bells or buzzers or
for single door bell. Increase or decrease current as you need it. Great
to operate toys, wireless apparatus or
for general experimenting, where low
Users
voltage current is required.
say "wouldn't change it for any batother transformer."
teries or any
Improved in
Neat and compact.
every way.

—

Introductory Price.
Price

zvill

.$3.50

.

Order

soon be increased.

Satisfaction guaranteed or motiey back.

yours

at once.

ATHERTON &

C. F.
184 W. Washington

St.,

—

near the rear, for fear that your dear
would be swept clear of the sidewalk the
old boat has some breath (no, not any per
is

—

cent).
Also, kids,
mind as to

if

you should change your

destination you could get
around pointing in the other direction in
as quick a time as any other vehicle. The—
aeromobile, if you care to can turn in its

—

own

length.
But as yet our friend

CO.

Dept. 20,

Chicago

reverse.

But it is in its experimental stage now.
But the machine is equipt with brakes
for land use so that when friend driver
spots a "speed cop" in the distance he can
slow down before he gets the polite request to appear before the judge the next
day.
If you have traveled in an airplane, a
Ford and a submarine you should complete
your variety by a ride in the land-flivver.
It takes the roads like a ten thousand dollar and twenty cent car.

—

For Convenience or Profit
Prom any

alternating current lamp socket with
For home or garage
the Cambridge Rectifier.
use.
As simple as turning on a lamp and fully

guaranteed.
Quickly saves its cost and doubl
Aiwa:
the life of your battery.
ready when you want it.
Ee
tifler
Bulletin K sent on

By D.

less

Y

WireTelegraph Appa-

ratus sent for 3 cent

stamp.

Clapp-Eastham Co.
_

131

Main

St.

Cambridge, Mass.

The Cambridge Battery

Charger,

COli

Price

are giving away hundreds of expensive wirePUPTCWe
l\ttless instruments, electrical apparatus, supplies,
for selling a household article that goes like wildfire
it is a genuine necessity and because it sells so
cheap.
All of our premiums are guaranteed new and
Catalogue and complete
perfect.
give you no junk.
information if you send 4 cents. None without.
1298 Carroll St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
BfCK NOVELTY HOUSE,

etc.,

because

We

L

You

benefit by

salaries

offered.

There is an easy, delightful way in which
you can learn right at home in spare time.
For 28 years the International Correspondence Schools have been giving men and
women just the training they need for
success in mechanical engineering and more
than 200 other subjects. Hundreds of thousands have stepped into good positions
through I. C. S. help, but never were opportunities so great as now.
Choose the work
Let the I. C. S. help you.
you like best in the coupon below, then mark
This doesn't obligate you
it
today.
in the least and it will bring you information
This
that will start you on a successful career.
Don't let it slip by. Mark and
is your chance.

——

mail this coupon now.

—TI*B OUT HCHC ^™ MM — — —

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6223, SCRANTON, PA.
Explain* without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
or in the subject, beiore which I mark X.

position,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

engineer
" chemical
salesmanship
advertising man

" Electrician

Electric Wiring
ghtii _
_ Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Eleotrle Machine Designer

McCLANAHAN

Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer

Outdoor Sign Painter

Telegraph Expert

RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER

Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Private Secretary

Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman

Stenographer and TypUt

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

26% ammonia—when

the silver

trated or
has dissolved add y2 pint of distilled water
and let it stand 24 hours filter and it is
then ready for use.
Solution No. 2 Dissolve 8 ounces of
tartaric acid in one quart of distilled water,
the older this
let it stand for 24 hours

BOOKKEEPER

Machine Shop Practice
Tool maker
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREM'N OR ENG'R

(Continued from page 1147)

—

Cert. Pub.

Accountant

Management
Commercial Law

Traffic

GOOD ENGLISH

ARCHITECT

STATIONARY ENGINEER
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk

Architectural Draftsman

Textile Overseer or Snpt.

PLUMBING AND HEATING

AGRICULTURE

Sheet Metal Worker
Navigator

Spanlib

IQ
|Q

PoaltrvRalsIug
Automobiles

French
Italian

—

—

Reduce this to
10% by using an acid hydrometer if it
should be stronger than 10% add distilled
Filter before
water until it becomes so.
solution

gets

the

better.

—

To silver, take 4 ounces of Solution No.
1 quart of distilled water.
1, put it into
Take 4 ounces of Solution No. 2, put it
next mix
into 1 quart of distilled water
Solutions No. 1 and No. 2 by pouring from
one pitcher to another then flow the solution on the glass, allowing it to remain for
one hour.

—

Present
Occupation,
Street

and No..
City_

WANTED!

—

Make

of

men

for

Splendid

ability.

and rapid advancement are

Metallic Mirror Process.

request.

Bulletin

mechanical

Practical

using.

Charge Storage Batteries

Employers everywhere are looking
with

and mail

Byron has no

—

for

Experimental

you?
But if you should, don't start up your
motor when friend Maggie or is it Jane

Learn at Home!

a liquid preparation by melting into
a porcelain vessel 1 dram of lead, 1 dram of
When these
tin, 1 dram of C. P. Bismuth.
are melted together add 10 drams of merThe
cury before the mass has cooled.
mercury will cool it sufficiently for use.
Lay the glass flat with the clean side up
and pour the metallic liquid over it, completely covering.
Raise the glass almost
perpendicular, letting the amalgam drain
off.
When the coating has become hard
and dry, coat with drop black ground in
Japan, and then thin with turpentine.
mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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$1300
Sprinir
5

/

FIRST

/

/

^
Examinations <P
>

Franklin Institute

I

Rochester

I

Dept. P

1

1

.

New York

Sirs

:

—

once

Sample

S
free

end me
of

Spring

at

,

LIFE JOB

and free hoot describing th«m,

/

sufficient.

/ Name
/

.

charge

Railway

Mail Examination quesLikely Everywhere q
„
tions, list of otber U. 3.
o Government
,„„,.;„„
education
Common
positio 9 now OD»D
j

I
j

!
J

-

Address...

.

P

101

I

YOUR PHOTO ENLARGED
14x17 AND OIL PAINTED
Send any film or photo and
Equals $25 work.

etc.

to

TANGLEY

advertiser s.

$3.00.

DEPT.

E4.

Give color eyes. hair,

MUSCATINE. IOWA
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Opportunity Ad-lets
YOU
made

many remarkable

It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings
opportunities and real bargains in these columns.
every month by reliable firms, dealers and amateurs from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether
anything
or
else,
make
money,
you
supplies, automobile accessories, the opportunity to
will find listed here the best and most attractive
specials of the month.
Advertisements in this section nine cents a word for each insertion. No advertisements for less than 75c accepted. Name and address
must be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency.
Ten per cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted.
Advertisements for the May issue must reach us not later than April 1.

will find

of the Experimenter is over 140,000 and climbing every
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y.

The Circulation

Auto Accessories.

Instruction.

Formulas for gasoline pep or tonic, carbon remover, polish for Automobiles, furniture or
floors, tire Cements, anti-freeze mixtures.
Save
money. All sent for $1.00. Baker Dist. Co., Box

Cartooning — Comics and Lettering in fourteen
easy lessons. Only $5 postpaid. Over 300 illus-

Atlanta, Ga.

928,

Wanted— Good

live

agents

selling

for

our

garage
Write

trations.
Sample
Elyria, Ohio.

mail.

No

Miracle Motor-Gas amazes motorists. 3c worth
equals
gallon
gasoline.
Eliminates
carbon.
profit.
Isom, Idaho, wires: "Ship 500 packages.
Made $70 yesterday." Investigate. Chas.
K. Butler Co., Toledo, Ohi o
.

Fords Start Easy in Cold Weather. Will run
on cheapest gasoline or half
kerosene using our 1920 carburetors. Increased
power; styles for all motors; can attach them
yourself.
Big profits to agents; money back
guarantee; 30 days' trial.
Air-Friction Carburetor Company, 270 Madison St., Dayton, Ohio.
Battery Charging pays big profits. City curEasy terms. Horent or g»,is engine operates.
34 miles per gallon

Tro

berts,

Ohio.
fcotors and

School,

Drawing successfully taught by
Pay as you go.
Fifty cents each lesson.
other expense. Complete drawing outfit, valued at $20.00 free with the course. One hundred
genuine blueprint lessons. We will assist you
Send full parto secure a good paying position.
and sample lessons. Albany Institute
Mecnanical Drawing, Desk "I," Box 84, Albany,
New York.
ticulars

Crystal Gazing — The craze. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope for free instructions. Zancigs
Studio, Asbury Park, N. J.

GEORGE HEINEMANN

Franklin

—

sou ri.

Pronto Mica Spark Plugs, with Intensifiers.
Unbreakable. Fires low grade fuel like benzine.
Overcomes oily, carbonized conditions. A perfect
plug at last. $1.50 each, 4 for $5.00. Pronto Compa ny, Omaha, Nebraska.
Save-All Carburetor Attachment makes Fords
run better. Gives more miles, power and speed.
Savall Company, 3716 North Clark
Free trial.
Street, Chicago.

sold.

Mechanical

1424 Rosemont Ave., Chicago,

i,

Supplies.
Buick, Hupp,
Michigan, Everett, Hudson, Chalmers.
water
and
air-cooled
motors,
Both
$40.00 each
and up. Bosch Magnetos, $15.00 each and up.
Carburetors.,
Head
Coils,
Presto Tanks, $5.00.
Lamps, Horns, Air Compressors, Generators,
bulletin
second
hand
Starters. Write for bargain
Johnston, West End, Pittsauto accessories.
burgh, Pa.
Exclusive repreTires Direct to you prices.
sentatives wanted each locality to use and sell
Guarantee Bond
Mellinger Extra Ply Tires.
MelSample Sections furnished.
8,000 Miles.
linger Tire Company, 980 Oak, Kansas City, Mis-

Auto

Ernie's

Moffett, Ruston, Louis iana.

City,

300%

25c.

Business Opportunities.

Used Correspondence Courses bought and
E.

testing instruments and publications.
for catalogue
and particulars.
H. E.
Phillips & Company, Service Division, Union
Ind.

lesson,

III.

January 15, 1920

a

Hotter,

each

car.

VV.

R.

more than pleased

If you had reminded me I would have had ad in
It
was
December and January.
overlooked. Will try and get ad for
year to you in a few days after the
above appears.

ad at 9c a word.

GEORGE P. HEINEMAN.

for Fords.
Gives your moBetter Spark. Increases the Life

Sent
Willis,
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Help Wanted.

for

upon receipt of $2.50.
Turner Ave., Cambridge,

postpaid

Ohio.

Wanted — Railway Mail Clerks. Men — women.
Commence $110 month. Experience unnecessary.

Common
Aeronautics.

open
tute.

Build the Simmons Biplane; drawings and building instructions $1.00. Particulars free. Simmons
and Lawrence, Fairfield. 111.

Model Aeroplanes, good
working drawing and prices.
100

ford,

flyers.
15c brings
F. Bruland, Red-

Mich.

Motor Cycles.
Bargains

in

Rebuilt Motorcycles.

Lowest

prices.

Indians, Excelsiors, Harleys. Overhauled. Tested by experts. Guaranteed. Shipped subject to
inspection. Write for big free list.
furnish
Bank References. Floyd Clymer, Desk E.

We

"Largest Motorcycle Dealer in Western America," Denver, Colorado.

Moving Picture

Plays.

Photoplays Wanted. Big prices paid. You can
write th°m. We show you how.
Free particulars.

Rex' Publishers, Box

175,

E-11, Chicago.

Fqr Advertisers.
24

Words

in

100

Syndicate

inch display, $4.00. Lists free.
tising Co., Pittsburgh.

$3-10 a
capital; we

Magazines, $1.00;
Stanford Adver-

Jersey.

You

benefit by

day

;

spare time

home at first; no
train, start you
making and silvering mirrors French method.
Free Prospectus.
Street. Brooklyn.

W.
N.

R. Derr, Pres., 579

Decatur

Y.

Detectives and Investigators are in demand.
Travel and earn big money. Learn this fascinating profession by home study.
Particulars
American School of Criminology, Dept. E,
free.
Detroit, Mich.
Men Boys Become Motor Experts. $40 week.
Learn while earning. Write. Franklin Institute.
Dept. P806, Rochester, N. Y.
Detectives Earn Big Money. Excellent opportunity.
Particulars free.
American Detective
System, 1968 Broadway, New York.
Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary; details free.
Press Syndicate, 5665 St. Louis, Mo.
Firemen, Brakemen, Baggagemen, $i40-$2oo,
Colored Porters, by railroads everywhere. Experience unnecessary. 897 Ry. Bureau, East St.

—

Louis,

Money? Jacobus Art Ads make small space
pay big dividends.
Price $5.00.
Write today.
Jacobus Service, 1073 Sanford Ave., Irvington,

New

education sufficient.
List
positions
free.
Write immediately. Franklin InstiDept. P26, Rochester, N. Y.

Be a Mirror Expert.

oil painted.
Give color
eyes, hair, etc.
Equals $25 work. Photograph
returned.
Tangley Co., Dept. E2, Muscatine.

a new business.
Earn $3,000 to $6,000
in professional fees making and fitting a
specialty, openings everywhere with all the
trade you can attend to; easily learned by anyone at home in a few weej<s at small expense;
no further capital required; no goods to buy;;
job hunting, soliciting or agency. Address Ste-

foot

Spark Intensifiers
tor

and Service of Spark Plugs. Only one needed

Your Photo Enlarged 14x17 and
Send any film or photo and $3.00.

yearly

with classified ad returns in Novemam enclosing $3.42, for
ber issue
which please insert enclosed 38 word

For Ford Owners

at home in spare
time sending us, confidentially, the names of
your neighbors, friends and others. We make
valuable legitimate use of lists and you are paid
accordingly. No other work required. No supplies to purchase.
Postal brings particulars.
National Exchange, Box 1001, New York Cit y.
You can earn over thirty dollars weekly working spare time for us. H. E. Phillips & Company, Service Division, Union City, Ind.
Substantial manufacturing corporation wants
capable men to establish branch and manage
salesmen; $300 to $1,500 necessary. You handle
own money. Will allow expenses to Baltimore
if
you will qualify.
For particulars address
Secretary, 416 N. Howard St., Baltimore, Md.
I Made $30 a Week evenings with a small Mail
Order Business. Home Free Booklet tells how.
2c postage. Alex Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.
New Discovery; will increase your income
$5o-$ioo weekly, spare time; no canvassing or
mail order. Write immediately for free instructive booklet.
Ferber Company, 305 Broadway.
New York.

Enter

233 Fulton Street,
New York City

Am

Earn Extra Money quietly

Iowa.

Eectrical Experimenter,

Gentlemen:

month

—

111.

We Will Start You in the cleaning and dyeing
business; little capital needed; big profits. Write
The Ben-Vonde System, Dept. H,
for booklet.
Charlotte, N. C.
Stop Daily Grind; start silvering mirrors, auto
Clarence
headlights,
tableware.
Plans free.
Sprinkle. Dept. 48, Marion, Indiana.
mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing
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phenson Laboratory, 18 Back Bay, Boston, Mass.
200 Mail Order Names $1.00, guaranteed to be
fresh and each to have purchased not less than
$2.00 worth of merchandise in 1920.
500 names
Rally, Dept. 3, 313 Grant Building, Los
$2.50.
Angeles, Cal.

Toys — Make money, big demand. I sell castWrite. Maine Toy Mfg. Co., 149 SecSt., Auburn, Maine.
Dollars Yearly in Your Back Yard. No gin-

ingforms.

ond

seng, mushroom dope. New ideas. Investigate.
Particulars free. Metz, 313 East 89, New York..
Money-Talks Magazine. Published for progressive men.
Send for sample copy. 70-B ParkPlace. New ark. New Jersey.
You Can Earn $50 to $150 weekly writing ad
vertisements.
Experience unnecessary.
Particulars for stamp.
R. P. Koehler, 156 West

Vernon, Los Angeles.
1000 Ways to Get Rich. An immense collection
of most saleable and money-making discoveries.
Postpaid, 30c. Knights, Box 566, Fairfield, Main*-.

Moneymaking Plans. Formulas. Trade"Encyclopedia Business Opportunities.''
volumes $r. Ideal Book Shop, 5501 -EV North

3,384

Secrets.
3

Robey. Chicago.

Young Men
est

to sell our card specialties.
Easiselling novelties in the world.
Outfit free.

John W. Burt, Coshocton, Ohio.
Shawnee, Oklahoma, a growing city. Write for
information.
Board of Commerce, Shawnee,
Oklahoma.
Breed Canaries. Profitable pastime. Particulars free.
Bird Farm, Lynnhaven, Virginia.

Stamping Names.

Make

hundred stamping names on keychecks.
Send 25c. for sample and particulars.
Ex Keytag Co., Cohoes, N. Y.
$19 a

Salesmen Wanted.
Salesmen — Why work your head
propositions

when our

sive merchants pays
373-E, York, Penn.

line

from

Salesman — Side or main
5,000 mile
for $11.95;

guaranteed

off

with piker

selling all progresdaily up.
Box

$15

low priced
non-skid sells

line, to sell

tires; 30x354

other sizes in proportion. Good money
making proposition for live wires. Write: Consolidated Tire Co., 1777 Broadway, New York

City.
to

advertisers.
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Electrician.

Patents — Fees

Frank T. Fuller,
formerly lieutenant engineers, Washington, D. C.
Patents — Prompt, personal efficient service by

64 pages, 75 illustrations,

po stpaid. Charles Dynes, Winchester, Inil
Concordia Magazine contains essays, short
stories, travel storiesi, boy scout news, editorials,
current' events and poetry, formulas and plans.
Two years' subscription, 50c. Concordia Magazine, 9 Water, York, Pa.
World's Best Book for Auto Mechanics. Covers
roc

.

attorney-at-law, skilled in all branches of
patent practice. Over 12 years' actual experience;
full information upon request.
B. P. Fishburne,
330 McGill Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Inventors, send sketch of model of your invention for opinion concerning patentable nature
Book,
and exact cost of applying for patent.
"How to Obtain a Patent," sent free. Gives information on patent procedure and tells what
every inventor should know. Established twentyfive years.
Chandlee & Chandlee, 414 Seventh
St., N. W„ Washington, D. C.
Millions spent annually for ideas!
Hundreds,

Service Division, Union- City, Ind.
If Occult, New-Thought and Scibooks appeal to you, send for my catalog,
free.
I have books on Personal Magnetism,

Dear Reader.
entific

Concentration,

Spiritualism, Clairvoyance,

now wanted!

Patent yours and profit! Write
today for free books tell how to protect yourhow to invent, ideas wanted, how we help
you sell, etc. 212, Patent Dept., American Industries, Inc., Washington, D. C.
Patents— Herbert Jenner, patent attorney and
mechanical expert, 622 F St., Washington, D. C.
I report if patent can be had and its exact cost.

Seer-

ship, Will, Mind, Hypnotism, Mesmerism, CharMysticism, Success,
acter Reading,, Healing,

Salesmanship, Mechanics, Entertainments,
A. W. Martens, J-49, Bu rlington, Iowa.

Are

Spiritist

Seeing

Things?

etc.

or hoodooed—
Biblical expose

Send

non." 15c post free. R. C. Polston, People's Intormation Service, Omaha, 111. Box 74.

Masterkey to

all

for circular.

Don't Lose Your Rights to patent protection.
Before disclosing your invention to anyone, send
for blank form "Evidence of Conception" to be
signed and witnessed.
Form and information
concerning patents free. Lancaster and Allwine,

lan-

guages. Six textbooks, $1.44; French chart, 37c;
Spanish, 37c; aviation dictionary, $1.50; FrenchLanguages,
English aviation dictionary, 61c.
143 W. 47th St., New York.

Ouray Building, Washington, D. C. Originators of the form "Evidence of Conception."
"Investors' Adviser" sent free on request.
William C. Linton, 918 F Street N. W., Washington, D. C, 363 University Street, Montreal,

242

"How to Thought Read." Mind Reading at any
Distance, 20c. "Hypnotic Suggestion" the Secret
Circulars free.
208 pages, $1.00.
Success.
Science Institute, E1818 North Wells, Chicago.

of

Canada.

We

Have Recently associated with us three
former members of the Examining Corps, U. S.

We

have some valuOld E. E. Back Numbers.
able old E. E. back numbers on hand as follows:
„ JI5_jan., March, April, May, June, July, Aug.,
Sept., Oct., Nov. and Dec; price each, 35c.
price
1916— Jan., March, May, June, Nov., Dec;
each, 35c.
1917— Jan., April, May, June, Aug.,
1918— March, May,
Nov., Dec; price each, 35c.
tune July, Aug., Sept., Dec; price each, 35c.
!0i9— Tan., Feb., March, 35c; April, May, June,
July, "Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov. and Dec, price each,
can fill orders at
1920 Jan., Feb., 20c.
20c.
once upon receipt of your remittance. If you
have not these numbers already, now is your
chance to get them, as they probably will be
snapped up very quickly. Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton St., New York City.

Patent Office.
Mason, Fenwick & Lawrence,
Lawyers, 600 F St., Washington, D. C. 220 Broadway, N. Y. City — in West Monroe Street, Chicago, 111.
Established over half a century.
M. F. Miller, Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C.
Patent Attorney, Mechanical and Electrical Expert.
Best quality of work and results. Moderate charges.
Advice free.

—

Patents,
trade-mark,
copyright,
inventors,
business men, artists, write.
Metzger, Wash-

We

—

—

self,

which? Read 119-page booklet.
and facts concerning strange spirit "phenome-

World-Romic System.

in installments.

an

Elementary Electricity, Motor Car Electric
Systems, The Gas Engine and Driving Cars.
Prepaid to you
Nearly six hundred diagrams.
Order to-day. H. E. Phillips & Co.,
for $2.50.

it's

Agents Wanted.

Patent Attorneys.

Books.

Amateur
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ington.

Patents Procured, Trade Marks Registered. A
comprehensive, experienced, prompt, service for
the protection and development of your ideas.
Preliminary advice gladly furnished without
charge. Booklet of information and form for disclosing idea free on request. Richard B. Owen,
130 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C, or 2278-T,
Woolworth Bldg., New York.
E. L. Greenewald, Electrical Engineer, Patent
Attorney, Patents and Trade-Marks.
Formerly
Examiner, United States Patent Office. McLachlen Building, Washington, D. C.

Just Off the Press— Design and Construction of
Audion Amplifying Transformers, Radio and Audio Frequency Type. This latest and important
book by Mr. Edward T. Jones, late Associate Editor of "Radio News," will be of great interest to
The transall radio amateurs thruout the land.
formers shown in these books have never been
described in print before, and have usually been
considered a manufacturer's secret. Anyone who
has several vacuum tubes cannot afford to do
without this book because it will enable him to
build the necessary amplifying transformers very
readily. The designs are very simple and rugged,
and anybody can make them without much
trouble whatsoever. Mr. Jones, the author, is a
practical man who is an experimenter himself
The book is
and knows whereof he speaks.
printed on good paper and has an attractive
cover in two colors. Paper bound. Size 5 in. x
7 in. Contains many illustrations, diagrams and
working data necessary to build the transformThe Experimenter
Price, postpaid, 25c.
ers.
Publ. Co., Book Dept., 233 Fulton St., New York.

For Inventors.
"Sell

or Finance

Read Money-

Inventions."

Talks

Magazine.
Send for free sample copy.
70-B Park Place, Newark, N. J.
Inventors write me about patents.
My fees
payable monthly.
Booklet free.
Frank Fuller,
Washington, D. C.

_

Mechanical Movements, also

900

illustrations

explaining 50 Perpetual Motions.
My book,
"Inventor's Universal Educator," fifth edition,
tells how to procure and sell patents.
Government and other costs. Covers the matter from
A to Z. 160 pages elegantly bound. Contains
noted decisions of U. S. Supreme and' State
Courts on patent cases. Mechanical Movements
greatly assist inventors,_ suggest new ideas that
may prove of great aid in perfecting inventions.
Tells how to select an attorney.
Has valuable
information regarding Patent Sharks, Selling
Agents and Brokers. Price $2. Postage free
everywhere. Fred G. Dieterich, 603 Ouray Bldg.
Washington, D. C.

How to Make Wireless Sending Apparatus, 100
Written and published
pages, 88 illustrations.
entirely for the wireless enthusiast who wants
to make his own radio apparatus. Contains more
information on "How to make it" tHan any other
book we know of. Paper bound, 25c postpaid.
Experimenter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 233
Fulton St., New York City.
_

L,

Experimental Electricity Course in 20 Lessons.
S. Gernsback and H. W. Secor, E.E. A Course
theory and practice of Electricity for the
Experimenter.
Every phase of experimental
electricity is treated comprehensively in plain
English.
New experiments are described and
explained and nearly every application of Electricity in modern life is given.
160 pages — 400

—

Inventions Wanted Cash or royalty for ideas.
Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 St. Louis, Mo.

By

Adam

of the

Inventors, protect yourselves.
Record idea
before exposing it to anyone, even myself or
other attorneys. Klein Cons. Eng., Reg. Patent

Attorney,

Flexible cloth cover,, 75c postpaid.
Stiff cloth cover, $1.25 postpaid.
Experimenter
Publishing Co., Book Dept., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.
illustrations.

21

Park Row,

New

York.

"Inventors' Guide" free on request
gives
valuable advice and information for all inventors.
Write Frank Ledermann, Registered Patent Attorney, 17 Park Row, New York.
;

Wireless Course in 20 Lessons. By S. Gernsback, A. Lescarboura and H. W. Secor, E. E.
Tells ycu everything you want to know about
"Wireless" theory, practice and history.
A
clear, concise course on every phase of this
subject.
160 pages 350 illustrations, 30 tables.

Inventors

—We

do experimental, model, tool,
die and jig work; light manufacturing.
Miller
& O'Brien Mfg. Co., Saint Pa ul, Minn.

Make Money.
protect you.

—

Main

Flexible cloth cover, 75c postpaid.
Stiff cloth
cover, $1.25 postpaid.
Experimenter Publishing
Co., Book Dept., 233 Fulton St., New York City.

St.,

Sell

Advice

your ideas.
free.

M.

C.

I will

help and

Smith. 666 E.

Sell Victorclean

won-

a

It is

repeater.

Skytt, 725 E. 5th

St.,

Man or Woman, start anywhere; materials that
cost 25c retail for $5. Details free. Lee, Dept. 5,
University Ave. Los Angeles, Cal.
Agents and Crew Managers, new fast selling
food specialty.
Livest article.
Packed your
label.
Write or wire. Federal Pure Food Co.,
2303 H Archer Ave., Chicago
Sign Letters for windows at honest prices.
Genuine gold leaf. Chicago Sign System, G 326
3401'A

,

.

River St., Chicago.
Agents to Travel by automobile to introduce
our fast selling popular priced household necessities.
The greatest line on earth. Make $10 a
day.
Complete outfit and automobile furnished
free to workers.
Write today for exclusive territory.
American Products Co., 1503 American
Bldg., Cincinnati. O.
Insyde Tyres, inner armor for automobile tires
double mileage and prevent punctures and blowouts;

quickly applied; cost

little;

demand

tre-

mendous; profits unlimited. Details free. American Automobile Accessories Co., Dept. 54, Cincinati, Ohio.

Our Broom Holders. Samples ten cents.
& L. Supply Co., 2906 Washington St., Boston,
Mass.
19
Agents. New wonderful money-maker: "Cowtail
Holder."
Sells
like
wildfire.
Enormous
profits. Exclusive territory to live wires. Write
immediately. Sample, 35 cents. L. Kirkegaard.
Blair, Neb.
Agents — $40-$100 week; free samples; gold sign
letters; anyone can put on store windows; big
Sell

A.

demand;

liberal offer to general agents.
433-Z,, N. Clark, Chicago.

Metallic

Letter Co.,

Make and

Your Own Goods.

Formulas by
Expert Chemists. Manufacturing Processes and
Trade Secrets. Write for formula catalog.
Chapin. Mystic Company, Washington, D. C.
Mexican Diamonds flash like genuine, fool exSell

stand tests, yet

perts,

sell

for

i-5oth the price.

Few live Agents wanted to sell from handsome
sample case; big profits, pleasant work. Write
today.
Mexican Diamond Imptg. Co., Box Fi,
Las Cruces, N. Mex.
500 Agents wanted at once for Mitchell's magic
marvel washing compound; 300% profit, enormous

Washes

repeater.

clothes spotlessly clean

10 to 15 minutes; 1,000 other uses in every
home.
Astounds and delights every woman.
Nothing else like it. Nature's mightiest cleanser.
Contains no lye, lime, acid or wax.' Free samples

in

furnished to boost sales.

We

positively guaran-

tee the sale of every package.
Exclusive territory.
your own business. You cannot fail
to make big money.
Barber, Ohio, made $600
last month.
Send for free sample and proof.
Hurry, hustle, grab this chance. L. Mitchell &
Co., Desk 318. 1312-1314 E. 61 st St., Chicago.

Own

Agents. Big returns, fast office seller; parand samples free. One Dip Pen Co., 12

ticulars

Daily Record

Bldg.,,

Baltimore, Md.
Mail Order System.

Beginners — Complete

Box 1005, Atlantic City.
Wanted. Agents to call on garages and

C,
ser-

stations.
Best line of testing instruments
and publications on the market. Complete cata-

vice

logue.
vision,

H. E. Phillips

Union

& Company,

Service Di-

City, Ind.

Science creates new auto wonder. Solves puzproblem; no more rain or snow -blurred
windshields; Mystic Cloth, works like magic;
deposits invisible chemical film; one r.ub keeps
glass clear 24 hours; one agent sold 5,000. Security Mfg. Co., Dept. 242, Toledo, Ohio.
zling

Your Opportunity. Get in business for yourself; mail order or local; manufacture your own
products;
employ other agents; everything
given clearly_ in our big magazine of plans,
schemes and ideas. Three months, 25c.; sample
copy, ioc.
Special Service, 421 Shannon Bldg.,
Pittsburgh. Pa.
January by one man; others made
same month. With auto season
ahead our agents will double-triple this.
You can do the same, selling this wonderful new
invention guaranteed to prevent punctures and
$732.25 Earned
$200.00 to $500.00

just

*

—

lessen cost per mile of tire. Dept.
Sole Mfg. Co., Findlay, Ohio.

Rochester, N. Y.

Stammering.

Washing Wonder.

Free samples to boost sales.
Uuluth, Minn.
Wonderful Chance. Men's Shirts and Furnishings at wholesale rates, or make $10 daily as
agent starting real business.
Goodell Co., 106
Duratex Bldg., New York.
$10 Daily refinishing chandeliers, brass beds,
automobiles by new method, without capital or
experience. Free particulars and proofs. Write
today. ( lUnmetal Co., Avenue D, Decatur, 111.
derful

EC,

Tire In-

Printing.
3,000

Two-Color Labels,

$1.25.

Irvin

J.

Wolf.

Station E, Philadelphia.

St-Stu-t-t-tering and Stammering cured at
home. Instructive booklet free. Walter McDonnell, 105 Potomac Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Learn Dancing.
Learn Fox Trot, Waltz, Two-Step and One-Step
in your own home by wonderful Peak System of
Mail Instruction.
Thousands taught successfully.
No music needed. Write for free information.
William Chandler Peak, M.B., Room
— jo,

821

Short Stories, Manuscripts, Wanted.
100

Short Stories, poems, plays, etc., are wanted
for publication.
Literary Bureau, 165 Hannibal,

Crescent Place, Chicago.
j

You

—

Printing Write for large package samples;
lowest prices, best work. Atlanta Printing Co.,
Atlanta, Ga.

Missouri.

benefit by mentioning the "Electricil

Business Cards printed for

Fairbanks,

1901

50 cents.

Walton Ave., New York

(Continued on page 1222)
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Electrical Supplies

and Appliances.

Battery Charging pays big profits with HB
and
Equipment.
Electric
Light
Generators
Motors can also be furnished on easy payments.
Hobart Brothers, Troy,
Full information free.
Ohio.

—

Blueprints Motor connections. 236 A. C. Single,
two, and three phase, including voltage, cycle,
phase, speed changing. 123 D. C. diagrams. Shows
voltage changing, testing, etc. 120 Transformer
Single, two, and three phase.
diagrams.
170
rheostats, controllers, compensators, automatic
starters, and voltage regulating devices, with
both internal and external connections. 10 Samples A. C. 25c. Particulars free. Charles Chittenden, Dept. A, 3024 Matthews Avenue, Kansas
City, Missouri.

Telephone Receivers and Transmitters, two of
each with connecting cord, also diagrams showing how to construct wall, head or desk set.
Inland Specialty Co., 1560 N.
$1.00 complete.

Robey

St.,

Chicago,

111.

—

Boys Here is the simplest and cheapest electric telegraph ever devised.
With the "K" Applicator you need no batteries.
Get electricity
free,
instantly anywhere at any time.
Send
thirty cents (postal money order), for full instructions how to make the "K" Applicator and
how to operate an electric telegraph without
batteries.
Is easier to make and requires less
materia! than you would use in making a kite.
Gives constant, smooth, even current day and
night, never runs down even upon closed circuit.
Works on any metallic line, even barbed
wire fence, as no insulators necessary. The "K"
Applicator, Missouri Valley, la.
Mansfield's Automatic Water and Oil Finder a
proved success, silver medal awarded. Particulars from Edwin A. Mansfield & Co., 94 Victoria
Road, New Brighton, England.

Models, Dies, Tools, 28 years'
Inventors:
experience, work guaranteed, lowest price. Manufacturing of specialties our hobby.
Peerless
Die & Tool Co., 121 Opera PI. D. B., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Small Induction Motor castings and punchings.
Robert Vondrau, Preston, Ont., Canada.
Storage Batteries. Learn to make them for
automobiles; we furnish everything.
Sample
plates 40c. Windsor Specialty Co., 5419
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Windsor

Carbon, Graphite, and Metal Graphite Brushes
If possible, send sample with inquiry or order. Prompt service assured. Andrews
Supply Co., 404 United Bank Bldg., Cleveland,
Ohio.
Experimental Electricity Course in 20 Lessons.
By S. Gernsback and H. W. Secor, E.E. A
Course of the theory and practice of Electricity
for the Experimenter.
Every phase of experimental electricity is treated comprehensively in
for all motors.

plain English.
and explained

New Experiments are described
and nearly every application of

Electricity in modern life is given.
160 pages—
Flexible cloth cover, 75c post400 illustrations.
Experipaid.
Stiff cloth cover, $1.25 postpaid.
menter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 233 Fulton
St., New York City.

Exchange.
Sell—One horsepower stationary, two-cylinder
gasoline engine, twenty dollars.
One and half
horsepower gasoline engine, twenty dollars. Ford
automobile engine thirty-three dollars.
Ford
power attachment, eighteen dollars.
Clarence
Vaughan, Middletown, N. Y.
Sale Tattoo
Supplies,
Snake
Oil,
Fancy
Stamped Belts, Framed Motion Picture Stars.

—

Saunders, Box

—

72,

Bath, Maine.

Sacrifice
Electrical
Engineering
$125.00
in 36 books, $18. E. Prien, Dix St., Columbus. Wis.
Let's Swap!
What've you got?
Whatd'ye
want? Free advertising. Three months and big
mail dime.
Swap Bulletin, "The National Exchange Medium, Detroit.
Trade Webster Oscillating Magneto Tri-Pole;

Course

—

new. J. Burda, Garner, la.
Paint— Roof and iron, waterproof, stops leaks,
guaranteed five years; barrels, 70c gallon. Continental Co., 405 Lexington Ave., N. Y.
Exchange-yNew $50. Paganini violin for complete receiving outfit.
Nickolaus Mitchell, 235
South 25th St.. Paris, Texas.
Sell Bicycle and wireless transmitter.
Ray-

mond

Wireless.

Miscellaneous.

Binding posts, switch levers,
and small parts; send 2c tor catalogue describing
these and other goods. A. W. Bowman & Co., 23
Church St (Harvard Square), Cambridge, Mass.

Be Well, Strong, Happy, Successful. Drugs
and surgery unnecessary. Modernized Natural
Healing insures success, also a profitable, philanthropic and educational profession.
Convincing

Meter Navy Type Coupler, $7.95. Ask for
circular. Penn Radio Apparatus Co., Greenville,

Wells, Chicago.

Switch Points.

.

2500

Pa.

Induction Motor Connecting Diagrams.
Blueprints in book form. One, two, three, phase.
International
Blueprint Co., Box 87, Gate$2.70.
way, Kansas City, Missouri.
104

F.

March, 1920

—

Taylor, Monticello, Illinois.

The Audion. Its early history and development, Electron Theory and Trigger Action,, comby a Chief Electrician Radio who was stationed at the Naval Radio School as Instructor
two
for
years, written by an old amateur for
the amateurs in words that they can understand.
Also blue print diagrams for hook ups for receiving damped signals, using both air exhausted
and gas bulbs. Receiving undamped signals and
regenerative circuits. Two-step amplifier, using
same (A) and (B) batteries for both steps. WireWorking blue
less telephony with power bulb.
prints on how to build a "One to One" transformer for use with Audion Amplifier. All for
$2.00.
Address T. O. McKenzie, 104 Warburton
Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
Wireless Amateurs, you can build things better
from working drawings. Send $1.00 to-day for
set of blueprints of an amateur wireless receiving set. Northwestern Blueprint Co., Portland,
Oregon. Box 331.
Wireless, Electrical and ChemiSelling Out!
Stewart &
cal Apparatus; send stamp for list.
McLaughlin, Cadiz, Ohio.
Wireless Coils. Now is the time to make 'em.
Instruction $1.
Any
Blue-print and detailed.
Send stamps or money orsize from 1" to 10".
der.
G. P. Brunotte, City Hall Station, Gen.
Del., New York.
Attention Amateurs! If you are building your
own wireless outfits we can supply you with
piled

.

and, Bakelite-Dilecto, in sheet, rod or tube,
cut to size. Also brass, sheet, rod, screws, and
nuts. Switch points, levers, knobs, and binding
fibre,

Experimental and machine work, done to
your sketches. Send for our new price list at
once and save money. O. L. Bortz Machine Co.,
post.

diagrams

Radio

stamp

for free

sample

our big magazine, showing how to make
better pictures and earn money. American Photography, 465 Pope Building, Bos ton, Mass.
Oil Painted 14x17 Enlargements from any film
or photo and $3.00. Give color eyes, hair, etc.
Equals $25 work. Tangley Co., Dept. E3, Muscatine, Iowa.

any

of

Isbell,

Y.

—

cloth cover, 75c postpaid. Stiff cloth cover, $1.25
Experimenter Publishing Co., Book
postpaid.
Dept., -233 Fulton St., New York City.

How to Make Wireless Sending Apparatus, 100
pages, 88 illustrations. Written and published
entirely for the wireless enthusiast who wants
to make his own radio apparatus. Contains more
information on "How to make it" than any other
book we know of. Paper bound, 25c postpaid.
Experimenter Publishing Co., Book Dept., 233
Fulton St., New York City.
Just Off the Press— Design and Construction of
Audion Amplifying Transformers, Radio and Audio Frequency Type. This latest and important
book by Mr. Edward T. Jones, late Associate Editor of "Radio News," will be of great interest to
all radio amateurs thruout the land. The transformers shown in these books have never been
described in print before, and have usually been
considered a manufacturer's secret. Anyone who
has several vacuum tubes cannot afford to do
without this book because it will enable him to
build the necessary amplifying transformers very
readily. The designs are very simple and rugged,
and anybody can make them without much
trouble whatsoever. Mr, Jones, the author, is a
practical man who is an experimenter himself
The book is
and knows whereof he speaks.
printed on good paper and has an attractive
cover in two colors. Paper bound. Size 5 in. x
7 in. Contains many illustrations, diagrams and
working data necessary to build the transformPrice,

to

postpaid,

Book Dept.,

25c.
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The

Fulton

Experimenter
New York.

St.,

Wanted— Small Gasoline and
Small Lathes, Drill Presses and
chinery.
Will pay high cash
material. Johnston, West End,

Steam Engines,
other light
prices

for

magood

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Experimenters, Inventors, Designers and Engineers; send for Draftsmen's Guide, new nineteentwenty pocket edition; one dollar postpaid; when
ordering, state whether or not you would be
interested in representing us in your locality.

Guide Publishing Company,

North Tonawanda,

—

Egg Pie Crust Recipe Ten cents. Digestible,
delicious. The Oddity Centre, 60 Vine St., Wyandotte, Mich.

Motor Engines and Dynamos.
Electric, we buy, sell, exchange motors
of various sizes; large stock; prompt shipments.
General Distributing Co., 22 West First St.,

Motors

Duluth, Minn.

Small Motors and Generators.
Cancelled Government Contracts. A. C. Motors, $9.50 each
and up. 12 Light no-volt generators, $26.50 each;
battery-charging outfits, $30 each and up. New
motors % -'A up to 5 H. P. for all phases and
frequencies of current. Write for late bulletin.
Bargains in motors and generators.
Address
Motor Sales Dept., No. 12, West End, Pittsburgh,

Penna.
Fittings for Model Boilers, Water Gages, Globe
Steam Valves, Unions and Filling Plugs. Castings for model marine engine, suitable for small
steam power boats, complete set, $3.00. Write
Model Machine Shop Co., 415 E. 71th St., New
York City, N. Y.
Propellers for high-powered air propulsion, and
small propellers for motorcycle engines. 5 foot
diameters, $12.00; other sizes in proportion.
Hub mountings, countershafts, bearings and
sprockets to suit. Catalogue free. Crawford Motor and Aeroplane Mfgr., New Orleans, La.

Office Devices.

233

Multigraphs,
Duplicators,
Folders, Multicolors, Mailometers, Sealers. Half
Pruitt Company, 224 North Wabash, Chicago.

price.

Addressographs,
Folders,

Sealers

Device
Chicago.

illustrations.

Only

strictly

modern

Fulton

St.,

New York

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

City.

Experimenter" when writing
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Multigraphs,
Bought, Sold.

Company,

Wanted
Cash

for Old False

156-X

to

Teeth

Duplicators,

Guaranteed.

North

Lasalle,

Buy.

—We

pay up to

$35.00

(broken or not).
Also buy discarded
gold crowns, bridges, platinum,
diamonds, watches and silver. Send now. Cash
by return mail. Package held 5 to 10 days for
sender's approval of our offer. U. S. Smelting
Works, Dept. 73, Chicago, 111.

per

set

gold,

jewelry,

Send to Cleveland by mail or express any old
or broken watches, false teeth, old or broken
jewelry, brooches, bracelets, old gold, silver,
platinum, diamonds, magneto points, platinum
wire, contact points or crucibles, mercury, and
anything valuable.
pay the highest prices
in cash by return mail. Goods returned in ten

We

you're not satisfied. The Ohio Smelting
& Refining Company, 206 Lennox Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

days

if

For Men.
Get Vital Strength. Retain youthful vigor.
Wonderful results. Intensely interesting bookWinslow H. Chase, Washington, D. C.
let free.
Great
Detectives Earn Big Money. Travel.
We train
Experience unnecessary.
demand.
Write for free particulars. American Detective System, 1968 Broadway, N. Y.
^
Send Us Your Dull Safety Razor Blades. We
will re-sharpen them so they shave like new
Quick service.
blades for 3c each, any kind.
you.

Entire satisfaction guaranteed. Antiseptic astringent pencil given free with every dollar order if

you mention "Electrical Experimenter."

your blades to-day. Keenedge Company,
Dept. L, 184 Washington St., Chicago, 111.

Make Wireless Receiving Apparatus.

—90

radio apparata are described in this book and the
illustrations and descriptions are so clear and
simple that no trouble will be experienced in
making the instruments. Paper covered, 25c
Experimenter Publishing Co., Book
Sostpaid.
iept.,

Fine beautiful, evergreen, ornamental firs, any
$1.00.
Order now. B. B. Lee, Sta. A,
Vancouver, Wash.

Office

Wireless Course in 20 Lessons. By S. Gemsback, A Lescarboura and H. W. Secor, E.E.
Tells you everything you want to know about
"Wireless" theory, practice and history. A clear,
concise course on every phase of this subject.
Flexible
160 pages 350 illustrations, 30 tables.

pages

Book of 24
Avenue,

Way

Addressographs,

-

How

Leaf for sale.
Skurovec, 10206

address,

Send
Nauga-

Bargains! To vacate our place we must sell
5,000 H" spark coils without vibrators at 40c.,
Special for this month, 20,15c. postage extra.
Bridges and Springs, 15c. per
000 Vibrators.
pair postpaid. A. Duds, 1534 Pitkin Ave., Brook

100

J.

E-i8i8' N.

Cleveland, Ohio.

description.

Louis

particulars.

for

tuck, Ct.

N.

Gold

$.55.

Institute,

Pa.

Greenville,

Publ. Co.,

of

You

chase^

ers.

For the Photographer.

Do you take pictures? Write

Age, 6. S.
Brookfand, D. C.
Aerial Wire, seven strands No. 22 solid copper; 100% radiation; shipping weight 15 lbs. per
Send postage. No. C. O. D's. Imme1,000 feet.
This grade worth $15 per thoudiate delivery
sand. For a limited time am selling at 1 cent
per foot, $9 per thousand. Lee A. Bates, 8 Moen
Call 1 G Y.
St., Worcester, Mass.
Complete Receiving Sets, $7.00 and up. With
1,000 Ohm receiver, tested mineral; guaranteed.
Bulletin for stamp. Jenkins, Room 2, 923 Pur-

leaves,

Science

free.

Substitute

Complete your files of Wireless
T., Ev. Eng., etc.
W. A. Parks,

Amateurs!

lyn,

literature

Send
Inc.,

For the Hair

Was

Obtained hair growth by an Indian's ointment containing genuine bear oil and
rare plant juices. Many others have had wonHarmless.
Fine for dandruff.
derful results.
Will send box, postpaid, with recipe, 10c. John
Hart Brittain, 150 E. 32d St., BB-300, New York.
I

Bald.

to advertisers.
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Chemicals.

Health.

supplying amateur
chemists. Send for free price list. George Ott,
1218 Chestnut, Reading, Pa.

Free Stop using tobacco.
We will give free
information how to conquer habit easily and
permanently. Results guaranteed. Anti-Tobacco
League, Dept. C, Omaha, Nebr.

Personal.

famous Hawaiian Beauties, Swimmers, etc., membership 25c. Hawaiian Correspondence Club c/o L. de Roo, Box 306, Honolulu,
Write

to

We Make

a Specialty

of

Hawaii.

Thousands of positions
teach traveling salesmanship by mail
and guarantee offer of position or refund tuition.
For interesting particulars address Kansas Vocational Bureau, Miltonvale, Kansas.

The Salesman Win$.

We

open.

Patents For Sale

Chemical Laboratories for Sale. Prices $5.00
and up. Send for particulars. Teca Chemical
Co., 42 Putnam St., Somerville, 42 Mass.
Startling Chemical Outfit, "Chemset" No. 2,
containing chemicals and directions, 20c. No. 1
"Chemset," 15c. Both, 30c. Our mystery packet,
Mystic Shoppe, 714 Vinton, Waterloo, Iowa.
12c.

—

For Sale Patent on Ford Auto Lock. Can be
Write to
manufactured cheap, yet powerful.
Jos. Vesely, Cedar Rapids, la.

Rubber Stamps.
Rubber Stamps ma4e

to order.

McCaddon Com-

pany, Zanesville, Ohio.

Cameras, Supplies

George, 985

10c.

SO old coins, every one different, and
C. M. Penney, Denison, Tex.

bargain

List, $1.

Wayne, Indiana.
"Triangle Approvals,"
y2 c. up; 3 unused
stamps FREE to approval applicants sending
Harfred Stamp Co., Dept. E, Gerreferences.

Developing.

Perfect

Kodak Finishing

Stamps — 50

all

different

— Foreign— $1.00.

W.

B.

Best one cent approvals in America.

Hand,

So. 60th

11 17

St.,

F.

P.

Phila., Pa.

200 AH Different Stamps, including Bosnia,
Bavaria, China, Guatemala, Bulgaria, Bohemia,
Poland* Turkey, etc., and Dime Stamp Album,
only one to customer, all for 25c. Our approval
sheets contain bargains priced at ic. to 5c. net.
150 different U. S. postage and Civil War reve
nues for only 75c. Indiana Stamp Co., Dept. E,

the

Have you seen The Stamp Herald?

Finest
Subscription

stamp paper published.

monthly

Stamp
months' trial for 10c.
Herald Publishing Co., Dept. E, Indianapolis, Ind.
50c.

a

year.

3

Fred Onken,

300 Different Stamps, $0.50.
79th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

630

Stamps — 61 All Different Free. Postage, 3c.
Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, O.
Gold,

California

quarter

size,

27c;

half-dollar

Columbian nickel and catalogue
Norman Shultz, King City, Mo.
size,

53c.

ioc.

Stamps— 50 varieties, Transvaal, Brazil, Peru,
Cuba, Mexico, etc., and album, ioc; 60 different
U. S., 25c; 1,000 hingest 10c; 1,000 mixed, 40c.
List free. I buy stamps. C. Stegman, 5936 Cote
Brilliante, St. Louis,

Formulas.
Million Tested Formulas, Trade Secrets, Processes.
Everything!
Thousand pages.
Cost?
Only $2.00 postpaid. Can I find it? Yes, and
Write us. L. Goodnow, Highland
999,999 others.
Ave., South Sudbury, Mass.

We

Buy and Sell Old Coins. $2 to $500 each
paid. Keep All Old Money; you may have valuable coins. Send ioc. for New Illustrated Coin
Value Book,
Guaranteed prices.
Get

4x6.

posted.

Clarke Coin Co., Box

110,

Le Roy, N. Y.

American Made Toys.

We

Cffer an Opportunity to manufacturer with
production, also to homeworkers on smaller scale, to manufacture Metal Toys
and Novelties.
Unlimited field and enormous
business open for ambitious people. No experience required. No tools needed. Our castingforms turn out goods complete. Since the different Toy Expositions, manufacturers are covered
with orders until December. You can enter this
facilities for large

now, by manufacturing "American Made
Toys." We furnish castingforms for Toy Soldiers, Army, Navy, Marine, Cannons, Machine
Guns, Indians, Cowboys, Warships and other
novelties.
Castingforms, complete outfit, $3.00
up. We buy these goods, direct from manufacturers.
Yearly contract orders placed with reliable parties.
We pay very high prices for
clean painted goods. Samples furnished. "BirdWhistles," great seller, just added to our stock
field

list.

Booklet,

Information, Instruction

free,

you mean work and business. No others
vited to write. Toy Soldier Manufacturing
32 Union Square, New York.

if

—

—
—

—

—

—

Cold Cream — Finest ever.
Formula
tham, Box 233, Seattle, Wash.

ioc.

La-

500 Formulas.
All easy, successful moneymakers. Postpaid, 25c. Edgar James, 315 Douglass,

Indianapolis,

Ind.

Processes.
1,000,000 Formulas.
Trade secrets
every business. 1016 pages, $2. Ideal Book
Shop, 5501-EE North Robey, Chicago.
for

Phonographs.

Make Your Own Phonograph. Particulars free.
DeSelO-PhonE, P. O. Box 720, Attica, Indiana.
Build your own phonographs and manufacture
them for profit. Drawing, Instructions, Parts
Price List, Blue Print, etc., complete, sent free

upon request. Write today. Associated Phonograph Co., Dept. E 1, Cincinnati.
"Perfection" highBuild Your Phonograph.
quality spring and electric motors, tone arms,
Big saving.
reproducers.
Wonderful results.
New catalog and building instructions mailed
Indiana Phonograph Supply Co.,
for 10 cents.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Muscatine, Iowa.
Girls in bathing costume, 15 beautiful postcard
size photographs $1, or ten 5x7 for $1. Sample of
each 25c.
Money refunded if dissatisfied. A.
D. Tinklepaugh, 3440 5th Ave. So., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Rare Real Photos.

Bathing beauties, models,
right kind.
are reliable.
Samples 25c
coin.
Artiste, Auburn, Ind.

We

the

Beautiful Art Post Cards, Photographs; state
wants.
Samples 25c. Art Studio, 826 Calhoun
Fort Wayne, Ind.

St.,

Wonderful Pictures taken from
real poses.
cents, 5 for
$1.50

Heinemann,

1424

Rosemont, Chicago.

You

News Correspondents.
Earn

life.

Nature's

for

news-

Song Poems Wanted.
Write the Words for a Song. We write music
and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit
poems on war, love or any subject. Chester
Music Co., 920 So. Michigan Ave., Room 265,
Chicago,

111.

Write the Words for a Song. We revise poems,
write music and guarantee to secure publication.
Submit poems on any subject. Broadway
Studios,

197C

Fitzgerald

Bldg.,

New

York.

Song-writers' Manual and Guide Sent Free!
Contains valuable instructions and advice. Submit song-poems for examination. We will furnish music, copyright and facilitate publication
or sale. Knickerbocker Studios, 319 Gaiety Bldg.,
New York.

Song-writers. Market your compositions. Our
successful plan brings results. Work examined
free and honest advice given.
Morrison Music
Shop, Dept. E, Indianapol is, Indiana.

You Write Words for a Song— We write the
music, publish and secure a copyright. Submit
poems on any subject. The Metropolitan Studios,
914 So. Michigan Ave., Room 113, Chicago, 1 11.
Write a Song— Love, mother, home, childhood,
any subject. I compose music and
publication.
Send words
to-day
Thomas Merlih, 326 Reaper Block., Chicago.
patriotic or

guarantee

No

Juggling Act.
sons, 50 cents.

delphia^^

skill;

and Games
diagrammatic

25

les-

T. Conran, 2235 N. 4th St., Phila-

—

Magic Card Tricks. Sensational escapes, jokes,
novelties.
Everything in the amusement line.
Large illustrated catalogue of a thousand tricks
free.
Write today. Largest amusement goods
manufacturers in the world. Heaney Magic Co.,
Desk 211, Berlin Wis.
,

Magic.
novelties.
Co., Inc.,

Avenue,,

Entertain at home. Tricks, puzzles,
Big Catalogue A, 25c. Martinka &
Harry Houdini, President, 493 Sixth

New York

City.

Tricks, Puzzles, Magical Apparatus, Plays,
Stage Supplies, Mind-reading Acts, Sensational
Escapes and Illusions. Send ioc for our big new
1920 catalog, 100 pages, just off the press.
Oaks
Magical Co., Dept. 549, Oshkosh, Wis.

WANT MORE MONEY
HERE IT

—Manuscripts.

Hundreds of Men

a Week writing Stories and PhotoPlays. Previous Acceptance Not Essential. Dept.
57, New York Literary Bureau, 141 W. 36th St.,
City.

Scenery For Hire.

benefit by mentioning the "Electrical

young or middle
aged make BIG MONEY every month representing our magazines.
Work Your Way
Through College, buy the hobbies you are interested in
or go into a good paying business
for yourself.
You can spend all of your time
or a few hours a day. You can make spending
money or you can guarantee yourself a BIG
;

If

to

you can use more money and you are willing
put in a few hours a day don't fail to in-

You will like the work
and no matter what your present pursuits, your
vestigate this offer.

—

Mellow, Soulful
on credit.
Easy terms for wonderful instrument. Get details
today.
Gustav Henning, 231 nth St.,
Miami, Florida.
Deep,

IS

— elderly,

INCOME.
Decorations.

Musical Instruments.
Violins.

Weekly, spare time, writing

$25

papers, magazines. Experience unnecessary; details free.
Press Syndicate, 566 St. Louis, Mo.

artistic, pure.
Sample 25
for $2.
Large size photos
Mack, 626 20th St., Oakland,

$50 to $150

Wonder Shavings, new Japanese
when dropped into water turn into

P.

12

Authors

Mysterious

Scalp
N. Y.

Tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay; $1
cured.
Remedy sent on trial. Superba Co

Cal.

New York

scalp,

Clean,
$i,

Chas.

each.

wash.

Abso-

Too Fat? Reduce weight easily, pleasantly, no
self-starvation, no strenuous exercise. Reliable,
guaranteed. Obtain Oil of Korein at any busy
pharmacy or write for free brochure to Korein
Co., NA-300, Sta. F., New York.

Tricks, Puzzles

Your photo enlarged, 14x17, and oil painted.
Send any film or photo and $3. Give color eyes,
hair, etc. Equals $25 work. Photograph returned.
Reference, any bank.
Tangley Co., Dept. E-i,

Collapsible Scenery for all plays.
Amelia Grain, Philadelphia.

novelties;
babies, flowers, fish.
Dozen in pretty package,
15c; three, 35c.
Excellent dinner party favors;
they create talk. Twelve packages, $1.00. George

My-T-Fine Scalp Cleaner. A new hair
dandruff eradicator.
Cleans the
strengthens the roots, preserves the hair.
lutely harmless. 25c postpaid. My-T-Fine
Cleaner, No. 564 Central Avenue, Brooklyn,
Agents wanted.
Perfect

Postcards and Pictures.

inCo.,

Novelties.

Pyorrhea (Rigg's Disease— Bleeding or Swollen

Gums). H. E. Kelty, D.D.S., M.D., pyorrhea
specialist for 15 years, has developed a successful
home treatment for pyorrhea, purifying,
healing, preventative.
Full month's treatment,
Or write for free booklet. Pyorem
$1 postpaid.
Mfg. Co., 439 Seventh St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Luminous paint Resilver1,000 Formulas, 25c.
ing mirrors Renewing dry batteries Mechanics'
soap Carbon remover Gas tonic Puncture plugger 20c each. Entire collection, 50c. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Ideal Book Shop, 5501-EF North
Robey, Chicago.

Mo.

Old Coins Wanted.

Cigarette, pipe or chewing habit conquered.
Guaranteed. Write for free brochure. Edw. J.
Woods, TB-300 Station F, New York.

SA, Baltimore, Md.

Indianapolis, Ind.

South America. Buy direct. 1,000 fine assorted
Paraguay, Uruguay, etc., for $2 bill. Exchange
rare stamps with collectors and dealers; lots or
on sheets. C. P. Mego, Necochea 193, Lomas
Dezamora, Argentine Republic.

—

if

mantown, Pa.
Trenouih. Watlord, Ontario, Canada.

at

Work returned the same day reSend film for sample print and copy of
catalogue on developing, printing, enlarging and
hand coloring, also copy of Photo Craft Magazine, which will help you make better pictures.
Photo Craft Co., Box 69, Ann Arbor, Mich.
ceived.

—

Big Money As high as $10 or over paid for
Latest price list for
cancelled postage stamps.
Ball Supply House, 722 State Blvd., Fort
ioc.

— Photo

Mail us 15c. with any size film for development
and six velvet prints. Or send six negatives any
size and 15c. for six prints. Or send 25c. for one
Prompt, perfect
8 x 10 mounted enlargement.
Roanoke Photo Finishing Co., 255 Bell
service.
Ave., Roanoke, Va.
Clean, Neat,
lowest prices.

Stamps and Coins.
Stamps, 50 different foreign,
7t h St., Milwaukee, Wis.
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Experimenter" when writing
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faculties will be better developed.
full particulars.

Write to-

day for

THE EXPERIMENTER
Circulation

to advertisers.

Dept.,

233 Fulton

PUB. CO.
St.,

New York

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
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A recognized scientific effective means of handling your own ease is afforded
by the RENULIFE VIOLET RAY HIGH FREQUENCY GENERATOR. It
is so designed and made that anyone can apply the wonderful corrective
upbuilding forces of the VIOLET RAY. This pleasant POWERFUL form
t

doing wonders in relieving and eliminating
pain and suffering. You owe it to yourself to investigate find out the
explaining
the nature of the Violet Ray its
facts. Get our new booklet
uses, benefits, and applications send the coupon below at once.

of electricity has done

and

is

—

—

—

what users say
•'The Renulife Violet Ray High Frequency Generator is superior in efficiency
because of its perfect character and con*
trol of current, compactness and perfect
insulation. The email nogs and lightness

of Electrode holder is also a great advantage." "The doctor told me that tha
trouble was hardening of the arteries. I
would not be without it for all the money
in the world." "I cannot recommend it
too highly." "I have been using mine now
for a week for Sciatica and I am highly
pleased with results." "I think it is one
of the best little machines that was ever
invented." "I have used it with excellent
results for the restoration of hair and stiff

and sore rheumatic finger joints." "Am
well pleased with the Generator, and the
kind treatment received from vour Company
"My Generator has stopped my
neuritis."
"Every house should have a
Renulife Violet Ray High Frequency
Generator for the treatment of Neuralgia:
Neuritis; Sore Throat; Kernels in Neck;
Cramps: Headache: Stiff Neck Muscular Soreness ; Rheumatism ; Paralysis
short, pain of all kinds."
M. D.
"I have been much relieved by the use of
your Violet Ray Generator."
"It is fine for insomnia."
I find it such a help in nervousness."
"I would not part with it for five times the
price. It is sure a little wonder."
pleased with the
"I am more than
Generator, the whole family are using it.'*

—

—in

THIS TYPE

of Violet

Ray

instru-

ment makes possible a light, convenient
handle and permits large efficient
I

units to be used contained in handcase.

some

OUR NEW BOOK
JUST OUT.

This latest edition
explains in detail, with many illustrations, the uses and benefits of
Violet Ray.
You should have
one. Free for the asking.

SEND FOR BOOK

THOUSANDS OF VOLTS
No Shock—No Harm—Simply Great Benefits
Current from your light socket
the most

Into

powerful,

—

and

restored.

—

Send for the Booklet full of information
the story so you can understand it.

Natures
What

—

TREATS SUCCESSFULLY
..Blackheada
..Brain Pag
..Bronchitis

..Bunions
..Bruises
..Catarrh
..Colrla

..Chilhlaina

..Dandruff
..Deafness and

..Female

..Haemorrhoids
..Hay Fever
..Infantile Paralysis

..Insomnia

..Lameness
..Locomotor
Ataxia

Ear diseases
..Eczema
I

..Enlarged Prostate

Name

Com-

plaints
..Goitre
,.Gout

—

—
—

Revitalizes

Builds

up

—

1203 Marquette Building, Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Office, Room 410, 123 West Madison

RENULIFE VIOLET RAY CO. OF CANADA
St.,

Efficient

West Toronto, Ont.
High Class Sales
Distributors Write
for Proposition

VIOLET RAYS

Pain

OZONE

and Ache
Eradicates—
Without Equal

Inhala-

Several

tion

•Profes-

sional

Use

and Chest
..Paralysis
..PileB

..Pimples
..Pyorrhea

..Rheumatism
..Scars
..Sciatica
..Skin Diseases
..Sore Throat and

Throat Diseases
..Sprains

..Toothache

..Weak Eyes

.Neuritis
.

..Obesity

.Lumbago
.Neuralgia

Strengthens

Pain in Abdomen

.Nervous Affections
.

Aid

Renulife Electric Co., Inc.

Home

..Arterosclerosls
..Baldness

Own

19

——

and

Neuralgia

—that

Models fop

CO..

.Falling Hair

as

Some

1203 Marquette Bldg.. Detroit, Mich.

..Facial

-well

Specialists

the strange relation between electricity and
declare electricity is life. We do not know.
But life cells do welcome and respond marvelously to
electricity in the form of Violet Rays. It works with
nature to restore where many other methods fail. It
treats fundamentally and therefore is specified by
physicians for a wide ranpe of ailments for rheumaetc., etc.
tism, neuritis, nerve and blood disorders
both chronic and acute. See the list on coupon and
ask for full particulars. Blood is brought to area
enriched and purified assimulation and
treated
functions restored to normal.
digestion improved
Combines the benefits of electricity, vibration, exGet the informaercise, stimulation, and oxidation.
tion as to what you may expect from the Violet Ray.
Its astonishing low price places it within the reach of
The Trial Plan proves its value, in actual use.
all.
Receive full information by return mail.

life?

Please send without obligation, yoor book "Health,
explaining Violet Ray treatments with Renulife Generators, also give full particulars as to its application for
ailments chocked below.

..Anemia
..Asthma

Scalp as

tells

LOWEST PRICED

..Abscesses

Your

with invigorating life-laden forces, bringing back
normal conditions. You may treat the local area
but results are not confined to that part alone
the blood, nerves; tissues are revitalized, toned

'

RENULIFE ELECTRIC

1

Treat

Own Face and

—

347 Adelaide

and Special Information

transformed

The Violet Ray so acceptable to the
human body actually saturates the whole system
tricity

!

COUPON FOR BOOK

is

effective -purifying

Health and Beauty giving agency; yetj as painless and pleasant as a ray of sunshine. Made
safe for use in any home, on infant or weakest
invalid.
Attacks the deep seated source of
diseases, at the same time relieving the aches
and pains which may be the annoying symptoms.
Learn how this modern form of elec-

..Wrinkles
..Warts and

Moles

For

.

Catarrh,

Address

Throat,Lungs

—
You

benefit by

mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing

www.americanradiohistory.com
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